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Abstract
Self-adaptivity, characterized by the ability to dynamically adjust behavior at runtime, is a growing
trend in the evolution of modern embedded systems. While self-adaptive systems tend to be flexible and
autonomous, self-adaptivity may inevitably complicate software design, test and analysis. A strategy for
taming the growing software complexity of self-adaptive systems is to partition system behaviors into
different operational modes specified at design time. Such a multi-mode system can change behavior
by switching between modes at runtime under certain circumstances. Multi-mode systems can benefit
from a complementary approach to the software development of complex systems: Component-Based
Software Engineering (CBSE), which fosters reuse of independently developed software components.
However, the state-of-the-art component-based development of multi-mode systems does not take full
advantage of CBSE, as reuse of modes at component level is barely addressed. Modes are often treated
as system properties, while mode switches are handled by a global mode manager. This centralized
mode management entails global information of all components, whereas the global information may
be inaccessible in component-based systems. Another potential problem is that a single mode manager
does not scale well, particularly at design time,  for a large number of components and modes.

In this thesis we propose a distributed solution to the component-based development of multi-
mode systems, aiming for a more efficient and scalable mode management. Our goal is to fully
incorporate modes in software component reuse, supporting reuse of multi-mode components, i.e.,
components able to run in multiple modes. We have developed a generic framework, the Mode-Switch
Logic (MSL), which not only supports reuse of multi-mode components but also provides runtime
mechanisms for handling mode switch. MSL includes three fundamental elements: (1) a mode-aware
component model with the formal specification of reusable multi-mode software components; (2) a
mode mapping mechanism for the seamless composition of multi-mode components; and (3) a mode-
switch runtime mechanism which is executed by each component in isolation from its functional
execution and coordinates the mode switches of different components without the need of global mode
information. The mode-switch runtime mechanism has been verified by model checking in conjunction
with mathematical proofs. We also provide a mode-switch timing analysis for the runtime mechanism
to respect real-time requirements.

MSL is dedicated to the mode aspect of a system irrespective of component execution semantics, thus
independent of the choice of component models. We have integrated MSL in the ProCom component
model with the extension of support for reuse of multi-mode components and distributed mode-switch
handling. Although the distributed mode-switch handling of MSL is more flexible and scalable than
the conventional centralized approach, when components are deployed on a single hardware platform
and global mode information is available, centralized mode-switch handling is more efficient in terms
of runtime overhead and mode-switch time. Hence, MSL is supplemented with a mode transformation
technique to enhance runtime mode-switch efficiency by converting the distributed mechanism to a
centralized mechanism. MSL together with the mode transformation technique has been implemented
in a prototype tool where one can build multi-mode systems by reusing multi-mode components. The
applicability of MSL is demonstrated in two proof-of-concept case studies.
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Abstract

Self-adaptivity, characterized by the ability to dynamically adjust behavior at
runtime, is a growing trend in the evolution of modern embedded systems.
While self-adaptive systems tend to be flexible and autonomous, self-adaptivity
may inevitably complicate software design, test and analysis. A strategy for
taming the growing software complexity of self-adaptive systems is to par-
tition system behaviors into different operational modes specified at design
time. Such a multi-mode system can change behavior by switching between
modes at runtime under certain circumstances. Multi-mode systems can benefit
from a complementary approach to the software development of complex sys-
tems: Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE), which fosters reuse of
independently developed software components. However, the state-of-the-art
component-based development of multi-mode systems does not take full ad-
vantage of CBSE, as reuse of modes at component level is barely addressed.
Modes are often treated as system properties, while mode switches are han-
dled by a global mode manager. This centralized mode management entails
global information of all components, whereas the global information may be
inaccessible in component-based systems. Another potential problem is that
a single mode manager does not scale well, particularly at design time, for a
large number of components and modes.

In this thesis we propose a distributed solution to the component-based de-
velopment of multi-mode systems, aiming for a more efficient and scalable
mode management. Our goal is to fully incorporate modes in software compo-
nent reuse, supporting reuse of multi-mode components, i.e., components able
to run in multiple modes. We have developed a generic framework, the Mode-
Switch Logic (MSL), which not only supports reuse of multi-mode compo-
nents but also provides runtime mechanisms for handling mode switch. MSL
includes three fundamental elements: (1) a mode-aware component model with
the formal specification of reusable multi-mode software components; (2) a
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mode mapping mechanism for the seamless composition of multi-mode com-
ponents; and (3) a mode-switch runtime mechanism which is executed by each
component in isolation from its functional execution and coordinates the mode
switches of different components without the need of global mode information.
The mode-switch runtime mechanism has been verified by model checking in
conjunction with mathematical proofs. We also provide a mode-switch timing
analysis for the runtime mechanism to respect real-time requirements.

MSL is dedicated to the mode aspect of a system irrespective of component
execution semantics, thus independent of the choice of component models. We
have integrated MSL in the ProCom component model with the extension of
support for reuse of multi-mode components and distributed mode-switch han-
dling. Although the distributed mode-switch handling of MSL is more flexible
and scalable than the conventional centralized approach, when components are
deployed on a single hardware platform and global mode information is avail-
able, centralized mode-switch handling is more efficient in terms of runtime
overhead and mode-switch time. Hence, MSL is supplemented with a mode
transformation technique to enhance runtime mode-switch efficiency by con-
verting the distributed mechanism to a centralized mechanism. MSL together
with the mode transformation technique has been implemented in a prototype
tool where one can build multi-mode systems by reusing multi-mode compo-
nents. The applicability of MSL is demonstrated in two proof-of-concept case
studies.

Populärvetenskaplig
sammanfattning

Vi omges dagligen av datorsystem som är inbyggda i produkter—så kallade in-
byggda system. De finns i allt från smarta telefoner, medicinska apparater och
industrirobotar till bilar och flygplan. Moderna inbyggda system blir alltmer
anpassningsbara, med förmåga att dynamiskt anpassa sitt beteende på begäran
eller när operativa förhållanden ändras. Anpassningsbara system är vanligtvis
flexibla och autonoma, men som sidoeffekt kan de komplicera mjukvarudesig-
nen, liksom testning och analys.

En effektiv metod för att hantera ökad komplexitet i programvaran av an-
passningbara system är att dela upp systemet i olika driftlägen. Systemet kan
då byta beteenden genom att växla mellan olika driftlägen. Till exempel kan
programvaran som styr ett flygplan vara uppdelad i driftlägena taxi, start, flyg
och landning. System med multipla driftlägen kan utnyttja en kompletterande
teknik för programvaruutveckling av komplexa system: komponentbaserad
programvaruutveckling som bygger på återanvändning av tidigare utvecklade
programvarukomponenter. Det finns redan komponentbaserade tekniker som
använder en centraliserad hantering av driftlägesväxlingar, en av de absolut
viktigaste frågorna i system med multipla driftlägen. Men tyvärr är en cen-
traliserad driftlägeshantering inte skalbar och därför olämplig att använda i mer
komplexa system.

Vi har utvecklat ett ramverk, Mode-Switch Logic (MSL), som inte bara
stödjer återanvändning av komponenter som kan hantera multipla driftlägen,
utan också innehåller stöd för att genomföra driftväxling. Till skillnad från
centraliserad driftväxling, hanteras MSLs driftväxling av en lokal algoritm
som implementerar såväl den egna driftväxlingen som samordningen med
driftväxling i andra komponenter. Vi har dessutom utvecklat en analysmetod
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för att räkna ut hur lång tid det tar att genomföra driftväxling.
MSL är ett generiskt ramverk som kan anpassas till olika komponentmod-

eller. Vi har integrerat MSL i komponentmodellen ProCom, som därmed
utökats med stöd för återanvändning av komponenter med multipla driftlä-
gen och distribuerad hantering av driftväxling. MSL har även implementer-
ats i ett prototypverktyg som utöver att erbjuda en koppling mellan MSL och
den kommersiella komponentmodellen Rubus också implementerar en mapp-
ning av MSLs flexibla driftlägeshantering till Rubus centraliserade hantering.
Mappningen visar hur MSLs flexibilitet kan kombineras med effektiviteten hos
centraliserad driftlägeshantering. Slutligen har vi demonstrerat användningen
av MSL i två fallstudier.

摘摘摘要要要

嵌入式系统在日常生活中无处不在。比如智能手机，医疗器械，工业机
器人，汽车，飞机等等都属于嵌入式系统。越来越多的嵌入式系统正在
逐渐发展成为具有自适应性的系统。自适应性使得一个系统能够实时动
态改变自身行为和功能来适应用户的手动调整和运行环境的改变。自适
应系统较为灵活和自治，但容易导致更加复杂的软件设计，测试和分
析。

在系统设计阶段将系统功能划分为多个运行模式是一个有效的处理
自适应系统软件复杂度的方法。多模式系统可以在特定情况下实时切换
模式来改变运行功能。例如飞机的控制软件通常可以运行地面滑行模
式，起飞模式，飞行模式，和降落模式等等。多模式系统的开发还能额
外受益于基于组件的软件工程。基于组件的软件工程是另一个有效管理
复杂软件的方法。其特色在于重复使用独立开发的软件组件。现有的基
于组件的软件开发技术对于多模式系统而言并没有将基于组件的软件工
程的优势充分利用起来。组件的模式在组件重用中很少被提及。处理模
式转换是多模式系统最重要的问题之一。现有的方法通常使用一个全局
模式管理器来处理模式转换。这样的集中式模式管理可扩展性不够理
想，从而不适合构建较为复杂的系统。

本论文中我们提出一个集散式的方法来实现对多模式系统的基于组
件的开发。和其它方法相比，这种集散式的方法具有更好的可扩展性，
并且能够更为有效的管理组件和系统模式。我们将组件模式完全整合到
软件组件重用中，支持多模式组件的可重用 (多模式组件即为可以运行
多个模式的组件)。这种集散式的开发方法被称为模式转换逻辑 (MSL:
Mode-Switch Logic)。MSL不仅支持多模式组件的可重用，而且提供一
系列算法来有效处理模式转换。这些算法运行在每一个组件里并且协调
不同组件的模式转换。此外，我们对模式转换进行时间分析，计算模式
转换所需时间，保证模式转换及时完成和满足系统的实时要求。

MSL对于组件模型的选择没有特别要求，适用于很多不同的组件模
型。我们已经将MSL应用到ProCom组件模型，使得ProCom支持多模式
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组件的可重用和集散式的模式转换处理。目前我们已经在一款正在开发
的工具中实现了MSL的一些主要功能。该工具为多模式组件的重用提供
了一个开发平台。MSL的实用性在本论文中通过两个案例被演示出来。
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Embedded systems are evolving into self-adaptive systems that can dynami-
cally adjust behavior at runtime. However, self-adaptivity often calls for more
complex software. To tame such growing software complexity, self-adaptive
systems can be developed as multi-mode systems which run in multiple opera-
tional modes, with distinctive behaviors for different modes. Apart from multi-
mode systems, another complementary solution to effective software manage-
ment is component-based development by reusing independently developed
software components. The prime goal of this thesis is to investigate the combi-
nation of these two approaches, i.e., multi-mode systems and component-based
development, with the aim to facilitate reuse of multi-mode software compo-
nents and provide effective runtime mechanisms for handling mode switch. In
this first chapter, the background and motivation of this thesis will be intro-
duced. We also identify our research challenges and research questions, fol-
lowed by a summary of the thesis contributions, and a mapping of these con-
tributions to the publications that the thesis is based on. Finally, we introduce
our research methodology and present the thesis outline.

1.1 Background and motivation

Embedded systems are playing a vital role in modern society. Our daily life
is full of embedded systems, from tiny portable electronic devices to huge air-
crafts. Moreover, it has been witnessed in recent years that embedded sys-
tems are gradually evolving to become more self-adaptive and autonomous,
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

characterized by their abilities to dynamically change configuration at runtime
without human intervention. Despite the runtime flexibility of self-adaptive
systems, software complexity may grow as a consequence, which is an imped-
iment to software design, modeling, analysis, test, verification and validation.

To tame growing software complexity, self-adaptivity can be realized by
partitioning system behaviors into different mutually exclusive operational
modes so that each mode corresponds to a specific system behavior. On ac-
count of diverging viewpoints and perspectives apropos mode, there is still no
official unanimous definition of mode to date, though multi-mode systems have
existed for decades. Degani et al. [33] proposed a succinct and sensible def-
inition: "Mode is the manner of behavior of a given system". A multi-mode
system usually runs in one mode and can switch to another mode under certain
conditions. Herein we define mode switch as follows:

Definition 1. Mode switch: For a multi-mode system that supports a set of
modes M, a mode switch is an intermediate transition of the system from the
current mode m1 to a new mode m2, where m1,m2 ∈ M.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the mode switch of a system from mode m1 to m2.
The mode switch is initiated at time t1 and completed at t2. During a mode
switch, some particular actions need to be executed to change system configu-
rations. For instance, some functionalities of the old mode may be deactivated
while some other functionalities of the new mode may be activated. Hence, a
mode switch is not instantaneous. Since a mode switch often engenders certain
degree of service interruption, it is important to complete a mode switch within
a predefined interval.

Figure 1.1: Mode switch illustration

A representative example of multi-mode systems is the control software of
an airplane which could run in the modes taxi (the initial mode), taking off,
flight and landing. Different subsystems run in different modes. For instance,
the subsystem for controlling the wheels only runs in taxi mode whereas the
navigation subsystem may run only in flight mode. Multi-mode systems have
been motivated by various reasons:

1.1 Background and motivation 3

1. More efficient software design, testing, and verification. A multi-mode
system allows for the separate design and parallel testing of different
modes, thus facilitating the development process.

2. Diversity of system functionality. A multi-mode system exhibits distinc-
tive functionalities in different modes. Therefore, it is usually easier for
a multi-mode system to provide more diversified services compared to a
single-mode system.

3. Adaptivity. A multi-mode system can be considered as a type of adap-
tive system that actively adjusts its behavior and performance to accom-
modate new conditions. For instance, an adaptive media player of an
embedded device with constrained resource may switch between the de-
graded Quality of Service (QoS) mode and normal mode, depending on
its runtime resource provision.

4. Saving resources. For those systems with a lot of tasks which only need
to run under certain conditions, the constant running of all tasks would
be a waste of resources. It is more efficient to deactivate the tasks that
are not currently used in the system. Different modes could be specified
based on the set of running tasks.

5. Fault tolerance. Most safety-critical systems are designed to be fault-
tolerant so as to reduce the risks for catastrophic consequences. A prac-
tical fault-tolerant strategy is to switch to a Safe mode in case a fault
occurs.

6. More precise analysis of system properties. Many system properties are
associated with a wide range of values, however, the maximum and min-
imum could have extremely low probability of occurrence. A typical
example is the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of a task in a real-
time system. It is often the case that this WCET is much larger than
the average-case execution time. For a single-mode system, the WCET
calculation is typically rather pessimistic. By contrast, for a multi-mode
system, if a task runs in multiple modes, its WCET can be calculated or
measured for each mode. Compared with a single WCET of the task for
all modes, a set of mode-dependent WCETs yield more precise WCET
analysis. The same benefit applies to other system properties as well,
such as stack usage.

7. Extensibility and scalability. For a single-mode system, adding a new
function risks polluting the software structure of the original system and
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necessitates the test of the complete new system. Alternatively, if a new
mode is introduced for the new function, the system behavior in existing
modes will not be affected. Additional development and test effort is
limited to the new mode and the mode switch from or to this new mode.
This also implies good scalability of a multi-mode system.

Multi-mode systems can gain additional benefits from another effective
technique for improving software complexity management: Component-Based
Software Engineering (CBSE) [115, 30], also known as Component-Based
Development (CBD). As a promising design paradigm for development of
complex systems, CBSE advocates reuse of independently developed software
components. In other words, a system does not have to be developed from
scratch. Instead, some of its components1 or subsystems may be directly ob-
tained from a repository of pre-developed components. Therefore, system de-
velopment and component development become two separate activities. CBSE
boasts several appealing features, such as

• Software complexity management. When a component is reused, there
is no need to know its internal details. The only information essential for
its reuse is its interfaces and provided/required services. Hence software
complexity can be tamed by component reuse which avoids the manage-
ment of global information.

• Shortened time to market. Usually, it takes much shorter time to reuse
a component than to develop its functionality from scratch. The more
components that are reused, the higher productivity, thus the shorter time
to market.

• Improved software quality. Reusing well tested and certified components
is instrumental in building a more reliable system.

The success of CBSE has been evidenced by a variety of component mod-
els [80] proposed both in industry and academia, such as Microsoft Compo-
nent Object Model (COM) [17], Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [89] and Open
Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) [3] for general purpose systems, as well
as Koala [95], Rubus [57], ProCom [110], and AUTOSAR [43] for embedded
systems. A thorough and extensive classification of various component models
can be found in [31] while an overview and comparison of existing component
models dedicated to embedded systems is provided in [67].

1Hereafter any occurrence of "component" in the text implies "software component" unless
explicitly specified otherwise.

1.1 Background and motivation 5

There are already some existing works which take the advantage of CBSE
for developing multi-mode systems. For instance, Rubus [57] is an industrial
component model developed by Arcticus Systems2 for software development
of ground vehicles. In Rubus, a system running on an Electronic Control Unit
can support multiple modes while each mode is associated with a unique global
configuration. The mode switch of the system is handled by a global mode-
switch manager. Since mode is a global concept of the system and each Rubus
component is unaware of mode, the mode-switch handling of Rubus has the
following limitations:

1. The information of components at all nested levels must be globally ac-
cessible for the global mode-switch manager to handle a mode switch.

2. The entire system must be reconfigured when an individual component
is added, removed or replaced.

3. Once a multi-mode system is built, the system itself cannot be used as a
component in another system due to the lack of support for the compo-
sition of multi-mode components.

These limitations can be lifted by the use of multi-mode components, which
can be considered as reusable multi-mode systems. Figure 1.2 illustrates a
multi-mode system built from multi-mode components. The system, i.e. Com-
ponent a, consists of components b, c and d. Component c is composed by e
and f. Among these components, b, d, e, and f are primitive components which
are directly implemented by code, while a and c are composite components
composed by other components. The tree structure of the component hierarchy
implies a parent-child relationship between each composite component and the
components directly composing it. For instance, a is the parent of b, c, d which
in turn are the subcomponents or children of a. What makes this system dis-
tinctive compared with traditional component-based systems is that some of its
components are multi-mode components. For example, depicted in Figure 1.2,
a is a multi-mode component which can run in two modes: m1

a and m2
a, with

each mode being represented by a unique local configuration. Here each com-
ponent has a number of ports represented by squares, with its input ports on
the left and output ports on the right. Component connections are represented
by arrows from an input/output port of a component to an input/output port of
another component. When a runs in mode m1

a, d is deactivated (represented by

2http://www.arcticus-systems.com/
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the dimmed color); when a runs in m2
a, d becomes activated and extra connec-

tions are established within a. In addition, b exhibits different mode-specific
behaviors (distinguished by black and grey colors) when a is running in dif-
ferent modes. Similar to a, some other components in Figure 1.2 may also be
multi-mode components. For instance, c can run in three modes: m1

c , m2
c , and

m3
c .

Figure 1.2: A multi-mode system with multi-mode software components

Reuse of multi-mode components raises additional challenges. First, there
is still no clear definition of reusable multi-mode components. Second, mode-
related information must be properly integrated during the composition of
multi-mode components. Moreover, the mode switch of one component may
affect the modes of some other components. For instance, the mode switch of
a in Figure 1.2 from mode m1

a to m2
a requires the activation of d, the behavior

change of b, and possibly affects the modes of c, e, and f. The mode switches of
different components must be properly synchronized and coordinated to guar-
antee a correct system mode switch.

These challenges entail new techniques for allowing reuse of multi-mode
components in software development of multi-mode systems. In addition, a
key issue for a multi-mode system with multi-mode components is how to
handle mode switch properly, whereas mode-switch handling in the presence
of multi-mode components has hardly been addressed before. Hence, we are
motivated to overcome these challenges in this thesis.

1.2 Research questions 7

1.2 Research questions
Reuse of multi-mode components is beneficial to development of multi-mode
systems by virtue of more flexible design choices, more efficient software com-
plexity management, and better scalability. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, a comprehensive framework supporting reuse of multi-mode components
is still lacking, despite the existence of a handful of initial research results re-
lating to multi-mode components. Hence our overall research goal is:

To develop a framework which not only allows the flexible and efficient
reuse of multi-mode components for building multi-mode systems but also
provides efficient runtime mechanisms for handling mode switch.

The research goal above exhibits a variety of challenges. To achieve the
research goal and overcome different challenges separately, the research goal
is decomposed into a set of research questions. The first research question is
rather straightforward:

Research Question (RQ) 1: What distinctive features and what techniques
should a multi-mode component support in order to ensure flexible and efficient
reuse?

A fundamental requirement imposed by this research question is the for-
mal definition of a reusable multi-mode component. We must capture the
distinguishing features of a reusable multi-mode component as opposed to a
single-mode component. Also, particular rules should be specified for map-
ping component modes during the composition of multi-mode components.

The next research question is about mode switch at runtime:

Research Question (RQ) 2: How do we handle mode switch at runtime at
both component and system levels?

Unlike traditional multi-mode systems where a mode switch is performed
by changing system configurations, a multi-mode system with multi-mode
components can switch mode at both component and system levels. On the
one hand, some individual components may switch mode concurrently. On
the other hand, a system mode switch can be represented by the joint mode
switches of different components. Since no component has the global informa-
tion, it is necessary to provide suitable runtime mechanisms to coordinate the
mode switches of different components.

The expected mechanisms should not only be functionally correct, but also
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meet certain timing constraints:

Research Question (RQ) 3: How can we ensure that the mode-switch han-
dling mechanisms in RQ 2 do not violate the system timing requirements?

All multi-mode systems are supposed to tolerate certain maximum mode-
switch time. Therefore, the mode-switch time of a system must be bounded
and analyzable. A mode-switch timing analysis would play a crucial role in
evaluating the mode-switch handling mechanisms for this framework.

Aside from the correctness and efficiency of this framework, its applicabil-
ity is a more practical issue:

Research Question (RQ) 4: How do we evaluate the applicability of such a
framework mentioned in the overall research goal?

There are various alternatives for evaluating the applicability of this frame-
work, e.g. by demonstrating that this framework can be applied to an existing
technique whose practical value has been ascertained, or that we are able to
develop a real-world multi-mode system guided by this framework or a tool
for building multi-mode systems with reusable multi-mode components.

1.3 Contributions

Driven by the set of research questions in Section 1.2, we have developed a
generic framework, the Mode-Switch Logic (MSL) for the component-based
development of multi-mode systems. MSL comprises the following eight con-
tributions that jointly achieve our research goal:

Research Contribution (RC) 1: A mode-aware component model.

This component model provides a formal definition of reusable multi-mode
components and specifies their essential features. According to the mode-
aware component model, a multi-mode component should have a unique lo-
cal configuration for each of its modes, dedicated mode-switch ports for ex-
changing mode information at runtime, and a built-in Mode-Switch Runtime
Mechanism (MSRM) for handling its mode switch.

Research Contribution (RC) 2: A mode mapping mechanism for each multi-
mode composite component.

1.3 Contributions 9

During the composition of multi-mode components at design time, the
modes of different components must be mapped without ambiguity. Since a
composite component knows the mode information of its subcomponents but
not the other way around, it is the responsibility of each composite component
to maintain the local mode mapping between its own modes and the modes of
its subcomponents. Our mode mapping mechanism proposes Mode Mapping
Automata (MMAs) for the formal representation of the mode mapping of each
composite component.

Research Contribution (RC) 3: An MSRM for each multi-mode component.

Most traditional mode-switch techniques use a global mode-switch man-
ager for the entire system to handle mode switch. Such a centralized solution
usually does not scale well, and requires global information which is often
unavailable in a component-based system. By contrast, MSL adopts a dis-
tributed mode-switch handling mechanism, allowing each individual compo-
nent to have its own MSRM and communicate with other components during
a mode switch.

Research Contribution (RC) 4: A mode-switch timing analysis for our
MSRM.

The purpose of the timing analysis is to calculate the worst-case mode-
switch time of a multi-mode system. Under the influence of multi-mode com-
ponents and their MSRM, the mode-switch time of a system depends on both
the mode-switch time of each individual component and the inter-component
communication time.

Research Contribution (RC) 5: The integration of MSL in the ProCom com-
ponent model.

ProCom [110] is a component model for developing distributed real-time
embedded systems, yet without support for multi-mode components. We have
integrated the main principles of MSL in ProCom such that ProCom supports
reuse of multi-mode components with slight extension. This work provides
evidence for the applicability of MSL.

Research Contribution (RC) 6: A mode transformation technique for improv-
ing mode-switch efficiency at runtime.

As a distributed runtime mechanism, the MSRM of MSL has two unde-
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sirable side effects: additional runtime overhead imposed on each component
and long mode-switch time due to inter-component communication. When
component mode information is globally accessible, the mode transformation
technique is able to transform the distributed mode-switch handling of MSL
to a centralized solution, thus improving its runtime mode-switch efficiency
in terms of runtime overhead and mode-switch time, while still retaining the
design-time advantages of MSL.

Research Contribution (RC) 7: Two proof-of-concept case studies of MSL—
An Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system and a healthcare monitoring system.

An ACC [2] system is a common vehicle subsystem for autonomous speed
maintenance. Many existing ACC systems are developed as multi-mode sys-
tems without multi-mode components. A healthcare monitoring system is used
to monitor the health condition of a patient from a health centre. To demon-
strate the applicability of MSL, we design both systems by the use of reusable
multi-mode components.

Research Contribution (RC) 8: MCORE: the Multi-mode COmponent Reuse
Environment

MCORE is tool for developing multi-mode systems with multi-mode com-
ponents. A user can develop and reuse multi-mode components conforming to
the mode-aware component model of MSL. Mode mappings between compo-
nents can be manually specified in accordance with the mode mapping mecha-
nism of MSL. Our mode transformation technique has also been implemented,
ready to be integrated in MCORE. The initial goal of MCORE is to export
multi-mode system models to Rubus ICE [114], an IDE for the Rubus compo-
nent model [57]. In this way, other tasks such as software testing, analysis, and
code generation can be performed in Rubus ICE.

Table 1.1 maps each research contribution to the corresponding research
question. All research questions have been covered by our research contribu-
tions.

1.4 Publications

This thesis stems from a number of publications. This section gives a brief
introduction to the key publications contributing to the backbone of the thesis.
The complete list of publications can be found in "List of publications" at the

1.4 Publications 11

Research RC 1 RC 2 RC 3 RC 4 RC 5 RC 6 RC 7 RC 8questions
RQ 1 X X X
RQ 2 X
RQ 3 X
RQ 4 X X X

Table 1.1: The mapping of research questions and research contributions

beginning of the thesis.

• Paper A. Towards mode switch handling in component-based multi-
mode systems. Hang Yin, Jan Carlson, Hans Hansson. In Proceedings
of 15th International ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on Component Based
Software Engineering (CBSE’12), pp. 183-188, Bertinoro, Italy, June
2012.

Contribution: In this paper, an initial overview of our Mode-Switch
Logic (MSL) is presented, including the mode-aware component model,
the mode mapping problem, and an early version of our MSRM. The
paper also includes a comparison between MSL and a number of com-
ponent models and languages with mode support.

• Paper B. The component-based development of multi-mode systems.
Hang Yin, Hans Hansson, Daniele Orlando, Francesco Miscia, Simone
Di Marco. Submitted to a journal, 2015.

Contribution: This article provides a comprehensive description of
the mode-aware component model and the mode mapping mechanism,
which are both demonstrated by a proof-of-concept implementation of
an Adaptive Cruise Control system. Moreover, it presents a tool that
implements MSL, MCORE: the Multi-mode COmponent Reuse Envi-
ronment.

• Paper C. Handling multiple mode switch scenarios in component-based
multi-mode systems. Hang Yin, Hans Hansson. In Proceedings of 20th
Asia-Pacific Software Engineering Conference (APSEC’13), pp. 404-
413, Bangkok, Thailand, December 2013.

Contribution: In a multi-mode system with multi-mode components,
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multiple mode-switch events could be concurrently triggered by differ-
ent components, thus complicating the mode-switch handling at runtime.
This paper extends our MSRM by supporting mechanisms for handling
concurrently triggered mode-switch events.

• Paper D. Handling emergency mode switch for component-based sys-
tems. Hang Yin, Hans Hansson. In Proceedings of 21st Asia-Pacific
Software Engineering Conference (APSEC’14), pp. 158-165, Jeju Is-
land, South Korea, December 2014.

Contribution: A mode switch can be triggered as either an emergency
event or a non-emergency event. An emergency mode switch must be
performed as soon as possible due to its high criticality. This paper ex-
tends Paper C by supporting mechanisms for handling the concurrent
triggering of both emergency and non-emergency mode-switch events.
An emergency mode-switch event can be handled swiftly even in the
presence of other concurrently triggered non-emergency mode-switch
events.

• Paper E. Timing analysis for mode switch in component-based multi-
mode systems. Hang Yin, Hans Hansson. In Proceedings of 24th Eu-
romicro Conference on Real-Time Systems (ECRTS’12), pp. 255-264,
Pisa, Italy, July 2012.

Contribution: This paper provides a mode-switch timing analysis for
our MSRM, assuming no concurrent mode-switch events. It also ex-
tends the MSRM by supporting atomic execution, an ongoing execution
that should not be interrupted by a mode switch. Contiguous compo-
nents with atomic execution are identified as an atomic execution group,
whose worst-case execution time is calculated by model checking.

• Paper F. Mode switch timing analysis for component-based multi-mode
systems. Hang Yin, Hans Hansson. Journal of Systems Architecture
(JSA), 59(10), pp. 1299-1318, 2013.

Contribution: This article refines the mode-switch timing analysis in
Paper E. The refined timing analysis is demonstrated by an Adaptive
Cruise Control system. In addition, the correctness of the MSRM is
proved, under the assumption of no concurrent mode-switch events.

• Paper G. Mode switch handling for the ProCom component model.
Hang Yin, Hongwan Qin, Jan Carlson, Hans Hansson. In Proceed-

1.5 Research methodology 13

ings of 16th International ACM Sigsoft Symposium on Component-Based
Software Engineering (CBSE’13), pp. 13-22, Vancouver, Canada, June
2013.

Contribution: This paper serves as a theoretical guidance for integrat-
ing MSL in the ProCom component model. The outcome is an extended
ProCom model supporting reuse of multi-mode components.

• Paper H. Flexible and efficient reuse of multi-mode components for
building multi-mode systems. Hang Yin, Hans Hansson. In Proceed-
ings of 14th International Conference on Software Reuse (ICSR’15), pp.
237-252, Miami, Florida, USA, January 2015.

Contribution: This paper presents a mode transformation technique
which transforms our distributed mode-switch handling into centralized
mode-switch handling when components are deployed on a single phys-
ical hardware platform and global mode information is accessible. The
MSRM of each component is replaced with a single global mode-switch
manager. In this way, a mode switch is simply a direct transition between
two system-wide modes, thus improving runtime mode-switch efficiency
and reducing mode-switch time.

I am the main contributor and author of all these publications under the
supervision of Hans Hansson. The tool MCORE presented in Paper B was
developed by Daniele Orlando, Francesco Miscia, and Simone Di Marco while
I worked as their supervisor. Paper G is based on the master thesis of Hongwan
Qin under my supervision. Jan Carlson has been involved in discussions and
has given valuable comments for Paper A and Paper G.

Table 1.2 maps the aforementioned publications to our research contribu-
tions. Apparently, RC 3, i.e. the MSRM, has been addressed by most of these
papers.

1.5 Research methodology
Our research methodology is essentially in conformity with the generally ac-
cepted research strategies in software engineering identified by Shaw [112].
Illustrated in Figure 1.3, our research has been conducted through five major
stages:

1. Identifying the general research goal.
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Papers RC 1 RC 2 RC 3 RC 4 RC 5 RC 6 RC 7 RC 8
Paper A X X X
Paper B X X X X
Paper C X
Paper D X
Paper E X X
Paper F X X X
Paper G X
Paper H X

Table 1.2: The mapping of key publications and research contributions

2. Dividing the research goal into a set of research questions.

3. Exploring solutions to one of these research questions.

4. Validating the solutions to ensure technical soundness.

5. Publishing the validated solutions as scientific papers.

As the inception, identification of the general research goal necessitates
a comprehensive literature review of related research topics, such as mode
switch, CBSE, and adaptive embedded systems. The purpose of literature re-
view is twofold: (1) to get acquainted with state-of-the-art techniques related
to our research; and (2) to inspect the novelty of our research topic. Since the
research goal is often too general and abstract to be achieved with concrete so-
lutions, following the divide and conquer policy, we divide the research goal
into a number of research questions, each research question addressing a spe-
cific challenge.

Our research questions identified in Section 1.2 exhibit certain interdepen-
dencies. For instance, RQ 3 is dependent on RQ 2, while RQ 4 is dependent
on RQ 1 and RQ 2. Therefore, it is sensible to recognize the fundamental
research questions and explore the corresponding solutions which are usually
theoretical results. Each solution is subjected to verification and validation.
We have adopted sundry techniques to verify the correctness of each solution
and to evaluate its applicability. To ensure lucid presentation of each solution,
we have a multitude of toy examples throughout the thesis for demonstration
purpose. Apart from the toy examples, the Adaptive Cruise Control system
and healthcare monitoring system, RC 7 in Section 1.3, are more complex and

1.5 Research methodology 15

Figure 1.3: Research methodology

realistic examples, though as proof-of-concept case studies. The verification of
the MSRM is based on model checking [26] and manual theorem proving. The
mode-aware component model, the mode mapping mechanism, and the mode
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transformation technique, are implemented by the tool MCORE.
Finding a satisfying solution to a research question is most likely to be an

iterative process. Any insidious flaws of a solution discovered at the valida-
tion stage will enforce us to go back to the previous stage, extending, revis-
ing, or even discarding the solution. A validated solution contributes to one
or more research contributions which are subsequently presented in our scien-
tific papers. This dissemination is not only a confirmation of the validity of
our research results but also an opportunity to make more people aware of our
research. After publishing a scientific paper, we need to review the list of re-
search questions which may be updated, as some remaining research questions
could be modified or removed, or new research questions could be introduced.
The next selected research question will be treated in the same manner as the
previous one.

The cycle from stages 2 to 5 in Figure 1.3 is constantly influenced by
miscellaneous internal and external factors. For instance, reviewers’ feedback
from a conference or a journal is instrumental in identifying underlying prob-
lems that we have overlooked. Fellow researchers at conferences could sug-
gest improvements and relevant literature in neighboring areas. Other sources
of inspiration include literature review, discussion with supervisor and other
colleagues, PhD courses, summer schools, and industry contact. They are of
great importance to the evolution of the research.

1.6 Thesis outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 — The mode-aware component model: captures the distin-
guishing features of a reusable multi-mode component and presents the
formal definition of the mode-aware component model for both primitive
and composite multi-mode components. This chapter is based on Paper
A [48] and Paper B [55].

• Chapter 3 — Mode mapping: describes the mode mapping mecha-
nism of MSL for mapping component modes during the composition of
multi-mode components. Mode mapping is locally specified at design
time between each composite component and its subcomponents. This
chapter is based on Paper B [55].

• Chapter 4 — Mode-switch handling at runtime: elaborates how a
mode switch is handled at runtime without global mode information.

1.6 Thesis outline 17

A mode switch is initiated by a component and may imply the mode
switches of some other components. These components need to perform
mode switch in a cooperative fashion guided by their own MSRMs. The
MSRM of each component includes a set of algorithms determining its
mode-switch behavior and how it communicates with other components.
This chapter is based on Paper C [51], Paper D [53], and Paper F [52].

• Chapter 5 — Verification of the mode-switch runtime mechanism:
verifies the correctness of our MSRM by model checking and manual
theorem proving. This chapter is based on Paper C [51] and Paper D [53].

• Chapter 6 — Mode-switch timing analysis: performs a mode-switch
timing analysis for our MSRM, with the assumption that there is no
concurrent triggering of mode-switch events. The timing analysis takes
atomic execution into account. A model-checking approach is devised
to obtain the worst-case atomic execution time of a group of components
with atomic execution. This chapter is based on Paper E [49] and Paper
F [52].

• Chapter 7 — Mode switch for the ProCom component model:
presents the extended ProCom component model which integrates the
main principles of MSL. After extension, ProCom is able to incorpo-
rate multi-mode components and handle mode switch with distributed
runtime mechanisms. This chapter is based on Paper G [56].

• Chapter 8 — Improving mode-switch efficiency: introduces our mode
transformation technique to improve runtime mode-switch efficiency for
MSL. This technique replaces the MSRM of each component with a
global mode-switch manager. As a consequence, component modes are
transformed into system modes. Mode transformation not only low-
ers runtime mode-switch overhead, but also shortens mode-switch time.
This chapter is based on Paper H [54].

• Chapter 9 — MCORE: the Multi-mode COmponent Reuse Envi-
ronment: describes MCORE, the tool that implements MSL. MCORE
is a web-based environment for the model-based design of multi-mode
systems, with reuse of multi-mode components as an exclusive feature.
A brief description of MCORE is included in Paper B [55].

• Chapter 10 — Case studies: demonstrates the applicability of MSL
in an Adaptive Cruise Control system and a healthcare monitoring sys-
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tem, both of which are designed as multi-mode systems with multi-mode
components. This chapter is based on Paper B [55] and Paper F [52].

• Chapter 11 — Related work: provides an overview of research relat-
ing to mode switch. We have investigated a broad spectrum of research
topics such as design and modeling techniques, component models, dy-
namic component reconfiguration, frameworks, programming and spec-
ification languages, dynamic software product lines, and real-time sys-
tems.

• Chapter 12 — Conclusions and future work: summarizes the thesis
and discusses future work.

Chapter 2

The mode-aware component
model

Despite the existence of a multitude of component models [31, 67] for speci-
fying reusable software components, multi-mode components have rarely been
addressed. A multi-mode component differs from a traditional single-mode
component in terms of interface, internal properties, and many other aspects.
In this chapter, we propose a mode-aware component model with the formal
definition of multi-mode components. We reveal the similarity and discrep-
ancy of primitive components and composite components. Our mode-aware
component model is demonstrated by an example at the end of this chapter.

2.1 UML meta-model
Our mode-aware component mode is not intended to be a complete compo-
nent model. Instead, it defines the unique and essential features of a reusable
multi-mode component. In general, a multi-mode component supports mul-
tiple modes and has a unique configuration defined for each mode. A mode
switch leads to the reconfiguration of a multi-mode component by changing its
configuration in the current mode to a new configuration in the target mode.
Furthermore, the mode switch of a component may affect other components.
A multi-mode component must be able to communicate with other compo-
nents during a mode switch. Since no component has the global information
of the system where it is reused, a component is only allowed to communi-
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cate with its parent and subcomponents via dedicated mode-switch ports. The
mode-switch behavior of a multi-mode component is determined by a dedi-
cated built-in Mode-Switch Runtime Mechanism (MSRM).

The characteristics of our mode-aware component model is highlighted in
a UML meta-model in Figure 2.1. This meta-model does not include the com-
plete specification of all required concepts. Instead, it provides a high-level
illustration of the multi-mode components defined by us. Both a multi-mode
primitive component and a multi-mode composite component share some com-
mon elements, e.g. the MSRM, ports, properties and mode information. A port
can be either a functional port, or a dedicated mode-switch port. The property
of a component can be either functional (which is related to the functionality
of the component) or extra-functional, e.g. resource consumption, timing char-
acteristics and dependability. Indicated in Figure 2.1, a property can be either
a Mode-Independent Property (denoted as MIP) or a Mode-Dependent Prop-
erty (denoted as MDP). The value of an MIP is independent of the mode of
the component, whereas the value of an MDP could be different for different
modes. The mode information in Figure 2.1 includes a set of supported modes,
among which one mode is defined as the initial mode and one is the current
mode. For a multi-mode composite component, its mode information also in-
cludes its mode mapping, i.e., a mapping between the modes of this composite
component and the modes of its subcomponents. In addition, a multi-mode
primitive component may have different behaviors for different modes while a
multi-mode composite component should know the activated subcomponents
and activated inner component connections for each mode. Each subcompo-
nent is an instance of the multi-mode component and each activated connection
connects two functional ports from different components.

2.2 The formal specification of a multi-mode
primitive component

A multi-mode primitive component is formally defined as follows:

Definition 2. Multi-mode primitive component: A multi-mode primitive com-
ponent ci is a tuple:

< P, pMS ,M̃,B,MI,MD,MSRM ,MB ,MP >

where P is the set of ports of ci used for communicating with other compo-
nents; pMS /∈ P is a dedicated bidirectional mode-switch port for exchanging
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Figure 2.1: The meta-model of a multi-mode component

mode-related information with the parent of ci; M̃ is the set of mode-related
information of ci (including M, the set of supported modes of ci); B is the
set of mode-specific behaviors of ci; MI is the set of mode-independent prop-
erties of ci; MD is the set of mode-dependent properties of ci; MSRM is
the Mode-Switch Runtime Mechanism of ci; the function MB : M → B
maps the functional behaviors of ci to the corresponding modes; the function
MP : M×MD → Q assigns values to each mode-dependent property of ci in
each mode, where the set Q =

⋃
e∈MD

dom(e) is the union of the domains (i.e.

range of values) of all mode-dependent properties such that for each mode m
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and mode-dependent property e, MP(m, e) ∈ dom(e), with dom(e) denoting
the domain of e.

Since pMS is dedicated to mode switch, we separate it from P . Besides,

Definition 3. The set of supported modes M̃ of a multi-mode primitive com-
ponent ci is another tuple:

< M,m0,m >

where M as explained above is the set of supported modes of ci; m0 ∈ M is
the initial mode of ci; m ∈ M is the current mode of ci.

Our formal specification of a multi-mode primitive component is illustrated
in Figure 2.2. Just like a single-mode component, the component has a number
of input ports p0in · · · pmin and output ports p0out · · · pnout (m,n ∈ N) to commu-
nicate with its neighboring components. Apart from these ports, the component
also has a dedicated mode-switch port pMS marked in the blue square in Fig-
ure 2.2. It has unique configurations defined for each mode as well as some
mode-independent properties. Its mode-switch behavior is controlled by its
MSRM.

Figure 2.2: The mode-aware component model of a primitive component

Note that the input ports and output ports in Figure 2.2 correspond to the
pipes and filters architectural style [45] of the system composed of our multi-
mode components. Our mode-aware component model has no specific compo-
nent execution semantics because component execution semantics is irrelevant
to mode. Hence we only categorize the functional ports of a component into
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input ports and output ports. Some component models, such as Rubus [57] and
ProCom [110], use control ports and data ports to separate control flow and
data flow. Such detailed execution semantics is abstracted in our model.

2.3 The formal specification of a multi-mode com-
posite component

Compared with a multi-mode primitive component, the formal specification
of a multi-mode composite component is more complex, since a composite
component must know the essential information of itself, its subcomponents
and how they are composed.

Definition 4. Multi-mode composite component: A multi-mode composite
component ci is a tuple:

<P, pMS , pMS
in ,M̃,SC, CN ,MI,

MD,MSRM ,ASC ,ACN ,MP >

where P , pMS , MI, MD, MSRM and MP are defined as in Definition 2;
pMS
in /∈ P is a second bidirectional dedicated mode-switch port for exchanging

mode-related information with the subcomponents of ci; M̃ is the set of mode-
related information of ci; SC is the set of the subcomponents of ci; CN ⊆
(PSC ∪ P)× (PSC ∪ P) is the set of all inner component connections of ci in
all modes, where PSC is the set of ports of SC:

PSC =
⋃

∀cj∈SC

Pcj ;

the function ASC : M → 2SC indicates the activated subcomponents of ci in
each mode; the function ACN : M → 2CN defines the set of activated inner
component connections (connections in use) of ci in each mode.

Two dedicated mode-switch ports are defined for a composite component
because a composite component must be able to communicate with both its par-
ent and children during a mode switch. Note that a subcomponent behaves as a
deactivated subcomponent when all its connections with neighboring compo-
nents are deactivated. Hence the function ASC can be inferred from the func-
tion ACN . However, we explicitly define ASC for two reasons: (1) Knowing
the activated subcomponents is essential for the mode-switch handling of each
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composite component at runtime; (2) A subcomponent can be activated even
with all deactivated connections; the power consumption of the system could
potentially be reduced by deactivating such a component. Besides,

Definition 5. The set of supported modes M̃ of a multi-mode composite com-
ponent ci is another tuple:

< M,m0,m,MSC ,m
0
SC ,mSC ,MM >

where M is the set of supported modes of ci, with m0 ∈ M being the ini-
tial mode of ci and m ∈ M being the current mode of ci; the function
MSC : SC → 2M maps each subcomponent of ci to the corresponding set
of supported modes (M is the set of all modes supported by the subcompo-
nents of ci); the function m0

SC : SC → 2M maps each subcomponent of ci to
the corresponding initial mode; the function mSC : SC → 2M maps each sub-
component of ci to the corresponding current mode; MM is the mode mapping
between ci and its subcomponents.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the mode-aware component model of a composite
component. It differs from a multi-mode primitive component in three aspects:

1. Two dedicated mode-switch ports (pMS and pMS
in ) are used instead of

one.

2. The configuration for each mode is specified differently. Since a multi-
mode composite component is a composition of other components, it has
no specific behavior. Instead, the activated subcomponents and activated
inner component connections of a multi-mode composite component can
be mode-dependent.

3. The mode mapping between a composite component and its subcompo-
nents is only present for composite components.

2.4 An example
To ease the apprehension of our mode-aware component model, let’s provide a
formal definition for the primitive component b and the composite component
c in Figure 1.2. Figure 2.4 displays the inner component connections of a
for different modes and labels each component with its port names. Suppose
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Figure 2.3: The mode-aware component model of a composite component

that the set of supported modes of b is denoted by b.M = {m1
b ,m

2
b} such

that b runs in m1
b when a runs in mode m1

a and b runs in m2
b when a runs

in m2
a. The black and grey colors of b represent two different mode-specific

behaviors, which for instance can be two different video decoding schemes for
a multimedia application. Let α and β denote the behaviors of b for modes
m1

b and m2
b respectively. Component b has a mode-independent property, CPU

consumption (denoted by cpu) that is the same for both modes, e.g. cpu = 8,
and b also has a mode-dependent property, memory consumption (denoted by
mem) that is different for different modes, e.g. mem = 5 for mode m1

b and
mem = 10 for m2

b . Then b can be formally defined by the tuple,

<b.P, b.pMS , b.M̃, b.B, b.MI,
b.MD, b.MSRM , b.MB , b.MP >

where b.MSRM can be considered as a dedicated mode-switch algorithm for
b and

b.P = {b.p0in, b.p0out}
b.B = {α, β}
b.MI = {cpu = 8}
b.MD = {mem}
b.MB = {m1

b → α,m2
b → β}

b.MP = {(m1
b ,mem) → 5, (m2

b ,mem) → 10}
b.M̃ = < b.M, b.m0, b.m >

where
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b.M = {m1
b ,m

2
b}

b.m0 = m1
b

Figure 2.4: Port name marking for components a, b, c

Figure 2.5: Port name marking for components c, e, f

Figure 2.5 marks the port names of the composite component c and its
subcomponents e and f. Suppose that the set of supported modes of c is

2.4 An example 27

c.M = {m1
c ,m

2
c ,m

3
c}. Component c has Worst-Case Execution Time (de-

noted as wcet) as c.MD such that wcet = 70 for m1
c , wcet = 75 for m2

c , and
wcet = 50 for m3

c . Also, c has a mode-independent property, i.e. its activation
period T = 100 for all modes. As a composite component, c can be formally
defined by the tuple,

<c.P, c.pMS , c.pMS
in , c.M̃, c.SC, c.CN , c.MI,

c.MD, c.MSRM , c.ASC , c.ACN , c.MP >

where

c.P = {c.p0in, c.p0out, c.p1out}
c.SC = {e, f}
c.CN = {(c.p0in, e.p0in), (e.p0out, f.p0in), (e.p1out, c.p1out),

(f.p0out, c.p
0
out), (c.p

0
in, f.p

0
in)}

c.MI = {T = 100}
c.MD = {wcet}
c.ASC = {m1

c → {e, f},m2
c → {e, f},m3

c → {f}}
c.ACN = {m1

c → {(c.p0in, e.p0in), (e.p0out, f.p0in), (f.p0out, c.p0out)},
m2

c → {(c.p0in, e.p0in), (e.p0out, f.p0in), (e.p1out, c.p1out),
(f.p0out, c.p

0
out)},m3

c → {(c.p0in, f.p0in), (f.p0out, c.p0out)}}
c.MP = {(m1

c , wcet) → 70, (m2
c , wcet) → 75, (m3

c , wcet) → 50}
c.M̃ = < c.M, c.m0, c.m, c.MSC , c.m

0
SC , c.mSC , c.MM >

where c.MM presents the mode mapping of c, and

c.M = {m1
c ,m

2
c ,m

3
c}

c.m0 = m1
c

c.MSC = {e → {m1
e,m

2
e,m

3
e}, f → {m1

f}}
c.m0

SC = {e → m1
e, f → m1

f}

In the definition of c.CN , each pair "(x, y)" represents a connection from
port x to port y. For instance, (c.p0in, e.p

0
in) defines the connection from port

p0in of c to port p0in of e. The definition above covers not only the mode infor-
mation of c itself, but also the mode information of its subcomponents e and f.
For instance, e supports three modes m1

e (the initial mode), m2
e and m3

e.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a mode-aware component model for both
primitive and composite components. Each multi-mode component has a
unique configuration for each of its supported modes and can reconfigure itself
during a mode switch. Dedicated mode-switch ports are introduced for each
component to exchange mode information with its parent or subcomponents.
The mode-switch behavior of a component is controlled by its own MSRM.
Rather than serving as a complete component model, our mode-aware compo-
nent model emphasizes the mode related features of a multi-mode component,
with potential to extend many existing component models for supporting reuse
of multi-mode components.

Chapter 3

Mode mapping

Since reusable multi-mode components are independently developed, they typ-
ically support different number of modes and name them differently. For that
reason, the composition of multi-mode components calls for mode mapping,
which establishes the relationship between the modes of a composite compo-
nent and the modes of its subcomponents. According to our mode-aware com-
ponent model presented in Chapter 2, each composite component possesses a
mode mapping mechanism. This chapter begins with a motivating example
showing the importance of mode mapping. Thereafter, we elaborate on our
mode mapping mechanism which describes the mapping by Mode Mapping
Automata (MMAs), followed by the formal definition of MMA composition.

3.1 A motivating example

Let’s revisit the multi-mode system in Figure 1.2, where two multi-mode com-
ponents e and f are used to compose c, which is further used to compose a
together with b and d. Table 3.1 lists the expected modes of a and c, and the
supported modes of the other components. Note that Table 3.1 only lists the
selected modes of each component within this particular context. Some com-
ponents may support more modes which are not displayed in Table 3.1. For in-
stance, Component d may originally support two modes m1

d and m2
d, whereas

only m1
d is used for composing a. After composition, the modes of these com-

ponents need to be correlated without ambiguity. Such a specification is called
mode mapping. Mode mapping must never violate the following principles:

29
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• A primitive component knows its own mode information (supported
modes, initial mode and current mode, and the transitions between its
modes), but knows nothing about the other components in the system.

• A composite component knows the mode information of itself and its
subcomponents, but knows nothing about the other components in the
system.

Component Modes
a m1

a, m2
a

b m1
b , m2

b

c m1
c , m2

c , m3
c

d m1
d

e m1
e, m2

e, m3
e, m4

e

f m1
f

Table 3.1: Modes to be mapped during component composition

Hence, it is the responsibility of each composite component to map its own
modes to the modes of its subcomponents. As an example, tables 3.2 and 3.3
present the basic mode mappings within a and c, respectively, in accordance
with the inner component connections of a and c given in figures 2.4 and 2.5 in
Chapter 2. Modes in the same column are mapped to each other. For instance,
in Table 3.2, when a runs in m1

a, among its subcomponents, b runs in m1
b , c

can run in either m1
c or m3

c , and d is deactivated, i.e. not running in any of
its modes. Note that e can run in either m2

e or m3
e when c runs in m2

c . This
phenomenon can be observed by the mode-specific behaviors of e represented
by black and grey colors in Figure 3.1. However, the local configuration of c
remains unchanged due to the same inner component connections of c when e
runs in m2

e or m3
e.

Basically, tables 3.2 and 3.3 present a set of mode mapping rules that can
be specified at design time. However, there are some other mode mapping
rules which are beyond the description of both tables. For example, when a
switches from m2

a to m1
a, according to the mode mapping in Table 3.2, the

target mode of c can be either m1
c or m3

c . To eliminate such non-determinism,
one of m1

c and m3
c must be specified as the default target mode of c. To allow

the specification of this and other more general mode mappings, we have come
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Figure 3.1: The inner component connections of c in different modes

up with a more powerful presentation—Mode Mapping Automata (MMAs) for
the formal specification of all types of mode mapping rules.

Component Modes
a m1

a m2
a

b m1
b m2

b

c m1
c m3

c m2
c

d Deactivated m1
d

Table 3.2: The mode mapping table of a

Component Modes
c m1

c m2
c m3

c

e m1
e m2

e m3
e Deactivated

f m1
f

Table 3.3: The mode mapping table of c

3.2 Mode mapping automata
Let ci be a composite component with SCci being the set of subcomponents of
ci and Pci being the parent of ci. Shown in Figure 3.2, the mode mapping of
ci interacts with its MSRM. When ci is running in one of its supported modes,
it should always know its current mode and the current modes of all cj ∈ SCci
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by its mode mapping, which can be presented by mode mapping tables such
as Table 3.2. Moreover, whenever the MSRM of ci notices the mode switch
of cj ∈ SCci ∪ {ci}, it will refer to the mode mapping that should tell which
other components among SCci ∪ {ci} \ {cj} should also switch mode as a
consequence, and the new modes of these components. The complete mode
mapping of ci can be formally presented by a set of MMAs, which consist of

• One Mode Mapping Automaton (MMA) of ci, denoted as MMAp
ci ;

• One MMA of each subcomponent cj ∈ SCci , denoted as MMAc
cj .

Since ci is the parent, we call MMAp
ci a parent MMA. Likewise, MMAc

cj
is called a child MMA.

Figure 3.2: The role of mode mapping at runtime

Each MMA of a composite component ci can receive and emit internal or
external signals. Internal signals are used to synchronize the pair of the parent
MMA and its child MMAs while external signals interact with the MSRM of
ci for requesting and returning mode mapping results. Referring to Chapter 2,
ci can exchange mode-related information with its parent and subcomponents
via its dedicated mode-switch ports. This is achieved by sending and receiv-
ing primitives, as will be explained in the next chapter. When ci receives a
primitive from the parent, being requested to switch mode, the MSRM of ci
will send an external signal to the parent MMA of ci. Conversely, when the
parent MMA of ci emits an external signal to the MSRM of ci, ci will send a
primitive to its parent. In a similar manner, when ci receives a primitive from
a subcomponent which requests to switch mode, the MSRM of ci will send an
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external signal to the corresponding child MMA. When a child MMA emits an
external signal to the MSRM of ci, ci will send a primitive to the corresponding
subcomponent.

Next let’s use the example in Figure 1.2 to illustrate the internal structure
of a set of MMAs and the interaction between the MSRM and mode mapping
of a component. Figure 3.3 presents the set of MMAs of Component c in
Figure 1.2, including a parent MMA MMAp

c and two child MMAs MMAc
e

and MMAc
f . These MMAs are hierarchically organized in the same way as

the corresponding components and are internally synchronized with each other
by internal signals. The communication between the MSRM of c and these
MMAs is based on external signals.

Figure 3.3: The role of the mode mapping of c at runtime

The following is the formal definition of an MMA, which applies to both
parent MMA and child MMA:

Definition 6. Mode Mapping Automaton: An MMA is defined as a tuple:

< S, s0,SI, expr(BV), T >

where S is a set of states; s0 ∈ S is the initial state; SI = I∪E (I∩E = ∅) is
a set of signals received or emitted during a state transition, with I as the set of
internal signals and E as the set of external signals; BV is a set of application-
dependent variables and expr(BV) is a set of boolean expressions over BV;
T ⊆ S ×SI × expr(BV)× 2SI ×S is a set of transitions of the MMA, where
expr(BV) must evaluate to true to enable a transition.
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Apart from the formal definition above, we also provide the graphical rep-
resentation of an MMA:

Definition 7. MMA graphical representation: An MMA can be graphically
represented as a state machine with states and transitions. Each state is a
location represented by a circle, with the initial state being marked by a double
circle. If the MMA is a parent MMA of ci, then each state corresponds to a
mode of ci. If the MMA is a child MMA of ci associated with cj ∈ SCci , then
each state corresponds to a mode of cj or the deactivated status of cj (if cj can
be deactivated), denoted as D. A transition t ∈ T is represented by an arrow

from a state s to a state s′, denoted as s
In/Out−−−−→ s′, where In/Out is the label

of the transition, "In" is the input that triggers the transition, and "Out" is the
output of the transition.

Definition 7 is illustrated in Figure 3.4, which depicts MMAp
c in Figure 3.3.

Three states are included in this MMA, implying that c can run in three modes.
The state transitions of MMAp

c and the child MMAs MMAc
e and MMAc

f are
manually specified to determine the mode mapping of c. Shown in Figure 3.4,
each transition has a label with input and output separated by "/". The input
and output of a transition are typically internal and external signals. We define
two types of internal signals and a single type of external signal denoted as
follows:

• x.I(y), an internal signal emitted by a parent MMA to the recipient
MMAc

x, which is asked to change location to y. Here x is a component
associated with a child MMA, and y is a mode of x, or the deactivated
status of x, denoted as D.

• x.I(y → z), an internal signal emitted by MMAc
x which requests to

change location from y to z. Here x is the component associated with
the child MMA MMAc

x, and y and z are the modes of x.

• x.E(y), an external signal requesting MMAx to change location to y,
where MMAx is either a parent MMA or a child MMA. Here x is a
component, and y is a mode of x.

Using the notations above, we specify the MMA synchronization semantics:

Definition 8. MMA synchronization semantics: Let ci be a composite com-
ponent with SCci = {c1j , c2j , · · · , cnj } (n ∈ N). Let A = {A0,A1, · · · ,An}
be the set of MMAs of ci, with A0 associated with ci and Ak associated with
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Figure 3.4: The parent MMA of c

ckj (k ∈ [1, n]). Hence A0 is the parent MMA while the others are child MMAs.
Any external signal from the MSRM of ci at runtime can potentially lead to the
MMA synchronization of ci. An MMA synchronization is an atomic transaction
which is always performed between A0 and one or several child MMAs. The
synchronization depends on if the external signal arrives at A0 or at a child
MMA:

(1) An external signal arrives at A0 asking ci to switch to mode mci . This
triggers a transition t of A0 with the input ci.E(mci), giving rise to two possi-
ble subsequent behaviors:

• The mode switch of ci under this condition does not imply the mode
switch of any subcomponent of ci. Then the output of the transition t
should be an empty set ∅, i.e. there is no internal synchronization be-
tween the set of MMAs of ci and no external signals are expected to be
emitted from them to the MSRM of ci.

• The mode switch of ci under this condition implies the mode switch of at
least one of its subcomponents. Let G ⊆ SCci be the set of its subcompo-
nents which also need to switch mode. Then the output of t should be a
set R such that for each cj ∈ G which are expected to switch to the mode
mcj , there must exist an internal signal cj .I(mcj ) ∈ R, synchronizing
t with the transition tj with the label cj .I(mcj )/cj .E(mcj ) of the child
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MMA Aj . The output cj .E(mcj ) of tj is sent from Aj to the MSRM of
ci which will send a primitive to cj .

(2) An external signal arrives at Ak (k ∈ [1, n]) requesting ckj to switch
from mode m1 to m2. This triggers a transition tk of Ak with the label
cj .E(m2)/cj .I(m1 → m2), synchronized with the transition t of A0 with
the input cj .I(m1 → m2). The output of t may give rise to four possible
subsequent behaviors:

• The mode switch of ckj under this condition does not imply the mode
switch of any component among ci and SCci \ {ckj }. Then the output of
t is ∅ and no further synchronization and external signal are expected.

• The mode switch of ckj under this condition implies the mode switch of ci
but not the mode switch of any other subcomponent of ci. Let mci be the
new mode of ci. Then the output of t is ci.E(mci).

• The mode switch of ckj under this condition implies the mode switch of
at least another subcomponent of ci but not the mode switch of ci. Then
the subsequent behavior will be the same as the second case under Con-
dition (1). Hence the output of t is the set R.

• The mode switch of ckj under this condition implies the mode switches
of both ci and at least another subcomponent of ci. Let mci be the
new mode of ci. Then the output of t will be {ci.E(mci)} ∪ R, where
ci.E(mci) is an external signal emitted from A0.

Each transition of A0 can optionally associate its input with a guard λ ∈
expr(BV) of A0. Thereby different outputs can be expected for the same input
signal of a transition of A0 depending on the evaluation of the guards.

Our MMA synchronization semantics is partially illustrated by figures 3.4
and 3.5 which provide the graphical presentations for MMAp

c and MMAc
e in

Figure 3.3, respectively. We exclude the graphical presentation of MMAc
f be-

cause f always runs in mode m1
f and hence MMAc

f contains only a single
state without transitions. Let’s use one scenario to demonstrate the synchro-
nization between MMAp

c and MMAc
e. Suppose that c needs to switch from

m1
c to m2

c and the current mode of e is m1
e. Then the MSRM of c is sup-

posed to send an external signal c.E(m2
c) to MMAp

c , triggering one of the two
transitions of MMAp

c from m1
c to m2

c . These two transitions are associated
with two boolean expressions guard 1 and guard 2 which can be manually
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defined based on the desired system functionality. When guard 1 is true, the

synchronization between the transition m1
c

c.E(m2
c) && guard 1/{e.I(m2

e)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2
c

of MMAp
c and the transition m1

e

e.I(m2
e)/{e.E(m2

e)}−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2
e of MMAc

e is en-
abled. As a consequence, MMAc

e will send the external signal e.E(m2
e) to

the MSRM of c, which will send a primitive to e, requesting e to switch to
mode m2

e. Similarly, when guard 2 is true, the synchronization between the

transition m1
c

c.E(m2
c) && guard 2/{e.I(m3

e)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2
c of MMAp

c and the transition

m1
e

e.I(m3
e)/{e.E(m3

e)}−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m3
e of MMAc

e is enabled.

Figure 3.5: The child MMA of e

To simplify the graphical presentation of a parent MMA, if multiple
transitions share the same output, starting and ending locations, we com-
bine them into one transition where their different inputs are separated by
the notation "||". For instance, MMAp

c in Figure 3.4 has two transitions

m1
c

e.I(m1
e→m2

e)/{c.E(m2
c)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2

c and m1
c

e.I(m1
e→m3

e)/{c.E(m2
c)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2

c , which

are combined into one transition m1
c

e.I(m1
e→m2

e) || e.I(m1
e→m3

e)/{c.E(m2
c)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

m2
c .

Similarly, figures 3.6-3.9 display the set of MMAs of a which replace Ta-
ble 3.2, including MMAp

a , MMAc
b , MMAc

c and MMAc
d . What deserves par-

ticular attention is the distinction between MMAp
c in Figure 3.4 and MMAc

c

in Figure 3.8. The former is a parent MMA included in the mode mapping of
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c, while the latter is a child MMA included in the mode mapping of a. More-
over, the MMAs described for this example have taken all possible cases into
account, assuming that an external signal can arrive at any MMA and request
the corresponding component to switch to any possible mode. In reality, these
MMAs could be substantially simplified if the arrival of the external signal is
restricted according to some application-specific requirements. For instance,
if c.E(m2

c) may never arrive at MMAp
c when c is in m3

c , then the transition

m3
c

c.E(m2
c)/e.I(m

2
e)−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2

c of MMAp
c in Figure 3.4 can be removed.

Figure 3.6: The parent MMA of a

Figure 3.7: The child MMA of b

3.3 MMA composition
Section 3.2 shows that the mode mapping of a composite component ci can
be formally defined by a set of MMAs. However, the internal synchronization
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Figure 3.8: The child MMA of c

Figure 3.9: The child MMA of d

between these MMAs is invisible to the MSRM of ci, which only sees the
single composition of the set of MMAs. In this section, we present MMA
composition. For each composite component, the basic idea of deriving its
MMA composition rules is to analyze the possible outputs of a set of MMAs for
each possible input from the MSRM. By Definition 8 in Section 3.2, an external
signal from the MSRM of a composite component may give rise to six possible
subsequent behaviors with respect to the internal MMA synchronization and
the output of the set of MMAs. All these six cases must be taken into account
in defining MMA composition.

In the below definition of MMA composition, we assume that the ele-
ments of sets are indexed such that we by the indexing can identify the MMA
that a specific element is related to, and x[i] will be used to denote the ele-
ment of x indexed with i. We will furthermore use

⊎
to denote a flattening

union defined as the set containing all primitive elements of its operands, e.g.
{a, {b}}

⊎
{c, {d}} = {a, b, c, d}.

Definition 9. MMA composition: For a set A = {A0,A1, · · · ,An}(n ∈ N)
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of MMAs, where A0 =< S0, s
0
0,SI0, expr(BV0), T0 > corresponds to a par-

ent MMA and ∀k ∈ [1, n], Ak =< Sk, s
0
k,SIk, expr(BVk), Tk > correspond

to the child MMAs synchronized with A0, the MMA composition of A is an
MMA defined by the tuple

< S, s0,SI, expr(BV), T >

where

S ⊆ S0 × S1 × · · · × Sn

s0 = (s00, s
0
1, · · · , s0n)

SI ⊆
⋃

i∈[0,n]

Ei

expr(BV) = expr(BV0)

In defining T , two cases are considered depending on if an external signal
arrives at the parent MMA A0 or at a child MMA Ai (i ∈ [1, n]):

(1) An external signal e0 ∈ E0 arrives at A0. If

∃s = (s0, s1, · · · , sn) ∈ S ∧ s0
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• If ∃sk
O0[k]/O′

k−−−−−−→ s′′k ∈ Tk, then Ok = O′
k ∧ s′k = s′′k;
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Ok
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k−−−−−−→ s′′k ∈ Tk, then Ok = O′
k ∧ s′k = s′′k;

• Else Ok = ∅ ∧ s′k = sk.

Based on Definition 9, we revisit the six cases identified in Definition 8:

1. An external signal arrives at A0 and O0 = ∅, when the mode switch of
a composite component implies no mode switch among its subcompo-
nents.

2. An external signal arrives at A0 and O0 �= ∅, when the mode switch
of a composite component implies the mode switch of at least one of its
subcomponents.

3. An external signal arrives at Ai (i ∈ [1, n]) and O0 = ∅, when the mode
switch of a component ci implies no mode switch among its parent and
its siblings, i.e. components with the same parent as ci.

4. An external signal arrives at Ai (i ∈ [1, n]) and O0 only contains an
external signal e0, when the mode switch of a component only implies
the mode switch of its parent but not its siblings.

5. An external signal arrives at Ai (i ∈ [1, n]) and O0 only contains a set
of internal signals ik(k ∈ [1, n]), when the mode switch of a component
only implies the mode switch of at least one of its siblings but not its
parent.

6. An external signal arrives at Ai (i ∈ [1, n]) and O0 contains both e0 and
ik(k ∈ [1, n]), when the mode switch of a component implies the mode
switch of both of its parent and at least one sibling.
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Next let’s demonstrate each case by a simple example, where a compos-
ite component a has two subcomponents b and c. Case 1 is demonstrated
in Figure 3.10, which includes the mode mapping table of a, the MMA of
each component and the MMA after composition. Suppose that an external
signal a.E(m2

a) arrives at MMAp
a (the parent MMA), triggering the transi-

tion m1
a

a.E(m2
a)/∅−−−−−−−→ m2

a. Since this external signal does not imply the mode
switch of b or c, no state transition will occur in MMAc

b or MMAc
c. Let

A be the MMA after composition, with two states s1 = (m1
a,m

1
b ,m

1
c) and

s2 = (m2
a,m

1
b ,m

1
c). According to Definition 9, A will undergo the transition

s1
a.E(m2

a)/∅−−−−−−−→ s2.

Figure 3.10: MMA composition—Case 1

Figure 3.11 demonstrates cases 2 and 6. Case 2 occurs as
an external signal a.E(m2

a) arrives at MMAp
a, triggering the transi-
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a.E(m2
a)/{b.I(m

2
b),c.I(m

2
c)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2

a, which is synchronized with

the transition m1
b

b.I(m2
b)/{b.E(m2

b)}−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2
b of MMAc
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c

c.I(m2
c)/{c.E(m2

c)}−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2
c of MMAc

c. Then A will undergo the transi-
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a.E(m2

a)/{b.E(m2
b),c.E(m2

c)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ s2 where s1 = (m1
a,m

1
b ,m

1
c) and s2 =

(m2
a,m

2
b ,m

2
c).

Case 6 occurs as an external signal b.E(m1
b) arrives at MMAc

b, triggering

the transition m2
b

b.E(m1
b)/{b.I(m

2
b→m1

b)})−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m1
b . This is synchronized with the

transition m2
a

b.I(m2
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b) && guard/{a.E(m1
a),c.I(m

1
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c. Then A
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Figure 3.11: MMA composition—Cases 2 and 6

Figure 3.12 demonstrates Case 3. Suppose that an external signal b.E(m2
b)

arrives at MMAc
b, triggering the transition m1

b

b.E(m2
b)/{b.I(m

1
b→m2

b)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2
b .
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a

b.I(m1
b→m2

b)/∅−−−−−−−−−−→ m1
a of MMAp

a without af-

fecting MMAc
c. Then A will undergo the transition s1

b.E(m2
b)/∅−−−−−−−→ s2 where

s1 = (m1
a,m

1
b ,m

1
c) and s2 = (m1

a,m
2
b ,m

1
c).

Figure 3.12: MMA composition—Case 3
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Figure 3.13 demonstrates Case 4. Suppose that an external signal c.E(m2
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c, triggering the transition m1
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a without
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b. Then A will undergo the transition s1

c.E(m2
c)/{a.E(m2

a)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ s2
where s1 = (m1

a,m
1
b ,m

1
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Figure 3.13: MMA composition—Case 4

Finally, Figure 3.14 demonstrates Case 5. Suppose that an
external signal c.E(m2

c) arrives at MMAc
c, triggering the transition

m1
c

c.E(m2
c)/{c.I(m

1
c→m2

c)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2
c which is synchronized with the transition

m1
a

c.I(m1
c→m2

c)/{b.I(m
2
b)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m1

a of MMAp
a. This further leads to the tran-

sition m1
b

b.I(m2
b)/{b.E(m2

b)}−−−−−−−−−−−−→ m2
b . Then A will undergo the transition

s1
c.E(m2

c)/{b.E(m2
b)}−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ s2 where s1 = (m1

a,m
1
b ,m

1
c) and s2 = (m1

a,m
2
b ,m

2
c).

3.4 Summary
Mode mapping is indispensable to reuse of multi-mode components. We have
proposed a mode mapping mechanism for mapping component modes at de-
sign time. This mechanism enables a composite component to locally map its
modes and the modes of its subcomponents. The mode mapping of each com-
posite component can be expressed by a set of MMAs, which interact with the
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Figure 3.14: MMA composition—Case 5

MSRM of this component. In this chapter we have presented the formal defini-
tion of MMA, MMA graphical representation, MMA synchronization seman-
tics, and MMA composition. All these concepts have been further explained
by simple examples.
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MSRM of this component. In this chapter we have presented the formal defini-
tion of MMA, MMA graphical representation, MMA synchronization seman-
tics, and MMA composition. All these concepts have been further explained
by simple examples.



Chapter 4

Mode-switch handling at
runtime

Mode switch is one of the most onerous challenges in multi-mode systems due
to its dynamic nature. A mode switch triggered at the wrong time is in peril of
jeopardizing the execution of the entire system. Since a mode switch is usu-
ally performed throughout a well-ordered list of actions rather than being an
instantaneous event, it is imperative that a mode switch is handled by appro-
priate mode-switch protocols which guarantee both the correctness of a mode
switch and a bounded mode-switch time. A multi-mode system that performs
a mode switch must be able to successfully change its configuration in the old
mode to the configuration in the new mode without deadlock or disrupting its
functional behavior.

For multi-mode systems with multi-mode components, the handling of a
mode switch is even more challenging, as the mode switch of one component
may lead to the mode switches of many other components at various levels
in the component hierarchy. In particular, the mode information of a com-
ponent may not be globally accessible for the other components, hampering
the mode information exchange between components. The Mode-Switch Run-
time Mechanism (MSRM) of our MSL is an efficient distributed mechanism
for coordinating the mode switches of different components. Chapter 2 states
that each multi-mode component switches mode following its own MSRM.
Furthermore, Chapter 3 states that the MSRM of each composite multi-mode
component interacts with its mode mapping mechanism while switching mode
at runtime. This chapter gives an in-depth description of our MSRM which
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considers a series of practical issues such as the triggering of a mode-switch
event, the propagation of such a event, the guarantee of mode consistency,
atomic execution, the concurrent triggering of multiple mode-switch events,
and emergency mode switch.

4.1 Mode-switch triggering
Generally speaking, a mode switch in a multi-mode system can be either time-
triggered or event-triggered. Time-triggered mode switch is relatively more
predictable in that a mode switch is triggered by a periodic event. Typically, a
time-triggered mode switch can be easily implemented and analyzed. By con-
trast, event-triggered mode switch suggests that a mode switch is is triggered
by a mode-switch event, which could be an external event, e.g. when a sensor
value reaches a pre-defined threshold, or an internal event, e.g. when a system
reaches a particular state. Compared with time-triggered mode switch, event-
triggered mode switch is much less predictable, thus more difficult to handle.
However, event-triggered mode switch is more prevalent than time-triggered
mode switch. In fact, time-triggered mode switch can even be considered as a
special case of event-triggered mode switch, since timeouts resulting from the
advancement of time are events.

Our focus in this thesis is on event-triggered mode switch. For a multi-
mode system with multi-mode components, a mode switch is initially triggered
by a component identified as the Mode-Switch Source (MSS):

Definition 10. Mode-Switch Source: An MSS is the first component (primitive
or composite) that needs to switch mode due to the detection of a mode-switch
event.

Note that an MSS may not be the first component that detects a mode-
switch event. For instance, when a sensor value reaches a threshold, an event
is initially detected by the corresponding sensor component. However, the sen-
sor component is not the MSS, as it simply passes the event to higher level
components. An MSS is manually specified at design time depending on the
actual system requirement. It is allowed to define multiple MSSs in the same
system. A component can be an MSS while running in different modes. When
an MSS detects a mode-switch event, it will initiate a mode switch by trigger-
ing a mode-switch scenario, or simply scenario. Let Mci be the set of modes
supported by component ci. Then a scenario is defined as follows:
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Definition 11. Mode-switch scenario: A mode-switch scenario is an event
triggered by an MSS ck that ck requests to switch from its current mode mi

ck
to a new mode mj

ck
, where mi

ck
,mi

ck
∈ Mck . This scenario is denoted as

ck : mi
ck

→ mj
ck

.

By Definition 11, a scenario is identified without ambiguity by three pa-
rameters: an MSS ck, its current mode mi

ck
while triggering the scenario, and

the requested new mode mj
ck

. To distinguish a scenario from other scenarios
triggered in the same system, we assign a unique scenario ID to each triggering
of a scenario. The triggering of a scenario may give rise to the mode switches
of some other components. This can be clearly reflected in the mode mapping
tables 3.2 and 3.3 in Chapter 3. Suppose that a triggers a scenario k requesting
to switch from m1

a to m2
a. Table 3.2 implies that k leads to the mode switches

of all the subcomponents of a. Suppose that the current mode of c is m1
c when

k is triggered. Consequently, c will switch to m2
c . Furthermore, Table 3.3 im-

plies that the mode switch of c from m1
c to m2

c implies the mode switch of e
from m1

e to either m2
e or m3

e, while the mode of f is unaffected. Hence all the
components of a system can be grouped into two categories for the triggering
of a scenario: Type A components and Type B components:

Definition 12. Type A/B components: Consider a scenario k triggered by a
multi-mode component and any other component ci in a multi-mode system. If
k implies the mode switch of ci, then ci is called a Type A component for k,
denoted as T k

ci = A; otherwise, if k has no effect on the mode of ci, then ci is
called a Type B component for k, denoted as T k

ci = B.

The Type A and Type B components for a scenario can be identified by the
mode mappings of all composite components in a multi-mode system. More-
over, the new mode of each Type A component can also be derived by mode
mapping. A scenario triggered by an MSS is supposed to be propagated to all
the Type A components without disturbing Type B components.

4.2 Mode-switch propagation
There are many different ways of propagating a scenario. The most straight-
forward option is a direct broadcast from the MSS of the scenario to all the
other Type A components. However, this is possible only if the MSS knows
the global mode mapping of all components. Such an assumption is agains the
CBSE paradigm. Irrespective of how a scenario is propagated, the following
criteria should always be met:
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and emergency mode switch.

4.1 Mode-switch triggering
Generally speaking, a mode switch in a multi-mode system can be either time-
triggered or event-triggered. Time-triggered mode switch is relatively more
predictable in that a mode switch is triggered by a periodic event. Typically, a
time-triggered mode switch can be easily implemented and analyzed. By con-
trast, event-triggered mode switch suggests that a mode switch is is triggered
by a mode-switch event, which could be an external event, e.g. when a sensor
value reaches a pre-defined threshold, or an internal event, e.g. when a system
reaches a particular state. Compared with time-triggered mode switch, event-
triggered mode switch is much less predictable, thus more difficult to handle.
However, event-triggered mode switch is more prevalent than time-triggered
mode switch. In fact, time-triggered mode switch can even be considered as a
special case of event-triggered mode switch, since timeouts resulting from the
advancement of time are events.

Our focus in this thesis is on event-triggered mode switch. For a multi-
mode system with multi-mode components, a mode switch is initially triggered
by a component identified as the Mode-Switch Source (MSS):

Definition 10. Mode-Switch Source: An MSS is the first component (primitive
or composite) that needs to switch mode due to the detection of a mode-switch
event.

Note that an MSS may not be the first component that detects a mode-
switch event. For instance, when a sensor value reaches a threshold, an event
is initially detected by the corresponding sensor component. However, the sen-
sor component is not the MSS, as it simply passes the event to higher level
components. An MSS is manually specified at design time depending on the
actual system requirement. It is allowed to define multiple MSSs in the same
system. A component can be an MSS while running in different modes. When
an MSS detects a mode-switch event, it will initiate a mode switch by trigger-
ing a mode-switch scenario, or simply scenario. Let Mci be the set of modes
supported by component ci. Then a scenario is defined as follows:
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Definition 11. Mode-switch scenario: A mode-switch scenario is an event
triggered by an MSS ck that ck requests to switch from its current mode mi

ck
to a new mode mj

ck
, where mi

ck
,mi

ck
∈ Mck . This scenario is denoted as

ck : mi
ck

→ mj
ck

.

By Definition 11, a scenario is identified without ambiguity by three pa-
rameters: an MSS ck, its current mode mi

ck
while triggering the scenario, and

the requested new mode mj
ck

. To distinguish a scenario from other scenarios
triggered in the same system, we assign a unique scenario ID to each triggering
of a scenario. The triggering of a scenario may give rise to the mode switches
of some other components. This can be clearly reflected in the mode mapping
tables 3.2 and 3.3 in Chapter 3. Suppose that a triggers a scenario k requesting
to switch from m1

a to m2
a. Table 3.2 implies that k leads to the mode switches

of all the subcomponents of a. Suppose that the current mode of c is m1
c when

k is triggered. Consequently, c will switch to m2
c . Furthermore, Table 3.3 im-

plies that the mode switch of c from m1
c to m2

c implies the mode switch of e
from m1

e to either m2
e or m3

e, while the mode of f is unaffected. Hence all the
components of a system can be grouped into two categories for the triggering
of a scenario: Type A components and Type B components:

Definition 12. Type A/B components: Consider a scenario k triggered by a
multi-mode component and any other component ci in a multi-mode system. If
k implies the mode switch of ci, then ci is called a Type A component for k,
denoted as T k

ci = A; otherwise, if k has no effect on the mode of ci, then ci is
called a Type B component for k, denoted as T k

ci = B.

The Type A and Type B components for a scenario can be identified by the
mode mappings of all composite components in a multi-mode system. More-
over, the new mode of each Type A component can also be derived by mode
mapping. A scenario triggered by an MSS is supposed to be propagated to all
the Type A components without disturbing Type B components.

4.2 Mode-switch propagation
There are many different ways of propagating a scenario. The most straight-
forward option is a direct broadcast from the MSS of the scenario to all the
other Type A components. However, this is possible only if the MSS knows
the global mode mapping of all components. Such an assumption is agains the
CBSE paradigm. Irrespective of how a scenario is propagated, the following
criteria should always be met:
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• Stepwise propagation. In Chapter 2 we have mentioned that due to lack
of global mode information a component is only allowed to exchange
mode information with its parent or subcomponents via dedicated mode-
switch ports. Therefore, the propagation of a scenario must be stepwise,
either one step up to the parent or one step down to the subcomponents.

• Precise coverage. A scenario is supposed to be propagated to all Type A
components. No Type B components should be informed of this sce-
nario.

• Bounded propagation time. The propagation time of a scenario should
be bounded, as short as possible.

These criteria suggest that en efficient propagation protocol is demanded
as a vital element of the MSRM of each component. We have developed a
Mode-Switch Propagation (MSP) protocol for the propagation of a scenario by
transmitting primitives via dedicated mode-switch ports. The MSP protocol
respects the current states of all Type A components in the sense that a mode
switch is performed based on this scenario only when all Type A components
are ready to switch mode. The triggering of a scenario does not necessarily
lead to a mode switch. If there is at least one Type A component whose current
state does not allow a mode switch (i.e. this component is not ready to switch
mode), the scenario has to be rejected. The MSP protocol leaves the authority
of approving or rejecting a scenario to a component called the Mode-Switch
Decision Maker (MSDM):

Definition 13. Mode-Switch Decision Maker: For a scenario k, the MSDM
is a component which decides whether k is approved or rejected. If the MSDM
approves k, all the Type A components will switch mode based on k; if the
MSDM rejects k, no components will switch mode based on k.

The MSDM of a scenario is dynamically identified by the MSP protocol at
runtime. In general, the MSDM of a scenario is an ancestor or the parent of the
corresponding MSS in the component hierarchy. In other words, the MSDM
is directly or indirectly composed of the MSS. Otherwise, if the MSS is at
the top of the component hierarchy without parent, it will also be the MSDM.
Before we expound the MSP protocol, it is necessary to introduce the types of
primitives used in this protocol. In general, we distinguish two major types of
primitives:

• Upstream primitive: a primitive which is always sent via the port pMS

of a component to its parent.
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• Downstream primitive: a primitive which is always sent via the port pMS
in

of a composite component to its subcomponent(s).

More precisely, the MSP protocol encompasses the following six types of
primitives:

• Mode-Switch Request (MSR): an upstream primitive originally issued
by an MSS while triggering a scenario. Let msrk denote an MSR for a
scenario k.

• Mode-Switch Query (MSQ): a downstream primitive originally issued
by the MSDM of a scenario, asking if a Type A component is ready to
switch mode. Let msqk denote an MSQ for a scenario k.

• MSOK: An upstream primitive from a Type A component ci for a given
scenario k, indicating that ci is ready to switch mode for k. Let msokk

denote an MSOK for a scenario k.

• MSNOK: An upstream primitive from a Type A component ci for a
given scenario k, indicating that ci is not ready to switch mode for k.
Let msnokk denote an MSNOK for a scenario k.

• Mode-Switch Instruction (MSI): a downstream primitive originally is-
sued by the MSDM of a scenario, triggering the mode switch of a Type A
component. Let msik denote an MSI for a scenario k.

• Mode-Switch Denial (MSD): a downstream primitive originally issued
by the MSDM of k, rejecting a scenario k. Let msdk denote an MSD for
a scenario k.

Our MSRM in this thesis assumes that there are no transmission errors of
any type of primitive. For instance, no omission or duplication occurs during
the transmission of a primitive. The sequential order of primitives sent from
a component is also preserved on the receiver’s side. This can be assured by
the inter-component communication infrastructure. A specific assumption of
our MSP protocol is that there is no concurrent triggering of multiple scenar-
ios. This simplifying assumption ensures that an ongoing mode switch based
on a scenario is never interrupted by the triggering of another scenario. The
handling of concurrently triggered scenarios will be presented in Section 4.5.

In addition to the foregoing primitives, the description of our MSP protocol
contains a number of notations used throughout the thesis. Let PC be the
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set of primitive components in a system, and let CC be the set of composite
components in the same system. Let Top be the component at the top of the
component hierarchy in a system. Furthermore, as defined in Section 3.2, the
parent of a component ci �= Top is denoted as Pci . Let SCci be the set of
subcomponents of ci ∈ CC, and SCA

ci(k) be the set of Type A subcomponents
of ci for a scenario k. Let Sk

ci denote that the current state of ci allows the
mode switch for k, and let ¬Sk

ci denote that the current state of ci does not
allow the mode switch for k. Finally, let ci be the MSS triggering a scenario
k, with cj as the MSDM. We have stated that cj is an ancestor or the parent of
ci, unless ci = Top. Let Cj

i be the set of components between ci and cj such
that for each co ∈ Cj

i , co is an ancestor or the parent of ci and a descendant or
a subcomponent of cj . The MSP protocol is described as follows:

Definition 14. Mode-Switch Propagation protocol: Consider a scenario k
triggered by the MSS ci, with cj as the MSDM. If ci �= Top, when ci triggers
k, ci will issue an msrk sent to Pci . The msrk eventually reaches cj through
Cj
i . Upon receiving the msrk, each co ∈ Cj

i , identified as T k
co = A and Sk

co ,
forwards the msrk to Pco . The MSDM cj is identified while receiving the
msrk when one of the three following conditions is satisfied: (1) T k

cj = B; (2)
T k
cj = A and ¬Sk

cj ; (3) T k
cj = A and Sk

cj and cj = Top. In response to the
msrk, cj makes the following decisions:

• Under Condition (2), cj rejects k by issuing an msdk that is propagated
back to ci through Cj

i . Upon receiving the msdk, each co ∈ Cj
i directly

forwards the msdk to the subcomponent cl ∈ SCco ∩ Cj
i that previously

sent the msrk to co. The propagation of k is terminated when ci receives
the msdk. No component will switch mode for k.

• Under conditions (1) and (3), cj initiates an investigation of the current
states of all Type A components by issuing an msqk that is propagated
downstream and stepwise to all Type A components. Upon receiving the
msqk, a component cu needs to suspend its current execution and further
propagate the msqk to SCA

cu(k) if Sk
cu and SCA

cu(k) �= ∅. Meanwhile,
Pcu expects either an msokk or an msnokk from cu as the reply. Com-
ponent cu replies with an msokk if Sk

cu (and cu has received an msokk

from all components in SCA
cu(k) when SCA

cu(k) �= ∅). Otherwise, if
¬Sk

cu , cu will directly reply to Pcu with an msnokk (without propagat-
ing the msqk downstream further to SCA

cu(k) even if SCA
cu(k) �= ∅). If
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cu receives at least one msnokk from a subcomponent after propagating
the msqk to SCA

cu(k), cu will also reply to Pcu with an msnokk.

• When cj has received an msokk from all components in SCA
ci(k), cj

will approve k and trigger a mode switch for k by issuing an msik that
follows the propagation trace of the msqk. Each Type A component will
start its mode switch upon receiving the msik. The propagation of k
is completed when all Type A components have received the msik. By
contrast, if cj receives at least one msnokk from a subcomponent, cj
will reject k by issuing an msdk that follows the propagation trace of the
msqk. Furthermore, for each composite component cu which has sent
an msnokk to Pcu due to ¬Sk

cu , if cu has previously received an msrk

from a subcomponent, then cu must send an msdk that is forwarded
to ci through Cu

i . The propagation of k is terminated when the msdk

have reached all the components that have received the msqk or have
sent the msrk before. A component, which has suspended its execution
due to the msqk, resumes its execution upon receiving the msdk. No
component will switch mode for k.

If ci = Top, then cj = ci and Cj
i = ∅. Then ci triggers k by directly

issuing an msqk to all components in SCA
ci(k).

The identification of the MSDM cj in the MSP protocol is based on a sim-
ple logic. Upon receiving an msrk, the first thing that cj needs to do is to refer
to its mode mapping. If T k

cj = B, then cj is apparently the MSDM because
k will not affect other components at higher levels. If T k

cj = A, the current
state of cj decides if cj is the MSDM of k. If Sk

cj and cj �= Top, then cj must
forward the msrk to Pcj which may also be affected by k. Otherwise, if ¬Sk

cj ,
cj is sure that k will be rejected. Hence there is no need to forward the msrk

further and cj will be the MSDM of k. Of course, when cj = Top, cj is always
the MSDM of k.

Note that a component needs to suspend its execution in the current mode
upon receiving an msqk because its execution may change its states. Without
suspending the current execution, a component ready to switch mode at time
t0, e.g. while receiving an msqk, may not be ready to switch mode at a later
time t1, e.g. while receiving an msik. For that reason, the execution of each
Type A component has to be suspended upon receiving an msqk such that the
MSDM is able to conclude if all Type A components are ready to switch mode
at the same time. A component with suspended execution due to an msqk can
resume its execution when it receives an msdk.
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states of all Type A components by issuing an msqk that is propagated
downstream and stepwise to all Type A components. Upon receiving the
msqk, a component cu needs to suspend its current execution and further
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Pcu expects either an msokk or an msnokk from cu as the reply. Com-
ponent cu replies with an msokk if Sk
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from all components in SCA
cu(k) when SCA

cu(k) �= ∅). Otherwise, if
¬Sk

cu , cu will directly reply to Pcu with an msnokk (without propagat-
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cu receives at least one msnokk from a subcomponent after propagating
the msqk to SCA

cu(k), cu will also reply to Pcu with an msnokk.

• When cj has received an msokk from all components in SCA
ci(k), cj

will approve k and trigger a mode switch for k by issuing an msik that
follows the propagation trace of the msqk. Each Type A component will
start its mode switch upon receiving the msik. The propagation of k
is completed when all Type A components have received the msik. By
contrast, if cj receives at least one msnokk from a subcomponent, cj
will reject k by issuing an msdk that follows the propagation trace of the
msqk. Furthermore, for each composite component cu which has sent
an msnokk to Pcu due to ¬Sk

cu , if cu has previously received an msrk

from a subcomponent, then cu must send an msdk that is forwarded
to ci through Cu

i . The propagation of k is terminated when the msdk

have reached all the components that have received the msqk or have
sent the msrk before. A component, which has suspended its execution
due to the msqk, resumes its execution upon receiving the msdk. No
component will switch mode for k.

If ci = Top, then cj = ci and Cj
i = ∅. Then ci triggers k by directly

issuing an msqk to all components in SCA
ci(k).

The identification of the MSDM cj in the MSP protocol is based on a sim-
ple logic. Upon receiving an msrk, the first thing that cj needs to do is to refer
to its mode mapping. If T k

cj = B, then cj is apparently the MSDM because
k will not affect other components at higher levels. If T k

cj = A, the current
state of cj decides if cj is the MSDM of k. If Sk

cj and cj �= Top, then cj must
forward the msrk to Pcj which may also be affected by k. Otherwise, if ¬Sk

cj ,
cj is sure that k will be rejected. Hence there is no need to forward the msrk

further and cj will be the MSDM of k. Of course, when cj = Top, cj is always
the MSDM of k.

Note that a component needs to suspend its execution in the current mode
upon receiving an msqk because its execution may change its states. Without
suspending the current execution, a component ready to switch mode at time
t0, e.g. while receiving an msqk, may not be ready to switch mode at a later
time t1, e.g. while receiving an msik. For that reason, the execution of each
Type A component has to be suspended upon receiving an msqk such that the
MSDM is able to conclude if all Type A components are ready to switch mode
at the same time. A component with suspended execution due to an msqk can
resume its execution when it receives an msdk.
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It can be observed with ease from the MSP protocol that the first possible
primitive that a component co may receive associated with a scenario k is either
an msrk or an msqk. Two special cases are: (1) if co ∈ PC, then the first
possible primitive that co may receive is always an msqk; (2) if co = Top,
then the first possible primitive that co may receive is always an msrk. When
co receives the first primitive associated with k, if co ∈ CC, then co should
refer to its mode mapping to derive T k

co and SCA
co(k). Thereafter co can store

the mode mapping result for k for later retrieval when co receives a subsequent
primitive associated with k. This minimizes the number of accesses to the
mode mapping, thus facilitating the propagation time of k.

From the MSP protocol we summarize three possible cases with respect to
the propagation of a scenario k:

1. When the MSDM cj receives an msrk, its current state does not allow
the mode switch for k. Consequently, cj directly rejects k by issuing an
msdk that is propagated back to ci through Cj

i . This case only exists
when the MSS ci �= Top.

2. When the MSDM cj receives an msrk, its current state allows the mode
switch for k. After cj issues an msqk to SCA

cj (k), cj receives an msokk

from all components in SCA
cj (k), thus triggering a mode switch for k by

issuing an msik to SCA
cj (k).

3. When the MSDM cj receives an msrk, its current state allows the mode
switch for k. Nonetheless, cj receives at least one msnokk after issuing
the msqk to SCA

cj (k), thus rejecting k by issuing an msdk to SCA
cj (k).

These three cases are further illustrated by an example in figures 4.1-4.3,
where the MSS e (marked in red) triggers a scenario with a as the MSDM
(marked in blue). All black components in these figures are Type A compo-
nents for this scenario while other Type B components are filtered out. Then
b is the only component between the MSS and the MSDM, i.e. Ca

e = {b}.
Figure 4.1 is straightforward as a directly rejects the scenario by sending an
MSD back. In Figure 4.2, all Type A components are ready to switch mode,
thus eventually leading to a mode switch. In contrast to Figure 4.2, b and h
in Figure 4.3 are not ready to switch mode, without further propagation of the
MSQ. As a receives the MSNOK from b and c, an MSD is issued instead of the
MSI propagated in Figure 4.2. The MSD is not propagated to k and l since they
have not received the MSQ. However, b is obliged to send the MSD to e so that
e can abort the handling of k.
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Figure 4.1: The MSP protocol—Case 1

Figure 4.2: The MSP protocol—Case 2

It is noteworthy that the MSDM a in figures 4.1-4.3 can be any composite
component in a system. This implies that a mode switch does not have to be a
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Figure 4.1: The MSP protocol—Case 1

Figure 4.2: The MSP protocol—Case 2

It is noteworthy that the MSDM a in figures 4.1-4.3 can be any composite
component in a system. This implies that a mode switch does not have to be a
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global event for the entire system. A mode switch locally performed within a
composite component exerts no influence on the rest of the system.

Our MSP protocol resembles to some extent the 2-phase commit protocol
for distributed database [12]. The 2-phase propagation of a scenario in our
MSP protocol is initiated by the MSDM. Phase 1 starts when the MSDM is-
sues an MSQ and ends when the MSDM has received an MSOK or MSNOK from
all its Type A subcomponents. At the end of Phase 1, if the MSDM receives
no MSNOK, then Phase 2 starts when the MSDM issues an MSI and ends when
all Type A components have received the MSI. Otherwise, if the MSDM re-
ceives at least one MSNOK, then Phase 2 starts when the MSDM issues an MSD
and ends when the MSD has reached all the Type A components which have
received the MSQ in Phase 1 and the components which have previously sent
the MSR.
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The 2-phase propagation in the MSP protocol is demonstrated by an exam-
ple in Figure 4.4, where a scenario k is triggered by e in the system introduced
in Figure 1.1, with a as the MSDM. Type A components for k are enclosed
within a dotted loop, including a, c, and d. The rest, b and f, are Type B com-
ponents for k. Figures 4.5-4.7 depict the three cases of the propagation of k.
Shown in figures 4.6 and 4.7, the MSDM a initiates a 2-phase propagation as it
issues an msqk to its Type A subcomponents c and d. Phase 2 starts as a issues
an msik or msdk to c and d. The 2-phase propagation is absent in Figure 4.5
because a directly rejects k after receiving an msrk.

Figure 4.4: A scenario k triggered by the MSS e

Figure 4.5: Demonstration of the MSP protocol—Case 1

The MSP protocol reflects the different behaviors of three types of compo-
nents with regard to the propagation of a scenario: (1) primitive component; (2)
composite component not at the top level; (3) the component at the top level1.

1In principle, the component at the top level can be either primitive or composite. However, if
it is primitive, it makes no sense to call it a component-based system because the system itself is a
single component. Therefore we assume that it must be composite.
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Figure 4.6: Demonstration of the MSP protocol—Case 2

Figure 4.7: Demonstration of the MSP protocol—Case 3

Among the three types, Type (2) exhibits the most general yet most complex
behavior, since this type of component must exchange primitives with both
its parent and subcomponents. The other two types can be considered as two
special cases of Type (2).

We have designed a set of algorithms implementing the MSP protocol for
all three types of components. First, Algorithm 1 describes the behavior of an
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MSS which triggers a scenario. This algorithm contains the following variables
and functions:

• MS_event_detected is a local boolean variable with a default value false,
returning true when an MSS detects a mode-switch event.

• Derive_new_mode(ci) is a function returning the new mode of an MSS
when the MSS triggers a scenario.

• Assign_scenario_ID(ci) is a function assigning a unique scenario ID to
a triggered scenario.

• Signal(ci, A,B) is a function for ci to send a primitive B via the ded-
icated mode-switch port A, which is either pMS (the port for exchang-
ing primitives with Pci ) or pMS

in (the port for exchanging primitives with
SCci ). Likewise, Wait(ci, A,B) is a function for ci to receive a primitive
B via the port A.

• msrkci(mci ,m
new
ci ) represents an msrk sent by ci which requests to

switch from mode mci to mnew
ci . Similarly, msqkci(m

new
ci ) represents

an msqk sent to ci which is requested to switch to mnew
ci . These param-

eters such as ci, mci and mnew
ci are required for doing mode mapping.

The other subsequent primitives, which do not need mode mapping, can
be presented in a simplified fashion. For instance, msikci or msdkci repre-
sents an msik or msdk sent to ci, while msokkci or msnokkci represents
an msokk or msnokk sent by ci.

• Mode_mapping(ci, cj ,mcj ,m
new
cj ) is a function returning the mode

mapping results of ci ∈ CC based on the mode switch of cj
from mcj to mnew

cj , where cj ∈ SCci ∪ {ci}. Alternatively,
Mode_mapping(ci,mnew

ci ) returns the mode mapping results of ci based
on an incoming downstream primitive such as msqkci(m

new
ci ).

• Suspend(ci,mci) and Resume(ci,mci) are functions for suspending and
resuming the execution of ci in its mode mci .

• Mode_switch(ci, k) is a function performing the mode switch of ci for k
or waiting for the mode-switch completion of the subcomponents of ci.
This function will be further explained in Section 4.3.

• Collect_response(ci, k), described in Algorithm 2, is a function for col-
lecting the msokk or msnokk from SCA

ci(k) after ci propagates an msqk

to SCA
ci(k).
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• All_ready is a local boolean variable of ci ∈ CC returning true when ci
has received an msokk from all components in SCA

ci(k), and returning
false when ci has received at least one msnokk from a subcomponent.

Algorithm 1 New_scenario(ci)
1: loop
2: if MS_event_detected then
3: Derive_new_mode(ci);
4: k = Assign_scenario_ID(ci);
5: if ci �= Top then
6: Signal(ci, pMS ,msrkci(mci ,m

new
ci ));

7: else{ci = Top}
8: Mode_mapping(ci, ci,mci ,m

new
ci );

9: Suspend(ci,mci);
10: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

11: Collect_response(ci, k);
12: if All_ready then
13: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msikcj );

14: Mode_switch(ci, k);
15: else{¬All_ready}
16: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

17: Resume(ci,mci);
18: end if
19: end if
20: end if
21: end loop

Let C̃C = CC \ {Top} be the set of composite components except Top.
Algorithms 3-5 implement the MSP protocol for (1) ci ∈ PC; (2) ci ∈ C̃C; and
(3) ci = Top, respectively. In these algorithms, msrk ← cj denotes that an
msrk has been previously sent from cj ∈ SCci to ci ∈ CC.

Note that algorithms 4 and 5 also work when SCA
ci(k) = ∅. For instance,

when SCA
ci(k) = ∅, Line 8 of Algorithm 4 will not propagate the msqk.

The function Collect_response(ci, k) in Line 9 will be called as usual, setting
All_ready to true as per Algorithm 2.

As a final remark, the MSP protocol can be improved to facilitate mode
switch at runtime. By Definition 14, after ci ∈ CC propagates an msqk to
SCA

ci(k), ci has to wait for the reply from all components in SCA
ci(k). If ci

receives an msnokk before receiving all the replies, ci still has to wait for the
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Algorithm 2 Collect_response(ci ∈ CC, k)
1: n := 0;
2: All_ready := true;
3: if SCA

ci(k) �= ∅ then
4: while n < |SCA

ci(k)| do
5: Wait(ci, pMS

in , primitive);
6: if (primitive = msokk

cj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCA
ci(k)) then

7: n := n+ 1;
8: else{(primitive = msnokk

cj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCA
ci(k))}

9: n := n+ 1;
10: All_ready:=false;
11: end if
12: end while
13: end if

Algorithm 3 Propagation(ci ∈ PC)
1: loop
2: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
3: if primitive = msqkci(m

new
ci ) then

4: Suspend(ci,mci);
5: if Sk

ci then
6: Signal(ci, pMS ,msokk

ci);
7: else{¬Sk

ci}
8: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
9: end if

10: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
11: if primitive = msikci then
12: Mode_switch(ci, k);
13: else{primitive = msdkci}
14: Resume(ci,mci);
15: end if
16: end if
17: end loop
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ci}
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Algorithm 4 Propagation(ci ∈ C̃C)
1: loop
2: Wait(ci, pMS ∨ pMS

in , primitive);
3: if (primitive = msrkco(mco ,m

new
co )) ∧ (co ∈ SCci) then

4: Mode_mapping(ci, co,mco ,m
new
co );

5: if T k
ci = B then

6: if Sk
ci then

7: Suspend(ci,mci);
8: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

9: Collect_response(ci, k);
10: if All_ready then
11: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msikcj );

12: Mode_switch(ci, k);
13: else{¬All_ready}
14: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

15: Resume(ci,mci);
16: end if
17: else{¬Sk

ci}
18: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco); {msrk ← co}
19: end if
20: else{T k

ci = A}
21: if Sk

ci then
22: Signal(ci, pMS ,msrkci(mci ,m

new
ci ));

23: else{¬Sk
ci}

24: Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkco); {msrk ← co}

25: end if
26: end if
27: else{primitive = msqkci(m

new
ci )}

28: Suspend(ci,mci);
29: if Sk

ci then
30: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew

ci );
31: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

32: Collect_response(ci, k);
33: if All_ready then
34: Signal(ci, pMS ,msokk

ci);
35: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
36: if primitive = msikci then
37: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msikcj );

38: Mode_switch(ci, k);
39: else{primitive = msdkci}
40: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

41: Resume(ci,mci);
42: end if
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43: else{¬All_ready}
44: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
45: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
46: if primitive = msdkci then
47: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

48: Resume(ci,mci);
49: else
50: Report_error;
51: end if
52: end if
53: else{¬Sk

ci}
54: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
55: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
56: if primitive = msdkci then
57: if msrk ← co ∈ SCci then
58: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
59: end if
60: Resume(ci,mci);
61: else
62: Report_error;
63: end if
64: end if
65: end if
66: end loop
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cj ));
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ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msikcj );
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43: else{¬All_ready}
44: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
45: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
46: if primitive = msdkci then
47: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

48: Resume(ci,mci);
49: else
50: Report_error;
51: end if
52: end if
53: else{¬Sk

ci}
54: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
55: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
56: if primitive = msdkci then
57: if msrk ← co ∈ SCci then
58: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
59: end if
60: Resume(ci,mci);
61: else
62: Report_error;
63: end if
64: end if
65: end if
66: end loop
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Algorithm 5 Propagation(ci = Top)

1: loop
2: Wait(ci, pMS

in , primitive);
3: if (primitive = msrkco(mco ,m

new
co )) ∧ (co ∈ SCci) then

4: Mode_mapping(ci, co,mco ,m
new
co );

5: if Sk
ci then

6: Suspend(ci,mci);
7: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

8: Collect_response(ci, k);
9: if All_ready then

10: ∀cj ∈ SCA
ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msikcj );
11: Mode_switch(ci, k);
12: else{¬All_ready}
13: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

14: Resume(ci,mci);
15: end if
16: else{¬Sk

ci}
17: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco); {msrk ← co}
18: end if
19: end if
20: end loop
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other replies. A better strategy for ci is to immediately make a decision upon
receiving an msnokk without waiting for the other replies. If ci is the MSDM
of k, ci can immediately reject k by propagating an msdk to SCA

ci(k). If ci is
not the MSDM of k, ci can immediately send an msnokk to P k

ci .

As an even more efficient improvement, a component ci can directly send
an msdk to Pci in response to an msqk if ci is not ready to switch mode.
When a component cj receives the msdk from a subcomponent ci, cj can di-
rectly propagate the msdk to SCA

cj (k) \ {ci}, and even Pcj if necessary. The
improved MSP protocol is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 which slightly changes
the propagation of the scenario k in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.8, e is not ready
to switch mode for k after receiving an msqk. Instead of replying with an
msnokk, e directly sends an msdk back to its parent c to reject k. Subse-
quently, c further propagates the msdk to a, which only needs to propagates
the msdk to d.

Figure 4.8: Demonstration of the improved MSP protocol

The improved MSP protocol demonstrated in Figure 4.8 facilitates the
propagation of a scenario if a Type A component is not ready to switch mode,
because the rejection of a scenario can be initiated by any component aside
from the MSDM. However, such an improvement breaks the 2-phase propaga-
tion structure, becoming intractable to analyze and verify. For that reason, we
in the thesis stick to the original MSP protocol described in Definition 14.
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Algorithm 5 Propagation(ci = Top)
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Figure 4.8: Demonstration of the improved MSP protocol

The improved MSP protocol demonstrated in Figure 4.8 facilitates the
propagation of a scenario if a Type A component is not ready to switch mode,
because the rejection of a scenario can be initiated by any component aside
from the MSDM. However, such an improvement breaks the 2-phase propaga-
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4.3 Guarantee of mode consistency
According to the MSP protocol presented in the previous section, the triggering
of a scenario k does not render a mode switch until the MSDM propagates an
msik that is propagated to all Type A components. For a component ci ∈ PC
or ci ∈ CC and SCA

ci(k) = ∅, if T k
ci = A, its mode switch starts when an

msik arrives; for a component ci ∈ CC with T k
ci = A and SCA

ci(k) �= ∅, its
mode switch starts right after ci propagates an msik to SCA

ci(k). The mode-
aware component model in Chapter 2 specifies that a multi-mode component
has a unique local configuration for each of its supported modes. The mode
switch of each component is performed by reconfiguration, i.e. by changing
its configuration in the current mode to the configuration in the new mode.

From the perspective of a multi-mode system, a mode switch for a scenario
is in essence the joint mode switches of all Type A components. The pre-
dominant concern after the triggering of a mode switch is to guarantee mode
consistency. When the system considers a mode switch to be completed, all
Type A components must have already switched to their new modes. The hi-
erarchical component structure of a component-based system implies that the
mode-switch completion of a composite component ci depends on the mode-
switch completion of its Type A subcomponents. If ∃cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) which has
not completed its mode switch for the scenario k, the mode switch of ci should
be considered to be incomplete. Therefore, mode-switch completion must be
indicated bottom-up. We have proposed a Mode-switch dependency rule which
is immediately applied after the MSP protocol to guarantee mode consistency.
This rule introduces a new primitive MSC (Mode-Switch Completion), denoted
as msck for a scenario k. An msck is an upstream primitive sent from a com-
ponent to its parent to indicate mode-switch completion. A detailed description
of this rule is given below:

Definition 15. Mode-switch dependency rule: Let cj be the MSDM of a sce-
nario k. After cj issues an msik to trigger the mode switch,

• Each ci ∈ PC with T k
ci = A starts mode switch by reconfiguring itself

upon receiving the msik. The mode switch of ci is completed as it com-
pletes its reconfiguration. After mode-switch completion, ci will send an
msck to Pci .

• Each ci ∈ CC with T k
ci = A starts mode switch by reconfiguring itself af-

ter propagating an msik to SCA
ci(k). The mode switch of ci is completed

when ci completes its reconfiguration and ci has received an msck from
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all the components in SCA
ci(k). After mode-switch completion, ci will

send an msck to Pci if ci �= Top.

• If T k
cj = A, the mode switch of the system for k is completed as cj

completes its mode switch; if T k
cj = B, the mode switch of the system for

k is completed after cj has received an msck from all the components in
SCA

ci(k).

Our mode-switch dependency rule is demonstrated in Figure 4.9, where a
mode switch is completed after the propagation in Figure 4.6. The reconfig-
uration of each Type A component for the scenario k is represented by black
bars in Figure 4.9. The white bars mean that the mode-switch completion of a
composite component is blocked by at least one msck which is expected but
has not arrived yet. For instance, after c completes reconfiguration, it still can-
not complete mode switch until it receives the msck from e. The system mode
switch for k is completed as the MSDM a completes its mode switch.

Figure 4.9: Demonstration of the mode-switch dependency rule
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Algorithm 6 implements the mode-switch dependency rule, as a function
called by algorithms 3-5. Algorithm 6 contains the following new variables
and functions:

• MSC_complete is a local boolean variable of ci ∈ CC returning true
when ci has received an MSC from all its Type A subcomponents.

• Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m
new
ci ) is a function reconfiguring ci from its

current mode mci to the new mode mnew
ci .

• Run(ci,mnew
ci ) is a function starting the execution of ci in its new mode

mnew
ci .

In addition to Algorithm 6, a composite component should run another
parallel task Collect_MSC(ci, k) for collecting MSC primitives from its Type A
subcomponents. This task, described in Algorithm 7, can be implemented in
different ways. For instance, shown in Line 4 of Algorithm 6, it can be imple-
mented as an aperiodic task activated when a composite component executes
the mode-switch dependency rule. Shown in Algorithm 7, when a composite
component ci has received an msck from all its Type A subcomponents, the
boolean variable MSC_complete will be set to true so that Algorithm 6 can
proceed from lines 9-10.

4.4 Atomic execution
A side effect of the MSP protocol is that an ongoing execution of a component
may be suspended due to the propagation of a scenario. A component is re-
quired to immediately suspend its execution either when it issues an MSQ as the
MSDM or when it receives an MSQ. Such a transient suspension is usually toler-
able, however, a potential problem arises if a component has atomic execution
which must run to completion without being interrupted. Atomic execution is
rather common in real-world applications. For instance, each transaction of the
online transfer system in a bank is typically atomic. The transaction should be
either successfully completed or aborted before it starts. If the transaction is
aborted on the fly, the transferred money may not arrive at the receiver’s ac-
count even after it has already been deducted from the sender’s account. This
is certainly not desirable for the bank and its customers. To cope with atomic
execution, we are going to extend the MSP protocol in this section.

For a component-based system, atomic execution may exist within an indi-
vidual component or throughout a group of components. The identification of
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Algorithm 6 Mode_switch(ci, k)
1: MSC_complete := true;
2: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ (SCA

ci(k) �= ∅) then
3: MSC_complete := false;
4: Activate Collect_MSC(ci, k);
5: end if
6: if T k

ci = A then
7: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m

new
ci );

8: end if
9: while ¬MSC_complete do

10: end while
11: if (ci �= Top) ∧ (T k

ci = A) then
12: Signal(ci, pMS ,msckci);
13: end if
14: if T k

ci = A then
15: Run(ci,mnew

ci );
16: else{T k

ci = B}
17: Resume(ci,mci);
18: end if

Algorithm 7 Collect_MSC(ci ∈ CC, k)
1: n := 0;
2: while n < |SCA

ci(k)| do
3: Wait(ci, pMS

in , primitive);
4: if (primitive = msckcj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCA

ci(k)) then
5: n := n+ 1;
6: end if
7: end while
8: MSC_complete := true;
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atomic execution throughout multiple components is dependent on the system
architectural style and component execution semantics. Our focus is on the
pipes and filters architectural style [45] which is fairly prevalent in automotive,
multimedia, and telecommunications applications. Such an architectural style
is very suitable to demonstrate atomic execution. The example in Figure 1.2
is actually a typical pipe-and-filter system, where all components follow the
same execution pattern: wait for the input data from its input ports, process
the data, and produce the output data at its output ports. We have introduced
the concept of Atomic Execution Group (AEG) to specify atomic execution in
a pipe-and-filter component-based system:

Definition 16. Atomic Execution Group: An AEG is a single component or
a group of components with atomic execution. The input and output ports of
an AEG belong to its enclosed components. For an AEG G and a component
ci ∈ G, there must exist a data flow from one or more of the input ports of G to
one or more of the output ports of G through ci.

For a multi-mode system with multi-mode components, an AEG can be in-
dependently specified for different modes. Figure 4.10 illustrates the internal
component connections of a multi-mode component a, together with specifica-
tion of AEGs. When a runs in mode m1

a, two AEGs are specified among the
subcomponents of a. AEG 1 is a single component f, while AEG 2 includes
two components, i and j. When a runs in m2

a, AEG 1 and AEG 2 are replaced
with AEG 3 comprised of b, c, f, and g. Component e, i.e. a subcomponent
of c, also belongs to AEG 3. However, d, the other subcomponent of c, is
deactivated when a runs in m2

a, ergo excluded from AEG 3.
There are two general rules for the AEG specification among the subcom-

ponents of a multi-mode composite component ci:

• If ci ∈ CC has multiple AEGs defined among its subcomponents, there
should be no overlap between different AEGs when ci is running in the
same mode. Otherwise, overlapped AEGs should be merged as a single
AEG.

• If ci ∈ CC is an AEG in one mode, then all its activated subcomponents
must also be in the same AEG. However, it is allowed to have an AEG
fully contained in a bigger AEG, which then absorbs the smaller one.

In our mode-aware component model, AEG can be regarded as a mode-
dependent property of a multi-mode component. Each component can indicate
if it has atomic execution for a particular mode. Moreover, each composite
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Figure 4.10: Atomic execution in a pipe-and-filter multi-mode system with
multi-mode components

component can specify its enclosed AEGs for each mode and the subcompo-
nents belonging to each AEG. For instance, the atomic execution within a in
Figure 4.10 can be formally specified as follows:

a.Atomicity = {m1
a → Non-atomic,m2

a → Non-atomic}
a.AEG = {m1

a → {{f}, {i, j}},m2
a → {{b, c, f, g}}}

Here Atomicity is a function mapping each mode of a to either atomic or
non-atomic. AEG is another function mapping each mode of a to the specified
AEGs among the subcomponents of a.

The AEG specification plays a fundamental role in handling atomic execu-
tion. Although the propagation of a scenario should not suspend the ongoing
atomic execution of an AEG, the atomic execution time of each AEG must be
bounded. When there is no ongoing atomic execution, it should be allowed to
suspend the current (non-atomic) execution of an AEG. Therefore, the basic
idea of extending the MSP protocol is to delay the propagation of an MSQ to
an AEG until its ongoing atomic execution is completed. This requires that a
non-atomic composite component ci with one or more AEGs among its sub-
components can monitor the execution status of each AEG at runtime. The
execution status of an AEG can be either atomic or non-atomic. Component ci
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is only allowed to propagate an MSQ to the components belonging to an AEG
if the execution status of the AEG is non-atomic. Moreover, before monitoring
the execution status of each AEG among the subcomponents, ci should freeze
the inputs of all these AEGs so that no new data will enter. Without this action,
an ongoing atomic execution of an AEG may never stop due to incessant in-
put data flow. As ci resumes its suspended execution in the old mode or starts
execution in the new mode, it will unfreeze the inputs of the AEGs that it has
frozen before. To handle atomic execution properly during the propagation of
a scenario, the MSP protocol can be extended by the following MSQ delaying
rule:

Definition 17. MSQ delaying rule: Let ci ∈ CC be a non-atomic component
that is about to propagate an msqk to SCA

ci(k). Suppose that ci contains a
number of AEGs among SCci for its current mode. Let G̃ci = {G1,G2, · · · ,Gn}
(n ∈ N) be the set of these AEGs. Then ci immediately propagates an msqk

to each subcomponent cj ∈ SCA
ci(k), if cj does not belong to any AEG Gl

(l ∈ [1, n]). For each subcomponent co ∈ SCA
ci(k) and ∃l ∈ [1, n] such that

co ∈ Gl, ci freezes the input of Gl and checks its execution status. If there is no
ongoing atomic execution within Gl, ci will immediately propagate an msqk to
co. Otherwise, ci delays the msqk propagation to co until the ongoing atomic
execution of Gl is completed. Component ci unfreezes the input of Gl when (1)
ci resumes its suspended execution in the old mode; or (2) ci starts execution
in the new mode.

The MSQ delaying rule does not address how a component should freeze or
unfreeze the input of an enclosed AEG, or how a component monitors the exe-
cution status of an enclosed AEG. These tasks are both application-dependent
and irrelevant to mode switch, thus out of the scope of this thesis.

To demonstrate the impact of the MSQ delaying rule on the MSP protocol,
we revisit the example in Figure 4.4 and introduce atomic execution during the
triggering of k. Suppose that d is an AEG when a is about to propagate an
msqk. The left part of Figure 4.11 depicts the msqk propagation of a while
no ongoing atomic execution in d is observed. Hence a immediately propa-
gates the msqk to its Type A subcomponents c and d. By contrast, an ongoing
atomic execution in d, represented by the grey bar in Figure4.11, is observed
when a propagates the msqk. As a consequence, a can immediately propagate
the msqk to c, whereas the msqk from a to d is postponed until the atomic
execution in d is completed.

The MSQ delaying rule is implemented as Algorithm 8, which simply re-
places the action ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj )) in algo-
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Figure 4.11: Demonstration of the MSQ delaying rule

rithms 1, 4, and 5. Low-level application-dependent actions such as freezing
and unfreezing the input of an AEG is excluded from Algorithm 8 for the sake
of lucidity. Moreover,

• Atomic is a local boolean variable returning true if ci has atomic execu-
tion for the current mode. If Atomic evaluates to true for ci, then ci itself
can be an AEG or ci belongs to an AEG. In either case, there is no need
for ci to apply the MSQ delaying rule, which is applied by the parent of
the AEG instead.

• Gl (l ∈ [1, n]) (see Definition 17) is an AEG among SCci , where n is the
number of AEGs enclosed in ci.

• ESGl
returns the current execution status (either atomic or non-atomic)

of an AEG Gl. If there is an ongoing atomic execution in Gl, then ESGl
=

atomic. Otherwise, ESGl
= non-atomic.

Algorithm 8 is a clear indication that the only impact of the MSQ delaying
rule on the MSP protocol is the delayed MSQ propagation to certain components
with atomic execution. As a result, atomic execution may prolong mode-switch
time, yet without altering the essence of the MSP protocol.
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= non-atomic.

Algorithm 8 is a clear indication that the only impact of the MSQ delaying
rule on the MSP protocol is the delayed MSQ propagation to certain components
with atomic execution. As a result, atomic execution may prolong mode-switch
time, yet without altering the essence of the MSP protocol.
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Algorithm 8 MSQ_propagation(ci ∈ CC, k)
1: if ¬Atomic then
2: for all cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) ∧ (∀l ∈ [1, n], cj /∈ Gl) do
3: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msqkcj (m
new
cj ));

4: end for
5: for all cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) ∧ (∃l ∈ [1, n], cj ∈ Gl) do
6: while ESGl = atomic do
7: end while
8: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msqkcj (m
new
cj ));

9: end for
10: else{Atomic}
11: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

12: end if

4.5 Concurrent mode-switch triggering

The previous sections of this chapter have explained how a mode switch is per-
formed after the triggering of a single scenario, assuming no concurrent trig-
gering of multiple scenarios. However, a system may have multiple MSSs that
could trigger different scenarios concurrently. Multiple scenarios can be prop-
agated to the same component at any time, even during a mode switch. This
section introduces new techniques for the handling of concurrent scenarios.

4.5.1 MSR and MSQ queues

When multiple scenarios are concurrently triggered, more than one scenario
can arrive at a component simultaneously or within a short interval, whereas
the component can only handle a single scenario each time. Therefore, it is
necessary for each component to buffer incoming scenarios. Section 4.2 al-
ready tells that the first primitive that a component may receive for a scenario
k is either an msrk or an msqk, when the propagation of k follows the MSP
protocol. To buffer multiple MSR and MSQ primitives for different scenarios,
we equip each component with an MSR queue and an MSQ queue:

Definition 18. MSR and MSQ queues: An MSR queue of ci, denoted as
ci.Qmsr, is a FIFO queue storing any msrkcj from cj ∈ SCci (or any msrkci
from ci itself if ci is the MSS and ci �= Top). An MSQ queue of ci, denoted as
ci.Qmsq , is a FIFO queue storing any msqk from Pci (or from ci itself if ci is
the MSS and ci = Top).
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For a queue Q which is either ci.Qmsr or ci.Qmsq , we use Q[1] to denote
the first element in Q, x ∈ Q to denote that x is one element in Q, and Q = ∅
or Q �= ∅ to denote that Q is empty or non-empty, respectively.

Definition 18 gives the conditions for a component to enqueue an MSR or
MSQ. Initially, when an MSS ci triggers a scenario k, ci will put an msrkci
(denoting an msrk from ci) in ci.Qmsr if ci �= Top, or ci will put an msqk in
ci.Qmsq if ci = Top. In addition, when ci receives an msrkcj from cj ∈ SCci ,
ci will put the msrkcj in ci.Qmsr; when ci receives an msqk from Pci , ci will
put the msqk in ci.Qmsq . Since both ci.Qmsr and ci.Qmsq are FIFO queues,
the earlier an msrk or msqk arrives at ci, the closer it is towards the head of
the corresponding queue.

When ci completes a mode switch for k or rejects k, then (1) if
ci.Qmsr[1] = msrk, ci will remove the msrk from ci.Qmsr; (2) if
ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk, ci will remove the msqk from ci.Qmsq . According to
the MSP protocol and the mode-switch dependency rule, the dequeuing of an
MSR or MSQ occurs when any one of the following conditions is satisfied:

1. ci completes a mode switch for k.
(T k

ci = A)

2. ci has received an msck from all components in SCA
ci(k).

(T k
ci = B)

3. ci receives an msdk from Pci .
((SCA

ci(k) = ∅) ∨ (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkci))

4. ci has propagated an msdk to SCA
ci(k).

((SCA
ci(k) �= ∅) ∧ (ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk))

5. ci has sent an msdk to cj ∈ SCci .
((ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkcj ) ∧ (ci.Qmsq[1] �= msqk))

The first two conditions imply that a mode switch has been completed for
k, while the last three conditions imply that ci rejects k. Under Condition (3),
ci rejects k without propagating the msdk further. This occurs when ci has
no Type A subcomponents for k or ci is the MSS for k (i.e. ci.Qmsr[1] =
msrkci ). The difference between Condition (4) and Condition (5) is that ci
has previously propagated an msqk to SCA

ci(k) under Condition (4) but not
Condition (5).
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A component ci is supposed to periodically check both its MSR queue and
MSQ queue and handle multiple scenarios sequentially. However, ci should
focus on the current scenario while ci is in a transition state:

Definition 19. Transition state: A component ci is in a transition state for a
scenario k within the interval [t1, t2], where t1 is the time when ci suspends
its execution due to an msqk, and t2 is the time when ci either rejects k or
completes its mode switch for k.

It can be observed that a transition state implies the suspended execution
of a component. An MSS should not trigger any scenario in a transition state.
A transition state protects the handling of the current scenario by a compo-
nent from the interference of other scenarios. We propose an MSR/MSQ queue
checking rule for each component to periodically check its MSR queue and
MSQ queue:

Definition 20. MSR/MSQ queue checking rule: If ci is not in a transition
state, then:

• If ci.Qmsq �= ∅, ci will immediately handle ci.Qmsq[1].

• If (ci.Qmsq = ∅) ∧ (ci.Qmsr �= ∅) and ci.Qmsr[1] has not been prop-
agated to Pci , ci will immediately handle ci.Qmsr[1].

The handling of each MSR and MSQ follows the MSP protocol and the mode-
switch dependency rule.

The MSR/MSQ queue checking rule assigns a higher priority to ci.Qmsq .
The reason is that if ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk which comes from Pci , then Pci

must be in a transition state for k by Definition 19. Hence Pci will not handle
any other scenario until it leaves the transition state for k. If ci first handles
an msrk

′ ∈ ci.Qmsr instead and ci needs to propagate the msrk
′

to Pci , a
deadlock will arise as the handling of k′ by ci is blocked by Pci that is waiting
for an msokk or msnokk from ci.

Once ci enters a transition state for k, it will temporarily ignore all the other
incoming scenarios which are enqueued and handled afterwards.

Note that the MSR/MSQ queue checking rule implies a time-triggered pat-
tern. An alternative could be an event-triggered pattern such that the MSRM of
a component remains idle until a new primitive arrives. In this way, the event-
triggered pattern may reduce the runtime computation overhead of the MSRM.
However, the event-triggered pattern can hardly facilitate the handling of con-
current scenarios, since for both patterns, any incoming MSR or MSQ must be
enqueued when a component is in a transition state for another scenario.
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4.5.2 The validity of pending scenarios

A remarkable issue of the concurrent triggering of multiple scenarios is that
the mode switch of a component based on one scenario may invalidate some
pending MSR primitives in its MSR queue. To demonstrate the impact of one
scenario on subsequent scenarios, consider the example in Figure 1.2, where
the mode mappings of a and c are re-specified in tables 4.1 and 4.2, respec-
tively. Note that the mode mapping of c in Table 4.2 is different from its
previous mode mapping in Table 3.3. Figure 4.12 depicts three concurrent
scenarios triggered by different components: (1) k1 = (b : m1

b → m2
b); (2)

k2 = (e : m1
e → m2

e); (3) k3 = (f : m1
f → m2

f ). In Figure 4.12, the MSS of
each scenario is marked in red while the corresponding MSDM is marked in
blue. Type A components for each scenario are enclosed in a dotted loop. Ap-
parently, all components are Type A components for k1 and k3, whereas only c
and e are Type A components for k2. For each scenario, the current mode and
new mode of each Type A component are both displayed in Figure 4.12. For
instance, when b triggers k1, m1

f → m2
f means that f needs to switch from m1

f

to m2
f as a Type A component for k1. The mode mappings of a and c imply

that when b runs in m1
b , e can run in either m1

e or m2
e and f must run in m1

f .
Therefore, all three scenarios can be simultaneously triggered.

Table 4.1: The mode mapping table of a

Component Modes
a m1

a m2
a

b m1
b m2

b

c m1
c m2

c m3
c

d Deactivated m1
d

Suppose that k1 and k3 are triggered at the same time. Then a will receive
an msrk1

b from b and an msrk3
c which is originally issued by f. If a receives the

msrk1

b earlier than the msrk3
c , then applying the MSR/MSQ queue checking

rule, a will first handle the msrk1

b . Suppose that after some time a mode switch
for k1 is completed. Then a is supposed to remove the msrk1

c out of its MSR
queue and handle the msrk3

b . Nonetheless, since T k1

f = A, f is already running
in its new mode m2

f when a is ready to handle the msrk3

b . As a consequence
of the mode switch for k1, k3 becomes invalid because f triggered k3 before its
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b . Suppose that after some time a mode switch
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queue and handle the msrk3

b . Nonetheless, since T k1

f = A, f is already running
in its new mode m2

f when a is ready to handle the msrk3

b . As a consequence
of the mode switch for k1, k3 becomes invalid because f triggered k3 before its
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Table 4.2: The mode mapping table of c

Component Modes
c m1

c m2
c m3

c

e m1
e m2

e Deactivated
f m1

f m2
f

mode switch for k1. Likewise, as another Type A component for k1, c sent an
msrk3

c to a before its mode switch for k. The msrk3
c from c to a also becomes

invalid after the mode switch for k1. Due to the invalidity of k3 and the msrk3

propagated from f to a via c, components a, c, and f must remove the msrk3

from their MSR queues upon mode-switch completion for k1.
Sometimes a pending MSR remains valid in spite of the mode-switch com-

pletion of another scenario. Suppose that k2 and k3 are simultaneously trig-
gered. Then c will receive an msrk2

e from e and an msrk3

f from f. If the msrk2
e

arrives at c earlier, c will first handle the msrk2
e . Suppose that a mode switch is

completed for k2. The pending msrk3

f in c.Qmsr is still valid because k2 does
not affect the mode of f which is a Type B component for k2. Hence, upon the
mode-switch completion of k2, c must handle the pending msrk3

f in c.Qmsr

instead of removing the msrk3

f from c.Qmsr. The validity of a pending MSR is
judged as follows:

Definition 21. The validity of a pending MSR: Let ci be a component which
has completed a mode switch for a scenario k (T k

ci = A) or has received an
msck from all components in SCA

ci(k) (ci ∈ CC ∧ T k
ci = B). If ci.Qmsr �= ∅,

then for each msrk
′ ∈ ci.Qmsr (k′ �= k),

• If ci ∈ PC, then the msrk
′

must be invalid, since ci must be the MSS of
k′.

• If ci ∈ CC, then the msrk
′

can come from either ci or cj ∈ SCci . If
the msrk

′
is from ci itself, then the msrk

′
is valid when T k

ci = B and
invalid when T k

ci = A. If the msrk
′

is from cj ∈ SCci , then the msrk
′

is
valid under one of the two conditions: (1) T k

cj = B; or (2) T k
cj = A and

cj sends the msrk
′

to ci after sending an msck to ci while ci is waiting
for an msck from SCA

ci(k). Otherwise, the msrk
′

is invalid.
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Figure 4.12: Concurrent scenarios

Condition (2) in Definition 21 deserves extra attention. For ci ∈ CC and
cj ∈ SCA

ci(k), cj must send an msck to ci upon mode-switch completion as
per the mode-switch dependency rule. After sending the msck to ci, cj runs in
a new mode. If cj triggers another scenario k′ in its new mode by sending an
msrk

′
to ci which has not completed its mode switch for k, then this msrk

′

should be valid even though T k
cj = A.
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The validity of a pending MSR is further illustrated in Figure 4.13, where
a composite component a has three subcomponents b, c, and d. At time t0,
a starts propagating an msik1 to its Type A subcomponents b and c for k1.
Meanwhile, there are already three pending MSR primitives in a.Qmsr: an
msrk1

b from b, an msrk2
c from c, and an msrk3

d from d. At t1, b completes its
mode switch for k1, sends an msck1 to a, and starts running in its new mode. At
a later time t2, b sends an msrk4

b to a due to the triggering of another scenario
k4. This msrk4

b is valid in that it is triggered after the mode switch of b for
k1. The msrk3

d is also valid because d does not switch mode after it sends the
msrk3

d to a. The msrk2
c is yet invalid because it is sent before the mode switch

of c for k1. That is why a removes the msrk2
c from a.Qmsr when it completes

its mode switch for k1 at t3. The msrk1

b is also removed from a.Qmsr at t3, as
k1 has been completely handled by a.

Figure 4.13: Valid and invalid pending MSR primitives

Compared with a pending MSR, it is much easier to derive the validity of a
pending MSQ:

Definition 22. The validity of a pending MSQ: Let ci be a component which
has completed a mode switch for a scenario k (T k

ci = A) or has received an
msck from all components in SCA

ci(k) (ci ∈ CC ∧ T k
ci = B). If ci.Qmsq �= ∅,

then for each msqk
′ ∈ ci.Qmsr (k′ �= k),

• If (ci = Top) ∧ (T k
ci = A), the msqk

′
is invalid, since ci must be the

MSS for k′.
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• Otherwise, the msqk
′

is always valid.

Definition 22 implies that if ci �= Top, a current mode switch for k never
invalidates a pending MSQ in ci.Qmsq . Suppose ∃msqk

′ ∈ ci.Qmsq when ci
has completed a mode switch for k or has received an msck from all compo-
nents in SCA

ci(k). If T k
ci = A, then ci must not be the MSDM of k according to

the MSP protocol. When ci sends an msck to Pci , Pci must be in the transition
state for k, whereas Pci is not able to send an msqk

′
to ci before leaving the

transition state for k. Therefore, T k
ci = B and ci must be the MSDM of k.

Since Pci is a Type B component for k, the msqk
′

from Pci to ci must be valid.
Now that a component is able to derive the validity of the pending MSR or

MSQ primitives in its MSR and MSQ queues, each component should update
both its MSR and MSQ queues, following the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule:

Definition 23. MSR/MSQ queue updating rule: Let ci be a component which
has completed a mode switch for a scenario k (T k

ci = A) or has received an
msck from all components in SCA

ci(k) (ci ∈ CC ∧ T k
ci = B). If ci.Qmsr �= ∅,

then ci will remove each invalid MSR from ci.Qmsr; if ci.Qmsq �= ∅, then ci
will remove each invalid MSQ from ci.Qmsq .

The essence of the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule is to remove the pend-
ing MSR and MSQ primitives that become invalid due to the mode switch for a
previous scenario. Note that if ci in Definition 23 has an msrk or an msqk in
its MSR and MSQ queues, the msrk or msqk is dequeued based on the five de-
queuing conditions listed in Section 4.5.1, but not removed by the MSR/MSQ
queue updating rule.

We have devised a set of algorithms which implement our MSRM for the
handling of concurrent scenarios. First, the behavior of an MSS implemented
as the function New_scenario(ci) in Algorithm 1 is updated to new function
New_scenario2(ci) in Algorithm 9 which takes MSR and MSQ queues into
account. In Algorithm 9, enqueue(A,B) is a function enqueuing the primitive
A (either an MSR or an MSQ) in a queue B (either MSR queue or MSQ queue).
We shall also use dequeue(A,B) to denote the dequeuing operation. When an
MSS ci �= Top triggers a scenario k, ci will first put an msrk in ci.Qmsr in-
stead of directly sending the msrk to Pci . In the same manner, when ci = Top
triggers k, ci will first put an msqk in ci.Qmsq instead of sending the msqk to
SCA

ci(k). Moreover, TransitionS is a local boolean variable of ci returning true
if ci is in a transition state and returning false otherwise. An MSS ci is only
allowed to trigger a scenario when it is not in a transition state.
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The validity of a pending MSR is further illustrated in Figure 4.13, where
a composite component a has three subcomponents b, c, and d. At time t0,
a starts propagating an msik1 to its Type A subcomponents b and c for k1.
Meanwhile, there are already three pending MSR primitives in a.Qmsr: an
msrk1

b from b, an msrk2
c from c, and an msrk3

d from d. At t1, b completes its
mode switch for k1, sends an msck1 to a, and starts running in its new mode. At
a later time t2, b sends an msrk4

b to a due to the triggering of another scenario
k4. This msrk4

b is valid in that it is triggered after the mode switch of b for
k1. The msrk3

d is also valid because d does not switch mode after it sends the
msrk3

d to a. The msrk2
c is yet invalid because it is sent before the mode switch

of c for k1. That is why a removes the msrk2
c from a.Qmsr when it completes

its mode switch for k1 at t3. The msrk1

b is also removed from a.Qmsr at t3, as
k1 has been completely handled by a.

Figure 4.13: Valid and invalid pending MSR primitives

Compared with a pending MSR, it is much easier to derive the validity of a
pending MSQ:

Definition 22. The validity of a pending MSQ: Let ci be a component which
has completed a mode switch for a scenario k (T k

ci = A) or has received an
msck from all components in SCA

ci(k) (ci ∈ CC ∧ T k
ci = B). If ci.Qmsq �= ∅,

then for each msqk
′ ∈ ci.Qmsr (k′ �= k),

• If (ci = Top) ∧ (T k
ci = A), the msqk

′
is invalid, since ci must be the

MSS for k′.
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• Otherwise, the msqk
′

is always valid.
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ci(k). If T k
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′
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ci = B). If ci.Qmsr �= ∅,

then ci will remove each invalid MSR from ci.Qmsr; if ci.Qmsq �= ∅, then ci
will remove each invalid MSQ from ci.Qmsq .

The essence of the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule is to remove the pend-
ing MSR and MSQ primitives that become invalid due to the mode switch for a
previous scenario. Note that if ci in Definition 23 has an msrk or an msqk in
its MSR and MSQ queues, the msrk or msqk is dequeued based on the five de-
queuing conditions listed in Section 4.5.1, but not removed by the MSR/MSQ
queue updating rule.

We have devised a set of algorithms which implement our MSRM for the
handling of concurrent scenarios. First, the behavior of an MSS implemented
as the function New_scenario(ci) in Algorithm 1 is updated to new function
New_scenario2(ci) in Algorithm 9 which takes MSR and MSQ queues into
account. In Algorithm 9, enqueue(A,B) is a function enqueuing the primitive
A (either an MSR or an MSQ) in a queue B (either MSR queue or MSQ queue).
We shall also use dequeue(A,B) to denote the dequeuing operation. When an
MSS ci �= Top triggers a scenario k, ci will first put an msrk in ci.Qmsr in-
stead of directly sending the msrk to Pci . In the same manner, when ci = Top
triggers k, ci will first put an msqk in ci.Qmsq instead of sending the msqk to
SCA

ci(k). Moreover, TransitionS is a local boolean variable of ci returning true
if ci is in a transition state and returning false otherwise. An MSS ci is only
allowed to trigger a scenario when it is not in a transition state.
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Algorithm 9 New_scenario2(ci)
1: loop
2: if ¬TransitionS ∧ MS_event_detected then
3: Derive_new_mode(ci);
4: k = Assign_scenario_ID(ci);
5: if ci �= Top then
6: enqueue(msrkci , ci.Qmsr);
7: else{ci = Top}
8: enqueue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);
9: end if

10: end if
11: end loop

Each component ci should reserve a dedicated task for receiving incoming
MSR and MSQ primitives which are put in the corresponding queues. Such
a task is implemented in Algorithm 10. This algorithm also considers any
possible arrival of an msdk due to the direct rejection of k by the MSDM.
Algorithm 10 introduces the following new notations:

• mscSentcj is a local boolean variable of ci = Pcj . When ci is in a
transition state for k, mscSentcj returns true if cj has already sent an
msck to ci. Otherwise, mscSentcj returns false.

• validk is a local boolean variable of ci set to true when ci receives an
msrkcj from cj ∈ SCci and mscSentcj is true so that the msrk will not
be removed when ci applies the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule.

Apart from theses notations, Algorithm 10 calls a function
Clean_queues(ci, k) which is implemented in Algorithm 11. This func-
tion is called as ci leaves the transition state for k, removing any possible
msrk or msqk from its MSR and MSQ queues. In addition, whenever ci sends
an msrk to Pci , a local boolean variable msrSent is set to true. Component ci
resets msrSent to false by calling Clean_queues(ci, k).

The MSR/MSQ queue checking rule presented in Definition 20 is imple-
mented in Algorithm 12 as another separate task of ci. The two functions
Handle_MSQ(ci) and Handle_MSR(ci) are called as ci handles ci.Qmsq[1] and
ci.Qmsr[1], respectively, following the MSP protocol and the mode-switch de-
pendency rule. Since ci has different mode-switch behaviors when ci ∈ PC,
ci ∈ C̃C, or ci = Top, these functions are implemented in algorithms 13-18,
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Algorithm 10 Scenario_reception(ci)
1: loop
2: Wait(ci, pMS ∨ pMS

in , primitive);
3: if (primitive = msrkcj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) then
4: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ mscSentcj then
5: validk := true;
6: end if
7: enqueue(msrkcj , ci.Qmsr);
8: else if primitive = msqk then
9: enqueue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);

10: else{primitive = msdk}
11: if (¬TransitionS) ∧ (primitive = msdk) then
12: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkcj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) then
13: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkcj );
14: end if
15: Clean_queues(ci, k);
16: end if
17: end if
18: end loop

Algorithm 11 Clean_queues(ci, k)
1: if ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk then
2: dequeue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);
3: end if
4: if ci.Qmsr[1] = msrk then
5: dequeue(msrk, ci.Qmsr);
6: msrSent := false;
7: end if
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tion is called as ci leaves the transition state for k, removing any possible
msrk or msqk from its MSR and MSQ queues. In addition, whenever ci sends
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The MSR/MSQ queue checking rule presented in Definition 20 is imple-
mented in Algorithm 12 as another separate task of ci. The two functions
Handle_MSQ(ci) and Handle_MSR(ci) are called as ci handles ci.Qmsq[1] and
ci.Qmsr[1], respectively, following the MSP protocol and the mode-switch de-
pendency rule. Since ci has different mode-switch behaviors when ci ∈ PC,
ci ∈ C̃C, or ci = Top, these functions are implemented in algorithms 13-18,
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3: if (primitive = msrkcj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) then
4: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ mscSentcj then
5: validk := true;
6: end if
7: enqueue(msrkcj , ci.Qmsr);
8: else if primitive = msqk then
9: enqueue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);

10: else{primitive = msdk}
11: if (¬TransitionS) ∧ (primitive = msdk) then
12: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkcj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) then
13: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkcj );
14: end if
15: Clean_queues(ci, k);
16: end if
17: end if
18: end loop

Algorithm 11 Clean_queues(ci, k)
1: if ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk then
2: dequeue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);
3: end if
4: if ci.Qmsr[1] = msrk then
5: dequeue(msrk, ci.Qmsr);
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covering all cases for ci. To simplify the presentation, atomic execution is not
considered. However, the function MSQ_propagation(ci, k) in Algorithm 8
can be used for MSQ propagation to support atomic execution. These algo-
rithms divide the MSRM implementation in algorithms 3-6 into two parts, one
for handling an MSR, the other for handling an MSQ. Note that the function
Clean_queues(ci, k), which is called as ci leaves the transition state for k, is
used to remove any possible msrk or msqk from the MSR and MSQ queues
of ci.

The code segments highlighted in red in these algorithms are dedicated
to the handling of concurrent scenarios. What is worth further explanation is
that both the function Scenario_reception(ci) in Algorithm 10 and the function
Handle_MSQ(ci) provide the handling of an incoming msdk, depending on
if ci is in a transition state for k. If TransitionS is true, the msdk will be
handled by Handle_MSQ(ci); if TransitionS is false, the msdk will be handled
by Scenario_reception(ci).

Algorithm 12 Check_queues(ci)
1: loop
2: if ¬TransitionS then
3: if ci.Qmsq �= ∅ then
4: Handle_MSQ(ci);
5: else
6: if (ci.Qmsr �= ∅) ∧ (¬msrSent) then
7: Handle_MSR(ci);
8: end if
9: end if

10: end if
11: end loop

Algorithms 13, and 15-18 call a function Mode_switch2(ci, k) imple-
mented in Algorithm 19 which updates the function Mode_switch(ci, k)
in Algorithm 6. The function Mode_switch2(ci, k) can activate a task
Collect_MSC2(ci, k) which replaces the task Collect_MSC(ci, k) in Algo-
rithm 7. Depicted in Algorithm 20, Collect_MSC2(ci, k) is responsible for re-
ceiving an msck from SCA

ci(k) and updating mscSentcj for each cj ∈ SCA
ci(k).

Initially, mscSentcj is set to false. After ci receives an msck from cj , mscSentcj
will be set to true, thereby affecting lines 4-6 of Algorithm 10.

Algorithm 19 also calls another function Update_queues(ci, k) described
in Algorithm 21 which implements the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule (Def-
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Algorithm 13 Handle_MSQ(ci ∈ PC)
1: msqkci(m

new
ci ) := ci.Qmsq[1];

2: TransitionS := true;
3: Suspend(ci,mci);
4: if Sk

ci then
5: Signal(ci, pMS ,msokk

ci);
6: else{¬Sk

ci}
7: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
8: end if
9: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);

10: if primitive = msikci then
11: Mode_switch2(ci, k);
12: else{primitive = msdkci}
13: if TransitionS then
14: Clean_queues(ci, k);
15: TransitionS := false;
16: Resume(ci,mci);
17: end if
18: end if

Algorithm 14 Handle_MSR(ci ∈ PC)
1: msrkci(mci ,m

new
ci ) := ci.Qmsr[1];

2: Signal(ci, pMS ,msrkci(mci ,m
new
ci ));

3: msrSent := true;
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Initially, mscSentcj is set to false. After ci receives an msck from cj , mscSentcj
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Algorithm 19 also calls another function Update_queues(ci, k) described
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Algorithm 13 Handle_MSQ(ci ∈ PC)
1: msqkci(m

new
ci ) := ci.Qmsq[1];

2: TransitionS := true;
3: Suspend(ci,mci);
4: if Sk

ci then
5: Signal(ci, pMS ,msokk

ci);
6: else{¬Sk

ci}
7: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
8: end if
9: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);

10: if primitive = msikci then
11: Mode_switch2(ci, k);
12: else{primitive = msdkci}
13: if TransitionS then
14: Clean_queues(ci, k);
15: TransitionS := false;
16: Resume(ci,mci);
17: end if
18: end if

Algorithm 14 Handle_MSR(ci ∈ PC)
1: msrkci(mci ,m

new
ci ) := ci.Qmsr[1];

2: Signal(ci, pMS ,msrkci(mci ,m
new
ci ));

3: msrSent := true;
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Algorithm 15 Handle_MSQ(ci ∈ C̃C)
1: msqkci(m

new
ci ) := ci.Qmsq[1];

2: TransitionS := true;
3: Suspend(ci,mci);
4: if Sk

ci then
5: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew

ci );
6: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

7: Collect_response(ci, k);
8: if All_ready then
9: Signal(ci, pMS ,msokk

ci);
10: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
11: if primitive = msikci then
12: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msikcj );

13: Mode_switch2(ci, k);
14: else{primitive = msdkci}
15: if TransitionS then
16: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

17: Clean_queues(ci, k);
18: TransitionS := false;
19: Resume(ci,mci);
20: end if
21: end if
22: else{¬All_ready}
23: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
24: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
25: if (primitive = msdkci) ∧ TransitionS then
26: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

27: Clean_queues(ci, k);
28: TransitionS := false;
29: Resume(ci,mci);
30: else
31: Report_error;
32: end if
33: end if
34: else{¬Sk

ci}
35: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
36: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
37: if (primitive = msdkci) ∧ TransitionS then
38: if (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkco) ∧ (co ∈ SCci) then
39: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
40: end if
41: Clean_queues(ci, k);
42: TransitionS := false;
43: Resume(ci,mci);
44: else
45: Report_error;
46: end if
47: end if
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Algorithm 16 Handle_MSR(ci ∈ C̃C)
1: msrkco(mco ,m

new
co ) := ci.Qmsr[1];

2: Mode_mapping(ci, co,mco ,m
new
co );

3: if T k
ci = B then

4: if Sk
ci then

5: TransitionS := true;
6: Suspend(ci,mci);
7: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

8: Collect_response(ci, k);
9: if All_ready then

10: ∀cj ∈ SCA
ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msikcj );
11: Mode_switch2(ci, k);
12: else{¬All_ready}
13: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

14: Clean_queues(ci, k);
15: TransitionS := false;
16: Resume(ci,mci);
17: end if
18: else{¬Sk

ci}
19: if (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkco) ∧ (co ∈ SCci) then
20: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
21: end if
22: Clean_queues(ci, k);
23: end if
24: else{T k

ci = A}
25: if Sk

ci then
26: Signal(ci, pMS ,msrkci(mci ,m

new
ci ));

27: msrSent := true;
28: else{¬Sk

ci}
29: if (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkco) ∧ (co ∈ SCci) then
30: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
31: end if
32: Clean_queues(ci, k);
33: end if
34: end if
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Algorithm 15 Handle_MSQ(ci ∈ C̃C)
1: msqkci(m

new
ci ) := ci.Qmsq[1];

2: TransitionS := true;
3: Suspend(ci,mci);
4: if Sk

ci then
5: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew

ci );
6: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

7: Collect_response(ci, k);
8: if All_ready then
9: Signal(ci, pMS ,msokk

ci);
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11: if primitive = msikci then
12: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msikcj );

13: Mode_switch2(ci, k);
14: else{primitive = msdkci}
15: if TransitionS then
16: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

17: Clean_queues(ci, k);
18: TransitionS := false;
19: Resume(ci,mci);
20: end if
21: end if
22: else{¬All_ready}
23: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
24: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
25: if (primitive = msdkci) ∧ TransitionS then
26: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

27: Clean_queues(ci, k);
28: TransitionS := false;
29: Resume(ci,mci);
30: else
31: Report_error;
32: end if
33: end if
34: else{¬Sk

ci}
35: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk

ci);
36: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
37: if (primitive = msdkci) ∧ TransitionS then
38: if (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkco) ∧ (co ∈ SCci) then
39: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
40: end if
41: Clean_queues(ci, k);
42: TransitionS := false;
43: Resume(ci,mci);
44: else
45: Report_error;
46: end if
47: end if
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Algorithm 16 Handle_MSR(ci ∈ C̃C)
1: msrkco(mco ,m

new
co ) := ci.Qmsr[1];

2: Mode_mapping(ci, co,mco ,m
new
co );

3: if T k
ci = B then

4: if Sk
ci then

5: TransitionS := true;
6: Suspend(ci,mci);
7: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

8: Collect_response(ci, k);
9: if All_ready then

10: ∀cj ∈ SCA
ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msikcj );
11: Mode_switch2(ci, k);
12: else{¬All_ready}
13: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

14: Clean_queues(ci, k);
15: TransitionS := false;
16: Resume(ci,mci);
17: end if
18: else{¬Sk

ci}
19: if (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkco) ∧ (co ∈ SCci) then
20: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
21: end if
22: Clean_queues(ci, k);
23: end if
24: else{T k

ci = A}
25: if Sk

ci then
26: Signal(ci, pMS ,msrkci(mci ,m

new
ci ));

27: msrSent := true;
28: else{¬Sk

ci}
29: if (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkco) ∧ (co ∈ SCci) then
30: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
31: end if
32: Clean_queues(ci, k);
33: end if
34: end if
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Algorithm 17 Handle_MSQ(ci = Top)

1: msqkci(m
new
ci ) := ci.Qmsq[1];

2: Mode_mapping(ci, ci,mci ,m
new
ci );

3: TransitionS := true;
4: Suspend(ci,mci);
5: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

6: Collect_response(ci, k);
7: if All_ready then
8: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msikcj );

9: Mode_switch2(ci, k);
10: else{¬All_ready}
11: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

12: Clean_queues(ci, k);
13: TransitionS := false;
14: Resume(ci,mci);
15: end if

Algorithm 18 Handle_MSR(ci = Top)

1: msrkco(mco ,m
new
co ) := ci.Qmsr[1];

2: Mode_mapping(ci, co,mco ,m
new
co );

3: if Sk
ci then

4: TransitionS := true;
5: Suspend(ci,mci);
6: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msqkcj (m

new
cj ));

7: Collect_response(ci, k);
8: if All_ready then
9: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msikcj );

10: Mode_switch2(ci, k);
11: else{¬All_ready}
12: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkcj );

13: Clean_queues(ci, k);
14: TransitionS := false;
15: Resume(ci,mci);
16: end if
17: else{¬Sk

ci}
18: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkco);
19: Clean_queues(ci, k);
20: end if
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Algorithm 19 Mode_switch2(ci, k)
1: MSC_complete := true;
2: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ (SCA

ci(k) �= ∅) then
3: MSC_complete := false;
4: Activate Collect_MSC2(ci, k);
5: end if
6: if T k

ci = A then
7: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m

new
ci );

8: end if
9: while ¬MSC_complete do

10: end while
11: if (ci �= Top) ∧ (T k

ci = A) then
12: Signal(ci, pMS ,msckci);
13: end if
14: Update_queues(ci, k);
15: Clean_queues(ci, k);
16: TransitionS := false;
17: if T k

ci = A then
18: Run(ci,mnew

ci );
19: else{T k

ci = B}
20: Resume(ci,mci);
21: end if

Algorithm 20 Collect_MSC2(ci ∈ CC, k)
1: n := 0;
2: for all cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) do
3: mscSentcj := false;
4: end for
5: while n < |SCA

ci(k)| do
6: Wait(ci, pMS

in , primitive);
7: if (primitive = msckcj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCA

ci(k)) then
8: n := n+ 1;
9: mscSentcj := true;

10: end if
11: end while
12: MSC_complete := true;
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inition 23) in line with the criteria for judging the validity of pending MSR
and MSQ primitives (see definitions 21 and 22). A component ci applies the
MSR/MSQ queue updating rule right before it leaves a transition state for
k, if k has triggered a mode switch. Algorithm 21 also resets two variables
validk′

and msrSent to false. If ∃msrk
′

cj ∈ ci.Qmsr with cj ∈ SCci and

validk′
= true, the validity of this msrk

′

cj should be re-evaluated when ci
applies the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule for the next time.

Algorithm 21 Update_queues(ci, k)
1: if ci ∈ PC then
2: for all msrk

′
ci ∈ ci.Qmsr do

3: dequeue(msrk
′

ci , ci.Qmsr);
4: end for
5: else{ci ∈ CC}
6: if T k

ci = A then
7: for all msrk

′
ci ∈ ci.Qmsr do

8: dequeue(msrk
′

ci , ci.Qmsr);
9: end for

10: end if
11: for all (msrk

′
cj ∈ ci.Qmsr) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) do

12: if (T k
cj = A) ∧ (¬validk′

) then
13: dequeue(msrk

′
cj , ci.Qmsr);

14: end if
15: end for
16: if (ci = Top) ∧ (T k

ci = A) then
17: for all msqk

′
∈ ci.Qmsq do

18: dequeue(msqk
′
, ci.Qmsq);

19: end for
20: end if
21: for all validk′

= true do
22: validk′

:= false;
23: end for
24: end if
25: msrSent := false;

As a summary of the implementation of our MSRM for handling concur-
rent scenarios, the MSRM of each component ci can be implemented by three
periodic tasks running in parallel:

1. New_scenario2(ci) (Algorithm 9): This task is used for an MSS ci to
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trigger a new scenario.

2. Scenario_reception(ci) (Algorithm 10): This task puts an incoming MSR
or MSQ in the corresponding queues. In addition, it also handles an in-
coming MSD when ci is not in any transition state.

3. Check_queues(ci) (Algorithm 12): This task handles pending MSR and
MSQ primitives by the MSR/MSQ queue checking rule.

Among these tasks, Check_queues(ci) has dependency on many other al-
gorithms. The relation between these algorithms and Check_queues(ci) are
depicted in Figure 4.14. Note that Collect_MSC2(ci, k) is an aperiodic task
activated by the function Mode_switch2(ci, k).

Figure 4.14: The structure of algorithms implementing the task
Check_queues(ci)

4.5.3 Analysis of the MSR/MSQ queue sizes
Our MSRM satisfies properties such as deadlock freeness. A comprehensive
verification of the MSRM will be presented in Chapter 5. In this section, we
focus on a key property relating to the MSR queue and MSQ queue introduced
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in Section 4.5.1: queue size, a parameter which must be determined with par-
ticular care. On the one hand, the queue size must be sufficiently large to avoid
overflow; on the other hand, too large queue size with superfluous reservation
is a waste of resource.

The queue size of the MSR/MSQ queue of a component highly depends on
the scenario triggering regulation of an MSS. Suppose that an MSS ci triggers
a scenario k1 at time t1. At a later time t2, ci has not switched mode and ci still
has an msrk1

ci in ci.Qmsr. Is ci allowed to trigger another scenario k2 within
the interval [t1, t2]? When ci is in a transition state with suspended execution,
ci should not trigger k2. Nonetheless, if there exists a point in [t1, t2] when
ci is not in any transition state, ci could be allowed to trigger k2, though the
msrk2

ci is in peril of being removed by the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule.
Consider an extreme case that ci triggers three consecutive scenarios, putting
three primitives msrk1

ci , msrk2
ci , and msrk3

ci in ci.Qmsr before ci starts to han-
dle the msrk1

ci . If ci switches mode for k1 or another scenario, the msrk2
ci and

msrk3
ci will be both removed.

Without loss of generality, we allow the rapid triggering of multiple sce-
narios from the same MSS. For each component ci, let σci be the maximum
number of scenarios that ci can trigger as an MSS while ci runs in the same
mode. The analysis of the MSR queue size of a primitive component is given
in Theorem 1:

Theorem 1. For a component ci ∈ PC, if ci is never an MSS, then ci requires
no MSR queue; if ci is an MSS while running in at least one mode, then the
minimum required MSR queue size of ci is σci .

Proof. Each msrk in ci.Qmsr comes from either a subcomponent of ci or ci
itself. Since ci ∈ PC, each msrk can only come from ci itself. If ci is never an
MSS, ci will never trigger any scenario. Hence ci requires no MSR queue. If ci
is an MSS while running in at least one mode, in the worst case, ci may trigger
σci consecutive scenarios before ci starts to handle the first scenario. These
σci consecutive scenarios require σci slots in ci.Qmsr. Hence the minimum
required size of ci.Qmsr is σci .

The analysis of the MSQ queue size of a component ci corresponds two
theorems 2 and 3, depending on if ci = Top or not.

Theorem 2. The minimum required MSQ queue size of a component ci �= Top
is 2.

Proof. Let cj = Pci . When ci.Qmsq = ∅, ci can receive an msqk from cj .
By the MSP protocol, after sending the msqk to ci, cj must be in the transition
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state for k and cj cannot send another MSQ to ci before it leaves the transition
state for k.

If a mode switch is performed based on k, the mode-switch dependency
rule guarantees that ci must complete mode switch before cj . As ci completes
the mode switch for k, it will remove the msqk from ci.Qmsq . By the time cj
sends another msqk

′
to ci after cj completes its mode switch for k, the msqk

′

is still the only MSQ in ci.Qmsq . This is exactly the same condition as when ci
receives the msqk.

If k is rejected, the MSP protocol guarantees that cj leaves the transition
state for k before ci due to the downstream propagation of the msdk. If cj
propagates another msqk

′
to ci immediately after cj leaves the transition state

for k and starts running in the new mode, the msqk
′

may arrive at ci before
ci removes the msqk from ci.Qmsq , thus leading to the co-existence of the
msqk and the msqk

′
in ci.Qmsq . Suppose that ci receives the msqk

′
at time

t1 and removes the msqk at t2 > t1. Since cj is in the transition state for k′

within [t1, t2], stilling waiting for an msokk
′

or msnokk
′

from ci, cj will not
propagate another MSQ to ci at any time in [t1, t2]. Hence there are always two
elements in ci.Qmsq within [t1, t2]. After ci removes the msqk at t2, the the
msqk

′
becomes the only MSQ in ci.Qmsq . The number of elements in ci.Qmsq

can never exceed 2.
The reasoning above proves that the minimum required size of ci.Qmsq is

2 when ci �= Top.

Theorem 3. For a component ci = Top, if ci is never an MSS, then ci requires
no MSQ queue; if ci is an MSS while running in at least one mode, then the
minimum required MSQ queue size of ci is σci .

Proof. Since ci has no parent, any MSQ in ci.Qmsq must come from ci itself as
the MSS. If ci is never an MSS, then ci will never trigger any scenario. Hence
ci requires no MSQ queue. If ci is an MSS while running in at least one mode,
in the worst case, ci may trigger σci consecutive scenarios before ci starts to
handle the first scenario. These σci consecutive scenarios require σci slots in
ci.Qmsq . Hence the minimum required size of ci.Qmsq is σci .

The MSR queue size of a composite component depends not only on σci

but also the number of subcomponents of ci. Lemma 1 derives the maximum
number of elements from the same subcomponent in ci.Qmsr:

Lemma 1. For ci ∈ CC, at any instant, there are at most two MSR primitives
from cj ∈ SCci in ci.Qmsr.
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but also the number of subcomponents of ci. Lemma 1 derives the maximum
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Proof. Suppose that ∃msrkcj ∈ ci.Qmsr and cj ∈ SCci . This implies that
cj .Qmsr[1] = msrk. Component cj will not send another msrk

′

cj to ci until
it removes the msrk after leaving the transition state for k or another scenario
k′′.

If cj has completed a mode switch, it is supposed to send an MSC to ci.
The mode-switch dependency rule guarantees that cj removes the msrk from
cj .Qmsr earlier than ci removes the msrkcj from ci.Qmsr. If cj triggers an-
other scenario k′ right after the mode switch, then there is a chance that ci
receives another msrk

′

cj from cj before ci removes the msrkcj . Consequently,
there are two MSR primitives from cj in ci.Qmsr. This has been demonstrated
in Figure 4.13. Before ci removes the msrkcj or msrk

′

cj from ci.Qmsr, it is im-
possible for cj to send another MSR to ci because cj has the msrk

′

cj at the head
of cj .Qmsr. Hence the number of elements from cj in ci.Qmsr is at most 2.

If k is rejected, then ci must remove the msrkcj from ci.Qmsr before cj
removes the msrk from cj .Qmsr due to the downstream propagation of the
msdk. Consequently, at each instant, there can be at most one element from cj
in ci.Qmsr.

Therefore, at any time, there are at most two MSR primitives from cj in
ci.Qmsr.

Based on Lemma 1, Theorem 4 analyzes the minimum required MSR
queue size of a composite component:

Theorem 4. For ci ∈ CC, if ci is never an MSS or ci = Top, then the minimum
required MSR queue size of ci is 2 ∗ |SCci |; if ci is an MSS while running in at
least one mode and ci �= Top, then the minimum required MSR queue size of
ci is 2 ∗ |SCci |+ σci .

Proof. If ci is never an MSS or ci = Top, then any MSR in ci.Qmsr must come
from a subcomponent of ci. Lemma 4 has revealed that for each cj ∈ SCci ,
there are at most two MSR primitives from cj in ci.Qmsr at any instant. The
number of MSR primitives in ci.Qmsr reaches the maximum when all the sub-
components of ci has sent two MSR primitives to ci. Therefore, the minimum
required size of ci.Qmsr is 2 ∗ |SCci |.

If ci is an MSS while running in at least one mode and ci �= Top, then
apart from the MSR primitives from SCci , there may be up to σci other MSR
primitives from ci itself in the worst case. Therefore, the minimum required
size of ci.Qmsr is 2 ∗ |SCci |+ σci .
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The analysis of MSR/MSQ queue sizes is summarized in Table 4.3, show-
ing the minimum required sizes of both the MSR queue and MSQ queue of an
arbitrary component ci. Here ci �= MSS denotes that ci can never be an MSS
while ci = MSS denotes that ci is an MSS while running in at least one mode.
Since the queue sizes in Table 4.3 are derived based on the worst-case analysis,
our analysis results are safe but also pessimistic. It is assured that no compo-
nent suffers from overflow in its MSR/MSQ queues. However, since a mode
switch is typically a sporadic event, the MSR/MSQ queues of a component
should be empty most of the time.

Table 4.3: The minimum required MSR and MSQ queue sizes

ci MSR queue MSQ queue
(1) ci ∈ PC, ci �= MSS Not required 2
(2) ci ∈ PC, ci = MSS σci 2
(3) ci ∈ C̃C, ci �= MSS 2 ∗ |SCci | 2
(4) ci ∈ C̃C, ci = MSS 2 ∗ |SCci |+ σci 2

(5) ci = Top, ci �= MSS 2 ∗ |SCci | Not required
(6) ci = Top, ci = MSS 2 ∗ |SCci | σci

4.5.4 Priority MSR/MSQ queues
The MSR queue and MSQ queue of a component are both FIFO queues, im-
plying that all incoming MSR and MSQ primitives are enqueued based on the
arrival time. Notwithstanding, it is often desired that MSR and MSQ primi-
tives associated with more important scenarios can be placed closer to the head
of a queue. To distinguish the importance of different scenarios, we assign a
priority to each scenario. Let Ik denote the priority of a scenario k. If the
specification of all scenarios in a system is globally accessible, a global prior-
ity assignment for all scenarios is feasible. For instance, Figure 4.15(a) shows
three scenarios k1, k2, and k3 triggered by b, d, and f, respectively. The ex-
pression Ik1 > Ik2 > Ik3 signifies that k1 has a higher priority than k2 which
has a higher priority than k3.

Sometimes no global information is available in a component-based sys-
tem, hindering the global priority assignment of different scenarios. Then the
priority of a scenario can be locally assigned within each composite compo-
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′

cj to ci until
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′

cj from cj before ci removes the msrkcj . Consequently,
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′
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′

cj at the head
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ci is 2 ∗ |SCci |+ σci .
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there are at most two MSR primitives from cj in ci.Qmsr at any instant. The
number of MSR primitives in ci.Qmsr reaches the maximum when all the sub-
components of ci has sent two MSR primitives to ci. Therefore, the minimum
required size of ci.Qmsr is 2 ∗ |SCci |.

If ci is an MSS while running in at least one mode and ci �= Top, then
apart from the MSR primitives from SCci , there may be up to σci other MSR
primitives from ci itself in the worst case. Therefore, the minimum required
size of ci.Qmsr is 2 ∗ |SCci |+ σci .
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The analysis of MSR/MSQ queue sizes is summarized in Table 4.3, show-
ing the minimum required sizes of both the MSR queue and MSQ queue of an
arbitrary component ci. Here ci �= MSS denotes that ci can never be an MSS
while ci = MSS denotes that ci is an MSS while running in at least one mode.
Since the queue sizes in Table 4.3 are derived based on the worst-case analysis,
our analysis results are safe but also pessimistic. It is assured that no compo-
nent suffers from overflow in its MSR/MSQ queues. However, since a mode
switch is typically a sporadic event, the MSR/MSQ queues of a component
should be empty most of the time.

Table 4.3: The minimum required MSR and MSQ queue sizes

ci MSR queue MSQ queue
(1) ci ∈ PC, ci �= MSS Not required 2
(2) ci ∈ PC, ci = MSS σci 2
(3) ci ∈ C̃C, ci �= MSS 2 ∗ |SCci | 2
(4) ci ∈ C̃C, ci = MSS 2 ∗ |SCci |+ σci 2

(5) ci = Top, ci �= MSS 2 ∗ |SCci | Not required
(6) ci = Top, ci = MSS 2 ∗ |SCci | σci

4.5.4 Priority MSR/MSQ queues
The MSR queue and MSQ queue of a component are both FIFO queues, im-
plying that all incoming MSR and MSQ primitives are enqueued based on the
arrival time. Notwithstanding, it is often desired that MSR and MSQ primi-
tives associated with more important scenarios can be placed closer to the head
of a queue. To distinguish the importance of different scenarios, we assign a
priority to each scenario. Let Ik denote the priority of a scenario k. If the
specification of all scenarios in a system is globally accessible, a global prior-
ity assignment for all scenarios is feasible. For instance, Figure 4.15(a) shows
three scenarios k1, k2, and k3 triggered by b, d, and f, respectively. The ex-
pression Ik1 > Ik2 > Ik3 signifies that k1 has a higher priority than k2 which
has a higher priority than k3.

Sometimes no global information is available in a component-based sys-
tem, hindering the global priority assignment of different scenarios. Then the
priority of a scenario can be locally assigned within each composite compo-
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Figure 4.15: Priority assignment to different scenarios

nent. For instance, Figure 4.15(b) shows the local priority assignment of four
scenarios within the composite component a in Figure 4.15(a). At runtime, a
may receive an msrk1 from b, an msrk2 from c, and an msrk3 or msrk4 from
d. Note that c may not be the MSS of k2, which could be triggered by its sub-
components e or f. We allow different scenarios to have the same local priority.
This is demonstrated by the expression Ik3

= Ik1
in Figure 4.15(b). The local

priority assignment in Figure 4.15(b) is only valid within a. For example, sup-
pose a belongs to a bigger system with many other components not shown in
Figure 4.15(b). Although k2 has a higher priority than k1 for a, k1 may have a
higher priority than k2 for some other components.

The MSR/MSQ queues of each component must be upgraded from FIFO
queues to priority queues so as to take the advantage of local priority assign-
ment. Consider a component ci with two priority queues ci.Qmsr and ci.Qmsq .
Any incoming msrk (or msqk) is enqueued in ci.Qmsr (or ci.Qmsq) by com-
paring Ik with the priority of other scenarios associated with the primitives in
the queue. Taking ci.Qmsr as an example, we should under most circum-
stances guarantee that if ∃msrk1 ,msrk2 ∈ ci.Qmsr with msrk1 closer to
the head of ci.Qmsr, then Ik2

≤ Ik1
. Nonetheless, since an ongoing mode

switch should not be interrupted by another scenario, there are exceptions
when ci.Qmsr[1] cannot be replaced with another MSR associated with a sce-
nario with higher priority. We propose the following MSR enqueuing rule for
enqueuing an MSR in a priority MSR queue without interrupting an ongoing
mode switch:

Definition 24. MSR enqueuing rule: Let ci be a component which receives
an msrk. If ci.Qmsr = ∅, then ci will put the msrk at the head of ci.Qmsr.
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Otherwise, if ci.Qmsr �= ∅, let ci.Qmsr[1] = msrk
′
. Component ci enqueues

the msrk in ci.Qmsr by comparing Ik with all the other Ik′′ where msrk
′′ ∈

ci.Qmsr such that for any two msrk1 and msrk2 in ci.Qmsr with msrk1 closer
to the head of ci.Qmsr, Ik2

≤ Ik1
holds. However, the msrk

′
should not be

affected by the msrk when: (1) ci is in the transition state for k′; or (2) ci has
sent the msrk

′
to Pci (ci �= Top). Under each condition, if Ik > Ik′ , the msrk

should be put right after the msrk
′
.

Similarly, a component can apply the following MSQ enqueuing rule for
enqueuing an MSQ in a priority MSQ queue without interrupting an ongoing
mode switch:

Definition 25. MSQ enqueuing rule: Let ci be a component which receives
an msqk. If ci.Qmsq = ∅, then ci will put the msqk at the head of ci.Qmsq .
Otherwise, if ci.Qmsq �= ∅, let ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk

′
. Then,

• If ci = Top, ci enqueues the msqk in ci.Qmsq by comparing Ik with all
the other Ik′′ where msqk

′′ ∈ ci.Qmsq such that for any two msqk1 and
msqk2 in ci.Qmsq with msqk1 closer to the head of ci.Qmsq , Ik2 ≤ Ik1

holds. However, the msqk
′

should not be affected by the msqk if ci is in
the transition state for k′. In this case, if Ik > Ik′ , the msqk should be
put right after the msqk

′
.

• If ci �= Top, ci enqueues the msqk after the msqk
′
.

The MSQ enqueuing rule suggests that ci.Qmsq is only treated as a priority
queue when ci = Top. When ci �= Top, we know that there can be at most 2
elements in ci.Qmsq . When ci receives an msqk with ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk

′
, ci

must be in the transition state for k′. Hence the msqk should not disturb the
msqk

′
irrespective of Ik and Ik′ .

Our MSR enqueuing rule and MSQ enqueuing rule are implemented in Al-
gorithm 22, a function PriorityQ(primitive, ci) which can replace the function
enqueue() called by algorithms 9 and 10. In Algorithm 22, TSci = k′ denotes
that ci is in the transition state for a scenario k′. In addition, it calls a new func-
tion enqueue2(A,B,C) which puts a primitive A (either an MSR or MSQ) in B
(either a priority MSR queue or a priority MSQ queue). The boolean variable
C is set to true if the first primitive of the priority queue can be replaced with a
new primitive associated with a scenario with higher priority.
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elements in ci.Qmsq . When ci receives an msqk with ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk

′
, ci

must be in the transition state for k′. Hence the msqk should not disturb the
msqk

′
irrespective of Ik and Ik′ .

Our MSR enqueuing rule and MSQ enqueuing rule are implemented in Al-
gorithm 22, a function PriorityQ(primitive, ci) which can replace the function
enqueue() called by algorithms 9 and 10. In Algorithm 22, TSci = k′ denotes
that ci is in the transition state for a scenario k′. In addition, it calls a new func-
tion enqueue2(A,B,C) which puts a primitive A (either an MSR or MSQ) in B
(either a priority MSR queue or a priority MSQ queue). The boolean variable
C is set to true if the first primitive of the priority queue can be replaced with a
new primitive associated with a scenario with higher priority.
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Algorithm 22 PriorityQ(primitive, ci)
1: if primitive = msrk then
2: if ci.Qmsr = ∅ then
3: enqueue(msrk, ci.Qmsr);
4: else
5: if (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrk

′
) ∧ TransitionS ∧ (TSci = k′) then

6: enqueue2(msrk, ci.Qmsr, false);
7: else if (ci �= Top) ∧ msrSent then
8: enqueue2(msrk, ci.Qmsr, false);
9: else

10: enqueue2(msrk, ci.Qmsr, true);
11: end if
12: end if
13: end if
14: if primitive = msqk then
15: if ci.Qmsq = ∅ then
16: enqueue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);
17: else
18: if (ci = Top) then
19: if (ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk

′
) ∧ TransitionS ∧ (TSci = k′) then

20: enqueue2(msqk, ci.Qmsq, false);
21: else
22: enqueue2(msqk, ci.Qmsq, true);
23: end if
24: else
25: enqueue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);
26: end if
27: end if
28: end if
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4.6 Emergency mode switch
In time-critical systems, a scenario may be triggered due to an emergency
event. It is vital that a mode switch for such an emergency scenario is per-
formed and completed swiftly, even in the presence of other concurrent sce-
narios. A vivid example of emergency mode switch is road trains [11] which
provide the opportunity for a vehicle to join or leave a platoon of other vehicles
which automatically follow a leading vehicle maneuvered by a licensed driver
on a highway. To be a member of a platoon, a vehicle should approach the
platoon and send a request to the leading vehicle. If the request is approved by
the leading driver, the vehicle will become part of the platoon and enter a semi-
autonomous control mode in which the vehicle is able to automatically follow
the platoon, releasing the driver from the tedious driving. A driver who intends
to leave the platoon can simply send a leaving request to inform the leading
driver and drive out of the platoon as the car switches to manual mode. Imag-
ine the triggering of an emergency scenario when the leading driver brakes
sharply to elude an imminent danger, e.g. when a wild animal leaps onto the
road. Then all members of the platoon are expected to immediately switch to
an emergency braking mode to avoid rear-end collision. If the triggering of this
emergency scenario coincides with the leaving request of a driver, emergency
braking must be enforced for the entire platoon before any driver switches to
manual mode and leaves the platoon.

Our MSRM presented in the previous subsections becomes less effective
to handle emergency scenarios for various reasons:

• When an emergency scenario is propagated by the MSP protocol, the
scenario can be rejected even if only a single Type A component is not
ready to switch mode.

• Even if we assign the highest priority to an emergency scenario, it may
still be delayed by the handling of another scenario.

• There is a risk that a pending MSR or MSQ associated with an emergency
scenario is invalidated by the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule.

Therefore, in this section we extend the MSRM to guarantee that an emer-
gency scenario always triggers a mode switch, which is neatly performed. The
extension provides a dedicated handling of emergency mode switch without al-
tering the handling of non-emergency scenarios. The extended MSRM is based
on the following assumptions:
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1. A system has at most one emergency scenario.

2. When an emergency scenario arrives at a Type A component, a direct
switch from its current mode to the new mode is always possible, even
when the component is not ready to switch mode.

3. An emergency scenario cannot interrupt the ongoing reconfiguration of
a component.

Assumption 1 is made to simplify the problem. Even the triggering of a sin-
gle emergency scenario can substantially complicate the runtime mode-switch
handling of each component. It is our future work to support the concurrent
triggering of multiple emergency scenarios with different criticality levels. As-
sumption 2 prevents an emergency scenario from being rejected by forcing all
Type A components to switch mode. This is a sensible choice in that it is more
important to perform an emergency mode switch than to respect the execution
state of an individual component. Assumption 3 implies that the handling of
an emergency scenario may be delayed by an ongoing component reconfigura-
tion, however, aborting an ongoing component reconfiguration is a dangerous
action which may break the mode consistency between different components.

In this section, we first present a new mechanism for the handling of an
emergency scenario without the concurrent triggering of other non-emergency
scenarios. Then we identify the issues arising from the concurrent triggering
of both emergency and non-emergency scenarios. Finally, we provide the cor-
responding solutions to the identified issues.

4.6.1 The handling of an emergency scenario
In order to make all components recognize an emergency scenario, we intro-
duce a new primitive EMS (Emergency Mode Switch) for the propagation of an
emergency scenario. Let emsk denote an EMS associated with an emergency
scenario k. When a component ci receives an incoming emsk or triggers an
emergency mode switch by issuing an emsk, the emsk is first put in an EMS
queue of ci, denoted as ci.Qems. Since we assume that at most one emergency
scenario is specified in a system, the required size of an EMS queue is 1.

The propagation of an emergency scenario is less complicated than the
propagation of a non-emergency scenario, since there is no need to check the
current state of each Type A component which must switch mode as requested.
We have proposed an Emergency Mode-Switch Propagation (EMSP) protocol
dedicated to the propagation of an EMS:

4.6 Emergency mode switch 101

Definition 26. Emergency Mode-Switch Propagation protocol: Let ci be the
MSS of an emergency scenario k. When ci triggers k, ci puts an emsk in
ci.Qems. When ci starts to handle the emsk, it will suspend its execution in
the current mode. Moreover,

• If ci ∈ PC, it will send the emsk to Pci .

• If ci ∈ C̃C, it will send the emsk to Pci and SCA
ci(k).

• If ci = Top, it will send the emsk to SCA
ci(k).

Upon receiving the emsk, each cj puts the emsk in cj .Qems. When cj
starts to handle the emsk, it will suspend its execution in the current mode.
Moreover,

• If cj ∈ PC, cj will not propagated the emsk further.

• If cj ∈ C̃C, it will propagate the emsk depending on the sender cn and
T k
cj : (1) If cn = Pcj , cj will propagate the emsk to SCA

cj (k); (2) If
cn ∈ SCcj and T k

cj = A, then cj will propagate the emsk to {Pcj} ∪
SCA

cj (k) \ {cn}; (3) If cn ∈ SCcj and T k
cj = B, then cj will be the

MSDM of k, propagating the emsk to SCA
cj (k) \ {cn}.

• If cj = Top, then cj will propagate the emsk to SCA
ci(k) \ {cn}, where

cn ∈ SCcj is the sender of the emsk.

After the propagation of an emsk, each Type A component immediately
starts its mode switch while the MSDM, the only Type B component for k
with the emsk in ci.Qems, waits for an msck from SCA

ci(k). The mode-switch
dependency rule in Definition 15 also applies to an emergency mode switch. If
atomic execution exists in a system, the designer can make the optimal decision
based on the system requirement, e.g. either delaying the propagation of an
EMS to protect atomic execution or aborting atomic execution by force to speed
up the propagation.

The EMSP protocol is demonstrated in Figure 4.16, where an MSS e trig-
gers an emergency scenario k, leading to the mode switches of Type A com-
ponents c, d, and f. When e triggers k, an emsk is sent to its parent c which
further propagates the emsk upstream to a and downstream to the other Type A
subcomponent f. After a receives the emsk, it propagates the emsk to the other
Type A subcomponent d. All Type A components start mode switch after the
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propagation of the emsk. The emergency mode switch is completed as a re-
ceives an msck from both c and d. It is self-evident from this example that
the propagation of a scenario following the EMSP protocol is faster than the
propagation of the same scenario following the MSP protocol. The EMSP pro-
tocol accelerates the propagation from three perspectives. Firstly, Phase 1 of
the MSP protocol is removed for the propagation of an emergency scenario
because all Type A components must switch mode no matter whether they are
ready or not. Secondly, the EMSP protocol allows a component to propagate
upstream and downstream EMS primitives simultaneously. For instance, c in
Figure 4.16 propagates an emsk to a and f at the same time. Moreover, a
component can start mode switch promptly after the propagation of an emsk

without waiting for the decision of the MSDM, which must always approve an
emergency scenario.

Figure 4.16: Demonstration of the EMSP protocol

Algorithm 23 describes a function EMSP(ci, k) that implements the EMSP
protocol. This function is called by a component ci running in a mode mci

when ci starts to handle an emsk from ci.Qems. The expression emsk ← ci
means that ci is the MSS of the emsk. Otherwise, the emsk may come from
either Pci or a subcomponent cl ∈ SCci . When ci sends an emsk to Pci ,
we use emsk(mci ,m

new
ci ) to denote the mode switch of ci from mode mci

to mode mnew
ci . This information is necessary for the mode mapping of Pci .

When ci receives an emsk from Pci , the emsk is denoted as emsk(mnew
ci )

which indicates the new mode mnew
ci of ci.
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Algorithm 23 EMSP(ci, k)
1: Suspend(ci,mci);
2: if emsk ← ci then
3: if ci ∈ PC then
4: Signal(ci, pMS , emsk(mci ,m

new
ci ));

5: else
6: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew

ci );
7: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in , emsk(mnew

cj ));
8: if ci �= Top then
9: Signal(ci, pMS , emsk(mci ,m

new
ci ));

10: end if
11: end if
12: else if emsk ← Pci then
13: if ci ∈ PC then
14: return ;
15: else{ci ∈ C̃C}
16: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew

ci );
17: ∀cj ∈ SCA

ci(k) : Signal(ci, pMS
in , emsk(mnew

cj ));
18: end if
19: else{emsk ← cl ∈ SCci}
20: Mode_mapping(ci, cl,mcl ,m

new
cl );

21: ∀cj ∈ SCA
ci(k) \ {cl} : Signal(ci, pMS

in , emsk(mnew
cj ));

22: if (T k
ci = A) ∧ (ci �= Top) then

23: Signal(ci, pMS , emsk(mci ,m
new
ci ));

24: end if
25: end if
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Apart from the EMSP, if the mode information of all components is glob-
ally accessible, the propagation of an emergency scenario can be further fa-
cilitated by the concurrent triggering of the same emergency scenario from
different components, provided that all EMS primitives share the same scenario
ID, and the emergency scenarios triggered by different components result in
the same group of Type A components and the same new mode of each Type A
component. When the same emergency scenario k is concurrently triggered
from different components, a component ci may receive an emsk from differ-
ent senders during the propagation of the emsk. It is sufficient for ci to only
put the first incoming emsk in ci.Qems, while all subsequent emsk primitives
that arrive before ci completes the mode switch for k will be discarded. How-
ever, a more efficient strategy for ci is to remember the identities of the senders
of each subsequent emsk that arrives before ci starts to propagate the emsk.
Then there is no need for ci to propagate the emsk to these senders. For in-
stance, if e and f in Figure 4.16 concurrently trigger an emsk and the emsk

from e arrives at c earlier, then c will not propagate the emsk to f.
In Section 4.5.1, we have defined a transition state for a non-emergency

scenario to protect the handling of one scenario from being interrupted by other
scenarios. Similarly, a component enters an Emergency Transition State (ETS)
as it starts the handling of an emergency scenario:

Definition 27. Emergency Transition State: A component ci is in an ETS for
a scenario k within the interval [t1, t2], where t1 is the time when ci starts
to handle an emsk in ci.Qems, and t2 is the time when ci has completed its
mode switch for k (T k

ci = A) or has received an msck from all cj ∈ SCA
ci(k)

(T k
ci = B).

The emsk is removed by ci from ci.Qems as ci leaves the ETS for k. Here-
after we use Normal Transition State (NTS) to indicate a transition state (Def-
nition 19) as opposed to ETS. An MSS is not allowed to trigger any scenario
in an NTS or ETS.

When the concurrent triggering of both emergency and non-emergency sce-
narios is considered, each component is supposed to periodically check its
EMS, MSQ, and MSR queues. Reading from the EMS queue of a component
should have higher priority than reading from its MSQ and MSR queues. Tak-
ing the EMS queue into account, we replace the MSR/MSQ queue checking
rule (Definition 20) with the pending scenario checking rule below:

Definition 28. Pending scenario checking rule: If ci is not in an NTS or
ETS, it periodically checks its EMS queue, MSQ queue, and MSR queue until
it identifies a primitive x that is immediately handled by ci, where
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• If ci.Qems �= ∅, then x = ci.Qems[1].

• If (ci.Qems = ∅) ∧ (ci.Qmsq �= ∅), then x = ci.Qmsq[1].

• If (ci.Qems = ∅) ∧ (ci.Qmsq = ∅) ∧ (ci.Qmsr �= ∅) and ci.Qmsr[1]
has not been propagated to Pci , then x = ci.Qmsr[1].

The pending scenario checking rule is implemented in Algorithm 24 which
updates Algorithm 12. When a component is in an NTS or ETS, the corre-
sponding boolean variable NTS or ETS will be set to true. The new function
HandleEMS(ci), which will be further explained in Section 4.6.3, is called as
ci starts to handle an EMS.

Algorithm 24 Check_queues2(ci)
1: loop
2: if (¬NTS) ∧ (¬ETS) then
3: if ci.Qems �= ∅ then
4: HandleEMS(ci);
5: else if ci.Qmsq �= ∅ then
6: HandleMSQ(ci);
7: else
8: if (ci.Qmsr �= ∅) ∧ (¬msrSent) then
9: HandleMSR(ci);

10: end if
11: end if
12: end if
13: end loop

The MSR/MSQ queue updating rule introduced as Definition 23 still works
when emergency mode switch is taken into consideration. When a component
applies the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule as it leaves an NTS, it never re-
moves a pending EMS. When a component leaves an ETS, it will apply the
same MSR/MSQ queue updating rule, removing invalid pending MSR and MSQ
primitives in its MSR and MSQ queues. The validity of a pending MSR or a
pending MSQ can still be judged by definitions 21 and 22.

However, a special issue must be addressed in the implementation of the
MSR/MSQ queue updating rule. Consider a simple example in Figure 4.17
where three scenarios are concurrently triggered: a non-emergency scenario
k1 triggered by a, and an emergency scenario k2 and another non-emergency
scenario k3 both triggered by c. The Type A components for each scenario
are enclosed in the corresponding dotted loop. Shown in Figure 4.17, k1 is
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the first triggered scenario which leads to the reconfigurations of a, b, and d.
The initial propagation phase of k1 is omitted to simplify the view. During the
reconfiguration of b, an emsk2 arrives due to the triggering of k2 by c. Since
b has a longer reconfiguration time than c, the reconfiguration of b is still in
progress by the time when b receives an msck2 from c. After the emergency
mode switch for k2, c triggers k3 at time t0 by sending an msrk3 to b, which
receives the msrk3 before its reconfiguration completion.

As b receives an msck1 from d at t1, b applies the MSR/MSQ queue up-
dating rule. The pending msrk3 in b.Qmsr will not be removed because c is a
Type B component for k1. However, according to Algorithm 21, the boolean
variable validk3 is reset to false at t1. After t1, b applies the scenario checking
rule which suggests that the pending emsk2 should be handled before the pend-
ing msrk3 . Figure 4.17 shows that b starts to handle the emsk2 and leaves the
ETS for k2 at t3. Component b applies the same MSR/MSQ queue updating
rule at t3. Since T k2

c = A and validk3 is false, according to Algorithm 21, b
will remove the pending msrk3 from b.Qmsr. This is undesired since c keeps
running in the same mode within the interval [t0, t3] and the msrk3 is still valid.
We prevent such a problem by extending Algorithm 21 to Algorithm 25, where
the red lines make b set validk3 to true at t3 because the emsk2 in b.Qems from
c suggests that the pending msrk3 from c is valid and must be reserved at t3.

Figure 4.17: Demonstration of a pending MSR valid for two rounds
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Algorithm 25 Update_queues2(ci, k)
1: if ci ∈ PC then
2: for all msrk

′
ci ∈ ci.Qmsr do

3: dequeue(msrk
′

ci , ci.Qmsr);
4: end for
5: else{ci ∈ CC}
6: if T k

ci = A then
7: for all msrk

′
ci ∈ ci.Qmsr do

8: dequeue(msrk
′

ci , ci.Qmsr);
9: end for

10: end if
11: for all (msrk

′
cj ∈ ci.Qmsr) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) do

12: if (∃emsk
′′

cj ∈ ci.Qems) ∧ ETS then
13: validk′

:= true;
14: end if
15: if (T k

cj = A) ∧ (¬validk′
) then

16: dequeue(msrk
′

cj , ci.Qmsr);
17: end if
18: end for
19: if (ci = Top) ∧ (T k

ci = A) then
20: for all msqk

′
∈ ci.Qmsq do

21: dequeue(msqk
′
, ci.Qmsq);

22: end for
23: end if
24: for all validk′

= true do
25: validk′

:= false;
26: end for
27: end if
28: msrSent := false;
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4.6.2 Issues due to the concurrent triggering of emergency
and non-emergency scenarios

The EMSP protocol and the pending scenario checking rule in Section 4.6.1
provide dedicated handling for an emergency scenario, yet ignoring the in-
terplay between an emergency scenario and other concurrently triggered non-
emergency scenarios. After a comprehensive analysis of all the possible cases
where an emergency scenario interleaves with other non-emergency scenarios,
we have identified three major issues related to the concurrent triggering of
both emergency and non-emergency scenarios:

Issue 1: When a component ci ∈ CC receives an emsk2 from cj ∈ SCci after
ci sends an msrk1 to Pci , the emsk2 may make the msrk2 invalid.

Issue 1 is illustrated by Figure 4.18, where b receives an emsk2 (T k2

b = A)
from c after sending an msrk1 to a. This msrk1 may come from c, the sender
of the emsk2 , depicted in Figure 4.18(a), or another subcomponent d depicted
in Figure 4.18(b), or ci itself. Since b is not in the NTS for k1, according to the
pending scenario checking rule, b will handle the emsk2 and switch to the new
mode, making the msrk1 previously sent to a invalid.

Figure 4.18: Issue 1: An upstream EMS makes a previous MSR invalid

Issue 2: When a component ci ∈ CC receives an emsk2 immediately after
having propagated an msqk1 to SCA

ci(k1) and before receiving all the replies,
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the handling of the emsk2 by ci will be blocked by k1. If the emsk2 comes
from cj ∈ SCci , the emsk2 may make the msrk1 from ci to Pci and the msqk1

from ci to SCA
ci(k1) invalid.

Issue 2 is illustrated by Figure 4.19. In Figure 4.19(a), b receives an msrk1

from c. As the MSDM of k1, b propagates an msqk1 to c and d. Before b
receives the reply from c or d, a downstream emsk2 from a arrives at b at time
t0. Since b has entered the NTS for k1 at t0, it will not handle the emsk2 until
it leaves the NTS for k1. A worse situation is demonstrated in Figure 4.19(b)
where b receives an upstream emsk2 from c at t0. Note that the handling of
the msrk0 is pended due to another scenario k1, as a propagates an msqk1

to b instead of an msqk0 . If T k2

b = A, the msrk0 from b to a will become
invalid due to k2. Moreover, c will switch mode after sending the emsk2 to b.
However, b sends an msqk1 to c assuming that c runs in the old mode. Thus
the msqk1 from b to c also becomes invalid due to k2.

Figure 4.19: Issue 2: An EMS blocked by the handling of a non-emergency
scenario

Issue 3: If a component ci ∈ CC has an msqk1 in ci.Qmsq while receiving an
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emsk2 from cj ∈ SCci , the emsk2 may make the msqk1 invalid.

Issue 3 is illustrated by Figure 4.20, where b receives an msqk1 from a and an
emsk2 from c at the same time. Applying the pending scenario checking rule,
b will first handle the emsk2 . If T k2

b = A, b will switch mode for k2. However,
a sends the msqk1 to b when b runs in the old mode. As a consequence, the
emergency mode switch of b for k2 makes the msqk1 in b.Qmsq invalid.

Figure 4.20: Issue 3: An upstream EMS makes a pending MSQ invalid

4.6.3 Solutions to the identified issues
The issues pinpointed in Section 4.6.2 pose extra challenge to the handling of
concurrent emergency and non-emergency scenarios.

Concerning Issue 1, when an MSS ci triggers an emergency scenario k, ci
must be aware if there is any pending msrk

′
in ci.Qmsr that has been sent from

ci to Pci . If yes, the triggering of k will make the msrk
′

previously sent from
ci to Pci invalid. Therefore, ci should let Pci abort the handling of k before ci
starts to propagate an emsk. We thus introduce a new upstream primitive MSA
(Mode-Switch Abort). After ci sends an msrk to Pci , ci can send an msakci to
Pci which will abort the handling of k. The behavior of ci while triggering an
emergency scenario k is described by an emergency scenario triggering rule:

Definition 29. Emergency scenario triggering rule: When an MSS ci wants
to trigger an emergency scenario k, before ci puts an emsk in ci.Qems, if there
is a pending msrk

′
= ci.Qmsr[1] which has been sent to Pci , ci will send an

msak
′

ci to Pci .

Note that there is no need for the MSS ci to remove the msrk
′

from
ci.Qmsr if ci needs to send an msak

′

ci to Pci . Since T k
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the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule after the emergency mode switch for k.
If the msrk

′
becomes invalid due to k, it will be removed by the MSR/MSQ

queue updating rule.
The emergency scenario triggering rule is implemented as a func-

tion New_scenario3(ci) in Algorithm 26, which replaces the function
New_scenario2(ci) in Algorithm 9. The behavior of an MSS ci while trig-
gering an emergency scenario is highlighted in red in Algorithm 26. A boolean
variable Emergency is used to denote if ci triggers an emergency scenario or
non-emergency scenario.

Algorithm 26 New_scenario3(ci)
1: loop
2: if ¬NTS ∧ ¬ETS ∧ MS_event_detected then
3: Derive_new_mode(ci);
4: k = Assign_scenario_ID(ci);
5: if Emergency then
6: if (ci �= Top) ∧ msrSent then
7: msrk

′
= ci.Qmsr[1];

8: Signal(ci, pMS ,msak′
ci );

9: msrSent := false;
10: end if
11: enqueue(emskci , ci.Qems);
12: else
13: if ci �= Top then
14: enqueue(msrkci , ci.Qmsr);
15: else{ci = Top}
16: enqueue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);
17: end if
18: end if
19: end if
20: end loop

The emergency scenario triggering rule may give rise to an MSA sent from
an MSS to its parent. The next question is: what should a component do upon
receiving an MSA? Consider a component ci which receives an msak from
cj ∈ SCci . Component ci should take several aspects into account. First, if ci
has propagated an msrk to Pci , it is also necessary to send an msakci to Pci .
Second, if ci has propagated an msqk to SCA

ci(k) but has not received all the
replies yet, ci can propagate an msdk to SCA

ci(k) \ {cj} to abort the handling
of k. Last but not least, ci should remove any possible msqk ∈ ci.Qmsq
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emsk2 from cj ∈ SCci , the emsk2 may make the msqk1 invalid.

Issue 3 is illustrated by Figure 4.20, where b receives an msqk1 from a and an
emsk2 from c at the same time. Applying the pending scenario checking rule,
b will first handle the emsk2 . If T k2

b = A, b will switch mode for k2. However,
a sends the msqk1 to b when b runs in the old mode. As a consequence, the
emergency mode switch of b for k2 makes the msqk1 in b.Qmsq invalid.

Figure 4.20: Issue 3: An upstream EMS makes a pending MSQ invalid
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receiving an MSA? Consider a component ci which receives an msak from
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or msrkcj ∈ ci.Qmsr. Figure 4.13 in Section 4.5.2 already shows that it is
possible for ci to have two MSR primitives from cj ∈ SCci . Figure 4.21 further
demonstrates this phenomenon together with the arrival of an MSA. At t2, a
receives an msrk2

b from a subcomponent b while a is reconfiguring itself based
on k1. Consequently, both msrk1

b and msrk2

b in a.Qmsr come from b. At t3,
a receives an msak2

b from b, which suggests that a should remove the msrk2

b

from a.Qmsr. The other msrk1

b will be removed later at t4 as a completes its
mode switch for k1.

Figure 4.21: A phenomenon when an MSR queue contains two MSR primitives
from the same subcomponent which subsequently sends an MSA

The behavior of a component upon receiving an MSA is described by an
MSA handling rule:

Definition 30. MSA handling rule: Let ci be a component which receives an
msakcj from cj ∈ SCci . Then,

• If ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkcj and ci has sent an msrkci to Pci , then ci will send
an msakci to Pci .

• If ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk, then ci will remove the msqk from ci.Qmsq .

• If there is only one msrkcj in ci.Qmsr, then ci will remove the msrkcj from
ci.Qmsr. Otherwise, if ci.Qmsr consists of an msrk1

cj and an msrk2
cj ,
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with msrk1
cj closer to the head of ci.Qmsr, then k = k2 and ci will

remove the msrk2
cj from ci.Qmsr.

• If ci has propagated an msqk to SCA
ci(k) but has not received all the

replies yet, then ci will propagate an msdk to SCA
ci(k) \ {cj}.

The MSA handling rule is demonstrated by Figure 4.22. A composite com-
ponent b, with a as its parent and c and d as its subcomponents, first forwards
an msrk from c to a, and then receives an msak from c at t0. In Figure 4.22(a),
b has not received an msqk from a at t0. Hence b only needs to sends an msak

to a and remove the msrk from b.Qmsr. At a later time t1 when b receives
an msqk from a, the msqk will be ignored by b. Figure 4.22(b) differs from
Figure 4.22(a) in the sense that b has propagated an msqk to c and d at t0 as
it receives an msak from c. By the MSA handling rule, b needs to send an
msak to a and an msdk to d. Furthermore, the msqk in b.Qmsq and the msrk

in b.Qmsr will be both removed.

Figure 4.22: Demonstration of the MSA handling rule

The MSA handling rule is implemented as a function
Handle_MSA(ci,msakcj ) in Algorithm 27, where cj ∈ SCci . Algo-
rithm 27 contains a new boolean variable wait4msok that is set to true when ci
has propagated an MSQ to SCA

ci(k) but has not received all the replies yet. This
corresponds to Line 3 and Line 25 of the function Collect_response2(ci, k)
in Algorithm 28 which updates the function Collect_response(ci, k) in
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The MSA handling rule is implemented as a function
Handle_MSA(ci,msakcj ) in Algorithm 27, where cj ∈ SCci . Algo-
rithm 27 contains a new boolean variable wait4msok that is set to true when ci
has propagated an MSQ to SCA

ci(k) but has not received all the replies yet. This
corresponds to Line 3 and Line 25 of the function Collect_response2(ci, k)
in Algorithm 28 which updates the function Collect_response(ci, k) in
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Algorithm 2. Another shared boolean variable abort is introduced for
mutual exclusion purpose. Once lines 16-19 of Algorithm 27 are exe-
cuted, it is necessary to terminate the parallel execution of the function
Collect_response2(ci, k) called by Handle_MSQ and Handle_MSR. When
abort is set to true (Line 16 of Algorithm 27), lines 7-8 of Algorithm 28
will be executed. As an additional requirement, whenever the function
Collect_response2(ci, k) is called by either Handle_MSQ or Handle_MSR, it
should always be followed by the piece of code below:

1: if abort then
2: abort := false;
3: return ;
4: end if

Line 3 of the piece of code above terminates the execution of Handle_MSQ
or Handle_MSR.

Algorithm 27 Handle_MSA(ci ∈ CC,msakcj )

1: if msrSent ∧ ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkcj then
2: Signal(ci, pMS ,msak

ci);
3: msrSent := false;
4: end if
5: if ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk then
6: dequeue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);
7: end if
8: if ∃msrkcj ∈ ci.Qmsr then
9: if ∃p < q s.t. ((ci.Qmsr[p] = msrk1

cj ) ∧ (ci.Qmsr[q] = msrk2
cj )) then

10: dequeue(msrk2
cj , ci.Qmsr);

11: else
12: dequeue(msrkcj , ci.Qmsr);
13: end if
14: end if
15: if (TSci = k) ∧ wait4msok then
16: abort := true;
17: ∀co ∈ SCA

ci(k) \ {cj} : Signal(ci, pMS
in ,msdkco);

18: NTS := false;
19: Resume(ci,mci);
20: end if

Issue 2 reveals different challenges from downstream and upstream EMS
primitives. A downstream EMS is relatively easier to deal with. When a com-
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Algorithm 28 Collect_response2(ci ∈ CC, k)
1: n := 0;
2: All_ready := true;
3: wait4msok := true;
4: if SCA

ci(k) �= ∅ then
5: while n < |SCA

ci(k)| do
6: if abort then
7: wait4msok := false;
8: return ;
9: end if

10: if abort2 then
11: All_ready := false;
12: abort2 := false;
13: wait4msok := false;
14: return ;
15: end if
16: Wait(ci, pMS

in , primitive);
17: if (primitive = msokk

cj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCA
ci(k)) then

18: n := n+ 1;
19: else{(primitive = msnokk

cj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCA
ci(k))}

20: n := n+ 1;
21: All_ready:=false;
22: end if
23: end while
24: end if
25: wait4msok := false;
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ponent ci receives an emsk from Pci , there is no need for ci to consider any
msrk

′
that has been sent to Pci and becomes invalid due to k. If there exists

such an msrk
′

in the MSR queues of both ci and Pci , it will be removed as ci
and Pci apply the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule after the emergency mode
switch for k. What deserves extra care is that when ci receives a downstream
emsk, ci may have propagated an msqk

′
to SCA

ci(k
′) yet without receiving all

the replies yet, as shown in Figure 4.19(a). Then ci must be the MSDM of k′.
Otherwise, if ci is not the MSDM of k′, then Pci must be in the NTS for k′ and
will not be able to send the emsk to ci. To facilitate the handling of the emsk,
ci can abort the handling of k′ outright by propagating an msdk

′
to SCA

ci(k
′)

without waiting for all the replies.
When ci receives an upstream emsk from cj ∈ SCci after ci propagates

an msqk
′

to SCA
ci(k

′) and before ci receives all the replies, the handling of k′

should also be aborted for the sake of the emsk. If ci is the MSDM of k′,
ci can immediately propagate an msdk

′
to SCA

ci(k
′). If ci is not the MSDM

of k′, ci can immediately send an msnokk
′

to Pci . According to the MSP
protocol (Definition 14), a single msnokk

′
is sufficient to abort the handling

of k′. Moreover, ci may have sent an msrk
′

or msrk
′′

to Pci . Taking both
downstream and upstream EMS primitives into account, we propose an EMS
receiving rule as the solution to Issue 2:

Definition 31. EMS receiving rule: Let ci ∈ CC be a component which re-
ceives an emsk from either Pci or cj ∈ SCci . The emsk will be put in ci.Qems.
In addition,

• If the emsk comes from Pci and ci has propagated an msrk
′

to SCA
ci(k

′),
without receiving all the replies, then as the MSDM of k′, ci will prop-
agate an msdk

′
to SCA

ci(k
′), remove the msrk

′
in ci.Qmsr, and leaves

the NTS for k′.

• If the emsk comes from cj ∈ SCci , ci will act as follows: If ci has sent an
msrk

′
to Pci , then ci will send an msak

′

ci to Pci when (1) ci.Qmsq[1] �=
msqk

′
; or (2) ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk

′
and ci is not in the NTS for k′. Under

Condition (2), ci removes the msqk
′

from ci.Qmsq . Moreover, if ci has
propagated an msqk

′
to SCA

ci(k
′), without receiving all the replies, ci

will abort the handling of k′ by either propagating an msdk
′

to SCA
ci(k

′)

(when ci is the MSDM of k′) or sending an msnokk
′

to Pci (when ci is
not the MSDM of k′).
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The EMS receiving rule is demonstrated in Figure 4.23 where b is a com-
posite component with a as the parent and c and d as the subcomponents. In
Figure 4.23(a), b receives a downstream emsk2 from a at time t0, when b has
propagated an msqk1 to c and d but has not received the replies yet. Applying
the EMS receiving rule, b immediately propagates an msdk1 to c and d. Then
b will be able to handle the emsk2 . In contrast to Figure 4.23(a), b in Fig-
ure 4.23(b) receives an upstream emsk2 from c at t0. Since b is the MSDM of
k1, by Definition 31, b will propagate an msdk1 to c and d. In Figure 4.23(c),
b receives an msqk1 and an upstream emsk2 at the same time. Since there is
an msrk1 in b.Qmsr and b has not entered the NTS for k1, b aborts the han-
dling of k1 by sending an msak1 to a and removes the msqk1 from b.Qmsq .
Figure 4.23(d) is similar to Figure 4.23(b). However, since b is not the MSDM
of k1, b aborts the handling of k1 by sending an msnokk1 to a. At a later time
t1, when b receives an msdk1 from a, b will propagate the msdk1 further to c
and d. After that b will handle the emsk2 right away. Figure 4.23(e) slightly
changes Figure 4.23(d) as b.Qmsq[1] in Figure 4.23(e) is msqk0 rather than
msqk1 . Hence, before b sends an msnokk0 to a, an msak1 is first sent from b
to a which will remove the msrk1 from a.Qmsr.

The EMS receiving rule is implemented as a function New_EMS(ci, k)
in Algorithm 29. Line 18 of this algorithm sets a boolean variable abort2
to true for synchronization purpose with functions Handle_MSQ(ci) and
Handle_MSR(ci). When abort2 is true, lines 11-14 of Algorithm 28 will be
executed, setting the boolean variable All_ready to false. Referring to algo-
rithms 15-18, when All_ready is false and ci is in an NTS for k, ci will propa-
gate an msdk to SCA

ci(k) (if ci is the MSDM of k) or send an msnokk to Pci

(if ci is not the MSDM of k).
Integrating the MSA handling rule and EMS receiving rule into

our MSRM, we replace the function Scenario_reception(ci) in Algo-
rithm 10 with another function Scenario_reception2(ci) in Algorithm 30.
The function Scenario_reception2(ci) retains all the responsibilities of
Scenario_reception(ci) such as enqueuing an incoming MSR or MSQ or han-
dling an MSD while ci is not in an NTS or ETS. In addition, the handling of an
EMS and an MSA is marked in red (lines 3-6 of Algorithm 30).

The EMS receiving rule alleviates the blocking of an EMS due to any ongo-
ing non-emergency scenario, yet leaving Issue 3 unresolved. For instance, in
Figure 4.20, when b applies the EMS receiving rule upon receiving the emsk2

from c, the msqk1 from a will remain in b.Qmsq . If T k2

b = B, b can handle the
emsk2 first and then handle the msqk1 after leaving the ETS for k2. However,
if T k2

b = A, k2 will invalidate k1, since a sends the msqk1 to b assuming that b
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from ci.Qmsq . Moreover, if ci has
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(when ci is the MSDM of k′) or sending an msnokk
′

to Pci (when ci is
not the MSDM of k′).
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The EMS receiving rule is demonstrated in Figure 4.23 where b is a com-
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rithms 15-18, when All_ready is false and ci is in an NTS for k, ci will propa-
gate an msdk to SCA

ci(k) (if ci is the MSDM of k) or send an msnokk to Pci

(if ci is not the MSDM of k).
Integrating the MSA handling rule and EMS receiving rule into

our MSRM, we replace the function Scenario_reception(ci) in Algo-
rithm 10 with another function Scenario_reception2(ci) in Algorithm 30.
The function Scenario_reception2(ci) retains all the responsibilities of
Scenario_reception(ci) such as enqueuing an incoming MSR or MSQ or han-
dling an MSD while ci is not in an NTS or ETS. In addition, the handling of an
EMS and an MSA is marked in red (lines 3-6 of Algorithm 30).

The EMS receiving rule alleviates the blocking of an EMS due to any ongo-
ing non-emergency scenario, yet leaving Issue 3 unresolved. For instance, in
Figure 4.20, when b applies the EMS receiving rule upon receiving the emsk2

from c, the msqk1 from a will remain in b.Qmsq . If T k2

b = B, b can handle the
emsk2 first and then handle the msqk1 after leaving the ETS for k2. However,
if T k2

b = A, k2 will invalidate k1, since a sends the msqk1 to b assuming that b
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Algorithm 29 New_EMS(ci ∈ CC, k)
1: enqueue(emsk, ci.Qems);
2: if emsk ← cj ∈ SCci then
3: msrk

′
:= ci.Qmsr[1];

4: if msrSent then
5: if ci.Qmsq[1] �= msqk

′
then

6: Signal(ci, pMS ,msak′
ci );

7: msrSent := false;
8: else
9: if (ci.Qmsq[1] = msqk

′
) ∧ (¬NTS) then

10: Signal(ci, pMS ,msak′
ci );

11: msrSent := false;
12: dequeue(msqk

′
, ci.Qmsq);

13: end if
14: end if
15: end if
16: if (TSci = k′) ∧ wait4msok then
17: Sk′

ci := false;
18: abort2 := true;
19: end if
20: else{emsk ← Pci}
21: if (TSci = k′) ∧ wait4msok then
22: abort := true;
23: ∀co ∈ SCA

ci(k
′) : Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdk
′

co);
24: Clean_queues(ci, k′);
25: NTS := false;
26: Resume(ci,mci);
27: end if
28: end if
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Algorithm 30 Scenario_reception2(ci)
1: loop
2: Wait(ci, pMS ∨ pMS

in , primitive);
3: if primitive = emsk then
4: New_EMS(ci, k);
5: else if (primitive = msak

cj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) then
6: Handle_MSA(ci,msak

cj );
7: else if (primitive = msrkcj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) then
8: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ mscSentcj then
9: validk := true;

10: end if
11: enqueue(msrkcj , ci.Qmsr);
12: else if primitive = msqk then
13: enqueue(msqk, ci.Qmsq);
14: else{(primitive = msdk}
15: if (¬NTS) ∧ (¬ETS) ∧ (primitive = msdk) then
16: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ (ci.Qmsr[1] = msrkcj ) ∧ (cj ∈ SCci) then
17: Signal(ci, pMS

in ,msdkcj );
18: end if
19: Clean_queues(ci, k);
20: end if
21: end if
22: end loop
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Figure 4.23: Demonstration of the EMS receiving rule

is running in its old mode before the emergency mode switch for k2. Therefore,
it is necessary for b to abort the handling of k1 before it handles the emsk2 .
This is achieved by a preliminary EMS handling rule:

Definition 32. Preliminary EMS handling rule: Let ci ∈ C̃C be a component
which starts to handle an upstream emsk. If T k

ci = A and ∃msqk
′ ∈ ci.Qmsq ,
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ci will send an msnokk
′

to Pci . After that, when ci receives an msdk
′

from
Pci , it will remove the msqk

′
from ci.Qmsq .

The preliminary EMS handling rule is demonstrated in Figure 4.24 where
a composite component b receives an msqk1 from the parent a and an up-
stream emsk2 from a subcomponent c at t0 simultaneously. In Figure 4.24(a),
T k2

b = B and T k2

d = A. Then b can directly propagate an emsk2 to the other
subcomponent d, following the EMSP protocol. By contrast, T k2

b = A in Fig-
ure 4.24(b), thus making b abort the handling of k1 before propagating the
emsk2 .

Figure 4.24: Demonstration of the preliminary EMS handling rule

The preliminary EMS handling rule is implemented as a function
Preliminary_EMS(ci, k) in Algorithm 31. This function, together with the
function EMSP(ci, k) (Algorithm 23) that implements the EMSP protocol, is
called by the function HandleEMS(ci) in Algorithm 24. A detailed description
of the function HandleEMS(ci) is provided in Algorithm 32 which resembles
the function Mode_switch2(ci, k) in Algorithm 19, while fragments related to
emergency mode switch are highlighted in red.

Next we use an example to demonstrate how our MSRM expedites an emer-
gency mode switch concurrently triggered with non-emergency scenarios. Fig-
ure 4.25 shows the component hierarchy of a system, including a composite
component b, its parent a, and three subcomponents c, d, and e. The other
subcomponents of a are omitted to underline the behavior of b. This example
consists of four concurrent scenarios: (1) k0 triggered by a; (2) k1 triggered by
c; (3) k2 triggered by d; and (4) k3 triggered by e. The Type A components
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Algorithm 31 Preliminary_EMS(ci ∈ C̃C, k)
1: if (T k

ci = A) ∧ (∃msqk
′
∈ ci.Qmsq) then

2: abort2 := true;
3: Signal(ci, pMS ,msnokk′

ci );
4: Wait(ci, pMS , primitive);
5: if primitive = msdk

′
ci then

6: dequeue(msqk
′
, ci.Qmsq);

7: end if
8: end if

Algorithm 32 Handle_EMS (ci)

1: ETS := true;
2: emsk := ci.Qems[1];
3: if emsk ← cj ∈ SCci then
4: Preliminary_EMS(ci, k);
5: end if
6: EMSP(ci, k);
7: MSC_complete := true;
8: if (ci ∈ CC) ∧ (SCA

ci(k) �= ∅) then
9: MSC_complete := false;

10: Activate Collect_MSC2(ci, k);
11: end if
12: if T k

ci = A then
13: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m

new
ci );

14: end if
15: while ¬MSC_complete do
16: end while
17: if (ci �= Top) ∧ (T k

ci = A) then
18: Signal(ci, pMS ,msckci);
19: end if
20: Update_queues2(ci, k);
21: dequeue(emsk, ci.Qems);
22: ETS := false;
23: if T k

ci = A then
24: Run(ci,mnew

ci );
25: else{T k

ci = B}
26: Resume(ci,mci);
27: end if
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for each scenario are enclosed in a dotted loop in the corresponding color. Two
mode-switch execution traces are compared in the figure, as k3 in the left exe-
cution trace is a non-emergency scenario while k3 in the right execution trace
is an emergency scenario.

When b receives an msrk3 or emsk3 from e at time t0, b is in the NTS
for k0, with an msrk1 and an msrk2 in b.Qmsr. Due to the late arrival of the
msrk3 , the handling of k3 is substantially delayed by the other scenarios. After
b completes the mode switch for k0 at t1, the msrk1 in b.Qmsr is removed by
the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule. Thence b starts to handle the msrk2 . The
subsequent msnokk2 from d makes b abort the handling of k2 by propagating
an msdk2 to d. At t2, b starts the handling of the msrk3 . In contrast to the
execution trace on the left side of Figure 4.25, the execution trace on the right
side indicates that the handling of k3 is much faster when k3 is an emergency
scenario. Upon receiving an emsk3 from e at t0, b applies the EMS receiving
rule. First, b sends an msak1 to a to invalidate the msrk1 previously sent to
a. Then b sends an msnokk0 to a before receiving the msokk0 from c. After
aborting k0, b applies the EMSP protocol and performs the emergency mode
switch for k3. Apparently, the mode-switch completion time of the emergency
scenario k3 is accelerated using our MSRM.

4.6.4 The complete structure of the MSRM
Section 4.5.2 has summarized the implementation of our MSRM for con-
current non-emergency scenarios, identifying three major periodic tasks:
New_scenario2(ci) (Algorithm 9), Scenario_reception(ci) (Algorithm 10),
and Check_queues(ci) (Algorithm 12). Furthermore, Figure 4.14 depicts the
algorithms directly or indirectly called by the task New_scenario2(ci) as well
as the relation between these algorithms. Taking emergency scenarios into ac-
count, the MSRM of each component ci is implemented by the following three
tasks that replace the three aforementioned tasks:

1. New_scenario3(ci) (Algorithm 26): This task is used for an MSS ci
to trigger a new scenario which is either emergency or non-emergency.
While triggering an emergency scenario, ci applies the emergency sce-
nario triggering rule (Definition 29).

2. Scenario_reception2(ci) (Algorithm 30): This task puts an incoming
MSR, MSQ or EMS in the corresponding queues. Upon receiving an EMS,
ci applies the EMS receiving rule (Definition 31). This task is also re-
sponsible for handling an incoming MSD when ci is not in an NTS or
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Figure 4.25: Demonstration of how the MSRM facilitates the handling of an
emergency scenario

ETS, and handling an MSA from a subcomponent by the MSA handling
rule (Definition 30).

3. Check_queues2(ci) (Algorithm 24): This task handles pending
EMS/MSQ/MSR primitives by the pending scenario checking rule (Def-
inition 28).

These tasks are periodically executed in parallel, however, a component
runs New_scenario3(ci) only if it is an MSS. Figure 4.26 presents a compre-
hensive structure of the algorithms called by these tasks at all nested levels.

With reference to all the key issues of mode-switch handling addressed in
this section, our MSRM embraces the following set of protocols and rules:

1. The MSP protocol (Definition 14)

2. The mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15)

3. The MSQ delaying rule (Definition 17)
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Figure 4.26: Algorithm structure of the MSRM for the handling of concurrent
emergency and non-emergency scenarios

4. The MSR/MSQ queue checking rule (Definition 20)

5. The MSR/MSQ queue updating rule (Definition 23)

6. The MSR enqueuing rule (Definition 24)

7. The MSQ enqueuing rule (Definition 25)

8. The EMSP protocol (Definition 26)

9. The pending scenario checking rule (Definition 28)
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10. The emergency scenario triggering rule (Defintion 29)

11. The MSA handling rule (Definition 30)

12. The EMS receiving rule (Definition 31)

13. The preliminary EMS handling rule (Definition 32)

Most elements in this list are included in the task Check_queues2(ci) in
Figure 4.26. The workflow of this task is depicted in Figure 4.27. When a
component is not in an NTS or ETS, it schedules the handling of multiple
pending scenarios as per the pending scenario checking rule, which replaces the
MSR/MSQ queue checking rule. If a pending scenario exists, the scenario is
propagated by the MSP protocol or the EMSP protocol, depending on whether
the scenario is emergency or not. The MSP protocol guides the propagation of
a non-emergency scenario, while the EMSP protocol guides the propagation of
an emergency scenario. The propagation of an upstream emergency scenario is
preceded the preliminary EMS handling rule. The triggering of an emergency
scenario always leads to an emergency mode switch, whereas the triggering
of a non-emergency scenario may trigger a mode switch or become aborted.
If a mode switch (emergency or non-emergency) is triggered, the same mode-
switch dependency rule which enforces bottom-up mode switch is applied so as
to guarantee mode consistency. The mode-switch dependency rule is followed
by the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule, which makes a component remove
pending MSR and MSQ primitives invalidated by the mode switch of another
scenario.

Among the remaining elements in the list, the emergency scenario trigger-
ing rule, which is implemented in the task New_scenario3(ci) in Figure 4.26,
suggests that an MSS should abort any pending non-emergency scenario be-
fore triggering an emergency scenario. The MSA handling rule and EMS re-
ceiving rule are addressed by the task Scenario_reception2(ci) in Figure 4.26.
Together with the preliminary EMS handling rule, they jointly overcome the
problems stemming from the concurrent triggering of both emergency and non-
emergency scenarios. Non-emergency scenarios are aborted whenever possi-
ble to advance an emergency mode switch. The MSQ delaying rule, optionally
used by the MSP protocol, respects any possible ongoing atomic execution by
delaying the MSQ propagation to certain components. Finally, the MSR en-
queuing rule and MSQ enqueuing rule are introduced for enqueuing an MSR or
an MSQ into the corresponding priority queues based on scenario priorities.

Despite the huge number of algorithms implementing our MSRM, the com-
putation overhead of our MSRM for each component is insignificant. For
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Figure 4.27: The workflow of Check_queues2(ci)

each component, its MSRM boils down to (1) sending the right primitives
to the right recipients, which could be either the parent or the subcompo-
nents, with the assistance of its local mode mapping; and (2) managing its
EMS/MSQ/MSR queues. Section 4.5.3 states that for a component ci, the min-
imum required size of ci.Qmsr is 2 ∗ |SCci |+ σci , where σci is the maximum
number of scenarios that ci can trigger as an MSS while ci runs in the same
mode; and the minimum required size of ci.Qmsq is σci . According to our as-
sumption that there is at most one emergency scenario in a aystem, the size of
ci.Qems is always 1. Therefore, the computation overhead of our MSRM for
each component ci scales with the number of its subcomponents and σci . Since
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an MSQ into the corresponding priority queues based on scenario priorities.

Despite the huge number of algorithms implementing our MSRM, the com-
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Figure 4.27: The workflow of Check_queues2(ci)

each component, its MSRM boils down to (1) sending the right primitives
to the right recipients, which could be either the parent or the subcompo-
nents, with the assistance of its local mode mapping; and (2) managing its
EMS/MSQ/MSR queues. Section 4.5.3 states that for a component ci, the min-
imum required size of ci.Qmsr is 2 ∗ |SCci |+ σci , where σci is the maximum
number of scenarios that ci can trigger as an MSS while ci runs in the same
mode; and the minimum required size of ci.Qmsq is σci . According to our as-
sumption that there is at most one emergency scenario in a aystem, the size of
ci.Qems is always 1. Therefore, the computation overhead of our MSRM for
each component ci scales with the number of its subcomponents and σci . Since
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a mode switch is supposed to be a rare event, the probability of σci > 1 in a
real-world system should be rather low. Although the concurrent triggering of
multiple scenarios is possible, the EMS/MSQ/MSR queues of a component are
expected to be empty most of the time. Without the triggering of a scenario,
the overhead of the MSRM is negligible for all components.

4.6.5 Discussion

The handling of an emergency scenario in this section is rooted in an early
contribution published in [53], which unfortunately contains a flaw in the EMS
receiving rule. The flaw is revealed by the example in Figure 4.28 where a
triggers a scenario k1 by propagating an msqk1 that is propagated downstream
and stepwise to all the other components. After e propagates an msqk1 to its
subcomponents f and g, an upstream emsk2 arrives at e from f. Since e has
not received any msokk1 or msnokk1 from its subcomponents, e aborts the
handling of k1 by applying the EMS receiving rule. According to the EMS
receiving rule in [53], e sends an msak1 to its parent b and an msdk1 to f and
g. Nevertheless, it has been assumed that a component ci may send an msak

to Pci only if ci has a pending msrk in ci.Qmsr that has been sent to Pci . In
this example, e is not supposed to send the msak1 because e has not sent any
msrk1 to b. As a consequence, upon receiving the msak1 , b applies the MSA
handling rule, sending an msdk1 to the other subcomponent d. Since b has not
sent any msrk1 to a, b will not send an msak1 to a, which is still waiting for
an msokk1 or msnokk1 from b and c. If b or e is the MSDM of k2, the emsk2

will not reach a, thus incurring a deadlock, as a is waiting for an msokk1 or
msnokk1 from b that will never come.

This problem is eliminated in our MSRM revised in this section in the sense
that e aborts the handling of k1 by sending an msnokk1 to b. This msnokk1 en-
sures that k1 is aborted by all the involved components. Shown in Figure 4.28,
an even better solution is to let b send an msak1 to a, since sending an MSA
can abort a scenario faster than sending an MSNOK. This only requires a slight
revision of the MSA handling rule in [53]. However, verification becomes
an intractable problem. The next chapter will present the verification of our
MSRM, which is based on model checking and manual theorem proving. This
new solution complicates our models and ends up with unacceptably long ver-
ification time. Hence, we in this thesis prohibit a component from sending an
MSA if it has not sent an MSR to its parent. Our MSRM presented in this section
is an efficient and verifiable solution, albeit not the optimal solution.
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Figure 4.28: An example revealing the flaw in [53]

4.7 Summary
The mode-switch handling of multi-mode systems composed by multi-mode
components is a challenging task. Since the mode switch of a component may
imply the mode switches of some other components, a suitable runtime mech-
anism is demanded to coordinate the mode switches of different components at
runtime. A centralized algorithm is not always feasible for component-based
systems because component reuse often restricts the availability of global mode
information. This chapter expounds an MSRM which is a distributed algo-
rithm applied to all components. The MSRM of each component manipulates
its mode-switch behavior and communication with its parent and subcompo-
nents during a mode switch. A mode switch is initiated by the triggering of a
(mode-switch) scenario from a component. With the aid of mode mapping, the
MSRM is able to propagate a scenario to the affected components and guar-
antee the eventual mode consistency between these components after a mode
switch. The MSRM respects atomic execution by deferring the propagation of
a scenario to the set of components with ongoing atomic execution. Further-
more, the MSRM is capable of dealing with multiple scenarios concurrently
triggered by different components. In particular, emergency scenarios, which
are associated with emergency events that must be handled as soon as pos-
sible, are distinguished from non-emergency scenarios. When an emergency
scenario is triggered together with other concurrent non-emergency scenarios,
the MSRM endeavors to prioritize the execution of an emergency mode switch
even at the sacrifice of aborting ongoing non-emergency scenarios.
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Chapter 5

Verification of the
mode-switch runtime
mechanism

The MSRM presented in Chapter 4 plays a crucial role in the mode-switch
handling of multi-mode systems composed by multi-mode components. The
MSRM includes numerous protocols and rules to cope with diverse circum-
stances such as the propagation of emergency and non-emergency scenar-
ios, the guarantee of mode consistency between components, atomic execu-
tion during a mode switch, and the concurrent triggering of emergency and
non-emergency scenarios. In this chapter, we verify the correctness of the
MSRM by a combination of model checking [26] and manual theorem prov-
ing. The initial verification targets the triggering of a single emergency or non-
emergency scenario. Thereafter concurrently triggered non-emergency scenar-
ios and concurrently triggered emergency and non-emergency scenarios are
verified.

5.1 Overview of the verification

The verification of the MSRM is an arduous task due to the complex inter-
component communication during a mode switch at runtime. We have already
provided some preliminary discussions [52] by mathematical reasoning on the
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correctness of the MSP protocol and the mode-switch dependency rule. How-
ever, when the concurrent triggering of multiple scenarios is considered, the
interplay between different components becomes much more complex, mak-
ing verification an intractable problem for manual proofs such as mathematical
reasoning. This motivates us to resort to model checking [26]. As a prevalent
formal verification technique, model checking consists in the formal modeling
of a system, the formulation of correctness properties, and the automatic ver-
ification of the formulated properties. The formal model is manually built via
a specific model checking tool with certain abstraction. A property is formu-
lated in some precise mathematical language, reflecting a particular aspect of
the system specification, e.g., that an undesired situation never occurs.

The challenge of verifying the MSRM by model checking is how to build a
general model with reasonable complexity that faithfully captures the aspects
of interest in the modeled system. Model checking requires the modeling of
a specific system, which is a concrete system with predefined parameters such
as the number of components, the component hierarchy, mode mappings, and
the specification of MSSs and scenarios. However, a successful verification
of such a system may not imply that the MSRM works for all systems com-
posed by multi-mode components. Furthermore, the notorious state explosion
problem [25] of model checking restricts the complexity of a model. A com-
plex model may result in unacceptably long verification time or may not be
verifiable due to memory exhaustion.

Inspired by the verification technique adopted in [59], we model the MSRM
of a single target component which exchanges primitives with parent and child
stubs. The parent stub includes the set of components above the target com-
ponent, simulating the interaction between the target component and its parent
during a mode switch. Each child stub includes the set of components stem-
ming from each subcomponent of the target component, simulating the inter-
action between the target component and the corresponding subcomponent.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the concept of parent and child stubs in an exam-
ple. Suppose that h in the component hierarchy is the target component. Then
components a-g will be considered as the parent stub of h. Since j has three
subcomponents i, j, and k, there are also three child stubs below h. Primi-
tive components i and k are two separate child stubs, while another child stub
includes j-m.

Depicted in Figure 5.2, the overall model structure comprises four ele-
ments: a target component b running the MSRM, a parent stub a, and two child
stubs c and d. Since any component can be an MSS, b may receive a scenario
from the parent stub or from any child stub, or trigger a scenario by itself. For
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of parent and child stubs

instance, Figure 5.2 indicates that b can receive a scenario k0 from a, trigger a
k1, or receive a k2 and k3 from c and d respectively. Each scenario can be ei-
ther emergency or non-emergency, whereas the system should contain at most
one emergency scenario according to the assumption of the MSRM. We allow
the recurrent triggering of a scenario. Although in principle, each triggering of
a scenario should have a unique scenario ID, the scenario ID in the model only
indicates where the scenario comes from. For instance, k0 always comes from
the parent stub. However, the mode mapping of b is randomly generated every
time it starts to handle a scenario. Thus any two recurrently triggered scenario
with the same scenario ID in the model are treated as different scenarios.

Figure 5.2: The overall model structure

The model structure in Figure 5.2 focuses on the MSRM of a composite
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component which is not on top of the component hierarchy. In addition to this,
there are two special cases that must not be overlooked: (1) the target compo-
nent is Top, on top of the component hierarchy; (2) the target component is a
primitive component. For Case (1), the target component has no parent stub;
for Case (2), the target component has no child stubs. Irrespective of the po-
sition of the target component in the component hierarchy, we formulate two
key properties essential to the correctness of the MSRM:

1. Deadlock freeness: The MSRM is deadlock-free.

2. Eventual mode-switch completion: After triggering or receiving a sce-
nario k, a component eventually completes the handling of k.

Aside from model checking, it is also necessary to generalize the verifi-
cation results to an arbitrary system. Hence the verification of the MSRM is
performed in two steps:

1. Building an abstract model with the structure in Figure 5.2 and verifying
that both Property 1 (deadlock freeness) and Property 2 (eventual mode-
switch completion) hold for the model.

2. Proving that the model faithfully captures the relevant behavior of an
arbitrary complex finite system of components.

The second step aims to explain why a parent stub and two child stubs are
general enough to represent an arbitrary system. This boils down to proving
the following three assertions:

A1. The parent stub faithfully represents an arbitrary finite structure of com-
ponents above the target component.

A2. A child stub faithfully represents a subcomponent with an arbitrary finite
structure of enclosed components.

A3. Two child stubs faithfully represent an arbitrary number of child stubs.

5.2 The model checker UPPAAL
Our models are built using the model checker UPPAAL [9, 78] that has been
widely used to model, simulate, and verify real-time systems. Even though
timing is not a major concern in the verification of the MSRM, UPPAAL is
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still a convenient choice for us compared with other model checkers. In UP-
PAAL, a system is modeled as a network of timed automata synchronized with
each other, each automaton graphically described by a number of states and
transitions. A state is represented by a circle while an initial state is repre-
sented by double circles. A transition is represented by an arrow from one
state to the same state or another state. A transition can be associated with a
guard, a synchronization channel, and an action. A guard specifies a condi-
tion which must be satisfied to enable a transition. A synchronization channel
is used to synchronize different UPPAAL automata. A transition of one au-
tomaton is synchronized with a transition of another automaton via a channel
x. The transition initiating the synchronization is marked with x! while the
transition being synchronized is marked with x?. If x is a broadcast channel,
one transition can be synchronized with multiple transitions from different au-
tomata. Synchronized transitions are fired simultaneously. An action executes
a user-specified behavior along with the corresponding transition.

Figure 5.3 shows the UPPAAL model of a lamp controlled by a user. The
behavior of the lamp is modeled as a timed automaton (Figure 5.3(a)) with
three states: the initial state Off and two other states Low with dim light and
Bright with bright light. The behavior of the user is modeled as an automaton
(Figure 5.3(b)) with one state Idle. The user switches on the lamp by pressing
a button simulated as a channel press, making the lamp switches from State
Off to State Low. This transition contains an action y = 0 which resets a
clock value y to 0. The clock y, which elapses at a certain rate, is used to
specify timing constraints. When the lamp is in State Low, if the user presses
the button, two possible scenarios may occur depending on when the button is
pressed. If the user presses the button twice quickly when the lamp is off so
that the guard y < 5 of an outgoing transition of State Low is satisfied, the
lamp will switch to Bright. Otherwise, if y ≥ 5, the lamp will be switched off.

In UPPAAL, a property is formulated in the UPPAAL query language
which is a subset of Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) [4]. The fol-
lowing lists three properties P1-P3 based on the lamp example in Figure 5.3:

P1. A[] not deadlock: The model is deadlock-free.

P2. E<> Lamp.Bright: It is possible that the lamp runs in State Bright.

P3. Lamp.Low–>Lamp.Bright: When the lamp is in State Low, it will even-
tually reach State Bright.

The notation A[] in P1 means that the expression after it must hold invari-
ably. Otherwise, UPPAAL will automatically find an execution trace where the
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Figure 5.3: The UPPAAL model of a lamp

expression fails to hold. In P2, E<> means that it is possible for the model
to reach a state in which the expression after it holds. UPPAAL automatically
returns an execution trace satisfying this property. For two expressions A and
B, A–>B means that B is eventually true if A is true. If such a property is not
satisfied, UPPAAL will return an execution trace as a counter example. P1 and
P2 are both satisfied in the lamp example, whereas P3 is not. When the lamp is
in State Low, if the user never presses the button or presses the button slowly,
the lamp will never go to State Bright. This explains why P3 is not satisfied.

5.3 Verification of a non-emergency scenario
A component handles a single non-emergency scenario by the MSP protocol
and the mode-switch dependency rule of its MSRM. The MSQ delaying rule
may also be applied by the MSP protocol in the presence of atomic execution.
Nevertheless, our verification excludes the MSQ delaying rule which only de-
lays the propagation of an MSQ to certain components, without affecting the
verification result.

Since a scenario may be triggered by any component, the target component
b in Figure 5.2 should consider scenarios from the parent stub, any child stub,
or triggered by itself. Figure 5.4(a) shows three different cases in which a non-
emergency scenario arrives at b: (1) b receives an msqk0 from the parent stub;
(2) b issues an msrk1 itself; (3) b receives an msrk2 from Child stub 1. Of
course, b may also receive an msrk3 from Child stub 2. However, on account
of the symmetrical structure of two child stubs, it is sufficient to only consider
the scenario from one child stub. If the target component is Top, shown in
Figure 5.4(b), it only needs to consider a self-triggered msrk0 and an msrk1
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from Child stub 1. If the target component is a primitive component, shown
in Figure 5.4(c), it only needs to consider an msqk0 from the parent stub and a
self-triggered msrk1 .

Figure 5.4: The UPPAAL model structure assuming the triggering of a single
non-emergency scenario

5.3.1 Modeling and verification in UPPAAL

We take the general case in Figure 5.4(a) as an example to model how the
MSRM handles a non-emergency scenario. The UPPAAL model consists of
four automata: ParentStub, TargetComp, ChildStub1, and ChildStub2, which
correspond to the four entities, i.e. a, b, c, d in Figure 5.4(a). Here ChildStub1
and ChildStub2 are instantiated from a common template ChildStub.

Figure 5.5 depicts TargetComp which implements the MSP protocol and
the mode-switch dependency rule, marking its 40 transitions in red. The
mode-switch dependency rule is implemented by transitions 38-40. The label
n:int[2,3] of Transition 38 is called a Selection in UPPAAL, implying that n is
an integer with a value of either 2 or 3. Combining n:int[2,3] with MSC[n]?, it
can be inferred that Transition 38 can be synchronized with two possible chan-
nels, either MSC[2] or MSC[3]. In the model, we assign an ID 0-3 to a, b, c,
d, respectively. Thus MSC[2] equals MSC[c], denoting an MSC from c, Child
stub 1. Similarly, MSC[3] denotes an MSC from the other child stub d. The
number of received MSC primitives is updated by a counter. When the counter
is equal to the number of Type A components of the current scenario (denoted
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Figure 5.3: The UPPAAL model of a lamp
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as AchildrenN), the target component b will complete its mode switch by firing
Transition 39 or 40, depending on if b is the MSDM or not. If not, a boolean
variable MSDM is false, making b send an MSC to the parent stub a by Tran-
sition 39. Note that before completing the mode switch, b is also supposed to
complete its reconfiguration if it is a Type A component. If the reconfiguration
is not completed after b has received all expected MSC primitives, the firing
of Transition 39 or 40 will be delayed until the reconfiguration is completed.
Such a delay is not considered in the model because timing is not the focus of
our verification.

Figure 5.5: The UPPAAL model of a target component which handles a non-
emergency scenario

The remaining part of the model is dedicated to the MSP protocol. The
model contains committed states marked with a “C” in the circle. A committed
state is instantaneous and atomic. An outgoing transition from a committed
state must be fired immediately. For instance, when the target component b re-
ceives an msrk2 from c by Transition 1, its mode mapping is implemented by
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a two-step atomic process using committed states. First, a function ModeMap-
ping(n) determines if d is a Type A component for k2. If n is 0, T k2

d = A;
if n is 1, T k2

d = B. Subsequently, another function options(n) of Transition
2 determines if b is an MSDM. If yes, it may either approve (option==0) the
msrk2 by Transition 3 or reject (option==1) the msrk2 by Transition 5. If no
(option==2), b forwards the msrk2 to a by Transition 4. The target component
b triggers a scenario k1 by Transition 6. After the triggering of k1, a boolean
variable pending becomes true until b completes the handling of k1. The guard
of Transition 6 contains a boolean variable ok[1] which determines whether k1
can be triggered or not. There is also an ok[0] and ok[2] for k0 and k2. Among
ok[0]-ok[2], only one of them is set to true to disable the concurrent triggering
of multiple scenarios. The function ModeMapping2(n) of Transition 6 ran-
domly returns four possible mode mapping results1 depending on the value of
n: (1) T k1

c = A and T k1

d = A; (2) T k1
c = A and T k1

d = B; (3) T k1
c = B and

T k1

d = A; and (4) T k1
c = B and T k1

d = B. Also, Transition 6 always assigns 2
to option so that b can send an msrk1 to a by Transition 5.

Transition 7 is fired when b receives an MSQ from a. The MSQ may be an
msqk0 irrelevant to any MSR sent by b, or an msqk1 or msqk2 as a consequence
of the msrk1 or msrk2 sent from b. The scenario ID of the MSQ is saved in
a local variable localSID. The target component b checks its current state by
the function CheckState(n) of Transition 7. If b is ready to switch mode, either
Transition 8 or 9 is fired. If b receives an msqk0 , the mode mapping for k0 must
be derived by the function ModeMappingMSQ(n) of Transition 8. Otherwise,
if b receives an msqk1 or msqk2 , the previous mode mapping result from the
msrk1 or msrk2 is reused by the function reuseMM() of Transition 9. If b is
not ready to switch mode, b will send an MSNOK to a by Transition 10. After
that, b will receive an MSD from a by Transition 11. Upon receiving an msdk0

or msdk1 , b can directly complete the handling of k0 or k1 by Transition 12.
Upon receiving an msdk2 though, b is obliged to propagate the msdk2 further
back to c, the origin of k2, by Transition 13. Transitions 12 and 13 may also
follow Transition 14, when b directly receives an MSD from a after propagating
an MSR upwards.

When the target component b is ready to propagate an msqk in State
MSQprop where k is k0, k1 or k2, it first checks if SCA

b (k) = ∅. If yes, b
directly sends an msokk to a by Transition 18 or an msnokk to a by Transition
17 without propagating the msqk further. Otherwise, the msqk is sequentially

1The mode mapping treats child stubs c and d as the subcomponents of b, though strictly
speaking, c and d can be a set of components.
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propagated to components in SCA
b (k) by transitions 15 and 16. After the prop-

agation, b goes to State OKCollection, expecting an msokk (Transition 23) or
msnokk (Transition 24) from its Type A subcomponents. If all the replies are
msokk, a boolean variable allMSOK is true. Then b can start propagating an
msik by transitions 27, 35 and 36 if b is the MSDM of k, or send an msokk

to a by Transition 28 if b is not the MSDM. If b receives at least one msnokk,
allMSOK is false. Hence b will propagate an msdk by transitions 25, 30, 31 if
b is the MSDM of k, or send an msnokk to a by Transition 26 if b is not the
MSDM.

The UPPAAL model of the parent stub a is depicted in Figure 5.6. It is
important to note that a is an interface rather than the parent of b. As the
parent stub, a functions as a black box that produces the expected output to b
in response to any upstream primitive from b. When a receives an msrk from b
by Transition 1, where k is either k1 or k2, if there are no concurrent scenarios,
a will eventually send either an msqk to b by Transition 3 or an msdk to b by
Transition 2. If the triggering of k0 is allowed, ok[0] will be set to true so that
a can send an msqk0 to b by Transition 4. After sending the msqk0 , a local
variable pending is set to true. When a receives an msck0 from b by Transition
10 or sends an msdk0 to b by Transition 7 or 9, pending is reset to false by
a function reset(). An interesting phenomenon is that if the parent stub a is
replaced with Top, the UPPAAL model in Figure 5.6 will remain the same. In
other words, the parent stub is actually modeled in the same way as Top.

Figure 5.6: The UPPAAL model of a parent stub which handles a non-
emergency scenario
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The UPPAAL model of a child stub, c or d, is depicted in Figure 5.7. A
child stub functions as a black box that produces the expected output to b in
response to any downstream primitive from b. When ok[2] is true, Child stub 1
(i.e., c) can trigger k2 by sending an msrk2 to b by Transition 1. Similar to the
parent stub, a local boolean variable pending becomes true after the triggering
of k2 and becomes reset to false either when c sends an msck2 to b or when c
receives an msdk2 from b. An interesting phenomenon is that if a child stub
is replaced with a primitive component, the UPPAAL model in Figure 5.7 will
remain the same. In other words, a child stub is modeled in the same way as a
primitive component.

Figure 5.7: The UPPAAL model of a child stub which handles a non-
emergency scenario

We formulate the following four properties essential to the correctness of
the model:

P1. A[] not deadlock: The model is deadlock-free.

P2. ParentStub.pending–>!ParentStub.pending: After the parent stub a
sends an msqk0 to b, k0 is eventually handled by a.

P3. TargetComp.pending–>!TargetComp.pending: After the target compo-
nent b triggers k1, b will eventually complete the handling of k1.

P4. ChildStub1.pending–>!ChildStub1.pending: After Child stub 1 c sends
an msrk2 to b, k2 is eventually handled by c.
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P1 in the list corresponds to Property 1 (deadlock freeness) formulated in
Section 5.1. The other properties P2-P4 are jointly mapped to Property 2 (even-
tual mode-switch completion) formulated in Section 5.1. All the four proper-
ties are satisfied with verification time shorter than 0.2s2.

In addition to the general case in which the target component has both
parent and subcomponents, we have also modeled and verified the other two
special cases in Figure 5.4(b) and Figure 5.4(c), where the target component is
either Top or a primitive component. To avoid verbose and bulky presentation,
the the modeling and verification for the two special cases is omitted in the
thesis. The complete UPPAAL models and verification results for all cases can
be found in [47].

5.3.2 Generalization of the verification results
Since our UPPAAL model contains a parent stub and two child stubs, the veri-
fication results in Section 5.3.1 must be generalized. The crux is to prove that
our UPPAAL model faithfully represents an arbitrary complex finite system of
components while running the MSRM. In doing this, we first define the exter-
nal/internal mode-switch behavior of a component:

Definition 33. External mode-switch behavior: The external mode-switch be-
havior, or simply external behavior of a component ci �= Top, is the visible
behavior of ci from the perspective of Pci during a mode switch. The exter-
nal behavior of ci is represented by (1) the response of ci after Pci sends a
downstream primitive to ci; and (2) the capability of ci to actively send any
upstream primitive to Pci and the precondition for Pci to receive the primitive.

Definition 34. Internal mode-switch behavior: The internal mode-switch be-
havior, or simply internal behavior of a composite component ci, is the visible
behavior of ci from the perspective of each cj ∈ SCci during a mode switch.
The internal behavior of ci is represented by (1) the response of ci after cj
sends an upstream primitive to ci; and (2) the capability of ci to actively send
any downstream primitive to cj and the precondition for cj to receive the prim-
itive.

Note that Top has no visible external behavior while a primitive compo-
nent has no visible internal behavior. Obviously, both the external and internal
behaviors of a component are dependent on its MSRM. Our model implements

2The verification was performed on MacBook Pro, with 2.66GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and
8GB 1067 MHz DDR3 memory.
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the MSP protocol and the mode-switch dependency rule to handle a single
non-emergency scenario. By Definition 14 and Definition 15 in Chapter 4, a
component may send and receive 7 types of primitives, including 3 types of
downstream primitives MSQ, MSI and MSD, and 4 types of upstream primitives
MSR, MSOK, MSNOK, and MSC. Furthermore, we associate each component
with a composition level and a depth level:

Definition 35. Composition level: Each component ci is associated with a
composition level denoted as lci . If ci ∈ PC, then ci has a composition level 0,
denoted as lci = 0. If ci ∈ CC, lci = {max{lcj}+ 1|cj ∈ SCci}.

Definition 36. Depth level: Each component ci is associated with a depth
level denoted as dci . If ci = Top, then dci = 0. For each cp and cq = Pcp ,
dcp = dcq + 1.

Based on definitions 35 and 36, we interpret the three assertions (A1-A3)
stated in Section 5.1 as follows:

A1b. The internal behavior of the parent stub of our UPPAAL model faith-
fully represents the internal behavior of any composite component with
arbitrary depth level.

A2b. The external behavior of each child stub of our UPPAAL model faith-
fully represents the external behavior of any component (excluding Top)
with arbitrary composition level.

A3b. For each composite component, two child stubs in our UPPAAL model
faithfully represent an arbitrary number of child stubs.

We have stated that the UPPAL model of the parent stub in Figure 5.6 does
not change if the parent stub is replaced with Top, while the UPPAAL model
of a child stub in Figure 5.7 does not change if the child stub is replaced with
a primitive component. Based on this observation, A1b and A2b can be re-
interpreted as A1c and A2c respectively:

A1c. The internal behavior of Top faithfully represents the internal behavior
of any composite component with arbitrary depth level.

A2c. The external behavior of a primitive component faithfully represents the
external behavior of any component (excluding Top) with arbitrary com-
position level.
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A1c suggests that we must compare the internal behavior of Top with that
of an arbitrary composite component. We first prove the internal behavior
equivalence between Top and a composite component with depth level 1. By
Definition 34, the comparison is based on two criteria: (1) the response upon
receiving an upstream primitive from a subcomponent; and (2) the capability
of actively sending any downstream primitive to a subcomponent as well as
the precondition for the subcomponent to receive the primitive. Running the
MSP protocol and the mode-switch dependency rule, a composite component
may receive an msrk, msokk, msnokk, or msck from a subcomponent, and
may actively send an msqk to a subcomponent. The transmission of all these
primitives must be analyzed to prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Let ci be a composite component with cp = Pci and cp = Top.
Then the internal behaviors of ci and cp are equivalent under the assumption
of the triggering of a non-emergency scenario.

Proof. We first enumerate all the possible upstream primitives that can be sent
from ci to cp and from each cj ∈ SCci to ci, and then compare the responses
of cp and ci:

1. msrk: After ci sends an msrk to cp, since cp = Top, cp must be the
MSDM of k. By the MSP protocol (Definition 14 and Algorithm 4),
cp will either propagate an msqk to SCA

cp(k) (including ci) or send an
msdk back to ci.

After ci receives an msrk from cj , ci may or may not be the MSDM of
k. If ci is the MSDM, its response will be either an msqk or an msdk,
which is the same as the response of cp. If ci is not the MSDM, ci will
forward the msrk to cp. Subsequently, if cp sends an msqk or msdk

to ci, ci will also send an msqk or msdk to cj . Hence, the eventual
response of ci is the same as the response of cp no matter whether ci is
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cp(k)) or an msdk to ci (if ci receives at least one msnokk). Like-
wise, after ci receives an msokk from cj , the response of ci will be the
same as the response of cp, if ci is the MSDM of k. If ci is not the
MSDM, ci will send an msokk or msnokk to cp after receiving the re-
ply from all components in SCA
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to cj , implying that the the response of ci is also the same as the response
of cp even when ci is not the MSDM.

3. msnokk: By the MSP protocol, after ci sends an msnokk to cp, cp must
send an msdk to ci. Likewise, after ci receives an msnokk from cj , its
response is the same as the response of cp if ci is the MSDM of k. If ci is
not the MSDM, ci will send an msnokk to cp which will send an msdk
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4. msck: The mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15 and Algo-
rithm 6) suggests that neither cp nor ci is expected to respond to the
msck sender.

The enumeration above covers all possible cases and hence proves the in-
ternal behavior equivalence between cp and ci in terms of the response to an
upstream primitive. In addition, both cp and ci are able to actively send an
msqk to a subcomponent such that k is not associated with any msrk from the
subcomponent. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Lemma 2 further implies:

Theorem 5. For each component ci ∈ C̃C, the internal behavior of ci is equiv-
alent to that of Top under the assumption of the triggering of a non-emergency
scenario.

Proof. Let cp = Pci . Theorem 5 can be proven by mathematical induction
based on dcp :
Basis: dcp = 0, i.e. cp = Top. By Lemma 2, the internal behaviors of cp and
ci are equivalent. Theorem 5 follows.
Inductive step: Suppose that dcp = n (n ∈ N) and the internal behavior
of cp is equivalent to that of Top. Then we need to prove that the internal
behavior of ci with dci = n + 1 is also equivalent to that of Top. Since the
internal behaviors of cp and Top are equivalent, it is OK to replace cp with
Top without changing the internal behavior of ci. Once cp is replaced with
Top, ci will become a component with depth level 1. By Lemma 2, the internal
behaviors of Top and ci will be equivalent. Since such a replacement does not
change the internal behavior of ci, by induction, Theorem 5 also follows when
dci = n+ 1.
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Since the internal behaviors of Top and any composite component are
equivalent, Theorem 5 satisfies A1c. In our UPPAAL model, the parent stub
is modeled as Top from the perspective of the target component. Hence the
internal behavior of the parent stub faithfully represents the internal behavior
of any composite component, which satisfies A1b as well.

The proof structure of A2c resembles the proof structure of A1c. The first
step is to compare the external behaviors of a primitive component and its par-
ent. By Definition 33, the comparison is drawn by two criteria: (1) the response
upon receiving a downstream primitive from the parent; and (2) the capability
of actively sending any upstream primitive to the parent and the precondition
for the parent to receive the primitive. The following lemma proves the external
behavior equivalence between a primitive component and its parent:

Lemma 3. For cj ∈ PC and ci = Pcj , the external behaviors of ci and
cj are equivalent under the assumption of the triggering of a non-emergency
scenario.

Proof. Let cp = Pci . We first enumerate all the possible downstream primi-
tives that can be sent from ci to cj and from cp to ci:

1. msqk: By the MSP protocol (Definition 14 and algorithms 3 and 4),
after ci sends an msqk to cj , cj will reply with either an msokk or an
msnokk. After cp sends an msqk to ci, if SCA

ci(k) = ∅, ci will re-
ply with either an msokk or an msnokk without further propagating
the msqk downwards. If SCA

ci(k) �= ∅, ci will propagate the msqk to
SCA

ci(k). After that, ci will eventually send an msokk or an msnokk to
cp after it has received all the replies from SCA

ci(k). Hence the responses
of ci and cj upon receiving an msqk are the same.

2. msdk: The MSP protocol suggests that neither ci nor cj is expected to
respond to the msdk sender.

3. msik: By the mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15 and Algo-
rithm 6), after ci sends an msik to cj , cj will send an msck to ci af-
ter cj completes its reconfiguration. After cp sends an msik to ci, if
SCA

ci(k) = ∅, ci will also send an msck to cp after ci completes its re-
configuration. If SCA

ci(k) �= ∅, ci will propagate the msik to SCA
ci(k).

After that, ci will eventually send an msck to cp after ci completes its
reconfiguration and has received an msck from all the components in
SCA

ci(k). Hence the responses of ci and cj upon receiving an msik are
the same.
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The enumeration above proves the external behavior equivalence between
ci and cj in terms of the response to a downstream primitive. In addition, both
ci and cj are able to actively send an msrk to the parent. This completes the
proof of Lemma 3.

Lemma 3 further implies:

Theorem 6. For each component ci ∈ C̃C, the external behavior of ci is equiv-
alent to that of a primitive component under the assumption of the triggering
of a non-emergency scenario.

Proof. Let cp = Pci . Theorem 6 can be proven by mathematical induction
based on lci :
Basis: lci = 1. By Definition 35, for each cj ∈ SCci , cj must be a primitive
component with lcj = 0. By Lemma 3, the external behaviors of ci and cj are
equivalent. Theorem 6 follows.
Inductive step: Suppose that for any component co with lco ≤ n (n ∈ N),
the external behavior of co is equivalent to that of a primitive component. Let
lci = n and lcp = n+1, i.e., ci has the highest composition level among SCcp .
Then the external behavior of ci is equivalent to that of a primitive component.
We need to prove that the external behavior of cp is also equivalent to that
of a primitive component. Since for all co ∈ SCcp , lco ≤ n. The external
behavior equivalence between co and a primitive component suggests that it
is OK to replace all co ∈ SCcp with a primitive component without changing
the external behavior of cp. After the replacement, lcp = 1. According to the
base case, the external behavior of cp is also equivalent to that of a primitive
component. This completes the proof.

Since the external behaviors of any ci ∈ C̃C and a primitive component are
equivalent, Theorem 6 satisfies A2c. In our UPPAAL model, a child stub is
modeled as a primitive component from the perspective of the target compo-
nent. Hence the external behavior of each child stub faithfully represents the
external behavior of any component (excluding Top) with arbitrary composi-
tion level, which satisfies A2b as well.

Finally, A3b is addressed by Theorem 7:

Theorem 7. Each component ci ∈ C̃C with arbitrary number of subcompo-
nents can correctly execute its MSRM under the assumption of the triggering
of a non-emergency scenario.
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Proof. Let N = |SCci |. Theorem 7 can be proven by mathematical induction
based on N :
Basis: N = 2. Since the target component in our UPPAAL model has two
child stubs, Theorem 7 directly follows from our verification results in Sec-
tion 5.3.1.
Inductive step: Suppose that ci can correctly execute its MSRM with N = n,
while SCci = {c0j , c1j , · · · , c

n−1
j } (n ∈ N, n ≥ 2). The goal is to prove that it

also works if N = n+ 1, as another cnj is added to SCci .
Since a non-emergency scenario k has already been considered before cnj

is added, ci will not receive any scenario from cnj . Component cnj can be either
a Type A component or a Type B component for k.

If T k
cnj

= B, then cnj /∈ SCA
ci(k). Component cnj will not exchange any

primitive with other components, thus not affecting the original MSRM exe-
cution of ci. If T k

cnj
= A, ci will add cnj to SCA

ci(k) so that cj can receive a

primitive every time ci propagates a downstream primitive to SCA
ci(k). Since

the external behavior of cnj is equivalent to that of a primitive component, cnj is
able to interact with ci in the same way as the other Type A subcomponents of
ci, i.e., whenever any co ∈ SCA

ci(k) sends an msokk, msnokk, or msck to ci,
cnj will send the same upstream primitive to ci at the right time.

Combining the basis and the inductive step, the proof of Theorem 7 is com-
pleted.

5.4 Verification of an emergency scenario

A component handles a single emergency scenario by the EMSP protocol and
the mode-switch dependency rule of its MSRM. Since a scenario may be trig-
gered by any component, the target component b in Figure 5.2 should consider
scenarios from the parent stub, any child stub, or triggered by itself. Figure 5.8
depicts the model structure which is essentially the same as the structure in
Figure 5.4. The only difference is that an emergency scenario k is always
propagated by an emsk.

5.4.1 Modeling and verification in UPPAAL

We take the general case in Figure 5.8(a) as an example to model how the
MSRM handles an emergency scenario. The UPPAAL model consists of our
automata: ParentStub, TargetComp, ChildStub1, and ChildStub2, which corre-
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Figure 5.8: The UPPAAL model structure assuming the triggering of a single
emergency scenario

spond to a, b, c, d in Figure 5.8(a). A common template ChildStub instantiates
both child stubs ChildStub1 and ChildStub2.

Figure 5.9 depicts TargetComp which implements the EMSP protocol and
the mode-switch dependency rule. The mode-switch dependency rule is im-
plemented by transitions 12, 13, 17-19. Transitions 12 and 13 are selected
when the target component has no Type A subcomponents for an emergency
scenario. Transitions 17-19 are exactly the same as the transitions 38-40 in
Figure 5.5.

The remaining part of the model is dedicated to the EMSP protocol. The
target component b receives an emsk2 from Child stub 1 c by Transition 1, an
emsk0 from the parent stub a by Transition 3, or triggers an emsk1 by Tran-
sition 2. Upon receiving an emsk2 from c, b reuses the function ModeMap-
ping(n) in Figure 5.5 to determine if Child stub 2 d is a Type A component
for k2. Meanwhile, a boolean variable fromC is set to true, denoting that c is
the sender of the emsk2 . When the boolean variable ok[1] is true, b can trig-
ger an emergency scenario k1 itself. After triggering k1, b reuses the function
ModeMapping2(n) in Figure 5.5 to determine if c or d is a Type A component
for k1. Meanwhile, b sets a boolean variable pending to true. The variable
pending is reset to false until b completes the handling of k1. Transitions 1
and 2 are immediately followed by Transition 4 which determines if b is the
MSDM. If yes, Transition 5 will be selected. Otherwise, b should send an EMS
to a by Transition 6. The propagation of an EMS from b to its subcomponents
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Figure 5.9: The UPPAAL model of a target component which handles an emer-
gency scenario

is achieved by transitions 8, 9, 14, 15. If the EMS is emsk0 or emsk1 , b will
propagate the EMS to its Type A subcomponents by transitions 14 and 15. Oth-
erwise, if the EMS is emsk2 , the boolean variable fromC is true, making b go
for transitions 7-9 and never send an emsk2 to the emsk2 sender c.

Depicted in Figure 5.10(a), the parent stub a is modeled as Top from the
perspective of b. It may receive an emsk1 or emsk2 from b by Transition 1.
When a boolean variable ok[0] is true, a can trigger k0, sending an emsk0 to
b by Transition 1 and setting a local boolean variable pending to true. The
variable pending is reset to false when a receives an msck0 by Transition 2.

Figure 5.10(b) depicts the UPPAAL model of a child stub c or d. A child
stub is modeled as a primitive component from the perspective of b. A child
stub receives an EMS from b by Transition 3. When a boolean variable ok[2] is
true, c can trigger k2, sending an emsk2 to b by Transition 1 and setting a local
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Figure 5.10: The UPPAAL models of the parent stub and a child stub for han-
dling an emergency scenario

boolean variable pending to true. When c sends an msck2 to b by Transition 2,
pending is reset to false.

We formulate the following four properties essential to the correctness of
the model:

P1. A[] not deadlock: The model is deadlock-free.

P2. ParentStub.pending–>!ParentStub.pending: After the parent stub a
sends an emsk0 to b, k0 is eventually handled by a.

P3. TargetComp.pending–>!TargetComp.pending: After the target compo-
nent b triggers k1, b will eventually complete the handling of k1.

P4. ChildStub1.pending–>!ChildStub1.pending: After Child stub 1 c sends
an emsk2 to b, k2 is eventually handled by c.

These properties are exactly the same as P1-P4 formulated in Section 5.3.1.
The verification was performed on the same hardware platform used for ver-
ifying the model in Section 5.3.1. All the four properties are satisfied with
verification time shorter than 0.04s. We omit the other two special cases in
Figure 5.8(b) and Figure 5.8(c), however, the complete UPPAAL models and
verification results for all cases can be found in [47].
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P4. ChildStub1.pending–>!ChildStub1.pending: After Child stub 1 c sends
an emsk2 to b, k2 is eventually handled by c.
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5.4.2 Generalization of the verification results
We generalize the verification results in Section 5.4.1 by proving the same
three assertions A1b-A3b stated in Section 5.3.2. Again, A1b and A2b can be
re-interpreted as A1c and A2c.

A1c manifests the internal behavior equivalence between Top and any
composite component with arbitrary depth level. The first step is to prove the
internal behavior equivalence between Top and its subcomponents:

Lemma 4. Let ci be a composite component with cp = Pci and cp = Top.
Then the internal behaviors of ci and cp are equivalent under the assumption
of the triggering of an emergency scenario.

Proof. Each component runs the EMSP protocol (Definition 26 and Algo-
rithm 23) and the mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15 and Algo-
rithm 6) to handle a single emergency scenario. There are only two possible
types of upstream primitives that can be sent from from ci to cp and from each
cj ∈ SCci to ci:

• emsk: The EMSP protocol suggests that neither cp nor ci is expected to
respond to the emsk sender.

• msck: The mode-switch dependency rule suggests that neither cp nor ci
is expected to respond to the msck sender.

Hence the internal behaviors of cp and ci are equivalent in terms of the
response to an upstream primitive. In addition, both cp and ci are able to ac-
tively send a downstream emsk to a subcomponent. Lemma 4 follows accord-
ingly.

Lemma 4 further implies:

Theorem 8. For each component ci ∈ C̃C, the internal behavior of ci is equiv-
alent to that of Top under the assumption of the triggering of an emergency
scenario.

Proof. The proof for Theorem 5 is also valid for this theorem.

Theorem 8 satisfies A1c. Since the parent stub is modeled as Top from the
perspective of the target component, A1b is satisfied as well.

A2c manifests the external behavior equivalence between any component
ci ∈ C̃C and a primitive component. The first step is to compare the external
behaviors of a primitive component and its parent by the following lemma:
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Lemma 5. For cj ∈ PC and ci = Pcj , the external behaviors of ci and cj are
equivalent under the assumption of the triggering of an emergency scenario.

Proof. Let cp = Pci . By the EMSP protocol (Definition 26 and Algorithm 23),
the only downstream primitive that can be sent from ci to cj and from cp to ci
is an emsk. By the mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15 and Algo-
rithm 6), after cj receives an emsk from ci, cj will send an msck to ci after
cj completes its reconfiguration. After ci receives an emsk from cp, ci may
or may not propagate the emsk further to its subcomponents, depending on if
SCA

ci(k) = ∅. In either case, the mode-switch dependency rule suggests that
ci will eventually send an msck to cp. Hence the responses of ci and cj upon
receiving a downstream emsk are the same.

In addition, both ci and cj are able to actively send an emsk to the parent.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.

Lemma 5 further implies:

Theorem 9. For each component ci ∈ C̃C, the external behavior of ci is equiv-
alent to that of a primitive component under the assumption of the triggering
of an emergency scenario.

Proof. The proof for Theorem 6 is also valid for this theorem.

Theorem 9 satisfies A2c. Since a child stub is modeled as a primitive com-
ponent from the perspective of the target component, A2b is satisfied as well.
Finally, A3b is addressed by Theorem 10:

Theorem 10. Each component ci ∈ C̃C with arbitrary number of subcompo-
nents can correctly execute its MSRM under the assumption of the triggering
of an emergency scenario.

Proof. Let N = |SCci |. Theorem 10 can be proven by mathematical induction
based on N :
Basis: N = 2. Since the target component in our UPPAAL model has two
child stubs, Theorem 10 directly follows from our verification results in Sec-
tion 5.4.1.
Inductive step: Suppose that ci can correctly execute its MSRM with N = n,
while SCci = {c0j , c1j , · · · , c

n−1
j } (n ∈ N, n ≥ 2). The goal is to prove that it

also works if N = n+ 1, as another cnj is added to SCci . We borrow the same
reasoning in the inductive step of the proof for Theorem 7. After cnj is added
to SCci , c

n
j can be a Type A or Type B component for a triggered emergency
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scenario k. If T k
cnj

= B, cnj does not affect the original MSRM execution of

ci. If T k
cnj

= A, SCA
ci(k) will be updated. Since the external behavior of cnj is

equivalent to that of a primitive component, cnj is able to interact with ci in the
same way as the other Type A subcomponents of ci.

Combining the basis and the inductive step, the proof of Theorem 10 is
completed.

5.5 Verification of concurrent non-emergency sce-
narios

The handling of concurrent non-emergency scenarios requires the MSP pro-
tocol, the mode-switch dependency rule, the MSR/MSQ queue checking rule,
and the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule. Moreover, Our MSRM uses supple-
mentary rules such as the MSQ delaying rule for handling atomic execution and
the MSR/MSQ enqueuing rule for priority MSR/MSQ queues. In Section 5.3
we have mentioned that the MSQ delaying rule does not affect the verification
result, thus excluded from the verification. The MSR/MSQ enqueuing rule
does not affect the verification result either because it simply extends the MSR
and MSQ queues from FIFO queues to priority queues. Hence, the MSR/MSQ
enqueuing rule is excluded from the verification for the same reason.

Depicted in Figure 5.11, the model structure resembles the structure in Fig-
ure 5.4. However, the target component must be prepared for the concurrent
arrival of two MSR primitives from both child stubs. To achieve the highest
degree of concurrency, all scenarios can be triggered an unlimited number
of times whenever possible. Consequently, the target component b in Fig-
ure 5.11(a) may have an msqk0 arriving at its MSQ queue in conjunction with
the arrival of an msrk1 from b itself, an msrk2 from Child stub 1 c, and an
msrk2 from Child stub 2 d.

5.5.1 Modeling and verification in UPPAAL

We take the general case in Figure 5.11(a) as an example to model how the
MSRM handles concurrent non-emergency scenarios. The UPPAAL model
consists of five automata newPrimitive, TargetComp, ParentStub, ChildStub1,
and ChildStub2. While the last three automata correspond to the parent and
child stubs, newPrimitive and TargetComp jointly implement the MSRM of
the target component b.
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Figure 5.11: The UPPAAL model structure assuming the concurrent triggering
of non-emergency scenarios

Shown in Figure 5.12, newPrimitive implements algorithms 9 and 10 in
Chapter 4. An incoming MSR or MSQ is enqueued by Transition 1 or 2. When
the target component b triggers k1, an msrk1 is put in its MSR queue by Tran-
sition 6. Meanwhile, a variable pending is set to true. When k1 is completely
handled by b, pending will be reset to false. Transition 3 is fired when b has
propagated an msrk to a and subsequently receives an msdk when b is not in
a transition state. If k = k2 or k = k3, b is obliged to send an msdk to c or d
by Transition 4.

Figure 5.12: The UPPAAL model for receiving concurrent non-emergency sce-
narios
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Figure 5.13 depicts TargetComp which bears the same structure as the
model in Figure 5.5. The key difference is the management of MSQ and MSR
queues for storing concurrent scenarios. The number of elements in b.Qmsq

is denoted by MSQqueueN. As per the analysis in Section 4.5.3 of Chapter 4,
the minimum required size of b.Qmsq is 2. A a component ci with an msqk in
ci.Qmsq may receive another msqk

′
from Pci after ci receives an msdk from

Pci and before ci removes the msqk from ci.Qmsr. After Pci sends the msdk

to ci, Pci will leave the transition state for k and can send an msqk
′

to ci at
any time. If the msqk

′
arrives at ci before ci removes the msqk from ci.Qmsq ,

the number of elements in ci.Qmsq will be 2. Nevertheless, the handling of
an msdk in our model is treated as an atomic process (see transitions 3-5 in
Figure 5.12 and transitions 11-13 in Figure 5.13) so that the parent stub only
sends a new MSQ to b after b leaves a transition state. Hence it is sufficient
to set MSQqueueN to 1. This is a realistic simplification that reduces verifica-
tion overhead without changing the MSRM. We use MSQqueue to denote the
scenario ID k of any msqk in b.Qmsq .

Since the mode switch of a component based on one scenario may inval-
idate the pending primitives in its MSR queue, Definition 21 in Chapter 4
distinguishes valid and invalid MSR primitives. An invalid MSR will be re-
moved from the MSR queue by the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule. Our
model implements the MSR queue of b by two queues represented as two-
dimensional arrays MSRqueue[3][2] and MSRqueue2[3][2]. By default, b en-
queues an incoming MSR in the first queue. However, if b receives an MSR from
c or d while b is in State MSCCollection, the MSR will be put in the second
queue, in which no primitives are removed by the MSR/MSQ queue updating
rule. For each queue, MSRqueue[i][0] or MSRqueue2[i][0] denotes the sender
of the ith element (starting from 0) in the queue, while MSRqueue[i][1] or
MSRqueue2[i][1] denotes the scenario ID of the ith element. In the model, we
assign an ID 0-3 to a-d, and assign an ID 0-3 to k0-k3. The length of both
queues are denoted by MSRqueueN and MSRqueue2N. Section 4.5.3 of Chap-
ter 4 declares that the minimum required size of b.Qmsr is 2 ∗ |SCb| + σb,
where σb is the maximum number of scenarios that b can trigger while b runs
in the same mode. Since b has two child stubs in the model, |SCb| = 2. Be-
sides, σb is assumed to be 1. Hence the minimum required size of b.Qmsr is 5.
In the model, both MSRqueueN and MSRqueue2N are 3. This is sufficient as
MSRqueueN+MSRqueue2N= 6 > 5.

The MSR/MSQ queue checking rule is reflected in the guards of transi-
tions 1, 6, and 7. A boolean variable TransitionS is used to indicate whether
b is in a transition state or not. Initially, b is not in any transition state and
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TransitionS is false. If MSQqueueN>0, b will handle the MSQ by Transition
7, setting TransitionS to true. A local variable tempID keeps track of the sce-
nario ID of the scenario currently being handled. If b has sent the first MSR
in b.Qmsr to the parent stub a, a boolean variable locked will evaluate to true.
If MSQqueueN==0 and MSRqueueN>0, and locked is false, b will handle the
first pending MSR in b.Qmsr. If the MSR comes from a child stub, Transition 1
is taken; if the MSR comes from b itself, Transition 6 is taken.

The MSR/MSQ queue updating rule is implemented by the function up-
dateQueue() of Transition 38 and the function updateQueue2() of Transition
39. The difference between updateQueue() and updateQueue2() is that only
updateQueue() can remove an invalid msrk1 from b.Qmsr. The function up-
dateQueue2() is called if b is the MSDM of the current scenario k, i.e. T k

b = B,
which implies that a pending msrk1 from b itself is valid and should not be re-
moved.

The parent stub a, depicted in Figure 5.14, is modeled as Top from the
perspective of b. Compared with the parent stub in Figure 5.6, the parent stub
in Figure 5.14 exhibits more flexible behaviors. Every time a receives an msrk

from b by Transition 1, a local boolean variable MSRpending becomes true,
allowing a to handle the msrk by Transition 2. Moreover, a is able to send an
msqk0 to b by Transition 7 no matter whether MSRpending is true or false. A
boolean variable newMSQOK with an initial value true enables the triggering
of k0. The value of newMSQOK also affects the response of a to an msrk

from b. By default, newMSQOK is true, making Transition 2 directly followed
by Transition 3. For an msrk from b, where k is k1, k2 or k3, there are three
possible decisions made by the function decide() of Transition 3: (1) a sends
an msqk to b by Transition 5; (2) a sends an msdk to b by Transition 6; (3) a
sends an msqk0 to b by Transition 5. After sending an msqk0 to b, a will set a
local boolean variable MSQpending to true. The variable MSQpending is reset
to false when k0 is completely handled by a.

In principle, a is able to send an msqk0 to b as long as a is in State Init
and MSQpending is false. However, since the MSQ queue of a component
has a higher priority than its MSR queue according to the MSR/MSQ queue
checking rule, if a keeps sending an msqk0 to b whenever possible, the msrk2

from c and msrk3 from d will never be handled by b, thus violating the eventual
mode-switch completion property. To circumvent such a problem, we add a
constraint on the triggering of k0: If MSRpending is true due to an msrk from
b, a is allowed to send an msqk0 to b at most N consecutive times. When
N is reached, newMSQOK will be set to false so that the msrk from b will
eventually be handled. After that, newMSQOK becomes true again. In our
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Figure 5.14: The UPPAAL model of a parent stub which handles concurrent
non-emergency scenarios

model, N = 3. Yet N can be tuned to a different value if necessary.
Figure 5.15 depicts a child stub c or d, which is modeled as a primitive

component from the perspective of b. Each child stub uses a local boolean
variable MSRpending to indicate the existence of a pending scenario. When-
ever c sends an msrk2 to b, c will set its MSRpending to true. The MSRpending
is reset to false when c completes the handling of k2. Likewise, the MSRpend-
ing of d is set to true whenever d sends an msrk3 to b, and reset to false when
d completes the handling of k3.

We formulate the following five properties essential to the correctness of
the model:

P1. A[] not deadlock: The model is deadlock-free.

P2. ParentStub.MSQpending–>!ParentStub.MSQpending: After the parent
stub a sends an msqk0 to b, k0 is eventually handled by a.

P3. pending–>!pending: After the target component b triggers k1, b will
eventually complete the handling of k1.

P4. ChildStub1.MSRpending–>!ChildStub1.MSRpending: After Child stub
1 c sends an msrk2 to b, k2 is eventually handled by c.

P5. ChildStub2.MSRpending–>!ChildStub2.MSRpending: After Child stub
2 d sends an msrk3 to b, k3 is eventually handled by d.
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Figure 5.14: The UPPAAL model of a parent stub which handles concurrent
non-emergency scenarios

model, N = 3. Yet N can be tuned to a different value if necessary.
Figure 5.15 depicts a child stub c or d, which is modeled as a primitive

component from the perspective of b. Each child stub uses a local boolean
variable MSRpending to indicate the existence of a pending scenario. When-
ever c sends an msrk2 to b, c will set its MSRpending to true. The MSRpending
is reset to false when c completes the handling of k2. Likewise, the MSRpend-
ing of d is set to true whenever d sends an msrk3 to b, and reset to false when
d completes the handling of k3.

We formulate the following five properties essential to the correctness of
the model:

P1. A[] not deadlock: The model is deadlock-free.

P2. ParentStub.MSQpending–>!ParentStub.MSQpending: After the parent
stub a sends an msqk0 to b, k0 is eventually handled by a.

P3. pending–>!pending: After the target component b triggers k1, b will
eventually complete the handling of k1.

P4. ChildStub1.MSRpending–>!ChildStub1.MSRpending: After Child stub
1 c sends an msrk2 to b, k2 is eventually handled by c.

P5. ChildStub2.MSRpending–>!ChildStub2.MSRpending: After Child stub
2 d sends an msrk3 to b, k3 is eventually handled by d.
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Figure 5.15: The UPPAAL model of a child stub which handles concurrent
non-emergency scenarios

Properties P1-P4 can be directly mapped to the properties P1-P4 in Sec-
tion 5.3.1. P5 represents the eventual mode-switch completion of k3 from d.
Although the verification time is always shorter than 0.2s when only one of
these scenarios is considered, the concurrent triggering of k0-k3 complicates
the inter-component communication remarkably, contributing to tremendous
verification overhead. To meet the high demand on memory consumption for
the verification, we ran the verification on an HP Z420 Workstation, with In-
tel(R) Xeon(R) CPU ES-1603 0 @2.8GHz, 4 cores, 64GB memory, and Linux
operating system. In addition, based on the mode mapping within the target
component b for k1, we consider four different cases which can be verified sep-
arately: (1) T k1

c = T k1

d = A; (2) T k1
c = A, T k1

d = B; (3) T k1
c = B, T k1

d = A;
(4) T k1

c = T k1

d = B. Cases (2) and (3) are symmetrical, therefore, Case (3)
is ignored in the verification. All the five properties P1-P5 are satisfied for all
cases. A summary of the verification time is reported in Table 5.1. The peak
memory usage is 14.607GB, observed from the verification of P4 for Case (1).
Currently, UPPAAL is unable to utilize multi-cores. Hence it is difficult to
improve the verification time even on a workstation.

An important property which has not been explicitly verified is that there
should be no overflow in either b.Qmsr or b.Qmsq . However, this property
has been implicitly satisfied via the verification of P1-P5, since none of P1-P5
would be satisfied, should an overflow occur. We omit the other two special
cases in Figure 5.11(b) and Figure 5.11(c), however, the complete UPPAAL
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Mode mapping P1 P2 P3 P4 P5within b
T k1
c = A 373.793s 421.569s 1169.116s 1127.751s 1112.87s

T k1

d = A
T k1
c = A 496.983s 513.119s 1299.062s 1083.084s 1051.722s

T k1

d = B
T k1
c = B 236.692s 263.104s 790.592s 571.406s 578.372s

T k1

d = B

Table 5.1: A summary of the verification time for the concurrent triggering of
four non-emergency scenarios

models and verification results for all cases can be found in [47].

5.5.2 Generalization of the verification results
We generalize the verification results in Section 5.5.1 by proving the same
three assertions A1b-A3b stated in Section 5.3.2. Again, A1b and A2b can be
re-interpreted as A1c and A2c. The first step is to prove the internal behavior
equivalence between Top and its subcomponent:

Lemma 6. Let ci be a composite component with cp = Pci and cp = Top.
Then the internal behaviors of ci and cp are equivalent under the assumption
of concurrent non-emergency scenarios.

Proof. Let cj ∈ SCci . We first compare ci and cp in terms of the capability
of actively sending a downstream primitive to a subcomponent as well as the
precondition for the subcomponent to receive the primitive. Both cp and ci
can actively send a downstream msqk to a subcomponent such that k is not
associated with any msrk from the subcomponent. Based on the assumption
in Section 5.5.1 that the handling of an msdk by a component is treated as an
atomic process, the precondition for ci to receive such an msqk from cp is: (1)
ci.Qmsq = ∅; and (2) ci is not in a transition state, or ci is in a transition state
for k′ while T k′

ci = B. The precondition for cj to receive such an msqk from
ci is the same.

Next we compare the responses of cp and ci for all possible upstream prim-
itives. By the MSP protocol (Definition 14 and algorithms 3 and 4) and the
mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15 and Algorithm 6), the possible
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Figure 5.15: The UPPAAL model of a child stub which handles concurrent
non-emergency scenarios
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re-interpreted as A1c and A2c. The first step is to prove the internal behavior
equivalence between Top and its subcomponent:

Lemma 6. Let ci be a composite component with cp = Pci and cp = Top.
Then the internal behaviors of ci and cp are equivalent under the assumption
of concurrent non-emergency scenarios.

Proof. Let cj ∈ SCci . We first compare ci and cp in terms of the capability
of actively sending a downstream primitive to a subcomponent as well as the
precondition for the subcomponent to receive the primitive. Both cp and ci
can actively send a downstream msqk to a subcomponent such that k is not
associated with any msrk from the subcomponent. Based on the assumption
in Section 5.5.1 that the handling of an msdk by a component is treated as an
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ci.Qmsq = ∅; and (2) ci is not in a transition state, or ci is in a transition state
for k′ while T k′

ci = B. The precondition for cj to receive such an msqk from
ci is the same.

Next we compare the responses of cp and ci for all possible upstream prim-
itives. By the MSP protocol (Definition 14 and algorithms 3 and 4) and the
mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15 and Algorithm 6), the possible
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upstream primitives sent from ci to cp or from cj to ci include msrk, msokk,
msnokk, and msck. By Lemma 2, the responses of ci and cp are equivalent if
there are no concurrent scenarios. When concurrent scenarios are considered,
ci and cj may receive an msqk

′
(k′ �= k) from the parent after sending an

upstream msrk. The msqk
′

is actually not a response. Instead, it is actively
sent from the parent as a result of the concurrent triggering of k′. Moreover, cp
and ci may not respond to the msrk if the msrk is removed by the MSR/MSQ
queue updating rule (Definition 23 and Algorithm 21). Hence, the responses
of ci and cp to an msrk are equivalent even with concurrent scenarios.

An msokk or msnokk from ci to cp or from cj to ci implies that the parent
cp or ci must be in the transition state for k. The responses of cp and ci will
not be affected by concurrent scenarios, thus equivalent by Lemma 2. Upon
receiving an msck, neither cp nor ci is expected to respond to the msck sender.

Since cp and ci can both actively send an msqk to a subcomponent which
receives the msqk with the same precondition, and they have the same response
for all possible upstream primitives, Lemma 6 follows.

Lemma 6 further implies:

Theorem 11. For each component ci ∈ C̃C, the internal behavior of ci is
equivalent to that of Top under the assumption of concurrent non-emergency
scenarios.

Proof. The proof for Theorem 5 is also valid for this theorem.

Theorem 11 satisfies A1c. Since the parent stub is modeled as Top from
the perspective of the target component, A1b is satisfied as well.

The first step to prove A2c is to compare the external behaviors of a primi-
tive component and its parent:

Lemma 7. For cj ∈ PC and ci = Pcj , the external behaviors of ci and cj are
equivalent under the assumption of concurrent non-emergency scenarios.

Proof. Let cp = Pci . We first compare ci and cj in terms of the capability of
actively sending an upstream primitive to a parent as well as the precondition
for the parent to receive the primitive. Both ci and cj can actively send an
upstream msrk to a parent. The precondition for ci to receive such an msrk

from cj is: (1) There is no msrk
′

cj ∈ ci.Qmsr and ci is not in a transition state;
or (2) There is no msrk

′

cj ∈ ci.Qmsr and ci is in a transition state for k′′ while
Tck

′′
j

= B; or (3) There is an msrk
′

cj ∈ ci.Qmsr, while ci has just received an
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msck
′

from cj but has not left the transition state for k′. The precondition for
cp to receive such an msrk from ci is the same.

Next we compare the responses of ci and cj for all possible downstream
primitives. By the MSP protocol (Definition 14 and algorithms 4 and 5), the
possible primitives sent from cp to ci or from ci to cj include msqk, msdk,
and msik. An msqk or msik from cp to ci or from ci to cj implies that ci or
cj as a receiver must be in the transition state for k. The responses of ci and
cj will not be affected by concurrent scenarios, thus equivalent by Lemma 7.
Upon receiving an msdk, neither ci nor cj is expected to respond to the msdk

sender.
Since ci and cj can both actively send an msrk to a parent which receives

the msrk with the same precondition, and they have the same response for all
possible downstream primitives, Lemma 7 follows.

Lemma 7 further implies:

Theorem 12. For each component ci ∈ C̃C, the external behavior of ci is
equivalent to that of a primitive component under the assumption of concurrent
non-emergency scenarios.

Proof. The proof for Theorem 6 is also valid for this theorem.

Theorem 12 satisfies A2c. Since a child stub is modeled as a primitive
component from the perspective of the target component, A2b is satisfied as
well. Finally, A3b is addressed by Theorem 13:

Theorem 13. Each component ci ∈ C̃C with arbitrary number of subcom-
ponents can correctly execute its MSRM under the assumption of concurrent
non-emergency scenarios.

Proof. Let N = |SCci |. Theorem 13 can be proven by mathematical induction
based on N :
Basis: N = 2. Since the target component in our UPPAAL model has two
child stubs, Theorem 13 directly follows from our verification results in Sec-
tion 5.5.1.
Inductive step: Suppose that ci can correctly execute its MSRM with N = n,
while SCci = {c0j , c1j , · · · , c

n−1
j } (n ∈ N, n ≥ 2). The goal is to prove that it

also works if N = n + 1, as another cnj is added to SCci . No matter whether
concurrent scenarios exist or not, each primitive exchanged between ci and
SCci is always associated with a particular scenario. Every time ci sends an
msqk, msik or msdk to SCA

ci(k), if T k
cnj

= B, cnj does not affect the original
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upstream primitives sent from ci to cp or from cj to ci include msrk, msokk,
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′

from cj but has not left the transition state for k′. The precondition for
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MSRM execution of ci. If T k
cnj

= A, since the external behavior of cnj is
equivalent to that of a primitive component, cnj is able to interact with ci in the
same way as the other Type A subcomponents of ci.

Combining the basis and the inductive step, the proof of Theorem 13 is
completed.

Theorem 13 brings an opportunity to reduce the verification overhead. Sup-
pose that the msrk1 in Figure 5.11(a) is not triggered by the target component
b itself but comes from another "virtual" child stub (Child stub 3). Moreover,
T k1

b = A always holds. Then the original external behavior of b from the
perspective of a and the original internal behavior of b from the perspective
of c and d are both preserved, since a, c, d cannot distinguish whether k1 is
triggered by b or comes from Child stub 3. By Theorem 13, it is sufficient to
only consider two child stubs in the model. Therefore, it is OK to disable the
triggering of k1 and ignore the property P3 (pending–>!pending). Without k1,
the verification times of P1, P2, P4, and P5 are 47.012s, 59.103s, 116.972s, and
120.251s, respectively. Compared with the verification results in Table 5.1, this
is a dramatic improvement.

5.6 Verification of concurrent emergency and
non-emergency scenarios

The concurrent triggering of both emergency and non-emergency scenarios re-
quires a component to run a complete MSRM that includes all the protocols
and rules listed in Section 4.6.4 of Chapter 4. Again, atomic execution and
priority MSR/MSQ queues are not considered in the verification. Depicted in
Figure 5.16, the model structure is similar to the model structure in Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.16(a) represents the most general case, where the target component b
may have an msqk0 arriving at its MSQ queue in conjunction with the arrival
of an msrk1 from Child stub 1 c and an msrk2 from Child stub 2 d. No non-
emergency scenario is triggered by b. In the last section we have explained that
this is an acceptable tactic to reduce verification time. Furthermore, an emer-
gency scenario k3 can be triggered by any component. Our MSRM assumes
that a system should contain at most one emergency scenario. If k3 comes
from the parent stub a, b may receive a downstream emsk3 . If k3 comes from
a child stub, b may receive an upstream emsk3 from either c or d. Concern-
ing the symmetrical structure of two child stubs, we assume that the upstream
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emsk3 is always from c. The emergency scenario k3 may also be triggered by
b itself, which may send an emsk3 to its parent stub and child stubs.

Figure 5.16: The UPPAAL model structure assuming concurrent emergency
and non-emergency scenarios

5.6.1 Modeling and verification in UPPAAL
We take the general case in Figure 5.16(a) as an example to model how the
MSRM handles concurrent emergency and non-emergency scenarios. In the
beginning of this section we have identified three cases with respect to the
origin of the emergency scenario k3: (1) an emsk3 from the parent stub a; (2)
an emsk3 issued by the target component b itself; (3) an emsk3 from Child stub
1 c. Since a system contains at most one emergency scenario, these three cases
can be modeled and verified separately. The models and verification results of
all these three cases are available in [47]. Our focus in this section is on Case
(3), which is the most representative case.

The UPPAAL model consists of the same set of automata newPrimitive,
TargetComp, ParentStub, ChildStub1, and ChildStub2 that have been intro-
duced in Section 5.5.1. The MSRM of the target component b is implemented
in newPrimitive and TargetComp. Shown in Figure 5.17, newPrimitive is re-
sponsible for receiving and processing new primitives such as an msqk0 from
the parent stub a, an msrk1 or an emsk3 from Child stub 1c, and an msrk2

from Child stub 2 d. When b is not in an NTS or ETS, newPrimitive also han-
dles an MSD from a. In addition, due to the triggering of k3, b may receive an
msak1 from c after the arrival of an msrk1 from c.
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MSRM execution of ci. If T k
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emergency scenario is triggered by b. In the last section we have explained that
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an emsk3 issued by the target component b itself; (3) an emsk3 from Child stub
1 c. Since a system contains at most one emergency scenario, these three cases
can be modeled and verified separately. The models and verification results of
all these three cases are available in [47]. Our focus in this section is on Case
(3), which is the most representative case.

The UPPAAL model consists of the same set of automata newPrimitive,
TargetComp, ParentStub, ChildStub1, and ChildStub2 that have been intro-
duced in Section 5.5.1. The MSRM of the target component b is implemented
in newPrimitive and TargetComp. Shown in Figure 5.17, newPrimitive is re-
sponsible for receiving and processing new primitives such as an msqk0 from
the parent stub a, an msrk1 or an emsk3 from Child stub 1c, and an msrk2

from Child stub 2 d. When b is not in an NTS or ETS, newPrimitive also han-
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Figure 5.17: The UPPAAL model for receiving concurrent emergency and non-
emergency scenarios

Compared with the newPrimitive in Figure 5.12, the new newPrimitive ad-
ditionally takes care of an msak1 and an emsk3 from c. An msak1 from c is
handled by the MSA handling rule which is implemented by transitions 7-12
of newPrimitive and Transition 19 of TargetComp shown in Figure 5.18. It is
only possible for c to send an msak1 to b if c has previously sent an msrk1 to
b. After an msak1 arrives at b, if b has already sent the msrk1 to a, b should
also send an msak1 to a by Transition 8. If there is an msrk1 ∈ b.Qmsr, the
msrk1 will be removed by the function resetQ() of Transition 10. The function
resetQ() also checks if b is in another NTS, having propagated an msqk

′
to

SCA
b (k

′) without receiving all the replies. If yes, a boolean variable sendMSD
becomes true, enabling Transition 11 that initiates a synchronization with Tran-
sition 19 of TargetComp through a channel AbortMS. Figure 5.18 shows that
Transition 19 is followed by transitions 28-30, as b sends an msdk

′
to SCA

b (k
′).

An emsk3 from c is handled by the EMS receiving rule which is imple-
mented by transitions 13-17 of newPrimitive and Transition 21 of TargetComp.
Upon receiving the emsk3 , b puts the emsk3 in b.Qems by the function up-
dateEMSBuf() of Transition 13. The function updateEMSBuf() sets a boolean
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Figure 5.17: The UPPAAL model for receiving concurrent emergency and non-
emergency scenarios
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variable EMSBuffering to true to indicate the existence of a pending emergency
scenario in b.Qems. Another function sendMSAorNot() of Transition 13 deter-
mines if b needs to send an msak1 or msak2 to a. If yes, a boolean variable
sendMSA becomes true, enabling Transition 14. Finally, if b is in an NTS for
k, having propagated an msqk to SCA

b (k) without receiving all the replies, a
boolean variable SubTS becomes true so that Transition 17 initiates a synchro-
nization with Transition 21 of TargetComp through another channel AbortMS2.
Then b will abort the handling of k to speed up the handling of the emsk3 .

The handling of the emergency scenario k3 is implemented by transitions
39-49 of TargetComp in Figure 5.18. As b starts to handle an emsk3 by Transi-
tion 39, a boolean variable ETS becomes true, indicating that b enters an ETS.
The function EmergencyMM() performs the mode mapping within b for k3.
The mode mapping determines if b and d are Type A components for k3. If
T k3

b = B, b will be the MSDM of k3 and a boolean variable eMSDM will be
set to true. After mode mapping, b applies the preliminary EMS handling rule
by transitions 40-42. If ∃msqk0 ∈ b.Qmsq and b is not the MSDM of k3, b will
abort the handling of k0 by sending an msnokk0 to b by Transition 41. Transi-
tions 44-47 implement the EMSP protocol. There is no need for b to propagate
an emsk3 back to the EMS sender c. If T k3

d = A, a boolean variable EMStod
becomes true and b will send an emsk3 to d by Transition 45. If T k3

b = A,
eMSDM will be false and b will send an emsk3 to a by Transition 47. After
the propagation of the emsk3 , the mode-switch dependency rule is applied to
complete the emergency mode switch.

The parent stub a, depicted in Figure 5.19, is modeled as Top from the
perspective of b. It retains all the states and transitions of the parent stub in
Figure 5.14. Due to the emergency scenario k3, a must be prepared for the
msak1 and emsk3 from b. The arrival of an emsk3 corresponds to Transition
19, as b enters the Emergency state, in which b waits for an msck3 from b.
The arrival of an msak1 is relatively more unpredictable. After a receives an
msrk1 from b, the msak1 may come at any time. Depending on the current
state of a, an incoming msak1 may lead to one of the transitions 8, 15, 18.

Figure 5.20 depicts a child stub c or d, which is modeled as a primitive
component from the perspective of b. Note that the first phase of the prop-
agation of a non-emergency scenario from b to both child stubs is abstracted
away from the model for simplification purpose. Thereby the transmission of
msqk, msokk, and msnokk between b and both child stubs will be invisible
in the model. This allows us to merge all the five states of the child stub in
Figure 5.15 into a single state Init, as shown in Figure 5.20. Such a simpli-
fication is sensible since the abstracted interactions between b and both child
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Figure 5.19: The UPPAAL model of a parent stub which handles concurrent
emergency and non-emergency scenarios

stubs during a non-emergency mode switch have been verified in Section 5.5.
Similarly, the MSC from each child stub to b is abstract away, since the mode-
switch dependency rule has already been verified. After Child stub 1 c sends
an msrk1 to b, a local boolean variable pending becomes true. After that c
may send an msak1 to b by Transition 2 at any time. Then c may or may not
send a subsequent emsk3 to b depending on if T k3

c = A. A subsequent emsk3

following the msak1 is sent to b by Transition 4. If c has not sent an msrk1 to
b, c can send an emsk3 to b by Transition 7 at any time. The MSRM allows the
recurrent triggering of an emergency scenario. However, since an emergency
mode switch is a rare event, even if it can be triggered multiple times, the in-
terval between two such events must be long enough for each component to
complete its emergency mode switch. Then each triggering of k3 is indepen-
dent and it is sufficient to trigger k3 only once in the model. This assumption
considerably reduces verification overhead.

We formulate the following five properties essential to the correctness of
the model:

P1. A[] not deadlock: The model is deadlock-free.

P2. ParentStub.pending–>!ParentStub.pending: After the parent stub a
sends an msqk0 to b, k0 is eventually handled by a.

P3. ChildStub1.pending–>!ChildStub1.pending: After Child stub 1 c sends
an msrk1 to b, k1 is eventually handled by c.
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dent and it is sufficient to trigger k3 only once in the model. This assumption
considerably reduces verification overhead.

We formulate the following five properties essential to the correctness of
the model:

P1. A[] not deadlock: The model is deadlock-free.
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Figure 5.20: The UPPAAL model of a child stub which handles concurrent
emergency and non-emergency scenarios

P4. ChildStub2.pending–>!ChildStub2.pending: After Child stub 2 d sends
an msrk2 to b, k2 is eventually handled by d.

P5. EMSBuffering–>!EMSBuffering: After b receives an emsk3 from Child
stub 1 c, b will eventually complete the handling of k3.

Properties P1-P4 have been verified in Section 5.5. P5 means that the emer-
gency scenario is eventually handled by b after b has received an emsk3 from
c. Since k3 comes from c, T k3

c = A. The mode mapping of b decides if b
and d are Type A components for k3, leading to four different cases which can
be verified separately: (1) T k3

b = T k3

d = A; (2) T k3

b = A, T k3

d = B; (3)
T k3

b = B, T k3

d = A; (4) T k3

b = T k3

d = B. The verification was performed
on the HP Z420 Workstation mentioned in Section 5.5.1. All the five prop-
erties P1-P5 are satisfied for all cases. A summary of the verification time is
reported in Table 5.2. The peak memory usage is 17.208GB, observed from
the verification of P4 for Case (2).

We omit the other two special cases in Figure 5.16(b) and Figure 5.16(c),
however, the complete UPPAAL models and verification results for all cases
can be found in [47].
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Mode mapping P1 P2 P3 P4 P5within b

T k1

b = A 500.324s 582.982s 598.52s 686.137s 439.983s
T k1

d = A

T k1

b = A 551.106s 689.889s 858.076s 1369.149s 491.271s
T k1

d = B

T k1

b = B 506.4s 579.912s 591.926s 655.323s 437.444s
T k1

d = A

T k1

b = B 592.111s 631.296s 661.763s 721.614s 478.149s
T k1

d = B

Table 5.2: A summary of the verification time for the concurrent triggering of
one emergency scenario and three non-emergency scenarios

5.6.2 Generalization of the verification results
We generalize the verification results in Section 5.6.1 by proving the same
three assertions A1b-A3b stated in Section 5.3.2. Again, A1b and A2b can be
re-interpreted as A1c and A2c. The first step is to prove the internal behavior
equivalence between Top and its subcomponents:

Lemma 8. Let ci be a composite component with cp = Pci and cp = Top.
Then the internal behaviors of ci and cp are equivalent under the assumption
of concurrent emergency and non-emergency scenarios.

Proof. Let cj ∈ SCci . We first compare ci and cp in terms of the capability
of actively sending a downstream primitive to a subcomponent as well as the
precondition for the subcomponent to receive the primitive. According to the
proof for Lemma 6, both cp and ci can actively send a downstream msqk to
a subcomponent which receives the msqk with the same precondition. If an
emergency scenario is triggered by cp, ci may receive an emsk from cp when
(1) ci.Qmsq = ∅ and ci.Qems = ∅; and (2) ci is not in an NTS or ETS, or
ci is in an NTS for k while T k

ci = B. The same precondition can be observed
from an emsk actively sent from ci to cj . Moreover, When cp applies the MSA
handling rule (Definition 30 and Algorithm 27), cp may actively send an msdk

to ci after sending an msqk to ci. When cp or ci applies the MSA handling
rule, ci may also actively send an msdk to cj after sending an msqk to cj .

Next we compare the responses of cp and ci for all possible upstream prim-
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itives. We know from the proof for Lemma 6 that cp and ci have the same re-
sponse for all upstream primitives related to a non-emergency scenario. When
an emergency mode switch is considered, a component may send an msak or
emsk to its parent. The MSA handling rule and the EMSP protocol (Defini-
tion 26 and Algorithm 23) suggest that neither cp nor ci is expected to respond
to an msak or emsk sender.

Since cp and ci can both actively send an emsk, an msqk, a subsequent
msdk after an msqk to a subcomponent which receives these primitives with
the same preconditions, and they have the same response for all possible up-
stream primitives, Lemma 8 follows.

Lemma 8 further implies:

Theorem 14. For each component ci ∈ C̃C, the internal behavior of ci is
equivalent to that of Top under the assumption of concurrent emergency and
non-emergency scenarios.

Proof. The proof for Theorem 5 is also valid for this theorem.

Theorem 14 satisfies A1c. Since the parent stub is modeled as Top from
the perspective of the target component, A1b is satisfied as well.

The first step to prove A2c is to compare the external behaviors of a primi-
tive component and its parent:

Lemma 9. For cj ∈ PC and ci = Pcj , the external behaviors of ci and cj are
equivalent under the assumption of concurrent emergency and non-emergency
scenarios.

Proof. Let cp = Pci . We first compare ci and cj in terms of the capability of
actively sending an upstream primitive to a parent as well as the precondition
for the parent to receive the primitive. We know from the proof for Lemma 7
that both ci and cj may actively send an msrk to the parent that receives the
msrk with the same precondition. When an emergency mode switch is con-
sidered, both ci and cj may actively send an msak or emsk to the parent. The
precondition for ci to receive an msak from cj is: (1) ci has received an msrk

from cj at an earlier time t1; and (2) ci has not sent an MSQ to cj after t1. If
ci has sent such an MSQ, ci has not received the reply from cj ; and (3) There
is no EMS transmission between ci and cj before ci receives the msak. The
msak from cj to ci results from the emergency scenario triggering rule (Defi-
nition 29 and Algorithm 26) applied by cj . The precondition for cp to receive
such an msak from ci is the same, whereas the msak may be sent when ci
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applies either the emergency scenario triggering rule or the MSA handling rule
(Definition 30 and Algorithm 27).

Apart from the msak, both ci and cj may actively send an emsk
′

to the
parent by the EMSP protocol (Definition 26 and Algorithm 23). The precondi-
tion for ci to receive an msrk from cj mentioned in the proof for Lemma 7 still
holds for ci to receive an emsk

′
from cj . In addition, ci.Qems must be empty

before it can receive an emsk
′
. The precondition for cp to receive an emsk

′

from ci is the same. What deserves extra attention is an upstream emsk
′

that
follows an msak. Since cj sends an msak to ci by applying the emergency sce-
nario triggering rule when cj triggers an emergency scenario k′ as the MSS,
cj must send a subsequent emsk

′
to ci. By contrast, after ci sends an msak

to cp after receiving an msak from cj and applying the MSA handling rule,
ci does not always send a subsequent emsk

′
to cp. If T k′

ci = B, ci will not
propagate the emsk

′
to cp. Apparently, if a component is able to handle an

emsk
′

that follows an msak, it causes no problem if the emsk
′

does not come,
which means that the external behaviors of ci and cj can be considered to be
equivalent from this perspective.

We know from the proof for Lemma 7 that ci and cj have the same re-
sponses for all downstream primitives related to a non-emergency scenario.
When an emergency mode switch is considered, ci and cj may receive an emsk

from the parent and they both reply with an msck. Hence they have the same
response for all possible downstream primitives.

The reasoning above proves the lemma.

Lemma 9 further implies:

Theorem 15. For each component ci ∈ C̃C, the external behavior of ci is
equivalent to that of a primitive component under the assumption of concurrent
emergency and non-emergency scenarios.

Proof. The proof for Theorem 6 is also valid for this theorem.

Theorem 15 satisfies A2c. In the child stub described in Figure 5.20 is
modeled as a primitive component from the perspective of the target compo-
nent, though the child stub also considers the case when the child stub is not a
primitive component and an msak is not always followed by an emsk

′
. Thus

A2b is satisfied as well. Finally, A3b is addressed by Theorem 16:

Theorem 16. Each component ci ∈ C̃C with arbitrary number of subcom-
ponents can correctly execute its MSRM under the assumption of concurrent
emergency and non-emergency scenarios.
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Proof. Let N = |SCci |. Theorem 16 can be proven by mathematical induction
based on N :
Basis: N = 2. Since the target component in our UPPAAL model has two
child stubs, Theorem 16 directly follows from our verification results in Sec-
tion 5.6.1.
Inductive step: Suppose that ci can correctly execute its MSRM with N = n,
while SCci = {c0j , c1j , · · · , c

n−1
j } (n ∈ N, n ≥ 2). The goal is to prove that it

also works if N = n+ 1, as another cnj is added to SCci . Since an emergency
mode switch has already been considered before adding cnj and the system
contains only one emergency scenario, cnj will not bring additional emergency
scenarios to the system. Therefore, the proof for Theorem 13 also holds here.

Combining the basis and the inductive step, the proof of Theorem 16 is
completed.

5.7 Summary
This chapter is dedicated to the verification of the MSRM presented in Chap-
ter 4. The verification is conducted progressively through four different cases,
starting from the triggering of a single emergency or non-emergency scenario,
which is followed by the concurrent triggering of non-emergency scenarios,
to the concurrent triggering of both emergency and non-emergency scenarios.
For each case, the verification consists of two steps. The first step is model
checking in the model checker UPPAAL, where the MSRM is implemented
in a target component with one parent stub and two child stubs. The parent
stub simulates the communication between the target component and its parent
while a child stub simulates the communication between the target component
and a subcomponent. Our verification results indicate that the UPPAAL model
satisfies key properties such as deadlock freeness and eventual mode-switch
completion. The second step aims to generalize the UPPAAL verification re-
sults to an arbitrary system by manual theorem proving. The nub is to justify
why one parent stub and two child stubs can faithfully represent an arbitrary
system. The verification in this chapter proves the correctness of our MSRM
for all the four cases.

Chapter 6

Mode-switch timing analysis

To the best of our knowledge, almost all multi-mode systems are also real-time
systems, whose correctness depends not only on the correctness of the com-
puting result, but also on the time when the result is delivered [21]. A classic
example of real-time systems is the airbag of a car. When a collision leads to
the inflation of an airbag, the inflation must be triggered at the proper time, nei-
ther too early nor too late. Therefore, the mode switch of a multi-mode system
must fulfill both functional and timing requirements. Chapter 5 has verified
the functional correctness of our MSRM. What is of equal importance is to
meet the timing constraints such as the maximum tolerated mode-switch time.
In this chapter, we present a mode-switch timing analysis for our MSRM to
compute the worst-case mode-switch time, i.e., the interval between the trig-
gering of a scenario and the mode-switch completion based on this scenario.
The timing analysis assumes the triggering of a single non-emergency scenario
with atomic execution. A more advanced timing analysis, which supports the
concurrent triggering of both emergency and non-emergency scenarios, is out
of the scope of this thesis. In addition to the mode-switch timing analysis,
we present a model-checking based approach to derive the worst-case atomic
execution time of an Atomic Execution Group (AEG).

6.1 Overview

According to Chapter 4, a scenario is triggered by an MSS and propagated to
Type A components. The propagation of a non-emergency scenario is guided
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by the MSP protocol of the MSRM. The MSP protocol first identifies the
MSDM of the scenario and then the MSDM initiates a 2-phase propagation.
In Phase 1, the MSDM checks if all Type A components are ready to switch
mode. In Phase 2, the MSDM triggers the mode switch if all Type A compo-
nents are ready, or aborts the mode switch otherwise. After a mode switch is
triggered by the MSDM, the mode switch is performed for all Type A com-
ponents and completed bottom-up in accordance with the mode-switch depen-
dency rule. Atomic execution is handled by applying the MSQ delaying rule
in Phase 1.

From the moment a scenario is triggered to the mode-switch completion
of this scenario, we divide a complete mode-switch process into three non-
overlapping and continuous phases:

• Phase 1: Identifying the MSDM of a scenario. Phase 1 starts when an
MSS triggers a non-emergency scenario k by sending an msrk to the
parent. When the msrk is propagated to a component ci which is identi-
fied as the MSDM of k, Phase 1 is completed. Phase 1 is skipped when
the MSS is Top.

• Phase 2: Collecting the current states of Type A components. Phase 2 is
equivalent to Phase 1 of the MSP protocol, starting when ci, the MSDM
of k, propagates a msqk to SCA

ci(k) and ending when ci has received
all the replies from SCA

ci(k). In order to trigger a mode switch, all the
replies must be msokk.

• Phase 3: Mode-switch execution. Phase 3 combines Phase 2 of the MSP
protocol with the reconfigurations of Type A components, starting when
ci propagates an msik to SCA

ci(k) and ending when ci leaves the NTS
for k.

These three phases are demonstrated in an example in Figure 6.1, which
is based on Figure 4.9 in Chapter 4.3. A scenario k is triggered by an MSS
e, with a as the MSDM, and a, c, d, e as the Type A components. Phase 1 is
represented by the upstream transmission of the msrk from e to c, and then
from c to the MSDM a. Phase 2 starts when a issues an msqk and ends when
a has received an msokk from both c and d. Phase 3 starts when a issues an
msik and ends when a completes its mode switch.

The timing analysis of each phase can be performed separately and the total
mode-switch time is the summation of the time spans of all phases. The rejec-
tion of a scenario will be excluded from our timing analysis because no mode
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Figure 6.1: The 3 phases of a complete mode switch

switch is performed. However, it would be necessary to analyze the time spent
on rejected scenarios when concurrent scenarios are taken into account, since
even a rejected scenario may delay the handling of another pending scenario.
In this thesis, we only focus on the timing analysis of a single non-emergency
scenario, for which the mode-switch time depends on the transmission time of
each type of primitive, the computation time of the MSRM, the reconfiguration
time of each Type A component, and the atomic execution time of each AEG.
The MSRM computation time of each component varies at different stages of
its mode switch. For instance, it takes time to refer to the local mode mapping
of a composite component or check the current state upon receiving an MSQ.
The key timing factors and their notations used in our timing analysis are listed
as follows:

• ci.tmsr, ci.tmsq , ci.tok, ci.tnok, ci.tmsi, ci.tmsd, ci.tmsc: the transmis-
sion time of each type of primitive between ci and SCci . To simplify the
timing analysis, we assume that the transmission time of the same type
of primitive from ci to its different subcomponents is the same.
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of primitive from ci to its different subcomponents is the same.
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• ci.msdt: the Mode-Switch Detecting Time (MSDT) of an MSS ci when
it triggers a scenario, i.e. the time required to trigger a scenario after ci
detects a mode-switch event. The time is spent in analyzing the mode-
switch event and deriving the new mode of ci.

• ci.mmt: the Mode Mapping Time (MMT) of ci ∈ CC, i.e. the time re-
quired to obtain the mode mapping results from the local mode mapping
of ci.

• ci.sct: the State-Checking Time (SCT) of ci, i.e. the time required to
check if the current state of ci allows a mode switch.

• AEGi
: the atomic execution time of an AEG Gi.

• ci.qrt: the Query Response Time (QRT) of ci, i.e. the time required to
respond to an msqk with an msokk or msnokk.

• ci.rct: the ReConfiguration Time (RCT) of ci from one mode to another
mode.

• ci.mst: the Mode-Switch Time (MST) of ci, i.e. the time required to
complete the mode switch of ci after ci starts reconfiguration.

All the timing factors are for the worst case and can be mode-dependent
or scenario-dependent. For instance, the reconfiguration time of ci may vary
according to its current mode and the new mode. Parallel mode-switch execu-
tion among different components is permitted in our timing analysis. We also
assume that the values of all these timing factors except AEGi

are already pro-
vided. The calculation of these timing factors is a separate research problem
with many other additional concerns such as hardware platform, scheduling
policy, and resource sharing.

Next, our mode-switch timing analysis will be presented phase by phase.

6.2 Phase 1—Identifying the MSDM of a scenario
Phase 1 only exists when the MSS is not Top. Let α be the MSS of a scenario
k and β be the MSDM of k. The only activity in Phase 1 is the upstream and
stepwise propagation of an msrk from α to β through Cβ

α , the set of compo-
nents forwarding the msrk between α and β.

Figure 6.2 illustrates Phase 1 by an example, where d is the MSS of a
scenario k and a is the MSDM of k, with Ca

d = {b, c}. When d detects a
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mode-switch event, it spends d.msdt time units determining to trigger k by
sending an msrk to its parent c. After c.tmsr, the msrk arrives at c, which first
spends c.mmt on mode mapping and then spends c.sct checking its current
state. In this example, since the current state of c allows the mode switch for k,
c forwards the msrk further to its parent b. The behaviors of b and a together
with their timing factors displayed in Figure 6.2 can be explained by the same
token. Let T1 denote the duration of Phase 1. In Figure 6.2, T1 can be easily
calculated as

T1 =d.msdt+ c.tmsr + c.mmt+ c.sct+ b.tmsr + b.mmt

+ b.sct+ a.tmsr + a.mmt+ a.sct
(6.1)

Generalizing (6.1),

T1 = α.msdt+
∑

ci∈Cβ
α∪{β}

(ci.tmsr + ci.mmt+ ci.sct) (6.2)

Figure 6.2: Mode-switch timing analysis—Phase 1
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6.3 Phase 2—Collecting the current states of
Type A components

Phase 2 is featured by the downstream and stepwise propagation of an msqk

originating from the MSDM, followed by the upstream transmission of an
msokk replied by each Type A component. Atomic execution is also han-
dled in this phase. The timing analysis in Phase 2 is essentially realized by the
composition of the QRT of each Type A component.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the behavior of a composite component in Phase 2 by
an example, where a composite component a receives an msqk from its parent
and propagates the msqk to its Type A subcomponents b, c, and e. Among the
subcomponents of a, there is an AEG G1 including b and c. Upon receiving
the msqk from the parent, a suspends its current execution and spends a.sct
time units checking its state. If the current state of a does not allow the mode
switch, a will send an msnokk back to its parent, leading to the rejection of
k. In this example, a is ready to switch mode. Thereafter a spends a.mmt
deriving its Type A subcomponents based on its mode mapping. However, if a
has a pending msrk in its MSR queue that has been sent to its parent, a must
have obtained the mode mapping results in Phase 1. Under such a condition,
a.mmt = 0 in Phase 2.

Figure 6.3: Mode-switch timing analysis—Phase 2

Due to the atomic execution of G1, the msqk from a to b and c is delayed
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by AEG1
(represented by frameless grey bars), which is the worst-case atomic

execution time of G1. The atomic execution time of G1 may vary depending
on when a starts to check the execution status of G1. In the best case, there
is no ongoing atomic execution in G1 when a decides to propagate the msqk.
Then the msqk to b and c will not be delayed. In the worst case though, the
atomic execution of G1 just starts when a decides to propagate the msqk, thus
delaying the msqk to G1 by AEG1

.
When b, c and e receive the msqk, they will reply with an msokk or an

msnokk after some time, denoted by b.qrt, c.qrt, and e.qrt, respectively. It
can be observed that the QRT of a relies on the QRT of b, c and e. More
precisely, a.qrt is determined by a.sct, a.mmt and the longest response from
b, c and e:

a.qrt =a.sct+ a.mmt+max{AEG1 + a.tmsq + b.qrt+ a.tok, AEG1+

a.tmsq + c.qrt+ a.tok, a.tmsq + e.qrt+ a.tok}
(6.3)

where a.mmt = 0 if a.Qmsr[1] = msrk.

In general, for each ci ∈ PC which receives an msqk, ci is able to reply
with an msokk or msnokk in response to an msqk right after checking its
state, implying

ci.qrt = ci.sct (6.4)

For each component ci ∈ CC such as a in Figure 6.3, after ci receives an
msqk, its QRT depends on the QRT of SCA

ci(k) and if there is any AEG among
SCci . Let G̃ci be the set of AEGs among SCci in its current mode (see also
Definition 17 in Section 4.4). If G̃ci = ∅,

ci.qrt = ci.sct+ ci.mmt+ max
co∈SCA

ci
(k)

{ci.tmsq + co.qrt+ ci.tok} (6.5)

where ci.mmt = 0 if ci ∈ CC ∩ {Cβ
α ∪ α}.

If G̃ci �= ∅, then let G̃ci = {G1,G2, · · · ,Gn} (n ∈ N) with each Gl

(l = [1, n]) being an AEG. Also, let Hci be the set of components in SCci

without atomic execution. We partition SCA
ci(k) into two disjunct groups: the

atomic group and the non-atomic group. In addition to (6.5), a delay AEGl
is

introduced to each co ∈ SCA
ci(k) ∩ Gl:
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ci.qrt =ci.sct+ ci.mmt+

max
cj∈SCA

ci
(k)∩Hci

,

co∈SCA
ci
(k)∩Gl,

Gl∈G̃ci

{ci.tmsq + cj .qrt+ ci.tok, AEGl
+ ci.tmsq + co.qrt+ ci.tok}

(6.6)
where ci.mmt = 0 if ci ∈ CC ∩ {Cβ

α ∪ α}.

By composing the QRT of each Type A component for k in the bottom-up
fashion, the QRT of SCA

β can be obtained. Since β has checked its current
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6.4 Phase 3—Mode-switch execution
The timing analysis in Phase 3 resembles Phase 2. The MSDM β propagates
an msik which follows the propagation trace of the msqk in Phase 2. The
msck sent by each Type A component after reconfiguration is comparable to
the msokk sent in reply to an msqk. Both mode mapping and atomic execu-
tion can be ignored in Phase 3. Whenever a component propagates an msik,
it can reuse the mode mapping results obtained in Phase 1 or Phase 2. The
propagation of an msik is free from the obstruction of atomic execution which
has already been handled in Phase 2.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the behavior of a composite component in Phase 3
based on the same example in Figure 6.3. After receiving an msik, a propa-
gates the msik to its Type A subcomponents b, c, and e, and then starts its re-
configuration. The mode switches of b, c, and e take b.mst, c.mst, and e.mst
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time units, respectively. The mode-switch time of a is actually the longest path
among four branches: the reconfiguration of a and the time required to receive
an msck from each Type A subcomponent. More precisely,

a.mst = max{a.rct, a.tmsi + b.mst+ a.tmsc, a.tmsi + c.mst+ a.tmsc,

a.tmsi + e.mst+ a.tmsc}
(6.9)

Figure 6.4: Mode-switch timing analysis—Phase 3

Generalizing (6.9), for each ci ∈ PC which receives an msik,

ci.mst = ci.rct (6.10)

For each ci ∈ CC which receives an msik, the mode-switch time of ci
depends on the mode-switch times of SCA

ci(k):

ci.mst = max
co∈SCA

ci
(k)

{ci.rct, ci.tmsi + co.mst+ ci.tmsc} (6.11)
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By composing the mode-switch time of each Type A component in the
bottom-up fashion, the mode-switch time of each component in SCA

β (k) can
be obtained. Let T3 denote the duration of Phase 3. The calculation of T3

depends on two conditions: (1) If T k
β = B, β will not reconfigure itself; (2) If

T k
β = A, β must be Top and will reconfigure itself. If T k

β = B,

T3 = max
co∈SCA

β (k)
{β.tmsi + co.mst+ β.tmsc} (6.12)

If Tβ = A,

T3 = max
co∈SCA

β (k)
{β.rct, β.tmsi + co.mst+ β.tmsc} (6.13)

Let T denote the complete mode-switch time of a scenario. Since the three
identified phases are sequential without mutual interference, T is simply the
summation of the time spans of all three phases:

T = T1 + T2 + T3 (6.14)

6.5 Demonstration of the timing analysis

In this section we demonstrate our mode-switch timing analysis by the example
in Figure 4.4 in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. An MSS e triggers a non-emergency
scenario k, with a as the MSDM of k and a, c, d, e as the Type A components.
The complete mode-switch process for k has been depicted in Figure 6.1. For
timing analysis purpose, we introduce various timing factors assigned in Ta-
ble 6.1, including the MSDT of e, the MMT of composite components a and c,
and the SCT and RCT of each Type A component. The transmission time of a
primitive is constantly 1 to simplify the demonstration. Moreover, c is an AEG
with the worst-case atomic execution time AEc = 6. The atomic execution
within c derives from its subcomponents, as e contributes to 4 and f contributes
to 2 in the worst case. A lucid illustration of the complete mode-switch process
with all timing factors is provided in Figure 6.5 which highlights the values of
these timing factors and indicates that the total mode-switch time is 36.

Our mode-switch timing analysis is performed by dint of the computation
of the time spans from Phase 1 to Phase 3. The time span in Phase 1, T1, can
be calculated with ease. Since α = e, β = a, and Ca

e = {c}, by (6.2),
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Component MSDT MMT SCT RCT
a – 3 2 8
c – 2 1 4
d – – 3 7
e 3 – 3 3

Table 6.1: Timing factors assignment

T1 =e.msdt+ (c.tmsr + c.mmt+ c.sct) + (a.tmsr + a.mmt+ a.sct)

= 3 + (1 + 2 + 1) + (1 + 3 + 2) = 13

(6.15)

In order to calculate T2 in Phase 2, the first step is to derive the QRT of all
Type A primitive components. By (6.4),

d.qrt = d.sct = 3 (6.16)

e.qrt = e.sct = 3 (6.17)

Given e.qrt, the QRT of c can be worked out accordingly. Since c has been
identified as an AEG by a, there is no need for c to consider atomic execution
among its subcomponents. By (6.5),

c.qrt = c.sct+ c.mmt+ (c.tmsq + e.qrt+ c.tok) (6.18)

Note that c.mmt = 0 in (6.18) according to the annotation of (6.5). The
reason is that Ca

e = {c}, which means that c has obtained its mode mapping
results based on the msrk in Phase 1. Hence the mode mapping results can be
reused in Phase 2. Then,

c.qrt = 1 + 0 + (1 + 3 + 1) = 6 (6.19)

Both c.qrt and d.qrt are used for calculating T2 by (6.8). The AEG c can
be specified as G̃a = {G1} and G1 = {c}, with AEG1

= 6. Meanwhile,
Ha = {b, d} and SCA

a (k) = {c, d}. This gives SCA
a (k) ∩ Ha = {d} and

SCA
a (k) ∩ G1 = {c}. Integrating these results into (6.8), we have
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Figure 6.5: Demonstration of the mode-switch timing analysis

T2 =max{a.tmsq + d.qrt+ a.tok, AEG1
+ a.tmsq + c.qrt+ a.tok}

= max{1 + 3 + 1, 6 + 1 + 6 + 1} = 14
(6.20)

The calculation of T3 in Phase 3 starts with the mode-switch time (MST)
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of Type A primitive components by (6.10):

d.mst = d.rct = 7 (6.21)

e.mst = e.rct = 3 (6.22)

Once e.mst is known, the MST of c can be computed by (6.11):

c.mst = max{c.rct, c.tmsi + e.mst+ c.tmsc} = max{4, 1 + 3 + 1} = 5
(6.23)

Based on c.mst and d.mst, T3 is computed by (6.13):

T3 =max{a.rct, a.tmsi + c.mst+ a.tmsc, a.tmsi + d.mst+ a.tmsc}
= max{8, 1 + 5 + 1, 1 + 7 + 1} = 9

(6.24)

Finally, applying (6.14), the total mode-switch time T is:

T = T1 + T2 + T3 = 13 + 14 + 9 = 36 (6.25)

This result is fully consistent with the mode-switch time indicated in Fig-
ure 6.5.

6.6 Deriving atomic execution time
Among the timing factors defined in Chapter 6.1, AEGi

is a special parameter
which depends on the execution time of each component in the AEG Gi, the
connections of the components in Gi, and the data flow in Gi. As a supplement
to our mode-switch timing analysis, we propose a model-checking approach to
derive AEGi

. The basic idea is to model the behavior of an AEG Gi as timed
automata in the model checker UPPAAL [9, 78] that is used for the verification
of our MSRM, and then derive AEGi by verifying certain properties.

6.6.1 The AEG model
The modeling of an AEG requires a clear specification of its execution seman-
tics. Stated in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4, we focus on the atomic execution in
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pipe-and-filter multi-mode systems, whose execution semantics is similar to
the pure data flow component described in [79]. Each AEG of such a system
can also be considered as a smaller system with the same execution semantics:

• A primitive component has data going through all its input and output
ports. Input data has to be available at all input ports before processing
can start, and output data must be sent via all output ports. Any new data
arriving at an input port is first queued in a corresponding input buffer.
The data at the head of the buffer is immediately processed when the
component completes its current data processing.

• A composite component does not buffer its input data. It forwards any
input data to its subcomponents and forwards any output data from its
subcomponents via its output port(s).

We also make the following restrictions on an AEG composed by compo-
nents with the execution semantics above:

• An AEG Gi should have only one input port. The MSQ delaying rule
(Definition 17 in Chapter 4) states that the parent of Gi must freeze the
input of Gi before checking its execution status. If Gi has multiple inputs,
the freezing of its inputs must be performed at a proper instant such that
the completion of the ongoing atomic execution in Gi is guaranteed. The
handling of this is outside the scope of the thesis.

• There is no cyclic connection, i.e., feedback loop, in an AEG.

• Data transmission between different components within an AEG is in-
stantaneous. An AEG is most likely to reside in the same physical
(sub)system, therefore, compared with component execution time, data
transmission time should be marginal.

As an example of such an AEG fulfilling these restrictions, Figure 6.6 de-
picts an AEG Gi with one input in and three outputs out1, out2, and out3.
This AEG encloses six primitive components a-f, whose ports are marked in
red in Figure 6.6. Some of these components may belong to a composite com-
ponent which is also included in Gi. All composite components within Gi are
excluded here because they contribute nothing to AEGi

as per the execution
semantics assumed by us. Deactivated components in Gi are also ignored for
the same reason. We assume that the data processing time of each component
ci in Gi is bounded by a timing interval [Cmin

ci , Cmax
ci ], and that the input data
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rate of the AEG is within the interval [Rmin, Rmax]. To ensure that AEGi
is

bounded and that our calculations terminate, we enforce a maximum number
of data elements in Gi. Depending on the input data rate and data processing
times of different components, this bound may or may not be reached. In fact,
the bound could be used as a modeling artifact, but could also be a mechanism
in a real system. The timing factors and their values in Gi are as follows:

• Input data rate R = [7, 8].

• Data processing time C of components a-f : Ca ∈ (4, 5], Cb ∈ [7, 8],
Cc ∈ (6, 7], Cd ∈ (5, 6], Ce = 5, Cf ∈ (7, 8].

• Maximum number of data elements in Gi N = 5.

Figure 6.6: An AEG Gi with multiple components

6.6.2 UPPAAL modeling
Using UPPAAL, we first model the execution and mode-switch behavior of Gi

and then derive AEGi
via property verification. No matter how complex an

AEG Gi is, we can always divide its UPPAAL model into four parts:

1. Data source: generates input data at a flexible rate.

2. AEG: receives data from Data source, processes the data, and deposits
the results at its output port(s). Furthermore, it ensures that the num-
ber of data elements n in the AEG is within the bound N . Data source
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is turned off when n = N . If no mode-switch scenario arrives during
the atomic execution of Gi, Data source is turned on again when n de-
creases. When Gi receives an MSQ, Data source will be turned off to
simulate the freezing of the input of Gi by its parent. After that, AEGi

boils down to the maximal data processing time to reach n = 0.

3. Data forwarder: forwards data between components without the sender
knowing the identity of the receiver. This simplifies the modeling, since
when some connections are changed, or a component is removed or
added, only Data forwarder needs to be updated.

4. Primitive components: modeled by a UPPAAL automaton for each of
them. Though the number of components can be arbitrary, a parameter-
ized generic model that is instantiated for every component can be used.

Depicted in Figure 6.7(a), the UPPAAL model of Data source is a timed
automaton consisting of only a single state Running. The status of Data
source is reflected in a boolean variable DSstatus which is set to true when
Data source is turned on, and set to false when Data source is turned off.
The timing constraint, i.e. the input data rate R ∈ [7, 8], is represented by the
boolean expression x >= 7 as the guard of transitions 1 and 2, together with
the invariant x <= 8 of State Running, where x is a local clock. When the
timing constraint is satisfied and DSstatus is true, Data source will send new
data to Gi via the channel newData.

Figure 6.7: UPPAAL models: Data source and data forwarder

Another UPPAAL model depicted in Figure 6.7(b) describes the behavior
of Data forwarder. Whenever a component among a-f has new data produced
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at an output port, Transition 1 of the model in Figure 6.7(b) will be fired, as
Data forwarder receives the data via the channel dataOut. Meanwhile, a func-
tion findNext() finds the connection between this output port and the input port
of the receiver. Subsequently, Data forwarder forwards the data to the correct
port via the channel dataIn in Transition 2.

The UPPAAL model of Gi in Figure 6.6 is presented in Figure 6.8. The
initial state of Gi is Waiting, where no data is within Gi, thus without ongoing
atomic execution. When new data enters Gi by Transition 1, Gi will forward
this data to its enclosed components through the dataOut channel (Transition
2 synchronized with Transition 1 in Figure 6.7(b)) and enters State Process-
ing, where at least one data element is in Gi. The number of data elements
within Gi is counted by dataCounter. In the function shutDS() of Transition
2, Gi compares dataCounter with the threshold N . If the threshold is reached,
Data source will be turned off in shutDS() which sets DSstatus to false. When
dataCounter decreases and no MSQ arrives, Data source is turned on by the
function dataNControl() of Transition 5. An incoming MSQ is modeled by the
channel MSQ? of Transition 4. The AEG Gi stays in State Processing until
new data arrives (Transition 6 in Figure 6.8) from Data source which is turned
on by Transition 5, or until there is no data being processed within Gi, which
is indicated by Transition 3. The atomic execution time of Gi corresponds to
the time that elapses in State Processing. It can be observed that a clock z is
reset to 0 by Transition 2. Hence the worst-case atomic execution time AEGi

is essentially the maximal possible value of z in State Processing.

Figure 6.8: UPPAAL model: AEG Gi

The primitive components in Gi can be categorized into four types: (1)
components with single input and output; (2) components with single input
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Another UPPAAL model depicted in Figure 6.7(b) describes the behavior
of Data forwarder. Whenever a component among a-f has new data produced
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is essentially the maximal possible value of z in State Processing.

Figure 6.8: UPPAAL model: AEG Gi

The primitive components in Gi can be categorized into four types: (1)
components with single input and output; (2) components with single input
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and multiple outputs; (3) components with multiple inputs and single out-
put; (4) components with multiple inputs and outputs. Figure 6.9 illustrates
the UPPAAL model of Component f, which has multiple inputs and outputs.
Component f receives data through the channel dataIn and sends output data
through the channel dataOut, with both channels synchronized with Data for-
warder. In the initial state nonProcessing, f recognizes new data by the guard
target == fi1 || target == fi2 of Transition 1 where fi1 and fi2 , shown in
Figure 6.6, are its input ports. When all input buffers are non-empty, a boolean
variable readyToProcess is set to true and f will switch to State Processing by
an urgent channel Go of Transition 2. Data is processed by the function pro-
cessData(), representing the mode-specific behavior of a primitive component.
The invariant x <= 8 of State Processing and the guard x > 7 of Transition 4
jointly define the interval of its data processing time, i.e., Cf ∈ (7, 8]. After
processing the data, f immediately sends its output data via all its output ports.
This is modeled by the sequential and atomic output data generation from its
output ports (transitions 5 and 6). A variable outputCounter records how many
output ports have sent out the data. The atomicity of sending the output data
is ensured by two committed states Temp1 and Temp2. After sending all the
output data, f goes back to State nonProcessing by Transition 7 and checks its
buffer status again.

Figure 6.9: UPPAAL model: Component f

Component f belongs to Type 4 due to its multiple input ports and output
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ports. Similarly, components of the other three types can be modeled with the
same pattern. Figures 6.10-6.12 illustrate the UPPAAL models of a (Type 2), b
(Type 1) and e (Type 3), respectively. Despite the variation of some parameters,
these components share the same model structure. If a component has only
one output port, the model can be simplified by removing State Temp2 and
outputCounter. The complete UPPAAL models of the example in Figure 6.6
is available in [50].

Figure 6.10: UPPAAL model: Component a

6.6.3 Verification
Based on the UPPAAL model described in the previous subsection, some in-
teresting results including AEGi

can be obtained from the verification of the
following properties formulated in the UPPAAL query language:

P1. A[] not deadlock: the model is deadlock free.

P2. sup{AEG.Processing}:AEG.z: returns the maximal value of the clock z
of AEG in State Processing, viz., AEGi

. The operator sup is used to
find the maximal value of a variable or clock.

P3. E<> AEG.Processing && AEG.z == AEGi
: there exists an execution

trace in which the clock z reaches AEGi
when AEG is in State Process-
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Figure 6.11: UPPAAL model: Component b

Figure 6.12: UPPAAL model: Component e

ing. In addition to AEGi
, UPPAAL has a "Diagnostic Trace" function

which automatically returns the worst-case execution trace leading to
AEGi

.
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P4. sup:dataCounter: returns the maximal number of data items that can be
simultaneously processed in Gi. If N is only a modeling artifact, then
for the validity of the calculated AEGi , this value must be less than N .
In other cases, validity requires a mechanism in the deployed system that
keeps n within the bound N .

P5. sup:Component.bufferN[Index]: returns the maximal number of ele-
ments in an input buffer of a component.

Our verification result is positive in the sense that all these properties have
been satisfied. When R ∈ [7, 8], according to the verification result of the
property P2, the worst-case atomic execution time AEGi is 40. Moreover, the
verification of P4 shows that the maximal number of data items in Gi is 5,
meaning that the threshold N = 5 can be reached for R ∈ [7, 8].

The verification time of these properties is heavily impacted by R and Cci

(ci is a primitive component activated in Gi) which contribute to variations in
the number and length of executions to find the worst-case scenario. We re-
peated the verification of the same set of properties for different data rates.
The most important results for P1-P4 are summarized in Table 6.21, which in-
cludes the verification times of P1-P3, AEGi

, and the maximal number of data
elements in Gi. Apparently, the verification overhead grows with the increase
of the input data rate, which potentially induces more buffered data in Gi.

Property/Value R ∈ [6, 8] R ∈ [7, 8] R ∈ [8, 10] R ∈ [10, 12]

No deadlock (P1) 28.64s 5.617s 0.139s 0.108s
Deriving AEGi

(P2) 45.667s 4.36s 0.1s 0.069s
AEGi

(P2) 40 40 25 25
Worst-case 36.716s 4.576s 0.013s 0.016sscenario (P3)

Maximal n (P4) 5 5 4 3

Table 6.2: Verification results for different data rates

An interesting subsidiary result is that we can use the last property P5 to
obtain the maximal buffer usage (i.e. required buffer sizes) for the input buffers
of each component (see Table 6.3). For instance, the maximal usage of the

1The verification was performed on MacBook Pro, with 2.66GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and
8GB 1067 MHz DDR3 memory.
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buffer associated with the port ei2 in Figure 6.6 is 1 when R ∈ [10, 12], 2
when R ∈ [8, 10], and 4 when R ∈ [6, 8] or R ∈ [7, 8].

Buffer index R ∈ [6, 8] R ∈ [7, 8] R ∈ [8, 10] R ∈ [10, 12]

ai1 1 1 1 1
bi1 3 3 1 1
ci1 2 1 1 1
di1 1 1 1 1
ei1 3 3 2 1
ei2 4 4 2 1
ei3 3 3 1 1
fi1 3 3 1 1
fi2 3 3 1 1

Table 6.3: Maximal buffer usage for different data rates

6.6.4 Generalization
Apart from the input data rate R of an AEG Gi, the verification time of our
UPPAAL models also depends on the number of activated primitive compo-
nents in Gi, the connections between these components, the maximum number
of data elements allowed in Gi, and the execution time of each component in
Gi. Regardless of the verification time, the way that we model an AEG does
not change. Although we have only demonstrated how to derive AEGi in a
simple example, our UPPAAL models are generic. We conjecture that for any
AEG with the same execution semantics as the example in Figure 6.6, we are
able to make transformation rules, based on which the corresponding UPPAAL
models can be automatically generated. Since the verification is based on gen-
erating and exploring the global state space of our models, it is subject to state
explosion as the complexity of an AEG grows. However, we do not expect this
to be a limitation in practice, since the complexity of a typical AEG should be
rather low.

6.7 Summary
Multi-mode systems are expected to meet certain temporal requirements while
performing a mode switch. In this chapter, a mode-switch timing analysis is
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provided for the MSRM of our MSL, assuming the triggering of a single non-
emergency scenario with atomic execution. The purpose of the timing analysis
is to calculate the worst-case mode-switch time of a component-based system
running our MSRM. We divide the entire mode-switch process into three non-
overlapping and continuous phases: (1) the identification of the MSDM of a
scenario; (2) the request for the current states of Type A components; and (3)
mode-switch execution. The time spent in each phase is computed indepen-
dently. The total mode-switch time is obtained by summing the time spans
of all three phases. Phase 2 may be prolonged by the atomic execution of an
Atomic Execution Group (AEG). We propose a model-checking approach to
derive the worst-case atomic execution time of an AEG. The behavior of an
AEG is modeled using the model checking tool UPPAAL. Based on the UP-
PAAL model, the verification of certain properties not only tells us the worst-
case atomic execution time of an AEG, but also finds a possible execution trace
leading to the worst-case scenario. In addition, our approach is able to analyze
the buffer usage of each input port of a component.
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Chapter 7

Mode switch for the ProCom
component model

Our MSL is mainly dedicated to reuse of multi-mode software components
and mode-switch handling, thus independent of the choice of component mod-
els [80]. However, a concrete component model, with rules for constructing
individual components and rules for composing components, is necessary to
enable actual development of multi-mode systems. In lieu of the proposal of
a new concrete component model tailored to MSL, a more efficient alternative
is to integrate MSL into an existing component model. There are a multitude
of component models [31, 67] targeting various application domains. In this
chapter, we show how MSL can be integrated into ProCom [110], a compo-
nent model for distributed real-time embedded systems, with a particular focus
on vehicular, automation and telecommunication applications. The original
ProCom component model has no support for multi-mode systems. Despite
such limitation, with only slight extension of ProCom, we are able to introduce
reusable multi-mode components in ProCom and run the MSRM of MSL for
the collaborative mode-switch handling of ProCom components. Our approach
is labor-saving in the sense that it is amenable to the automatic generation of
mode-related elements in line with a given mode specification.
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7.1 The ProCom component model
Taking the advantage of both CBSE [30, 115] and Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) [13], ProCom allows the modeling of a system using reusable soft-
ware components at different nested levels. Automatic code generation from
the system model is supported. The system model also enables early analy-
sis and verification before the system is fully implemented. Compared with
other component models, the most distinctive feature of ProCom is its two-
layer structure: ProSave—the lower layer, and ProSys—the higher layer. With
divergent concerns, the two layers are complementary to each other, enabling
the modeling of a system at different levels of granularity. The ProSave layer
models subsystems allocated to a single physical node, while the ProSys layer
models distributed subsystems deployed on separate nodes.

7.1.1 The ProSave layer

The ProSave layer adopts the pipes and filters architectural style [45] and has
explicit separation between control flow and data flow. Control flow controls
the activation of components while data flow transmits data from one compo-
nent to another. A component belonging to this layer is called a ProSave com-
ponent. A ProSave component provides one or more services, each of which
realizes a particular functionality. Each service has a single input port group,
and one or multiple output port groups. A port group consists of a trigger port
and one or more data ports, with the trigger port dedicated to control flow and
the data ports dedicated to data flow.

The initial state of each service belonging to a ProSave component is pas-
sive. The service can receive trigger signals and data to its input ports, yet
without execution which requires external activation. A service becomes ac-
tive when a trigger signal arrives at its input trigger port. An activated service
strictly follows a 3-phase atomic execution pattern: (1) Phase 1: reads data
from its input data port(s); (2) Phase 2: performs computation based on the
input data; (3) Phase 3: produces the computation results at its output data
port(s) and then activates the corresponding output trigger port(s). After the
3-phase execution, a service becomes passive again. Different services of the
same ProSave component are activated independently with concurrent execu-
tion. However, it is possible to share data among these services.

Figure 7.1 depicts a ProSave component with two services S1 and S2. Ser-
vice S1 has an input port group (consisting of an input trigger port and an input
data port) and an output port group (consisting of an output trigger port and
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two output data ports). Service S2 has an input port group and two output port
groups, with each port group consisting of a trigger port and a data port.

Figure 7.1: A ProSave component

The communication between ProSave components is achieved by estab-
lishing a control flow via their trigger ports or a data flow via their data ports.
Both control flow and data flow may exist from one ProSave component to an-
other ProSave component. As an output trigger port of a ProSave component
ci is connected to an input trigger port of another ProSave component cj , a
control flow from ci to cj is established. Likewise, as an output data port of ci
is connected to an input port of cj , a data flow from ci to cj is established. Both
trigger ports and data ports must conform to this one-to-one mapping, i.e., an
output port of ci must be connected to a single input port of cj of the same
type (trigger port or data port). Notwithstanding, ProCom includes a couple
of connectors for more advanced connections such as one-to-many mapping.
Figure 7.2 lists the most typical connectors:

• Control Or: It has multiple input trigger ports and one output trigger
port. Its output trigger port is activated when any one of its input trigger
ports is activated.

• Control Join: It has multiple input trigger ports and one output trigger
port. Its output trigger port is activated only when all its input trigger
ports are activated. A simplified graphical notation of a Control Join
connector is a small circle.

• Control Fork: It has one input trigger port and multiple output trigger
ports. When its input trigger port is activated, all its output trigger ports
will be activated. A simplified graphical notation of a Control Fork con-
nector is a thick dot.
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The communication between ProSave components is achieved by estab-
lishing a control flow via their trigger ports or a data flow via their data ports.
Both control flow and data flow may exist from one ProSave component to an-
other ProSave component. As an output trigger port of a ProSave component
ci is connected to an input trigger port of another ProSave component cj , a
control flow from ci to cj is established. Likewise, as an output data port of ci
is connected to an input port of cj , a data flow from ci to cj is established. Both
trigger ports and data ports must conform to this one-to-one mapping, i.e., an
output port of ci must be connected to a single input port of cj of the same
type (trigger port or data port). Notwithstanding, ProCom includes a couple
of connectors for more advanced connections such as one-to-many mapping.
Figure 7.2 lists the most typical connectors:

• Control Or: It has multiple input trigger ports and one output trigger
port. Its output trigger port is activated when any one of its input trigger
ports is activated.

• Control Join: It has multiple input trigger ports and one output trigger
port. Its output trigger port is activated only when all its input trigger
ports are activated. A simplified graphical notation of a Control Join
connector is a small circle.

• Control Fork: It has one input trigger port and multiple output trigger
ports. When its input trigger port is activated, all its output trigger ports
will be activated. A simplified graphical notation of a Control Fork con-
nector is a thick dot.
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• Data Or: It has multiple input data ports and one output data port. The
data arriving at any one of its input data ports is forwarded to its output
data port.

• Data Fork: It has one input data port and multiple output data ports. The
data arriving at its input data port will be duplicated and produced at all
its output data ports. Just like Control Fork, it can also be represented by
a thick dot graphically.

• Selection: It has an input trigger port, at least one input data port, and
multiple output trigger ports. When its input trigger port is activated, it
will activate exactly one of its output trigger ports according to the data
written to its input data port(s).

Figure 7.2: Typical connectors in ProSave

Figure 7.3 illustrates four ProSave components connected via three con-
nectors. The output trigger port of a is connected to a Selection connector.
Depending on the data from the first output data port of a, Selection may acti-
vate b or c. The connector Control Or allows d to be activated by either b or c.
Similarly, the connector Data Or forwards the output data of b or c to d.

Figure 7.3: The connections between ProSave components
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The ProSave layer supports the hierarchical composition of ProSave com-
ponents. The ports of a composite ProSave component ci is internally dele-
gated to the ports of its subcomponents. An input trigger/data port of ci is
delegated to an input trigger/data port of one of its subcomponents; an output
trigger/data port of ci is delegated to an output trigger/data port of one of its
subcomponents.

7.1.2 The ProSys layer

The ProSys layer, which models distributed subsystems on top of the ProSave
layer, differs from the ProSave layer in several aspects. The concept of ser-
vice in ProSave does not apply to the ProSys layer. A component belonging to
this layer is called a ProSys component. A ProSys component has a number
of input and output message ports which replace the port groups of a ProSave
component. Unlike passive ProSave components, each ProSys component is
active, as it has its own threads whose execution requires no external activa-
tion. Hence, it is possible to have concurrent execution in different ProSys
components.

Figure 7.4 depicts a ProSys component with one input message port and
two output message ports. The communication between ProSys components is
realized by asynchronous message passing. A message is sent from an output
message port of a ProSys component, to be received at an input message port
of another ProSys component through a message channel. A message chan-
nel can be associated with multiple input and output message ports, achieving
many-to-many communication. No connectors are used in the ProSys layer.
Figure 7.5 shows the communication between a ProSys component a and two
other ProSys components b and c through a message channel. Every time a
sends a message from its output message port, the message will be received by
both b and c.

Figure 7.4: A ProSys component

The hierarchical composition of ProSys components is akin to the ProSave
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Figure 7.5: The connections between ProSys components

layer. Let ci be a composite ProSys component composed by other ProSys
components. An input message port of ci is internally delegated to at least
one input message port of one of its subcomponents; an output message port
of ci is internally delegated to at least one output message port of one of its
subcomponents.

7.1.3 The integration of ProSave and ProSys

The integration of ProSys and ProSave is realized by building a ProSys com-
ponent with ProSave components. In order to map the pipes and filters archi-
tecture in ProSave to message passing in ProSys, a message port is internally
treated as a pair of a trigger port and a data port. When a message arrives at an
input message port of a ProSys component composed by ProSave components,
the message data will be forwarded to the internal data port of this message
port and the corresponding internal trigger port will be activated. Conversely,
when the internal trigger port of an output message port is activated, the data
of the corresponding internal data port will be sent out from the message port
as an output message.

Figure 7.6 demonstrates the integration of ProSave and ProSys with a
ProSys component ci composed by three ProSave components c1j , c2j , and c3j .
Apparently, all the message ports of ci are internally treated as a port group
with a trigger port and a data port. In addition, a special connector Clock can
be used for the periodic activation of ProSave components composing a ProSys
component. The example in Figure 7.6 contains two Clock connectors with
different activation periods, one for the periodic triggering of the service S2 of
c1j at a frequency of 50Hz, the other for the periodic triggering of an output
message port of ci at a frequency of 10Hz.
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Figure 7.6: A ProSys component composed by ProSave components

7.2 Multi-mode ProCom components

The original ProCom component model is devoid of mode specification. As
the first step of integrating MSL in ProCom, we define multi-mode ProCom
components without additional extension while conforming to our mode-aware
component model. Since ProCom distinguishes ProSave and ProSys, multi-
mode ProSave and ProSys components will be introduced separately.

In the ProSave layer, a dedicated service Smode is attached to each multi-
mode ProSave component for its mode-switch handling. In this way, we guar-
antee a clear separation between the mode-switch handling and the functional
behavior of each component. The service Smode includes the mode specifica-
tion of a component, the configuration for each mode, mode mapping and the
MSRM. Furthermore, Smode also has dedicated mode-switch ports that cor-
respond to pMS and pMS

in defined in the mode-aware component model. The
service Smode consists of an input port group and an output port group. The
input port group comprises an input trigger port pmst

i and an input data port
pms
i , while the output port group comprises an output trigger port pmst

o and an
output data port pms

o . Figure 7.7(a) shows a multi-mode ProSave component
ci with two services. The mode switch of ci is handled by the lower service
Smode , where the dedicated mode-switch ports are highlighted in purple.

In the ProSys layer, no concept of service exists. Hence we use a dedicated
internal thread to handle the mode switch of a multi-mode ProSys component.
This dedicated thread is separated from the functional behavior of the compo-
nent. Shown in Figure 7.7(b), a multi-mode ProSys component has an input
message port pms

i and an output message port pms
o as its dedicated mode-switch

ports. Both ports are highlighted in purple in the figure.
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In the ProSys layer, no concept of service exists. Hence we use a dedicated
internal thread to handle the mode switch of a multi-mode ProSys component.
This dedicated thread is separated from the functional behavior of the compo-
nent. Shown in Figure 7.7(b), a multi-mode ProSys component has an input
message port pms

i and an output message port pms
o as its dedicated mode-switch

ports. Both ports are highlighted in purple in the figure.
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Figure 7.7: Multi-mode ProCom components

7.3 Handling mode switch in ProCom

The previous section states that the mode switch of a multi-mode ProSave
component is handled by a dedicated service Smode while the mode switch
of a multi-mode ProSys component is handled by a dedicated internal thread.
According to MSL, the mode switch of each multi-mode component is han-
dled by its MSRM. Now the question is: how can the MSRM be implemented
in the dedicated service Smode and the dedicated internal thread? For prim-
itive multi-mode ProCom components, its MSRM is simply implemented by
code; for composite multi-mode ProCom components though, our solution is
to implement the MSRM in a single dedicated subcomponent or a pair of dedi-
cated subcomponents. To simplify the presentation, the rest of this chapter uses
ProSave or ProSys components to imply multi-mode ProCom components un-
less stated otherwise.

7.3.1 Handling mode switch in ProSave

Since a composite ProSave component is only a composition of other ProSave
components, there is no concrete functional behavior in a composite ProSave
component. A reasonable strategy to handle its mode switch is to implement
its MSRM in a dedicated subcomponent.

For a composite component ci, which is either a ProSave component or
a ProSys component composed by ProSave components, we introduce a pair
of primitive ProSave components: MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci as dedicated subcompo-

nents of ci for its mode-switch handling. The pair of MSLA
ci and MSLB

ci jointly
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interact with the Smode service of each subcomponent of ci.
Let ci.p denote the port p of component ci. Also, let SCci =

{c1j , c2j , · · · , cnj } (n ∈ N) denote the set of subcomponents of ci, excluding
MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci . Figure 7.8 describes the ports of MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci , both

of which are synchronized with each other via their synchronization ports psynci

and psynco . Component MSLA
ci has a single service with an input port group and

an output port group. Apart from the synchronization ports psynci and psynco ,
these port groups consist of the following ports:

• pti: an input trigger port whose activation makes MSLA
ci active.

• pmsx
i : an input data port for receiving a downstream primitive from the

parent of ci.

• pto: an output trigger port activated after MSLA
ci completes its current

instance of execution.

• Pmsx
o = {p1o, p2o, · · · , pno } (n = |SCci |): a set of output data ports for

sending a downstream primitive to SCci .

• pso: an output data port indicating the current mode of ci.

Figure 7.8: The port definition of MSLA
ci and MSLB

ci

Note that by abuse of notation, the i of pti, p
msx
i and psynci represents that

they are the input ports of MSLA
ci , without no connection with the i of ci.

Similarly, apart from the synchronization ports psynci and psynco , MSLB
ci

also has the following ports:

• pti: an input trigger port whose activation makes MSLB
ci active.
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• pti: an input trigger port whose activation makes MSLB
ci active.
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• Pmsx
i = {p1i , p2i , · · · , pni } (n = |SCci |): a set of input data ports for

receiving an upstream primitive from SCci .

• pto: an output trigger port activated after MSLB
ci completes its current

instance of execution.

• pmsx
o : an output data port for sending an upstream primitive to the parent

of ci.

The connections around MSLA
ci and MSLB

ci are illustrated in Figure 7.9.
The ports associated with services rather than Smode of both ci and SCci have
been omitted to simplify the view. The pair of MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci are connected

to both ci and SCci via their dedicated mode-switch ports. Their connection
with ci is represented by (1) the control flows from ci.p

mst
i to MSLA

ci .p
t
i and

from MSLB
ci .p

t
o to ci.p

mst
o , and (2) the data flows from ci.p

ms
i to MSLA

ci .p
msx
i

and from MSLB
ci .p

msx
o to ci.p

ms
o . Their connection with SCci is represented by

(1) the control flows from MSLA
ci .p

t
o to each ckj .p

mst
i (k ∈ [1, n]) via a Control

Fork connector (the thick dot in Figure 7.9) and from each ckj .p
mst
o to MSLB

ci .p
t
i

via a Control Or connector, and (2) the data flows from MSLA
ci .p

k
o (k ∈ [1, n])

to each ckj .p
ms
i and from each ckj .p

ms
o to MSLB

ci .p
k
i . Moreover, there are two

data flows between MSLA
ci and MSLB

ci , one from MSLA
ci .p

sync
o to MSLB

ci .p
sync
i

and the other from MSLB
ci .p

sync
o to MSLA

ci .p
sync
i , for synchronizing updated

mode information.
Based on the connections around the pair of MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci , a mode-

related control flow is established within ci: ci → MSLA
ci → SCci →

MSLB
ci → ci. Thanks to the Control Or connector between SCci and MSLB

ci ,
any subcomponent of ci is able to activate MSLB

ci so that MSLB
ci may receive

an upstream primitive from any subcomponent of ci.
This connection pattern in Figure 7.9 is repeated within all composite

ProSave components. For instance, ∀ckj ∈ SCci (k ∈ [1, n]) and ckj ∈ CC,
the internal connections of ckj will exhibit the same internal connection pattern
as that of ci. Such a connection pattern enables the transmission of both down-
stream and upstream primitives between a parent and its subcomponents. For
instance, a downstream primitive from ci to ckj can be transmitted by the con-
trol flow from MSLA

ci .p
t
o to ckj .p

mst
i together with the data flow from MSLA

ci .p
k
o

to ckj .p
ms
i . Once ckj receives the primitive, its dedicated subcomponent MSLA

cj
is responsible for propagating the primitive further to the Type A subcompo-
nents of ckj . Conversely, an upstream primitive from ckj to ci can be transmitted
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Figure 7.9: The connections around MSLA
ci and MSLB

ci

by the control flow from ckj .p
mst
o to MSLB

ci .p
t
i together with the data flow from

ckj .p
ms
o to MSLB

ci .p
k
i . If ci needs to forward the primitive further to its parent

cl, MSLB
ci can send the primitive to ci.p

ms
o and activate ci.p

mst
o such that the

primitive is sent out from ci.p
ms
o to MSLB

cl
.

Since ProSave components are passive and require external activation, a
Clock connector is placed at the top ProSave level, periodically triggering
the mode-related control flow through all ProSave components. As primitive
ProSave components, MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci handle the mode switch of ci only

when they are active, while their activation period is determined by the fre-
quency of the Clock connector.

The reason why we use two such components to implement the MSRM of
ci is attributed to the rigorous execution semantics in the ProSave layer, which
prohibits mutual triggering between two neighboring ProSave components. If
a single component, e.g. MSLci , is used instead of MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci , the mu-

tual triggering between MSLci and SCci will violate the execution semantics
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of ProSave.
To demonstrate how our MSRM is implemented by the pair of MSLA

ci and
MSLB

ci , algorithms 33 and 34 jointly handle an emergency (mode-switch) sce-
nario k arriving at ci ∈ C̃C, where SCci = {c1j , c2j , · · · , cnj } (n ∈ N). We
assume that there is no concurrent triggering of other non-emergency scenar-
ios to simplify the demonstration. Another assumption is that ci is not the
MSS of k. Then ci can handle an emsk by applying the EMSP protocol (Defi-
nition 26 in Chapter 4) and the mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15 in
Chapter 4).

Since all the ports in Algorithm 33 belong to MSLA
ci , each port MSLA

ci .p is
simplified as p in Algorithm 33. The same simplification is applied to Algo-
rithm 34.

When ci receives an emsk from Pci , an emsk(mnew
ci ) arrives at

MSLA
ci .p

msx
i , triggering the execution of lines 3-14 in Algorithm 33 during

the next activation of MSLA
ci .p

t
i. Lines 6-8 in Algorithm 33 is executed as ci

further propagates the emsk to SCA
ci(k). However, each service of a ProSave

component is obliged to deposit data to all its output data ports. For each
MSLA

ci .p
q
o where cqj ∈ SCci \ SC

A
ci(k), dummy data can be deposited, denoted

as pqo := ∅ in Line 10 of Algorithm 33. Shown in Line 13 of Algorithm 33,
an emsk(mnew

ci ) is written at MSLA
ci .p

sync
o to synchronize MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci .

During the next activation of MSLB
ci .p

t
i, lines 14-25 of Algorithm 34 will be ex-

ecuted. MSLB
ci executes the same reconfiguration as MSLA

ci . If SCA
ci(k) = ∅,

the mode switch of ci will be completed, as ci sends an msck to Pci , which
corresponds to Line 18 of Algorithm 34. In addition, Line 19 of Algorithm 34
writes an msck at MSLB

ci .p
sync
o so that MSLA

ci also confirms the mode-switch
completion of ci through the execution of lines 29-39 of Algorithm 33 during
its next activation, updating the mode of ci at MSLA

ci .p
s
o. If SCA

ci(k) �= ∅,
MSLB

ci will receive an msck from SCA
ci(k) which is handled by lines 26-38

of Algorithm 34. A variable n is used to keep track of the number of msck

primitives that have been received.
When ci receives an emsk from clj ∈ SCci , lines 3-13 of Algorithm 34

is first executed. Line 11 of Algorithm 34 writes an emsk(mclj
,mnew

clj
) at

MSLB
ci .p

sync
o such that lines 15-28 of Algorithm 33 is executed during the next

activation of MSLA
ci . Note that both algorithms 33 and 34 betray slight devi-

ation from our mode-switch dependency rule. According to the mode-switch
dependency rule which allows the concurrent reconfiguration of different com-
ponents, ci is supposed to start reconfiguration after the propagation of the
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Algorithm 33 EMS_MSLA
ci(ci ∈ C̃C)

1: loop
2: if pti then
3: if pmsx

i = emsk(mnew
ci ) then

4: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew
ci );

5: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m
new
ci );

6: for all clj ∈ SCA
ci(k) do

7: plo := emsk(mnew
clj

);

8: end for
9: for all cqj ∈ SCci \ SCA

ci(k) do
10: pqo := ∅;
11: end for
12: pso := mci ;
13: psync

o := emsk(mnew
ci );

14: end if
15: if (psync

i = emsk(mclj
,mnew

clj
)) ∧ (clj ∈ SCci) then

16: Mode_mapping(ci, clj ,mclj
,mnew

clj
);

17: if T k
ci = A then

18: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m
new
ci );

19: end if
20: for all cqj ∈ SCA

ci(k) \ {c
l
j} do

21: pqo := emsk(mnew
c
q
j

);
22: end for
23: for all crj ∈ SCci \ (SCA

ci(k) \ {c
l
j}) do

24: pro := ∅;
25: end for
26: pso := mci ;
27: psync

o := ∅;
28: end if
29: if psync

i = msck then
30: for all clj ∈ SCci do
31: plo := ∅;
32: end for
33: if T k

ci = A then
34: pso := mnew

ci ;
35: else
36: pso := mci ;
37: end if
38: psync

o := ∅;
39: end if
40: pto := true;
41: end if
42: end loop
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of ProSave.
To demonstrate how our MSRM is implemented by the pair of MSLA

ci and
MSLB
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ios to simplify the demonstration. Another assumption is that ci is not the
MSS of k. Then ci can handle an emsk by applying the EMSP protocol (Defi-
nition 26 in Chapter 4) and the mode-switch dependency rule (Definition 15 in
Chapter 4).

Since all the ports in Algorithm 33 belong to MSLA
ci , each port MSLA

ci .p is
simplified as p in Algorithm 33. The same simplification is applied to Algo-
rithm 34.
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ci ) arrives at

MSLA
ci .p

msx
i , triggering the execution of lines 3-14 in Algorithm 33 during
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ci .p

t
i. Lines 6-8 in Algorithm 33 is executed as ci

further propagates the emsk to SCA
ci(k). However, each service of a ProSave

component is obliged to deposit data to all its output data ports. For each
MSLA

ci .p
q
o where cqj ∈ SCci \ SC

A
ci(k), dummy data can be deposited, denoted

as pqo := ∅ in Line 10 of Algorithm 33. Shown in Line 13 of Algorithm 33,
an emsk(mnew

ci ) is written at MSLA
ci .p

sync
o to synchronize MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci .

During the next activation of MSLB
ci .p

t
i, lines 14-25 of Algorithm 34 will be ex-

ecuted. MSLB
ci executes the same reconfiguration as MSLA

ci . If SCA
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sync
o so that MSLA
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ci .p
s
o. If SCA

ci(k) �= ∅,
MSLB

ci will receive an msck from SCA
ci(k) which is handled by lines 26-38

of Algorithm 34. A variable n is used to keep track of the number of msck

primitives that have been received.
When ci receives an emsk from clj ∈ SCci , lines 3-13 of Algorithm 34

is first executed. Line 11 of Algorithm 34 writes an emsk(mclj
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) at
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o such that lines 15-28 of Algorithm 33 is executed during the next
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2: if pti then
3: if pmsx

i = emsk(mnew
ci ) then

4: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew
ci );

5: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m
new
ci );

6: for all clj ∈ SCA
ci(k) do

7: plo := emsk(mnew
clj

);

8: end for
9: for all cqj ∈ SCci \ SCA

ci(k) do
10: pqo := ∅;
11: end for
12: pso := mci ;
13: psync

o := emsk(mnew
ci );

14: end if
15: if (psync

i = emsk(mclj
,mnew

clj
)) ∧ (clj ∈ SCci) then

16: Mode_mapping(ci, clj ,mclj
,mnew

clj
);

17: if T k
ci = A then

18: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m
new
ci );

19: end if
20: for all cqj ∈ SCA

ci(k) \ {c
l
j} do

21: pqo := emsk(mnew
c
q
j

);
22: end for
23: for all crj ∈ SCci \ (SCA

ci(k) \ {c
l
j}) do

24: pro := ∅;
25: end for
26: pso := mci ;
27: psync

o := ∅;
28: end if
29: if psync

i = msck then
30: for all clj ∈ SCci do
31: plo := ∅;
32: end for
33: if T k

ci = A then
34: pso := mnew

ci ;
35: else
36: pso := mci ;
37: end if
38: psync

o := ∅;
39: end if
40: pto := true;
41: end if
42: end loop
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Algorithm 34 EMS_MSLB
ci(ci ∈ C̃C)

1: loop
2: if pti then

3: if ∃pc
l
j

i = emsk(mclj
,mnew

clj
) then

4: Mode_mapping(ci, clj ,mclj
,mnew

clj
);

5: if T k
ci = A then

6: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m
new
ci );

7: pmsx
o := emsk(mci ,m

new
ci );

8: else
9: pmsx

o := ∅;
10: end if
11: psync

o := emsk(mclj
,mnew

clj
);

12: n := 0;
13: end if
14: if psync

i = emsk(mnew
ci ) then

15: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew
ci );

16: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m
new
ci );

17: if SCA
ci(k) = ∅ then

18: pmsx
o := msck;

19: psync
o := msck;

20: else
21: n := 0;
22: pmsx

o := ∅;
23: psync

o := ∅;
24: end if
25: end if
26: if ∃pli = msck then
27: n := n+ 1;
28: if n = |SCA

ci(k)| then
29: psync

o := msck;
30: pmsx

o := ∅;
31: if T k

ci = A then
32: pmsx

o := msck;
33: end if
34: else
35: pmsx

o := ∅;
36: psync

o := ∅;
37: end if
38: end if
39: pto := true;
40: end if
41: end loop
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emsk. However, the mode-switch handling of all ProSave components share
the same control flow originally triggered by a single Clock connector shown in
Figure 7.9, thus prohibiting the concurrent reconfiguration of different ProSave
components. Therefore, the propagation of an emsk from ci to SCA

ci(k) is de-
layed after the reconfiguration of MSLA

ci or MSLB
ci . This deviation only pro-

longs mode-switch time, yet without affecting the correctness of algorithms 33
and 34.

A remaining special issue should be clarified here concerning algorithms 33
and 34. As far as we know, an input data port of a ProSave component retains
the current data until the data is overwritten by a new input data. This may
lead to the recurrent execution of the same fragment of both algorithms. For
instance, after ci receives an emsk from Pci , p

msx
i = emsk(mnew

ci ) (Line 3 of
Algorithm 33) will hold until MSLA

ci .p
msx
i is overwritten. As a consequence,

lines 3-14 of Algorithm 33 is executed every time MSLA
ci is activated. Such an

undesirable behavior can be prevented by comparing the data of MSLA
ci .p

msx
i

between two activations of MSLA
ci in succession. Lines 3-14 of Algorithm 33

is only executed when the current data at MSLA
ci .p

msx
i is emsk(mnew

ci ), yet
different from the previous data at MSLA

ci .p
msx
i . We skip such mechanism to

avoid unnecessary complication of both algorithms.

7.3.2 Handling mode switch in ProSys
The mode-switch handling in the ProSys layer is similar to that in ProSave. For
a composite ProSys component ci, we introduce a dedicated subcomponent of
ci: MSLci which is a primitive ProSys component and plays an equal role as
the pair of MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci in ProSave. However, message passing between

ProSys components is more flexible than the pipes and filters communication in
ProSave. Two ProSys components can send messages to each other, therefore,
a single subcomponent MSLci is sufficient to handle the mode switch of ci.

Let SCci = {c1j , c2j , · · · , cnj } (n ∈ N, n = |SCci |) denote the set of sub-
components of ci, excluding MSLci . Figure 7.10 describes the ports of MSLci :

• pmsx
i : an input message port for receiving a downstream primitive from

Pci .

• Pi = {p1i , p2i , · · · , pni }: a set of input message ports for receiving an
upstream primitive from SCci .

• pso: an output message port indicating the current mode of ci.
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Algorithm 34 EMS_MSLB
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11: psync
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13: end if
14: if psync

i = emsk(mnew
ci ) then
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ci );
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ci );

17: if SCA
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33: end if
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36: psync
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37: end if
38: end if
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40: end if
41: end loop
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a composite ProSys component ci, we introduce a dedicated subcomponent of
ci: MSLci which is a primitive ProSys component and plays an equal role as
the pair of MSLA

ci and MSLB
ci in ProSave. However, message passing between

ProSys components is more flexible than the pipes and filters communication in
ProSave. Two ProSys components can send messages to each other, therefore,
a single subcomponent MSLci is sufficient to handle the mode switch of ci.

Let SCci = {c1j , c2j , · · · , cnj } (n ∈ N, n = |SCci |) denote the set of sub-
components of ci, excluding MSLci . Figure 7.10 describes the ports of MSLci :

• pmsx
i : an input message port for receiving a downstream primitive from

Pci .

• Pi = {p1i , p2i , · · · , pni }: a set of input message ports for receiving an
upstream primitive from SCci .

• pso: an output message port indicating the current mode of ci.
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• Po = {p1o, p2o, · · · , pno }: a set of output message ports for sending a
downstream primitive to SCci .

• pmsx
o : an output message port for sending an upstream primitive to Pci .

Figure 7.10: The port definition of MSLci

The connections around MSLci are illustrated in Figure 7.11, where the
ports not pertinent to the mode switches of ci and SCci have been omitted
to simplify the view. Each connection between an output message port and
an input message port is established through a message channel. Component
MSLci has direct communication with both ci and SCci . On the one hand,
MSLci .p

msx
i is connected to ci.p

ms
i and MSLci .p

msx
o is connected to ci.p

ms
o .

On the other hand, MSLci .p
k
o (k ∈ [1, n]) is connected to ckj .p

ms
i and ckj .p

ms
o is

connected to MSLci .p
k
i . The execution of MSLci requires no external activa-

tion by any Clock connector because ProSys components are inherently active.
The Control Or connector in ProSave is removed for the same reason. This
connection pattern, which allows the transmission of both downstream and up-
stream primitives, is repeated for all composite ProSys components.

Similar to algorithms 33 and 34 for the pair of MSLA
ci and MSLB

ci , Algo-
rithm 35 describes the implementation of the EMSP protocol and the mode-
switch dependency rule in MSLci for the handling of an emsk from either Pci

or a subcomponent of ci, where ci ∈ C̃C. Since concurrent execution is sup-
ported in ProSys, MSLci starts the reconfiguration of ci after the propagation
of the emsk, strictly following the mode-switch dependency rule.

As far as we know, a ProSys component has message queues for each input
message port. An input message is removed from its input message queue after
it is consumed by MSLci . Hence the recurrent execution problem of MSLA

ci

and MSLB
ci does not arise in Algorithm 35.
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Algorithm 35 EMS_MSLci(ci ∈ C̃C)
1: loop
2: if pmsx

i = emsk(mnew
ci ) then

3: Mode_mapping(ci,mnew
ci );

4: for all clj ∈ SCA
ci(k) do

5: plo := emsk(mnew
clj

);

6: end for
7: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m

new
ci );

8: if SCA
ci(k) = ∅ then

9: pmsx
o := emsk(mci ,m

new
ci );

10: pso := mnew
ci ;

11: end if
12: n := 0;
13: end if
14: if ∃pli = emsk(mclj

,mnew
clj

) then

15: Mode_mapping(ci, clj ,mclj
,mnew

clj
);

16: for all cqj ∈ SCA
ci(k) \ {c

l
j} do

17: pqo := emsk(mnew
c
q
j

);
18: end for
19: if T k

ci = A then
20: Reconfiguration(ci,mci ,m

new
ci );

21: end if
22: n := 0;
23: end if
24: if ∃pli = msck then
25: n := n+ 1;
26: if n = |SCA

ci(k)| then
27: pmsx

o := emsk(mci ,m
new
ci );

28: pso := mnew
ci ;

29: end if
30: end if
31: end loop
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Figure 7.11: The connections around MSLci

7.4 Managing the variability of component con-
nections

Our mode-aware component model presented in Chapter 2 states that a multi-
mode component can have separate configurations for different modes. Since
a component may be activated for some modes and deactivated for some other
modes, the configuration of a multi-mode composite component for a given
mode is influenced by the activated subcomponents and their connections.
Hence the activated subcomponents and inner component connections of a
multi-mode composite component may be changed during a mode switch. Ide-
ally, the inner component connections of a composite component should be
separately defined at design time and changed to each other during a mode
switch at runtime. However, it is a tricky problem in ProCom to define mul-
tiple configurations which can be dynamically switched at runtime. In order
to manage the variability of component connections in different modes in Pro-
Com, we provide a solution which can automatically generate a complete view
of inner component connections of each composite ProCom component for all
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its modes, based on its inner component connections separately defined for
each mode. Depending on the current mode of a composite component, the
activated subcomponents and corresponding inner component connections are
selected.

7.4.1 Managing the variability of component connections in
ProSave

Consider a multi-mode composite component ci which is a ProSave compo-
nent, or a ProSys component composed by ProSave components. The inner
component connections of ci may be changed when ci switches mode. The ba-
sic idea of managing the variability of inner component connections of ci is to
package each ckj ∈ SCci (k ∈ [1, n], n = |SCci |) with additional connectors.
Each connector integrates all the possible incoming or outgoing connections of
a specific port for all modes and can select the correct connection based on the
current mode of ci.

Let Mci = {m1
ci ,m

2
ci , · · · ,m

q
ci} (q ∈ N and q ≥ 1) be the set of sup-

ported modes of ci. Suppose that the inner component connections of ci for all
the modes of ci have been well-defined. Besides, for a ProSave component c,
the following sets of ports are defined:

• Pt
i : the set of input trigger ports excluding c.pmst

i .

• Pd
i : the set of input data ports excluding c.pms

i .

• Pt
o: the set of output trigger ports excluding c.pmst

o .

• Pd
o : the set of output data ports excluding c.pms

o .

With the intention to merge the inner component connections of ci into a
complete view, we automatically generate connectors within ci based on the
following rules:

• For each p where p ∈ ckj .Pt
i or p ∈ ci.Pt

o, a Control Or connector A is
generated, with a set of input trigger ports Pi = {pt1i , pt2i , · · · , ptqi }(q =
|Mci |) and an output trigger port pto. The incoming connection to
A.ptli (l ∈ [1, q]) follows the pre-defined connection for mode ml

ci . The
output trigger port A.pto is directly connected to p.

• For each p where p ∈ ckj .Pd
i or p ∈ ci.Pd

o , a Data Or connector B is
generated, with a set of input data ports Pi = {pd1i , pd2i , · · · , pdqi }(q =
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o , a Data Or connector B is
generated, with a set of input data ports Pi = {pd1i , pd2i , · · · , pdqi }(q =
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|Mci |) and an output data port pdo. The incoming connection to
B.pdli (l ∈ [1, q]) follows the pre-defined connection for mode ml

ci . The
output data port B.pdo is directly connected to p.

• For each p where p ∈ ckj .Pt
o or p ∈ ci.Pt

i , a Selection connector C is
generated, with an input trigger port pti, an input data port psi and a set
of output trigger ports Po = {pt1o , pt2o , · · · , ptqo }(q = |Mci |). The input
trigger port C.pti is directly connected to p. The input data port C.psi
is connected to MSLA

ci .p
s
o (see Section 7.3.1). The outgoing connection

from C.ptlo (l ∈ [1, q]) follows the pre-defined connection for mode ml
ci

according to the data from C.psi : If the data returns ml
ci (l ∈ [1, q]), then

C.ptlo will be triggered.

• For each p where p ∈ ckj .Pd
o or p ∈ ci.Pd

i , a Data Selection connector
D is generated, with an input data port pdi , and another input data port psi
and a set of output data ports Po = {pd1o , pd2o , · · · , pdqo }(q = |Mci |).
The input data port D.pdi is directly connected to p. The input data
port D.psi is connected to MSLA

ci .p
s
o. The outgoing connection from

D.pdlo (l ∈ [1, q]) follows the pre-defined connection for mode ml
ci ac-

cording to the data from D.psi : If the data returns ml
ci (l ∈ [1, q]), the

data from D.pdi will be forwarded exactly to D.pdlo .

When the rules above are applied to a ProSys component ci composed by
ProSave components, each message port of ci will be considered as a port
group consisting of a trigger port and a data port to be internally connected to
the generated connectors A-D. Among these four generated connectors, Data
Selection does not exist in the current ProCom component model. Nonetheless,
it can be easily developed because its execution semantics is fairly similar to
Selection. This is the only extension of ProCom required by our approach. The
above connector generation rules are illustrated in Figure 7.12 where generated
connectors are externally connected to ckj ∈ SCci . Additional connectors in-
ternally connected to ci can also be generated accordingly (further illustrated
in Section 7.5).

7.4.2 Managing the variability of component connections in
ProSys

The central idea of managing the variability of ProSys component connections
is rather comparable to the connector generation rules in the ProSave layer. A
straightforward conversion is to substitute the four generated connectors A-D
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with primitive ProSys components that simulate the behaviors of these con-
nectors. That said, since an input message port can receive messages from
multiple senders, there is no need to generate ProSys components playing the
role of Control Or or Data Or. The only ProSys component that needs to be
generated is a Selection ProSys component which functions as both connectors
Selection and Data Selection.

Let ci be a composite ProSys component composed by ProSys components,
with the set of supported modes Mci = {m1

ci ,m
2
ci , · · · ,m

q
ci} (q ∈ N and q ≥

1) and the set of subcomponents SCci = {c1j , c2j , · · · , cnj } (n = |SCci |). Sup-
pose that the inner component connections of ci for each mode ml

ci (l ∈ [1, q])
have been well-defined. For a ProSys component c, let Pi be the set of input
message ports excluding c.pms

i and let Po be the set of output message ports
excluding c.pms

o . Then for each p where p ∈ ckj .Po (k ∈ [1, n]) or p ∈ ci.Pi,
a primitive ProSys component, called Selection and denoted as E, is gener-
ated, with two input message ports pi and ps and a set of output message ports
P = {p1o, p2o, · · · , pqo} (q = |Mci |). The port E.pi is directly connected to p
while E.ps is connected to MSLci .p

s
o (see Section 7.3.2). The outgoing con-

nection from E.plo (l ∈ [1, q]) follows the pre-defined connection for mode ml
ci

according to the data from E.ps: If the data returns ml
ci (l ∈ [1, q]), the mes-

sage sent to E.pi will be forwarded to E.plo. Figure 7.13 illustrates ckj ∈ SCci

externally connected to the generated Selection component E. Additionally,
a Selection component can also be generated and internally connected to ci
(further illustrated in Section 7.5).
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Figure 7.13: Managing the variability of ProSys component connections

7.5 Demonstrating development of multi-mode
systems in ProCom

In this section, we use the example in Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1 to demonstrate
how a multi-mode system can be developed by the use of multi-mode compo-
nents in ProCom.

7.5.1 System description

Consider a multi-mode system to be developed in ProCom, with its compo-
nent hierarchy given in Figure 1.2. The basic mode mappings of composite
components a and c are presented in tables 3.2 and 3.3 in Chapter 3. The
inner component connections of a and c for different modes are described in
Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1.

A specific requirement in ProCom is that d and e are ProSave components
while the others are ProSys components. As a ProSys component composed
by ProSys components, a has two possible inner component connections il-
lustrated in Figure 7.14, which matches the connections in Figure 1.2. By
contrast, c is a ProSys component composed by ProSave components. Since
the connections in Figure 3.1 only address data flow, there are multiple de-
sign choices with respect to the inner component connections of c in ProCom
to match the connections in Figure 1.2, depending on the control flow speci-
fication. Figure 7.15 illustrates the inner component connections of c with a
possible control flow specification that matches the connections in Figure 1.2.

The first step to develop such a multi-mode system in ProCom is to define
each multi-mode ProSave and ProSys components. Figure 7.16 shows the hi-
erarchy of all multi-mode ProCom components. The dedicated mode-switch
ports of each component are marked in purple. Furthermore, as multi-mode
ProSave components, d and e also have a dedicated service Smode .
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Figure 7.14: The inner ProSys component connections within a

Figure 7.15: The inner ProSave component connections within c

Figure 7.16: The component hierarchy in ProCom

7.5.2 Mode-switch handling
In this example, b, d, e and f are primitive components, whose mode-switch
handling can be directly implemented by code. As composite components, a
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and c must use additional subcomponents to handle their mode switches.
Component c is a ProSys component composed by ProSave components,

implying that its mode switch should be handled by a pair of dedicated subcom-
ponents MSLA

c and MSLB
c , both of which are primitive ProSave components

that can be automatically generated. Figure 7.17 presents MSLA
c and MSLB

c

and their ports, which strictly conform to the port definitions of MSLA
ci and

MSLB
ci in Section 7.3.1. The ports peo and pfo are grouped as MSLA

c .Pmsx
o ;

the ports pei and pfi are grouped as MSLB
c .Pmsx

i , where e and f are the sub-
components of c. The MSRM of c is implemented in the pair of MSLA

c and
MSLB

c . Moreover, the connections around MSLA
c and MSLB

c are presented in
Figure 7.19.

Figure 7.17: The port definition of MSLA
c and MSLB

c

Component a is a ProSys component composed by ProSys components,
implying that its mode switch should be handled by a single dedicated subcom-
ponent MSLa which is a primitive ProSys component that can be automatically
generated. Figure 7.18 presents MSLa and its ports, which strictly conform to
the port definition of MSLci in Section 7.3.2. The ports pbi , pci , and pdi are
grouped as MSLa.Pmsx

i ; the ports pbo, pco, and pdo are grouped as MSLa.Pmsx
o ,

where b, c, and d are the subcomponents of a. The MSRM of a is imple-
mented in MSLa. Moreover, the connections around MSLa are presented in
Figure 7.20.

7.5.3 Managing component connections for different modes
The inner component connections of a and c separately defined for their modes
have been provided in figures 7.14 and 7.15. The key to manage the variabil-
ity of inner component connections in ProCom is to merge the inner compo-
nent connections of each composite component into a complete view for all its
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Figure 7.18: The port definition of MSLa

modes. Such a complete view can be automatically generated by adhering to
the principles introduced in Section 7.4.

The complete view of the inner component connections of c is presented in
Figure 7.19, automatically generated based on Figure 7.15. Automated gener-
ated elements are highlighted in different colors. The green color highlights the
elements for handling the mode switch of c, while the purple regions highlight
the elements for managing the variability of the inner component connections
of c. The mode switch of c is handled by the pair of MSLA

c and MSLB
c in-

troduced in Section 7.5.2. Furthermore, a Clock and a Control Or connector
are generated in line with the connection pattern in Figure 7.9. Placed at the
top ProSave level, the Clock periodically activates the control flow through the
Smode services of all ProSave components.

The light purple region covers 15 generated connectors including all the
four types of connectors Control Or, Data Or, Selection and Data Selection
introduced in Section 7.4.1. These connectors are either externally connected
to the subcomponents of c or internally connected to c. Each port of e and f
not belonging to their Smode services is externally connected to a connector.
Besides, each message port of c not dedicated to mode switch is treated as a
port group with a trigger port and a data port. The connector generation rule in
Section 7.4.1 regards each input port of c as an output port of a subcomponent
and regards each output port of c as an input port of a subcomponent. Hence
there are six generated connectors internally connected to three message ports
of c. All these connectors have three input or output ports because c can run in
three modes: m1

c , m2
c and m3

c . Each Selection or Data Selection has an input
data port marked in red. This port is connected to MSLA

c .p
s
o which tells the

current mode of c so that the correct outgoing connection is selected.
A complete view of the inner component connections of a is presented
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in Figure 7.20, automatically generated based on Figure 7.14. Highlighted in
green, a dedicated subcomponent MSLa described in Section 7.5.2 is generated
for handling the mode switch of a. The light purple region covers six generated
Selection ProSys components to merge the inner component connections of a
for all its modes. Section 7.4.2 specifies that each output message port of the
subcomponents of a and each input message port of a should be connected to
a generated Selection component, provided that they are not dedicated mode-
switch ports. Each Selection component has two output message ports because
a can run in two modes: m1

a and m2
a. Meanwhile, each Selection component

also has a particular input message port marked in red. This port is connected
to MSLa.p

s
o which tells the current mode of a such that the correct outgoing

connection is selected.

As a final remark, the generated complete views of component connec-
tions in figures 7.19 and 7.20 appear to be rather complex even for a simple
example, making development of complex multi-mode systems questionable
in ProCom. However, with the support of at least two justifiable arguments,
we do not deem this a threat to the feasibility of our approach. First, a com-
plete view of component connections can be automatically generated from the
separate specification of component connections for each mode by the system
designer, while the inner component connections of a composite component for
a particular mode are much less complex. Second, it is possible to apply signif-
icant simplification to the generated complete views. An implicit assumption
made in Section 7.4 for merging the inner component connections of a com-
posite component ci in ProCom is that each port of the subcomponent of ci not
dedicated to mode switch has a unique external connection for each mode of
ci, while each port of ci not dedicated to mode switch has a unique internal
connection for each mode of ci. On many occasions though, some inner con-
nections of ci may remain the same for different modes of ci. For instance, it
can be observed from Figure 7.15 that the outgoing connection of f is never
changed regardless of the current mode of c. Then the four generated connec-
tors between f and the second output port of c in Figure 7.19 can be removed
without altering the inner component connections of c. If such optimization is
employed for all composite ProSave and ProSys components, the entire system
model in ProCom is likely to be substantially simplified.
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7.6 Summary
As a theoretical framework, our MSL requires a concrete component model
to fulfill its implementation for practical usage. MSL boasts great potential to
be integrated into many existing component models, upgrading them with the
support of multi-mode systems. This chapter integrates MSL in the ProCom
component model which in its original form does not incorporate support for
development of multi-mode applications. Taking both ProSave and ProSys lay-
ers of ProCom into account, our approach yields a slightly extended ProCom
component model that not only allows reuse of multi-mode components but
also is able to run our MSRM to handle mode switch at runtime.

Our first attempt is to define multi-mode ProCom components in compli-
ance with our mode-aware component model. Dedicated mode-switch ports
are added to both ProSave and ProSys components. Moreover, a dedicated ser-
vice is reserved for each ProSave component to separate its mode-switch be-
havior from its original functionalities. For primitive components, our MSRM
can be directly implemented by code in both ProSave and ProSys. For com-
posite components, the MSRM is implemented by additional dedicated sub-
components. If a composite component is a ProSave component, or a ProSys
component composed by ProSave components, its mode switch is handled by a
pair of dedicated subcomponents synchronized with each other. If a composite
component is a ProSys component composed by ProSys components, its mode
switch is handled by a single dedicated subcomponent. Finally, we merge the
inner component connections of a composite component for different modes
into a complete view to manage the variability of component connections in a
multi-mode context. Additional elements such as connectors in ProSave and
Selection ProSys components are automatically generated so that component
connections defined for a particular mode are properly selected.
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Improving mode-switch
efficiency

Reuse of multi-mode software components brings more flexible design choices
for software development of multi-mode components while preserving the ben-
efits of CBSE. The MSRM of our MSL has the power to cope with highly com-
plex scenarios during a mode switch, even if no component knows the global
mode information. The distributed nature of MSRM makes it possible to sub-
stitute, add, and remove components on the fly without reconfiguring the entire
system. In spite of these advantages, the runtime mode-switch efficiency arises
as a practical issue for MSL. Both the computation overhead of the MSRM and
the inter-component communication are prone to exert negative influence upon
mode-switch efficiency. The computation overhead of the MSRM from the per-
spective of an individual component is rather low because the only task of the
MSRM is to determine how a component exchange primitives with its parent
and subcomponents. Nevertheless, from the system’s perspective, the overall
computation overhead of the MSRM is in proportion to the number of compo-
nents on account of the concurrent execution of the MSRM in each component.
The inter-component communication during a mode switch, characterized by
the stepwise transmission of primitives, may incur long mode-switch time.

Of course, runtime computation overhead and communication is an in-
evitable price to pay for the MSRM as a distributed mechanism, which is nec-
essary when software components are deployed on distributed hardware nodes
or no global mode information is available. However, for systems where all the
software components are deployed onto the same physical hardware platform
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and the mode information of all components is globally accessible, a more ef-
ficient scheme is centralized mode-switch handling by a global mode-switch
manager. Combining the flexibility and multi-mode component reuse of MSL
at design time with the runtime efficiency of global mode-switch management,
this chapter presents a mode transformation technique that improves the mode-
switch efficiency of MSL by transforming component modes to system modes
to be handled by a global mode-switch manager. After mode transformation,
there will be no need for each component to run its MSRM and exchange prim-
itives with other components during a mode switch. A mode-switch process is
facilitated, as a mode switch becomes a direct transition between two system
modes.

8.1 Mode transformation

The purpose of mode transformation is to replace the distributed mode-switch
handling of MSL with a centralized solution which yields better run-time per-
formance. Mode transformation is conducted once the multi-mode component
architecture of a system is completed. Illustrated in Figure 8.1, mode transfor-
mation transfers the responsibility of mode-switch handling from the MSRM
of each component to a single mode-switch manager of the system. As a result
of mode transformation, each multi-mode component turns into a single-mode
component without MSRM and mode mapping, freed from all mode-related
activities.

Figure 8.1 also reveals the internal overall structure of the mode-switch
manager. When a scenario is triggered, it is first stored in an input buffer of
the mode-switch manager. The mode-switch manager periodically checks the
input buffer. If no mode switch is in progress, the mode-switch manager will
perform a mode switch based on the first pending scenario in the input buffer.
The mode-switch manager can apply appropriate arbitration mechanisms and
mode-switch protocols [105] to handle each scenario, ensuring that a mode
switch does not violate any functional and timing requirements. These pro-
tocols are assisted by a mode transition graph that guides the mode-switch
manager to switch to the right mode for each scenario. Designing or selecting
the suitable mode-switch protocols is out of the scope of the thesis. Instead,
we delve into the construction of the mode transition graph.

Shown in Figure 8.2, our mode transformation process includes two se-
quential steps. First, given the mode mappings of all composite components,
we construct an intermediate representation, a Mode Combination Tree (MCT)
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Figure 8.1: The overview of mode transformation

where all the possible system modes are identified. In the second step, taking
the specification of all mode-switch scenarios in the system as the input, we add
all the possible transitions between the identified system modes to construct the
mode transition graph.

Figure 8.2: The mode transformation process

In the following two sections, we shed light on the two transformation steps
separately.
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8.2 Construction of the mode combination tree
The aim of constructing the MCT is to identify all the system modes. Let Mci

denote the set of supported modes of ci and D denote the current mode of a
deactivated component. Then we define system modes as follows:

Definition 37. System modes based on component modes: For a system com-
posed by a set of components C = {c1, c2, · · · , cn} (n ∈ N), the set of system
modes is defined as Ms ⊆ ×

i∈[1,n]

Mci ∪ {D}. Each system mode m ∈ Ms is

a mode combination of all components.

By Definition 37, each system mode m = (mc1 ,mc2 , · · · ,mcn), where
mci ∈ Mci ∪ {D} for i = [1, n]. In order to more explicitly indicate the
relationship between ci and mci , we shall hereafter use an alternative ex-
pression to represent a system mode: m = {(ci,mci)|i ∈ [1, n]}, where
mci ∈ Mci ∪ {D}. Using the same formalism, an MCT is defined as fol-
lows:

Definition 38. Mode Combination Tree: An MCT is a tree with a set of nodes
N = {N0,N1, · · · ,Nn} (n ∈ N), where N0 = ∅ is the root node, and each
other node Ni = {(cj ,mcj )|j ∈ [1, k], k ∈ N} (i ∈ [1, n]), where for all j,
mcj ∈ Mcj ∪ {D} and all cj have the same depth level.

Definition 38 implies that each node of an MCT, except the root node,
provides a mode combination of components with the same depth level (Def-
inition 36 in Chapter 5). A typical outlook of MCT is displayed in Figure 8.5
of Section 8.4, where the construction of the MCT will be further explained.

Before the formal description of the MCT construction process, we need to
introduce a number of additional notations and concepts. For each ci ∈ CC, a
valid Local Mode Combination (LMC) of ci is defined as follows:

Definition 39. Valid Local Mode Combination: For ci ∈ CC
with SCci = {c1j , · · · , cnj } (n ∈ N), we call the set Vci =

{(ci,mci), (c
1
j ,mc1j

), · · · , (cnj ,mcnj
)} a valid LMC of ci, if (1) mci ∈ Mci ∪

{D} and ∀k ∈ [1, n], mk
cj ∈ Mckj

∪{D}; and (2) mci and all mckj
(k ∈ [1, n])

can be simultaneously executed by the corresponding components, i.e. con-
forming to the mode mapping of ci.

Note that each element in Vci is a pair (x, y) where x ∈
SCci ∪ {ci} and y ∈ Mx ∪ {D}. For instance, the mode map-
ping of c in Table 3.3 of Chapter 3 implies four valid LMCs of
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c: (1) {(c,m1
c), (e,m

1
e), (f,m

1
f )}; (2) {(c,m2

c), (e,m
2
e), (f,m

1
f )}; (3)

{(c,m2
c), (e,m

3
e), (f,m

1
f )}; (4) {(c,m3

c), (e,D), (f,m1
f )}. Based on Defini-

tion 39, we further introduce Definition 40:

Definition 40. Valid LMC concerning a specific mode: For ci ∈ CC with
SCci = {c1j , · · · , cnj } (n ∈ N), if when ci is running in mci , and ∀ckj ∈
SCci (k ∈ [1, n]), ∃mckj

such that {(ci,mci), (c
1
j ,mc1j

), · · · , (cnj ,mcnj
)} is a

valid LMC of ci, then the set Vci,mci
= {(c1j ,mc1j

), · · · , (cnj ,mcnj
)} is a valid

LMC of ci for mci .

Depending on the mode mapping of ci, multiple valid LMCs of ci may
exist for mci . Let Wci,mci

be the set of all valid LMCs of ci ∈ CC for mci .
Each element in Wci,mci

is a set Vci,mci
. The total number of all valid LMCs

of ci for mci is |Wci,mci
|. For instance, according to Table 3.3 of Chapter 3,

Wc,m2
c
= {V1

c,m2
c
,V2

c,m2
c
}, where V1

c,m2
c
= {(e,m2

e), (f,m
1
f )} and V2

c,m2
c
=

{(e,m3
e), (f,m

1
f )}. It is easy to automatically generate Wci,mci

from the mode
mapping of ci. Furthermore, when ci is deactivated, the following property
holds for Wci,mci

:

Theorem 17. Wci,mci
property: For ci ∈ CC with SCci = {c1j , · · · , cnj }

(n ∈ N), |Wci,D| = 1 and Wci,D = {Vci,D} where Vci,D ≡
{(c1j , D), · · · , (cnj , D)}.

Proof. When a composite component ci is deactivated, all its enclosed com-
ponents must also be deactivated. Hence, if the current mode of ci is D,
then the current modes of its subcomponents must also be D. Vci,D =
{(c1j , D), · · · , (cnj , D)} is the only valid LMC of ci for D, implying |Wci,D| =
1. Theorem 17 follows.

Next we introduce an important operator for combining different valid
LMCs:

Definition 41. Valid LMC operation: Consider two set of valid LMCs W1 =
{V1,V2, · · · ,Vm} and W2 = {Vk+1,Vk+2, · · · ,Vk+n}, where m,n, k ∈ N.
Let ⊕ be an operator such that W1⊕W2 = {Vi∪Vk+j |i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n]}.
In addition, for each l ∈ N, W1 ⊕ W2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Wl can be represented as⊕
o∈[1,l]

Wo.

For the sake of lucidity, let us clarify the ⊕ operator using a small ex-
ample. Suppose W1 = {V1,V2} where V1 = {(a,m1

a), (b,m
1
b)} and V2 =
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{(a,m2
a), (b,m

2
b)}; and W2 = {V3,V4} where V3 = {(c,m1

c), (d,m
1
d)} and

V4 = {(c,m2
c), (d,m

2
d)}. Then,

W1 ⊕W2 ={V1 ∪ V3,V1 ∪ V4,V2 ∪ V3,V2 ∪ V4}
={{(a,m1

a), (b,m
1
b), (c,m

1
c), (d,m

1
d)},

{(a,m1
a), (b,m

1
b), (c,m

2
c), (d,m

2
d)},

{(a,m2
a), (b,m

2
b), (c,m

1
c), (d,m

1
d)},

{(a,m2
a), (b,m

2
b), (c,m

2
c), (d,m

2
d)}}

Given the component hierarchy of a system and the mode mappings of
all composite components in the system, the MCT of the system can be con-
structed by creating nodes top-down from the root node. For each node N of
an MCT, let dN be its depth level, and λN be the number of new nodes created
from this node. We use Ni � Nj to denote that a new node Ni is created from
on old node Nj . Moreover, let MTop = {m1

T ,m
2
T , · · · ,m

|MTop |
T } be the set

of supported modes of Top. The MCT is constructed by the following steps:

1. From N0, create λN0
= |MTop | new nodes, such that for each new node

Ni � N0, Ni = {(Top,mi
T )} (i ∈ [1, |MTop |]).

2. From each Ni = {(Top,mi
T )} (i ∈ [1, |MTop |]), create λNi

=
|WTop,mi

T
| new nodes, such that for each N ′ � Ni, N ′ ∈ WTop,mi

T
.

Moreover, if λNi
> 1, then for each N ′,N ′′ � Ni, we have N ′ �= N ′′.

3. For each node N = {(c1,mc1), (c2,mc2), · · · , (cn,mcn)} (n ∈ N)
with dN ≥ 2, if ∀i ∈ [1, n], ci ∈ PC, then N is marked as a leaf node
and no new node is created from N . Otherwise, if ∃i ∈ [1, n] such that
ci ∈ CC, then create λN =

∏
i∈[1,n],
ci∈CC

|Wci,mci
| new nodes, such that for

each N ′ � N , N ′ ∈
⊕

i∈[1,n],
ci∈CC

Wci,mci
. Moreover, if λN > 1, then for

each N ′,N ′′ � N , we have N ′ �= N ′′.

4. Repeat Step 3 until all branches of the MCT have reached the leaf node.

The MCT construction process is implemented as Algorithm 36, which is
a recursive function constructMCT(N , dN ) that has two input parameters: N
is the node currently being explored and dN is the depth level of N . Initially,
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N = ∅ and dN = 0. We assume that Top must have subcomponents. Oth-
erwise, Top itself will be the entire system and mode transformation will be
meaningless. Moreover, for each component ci running in mode m, we assume
that Wci,m is an indexed set such that Wci,m[j] represents the jth element of
Wci,m.

Algorithm 36 constructMCT(N , dN )

1: if dN = 0 then
2: λN := |MTop |;
3: for i from 1 to λN do
4: Ni := {(Top,mi

T )};
5: constructMCT(Ni, 1);
6: end for
7: end if
8: if dN = 1 then
9: {(Top,m)} := N ;

10: Derive WTop,m;
11: λN := |WTop,m|;
12: for i from 1 to λN do
13: constructMCT(WTop,m[i], 2);
14: end for
15: end if
16: if dN ≥ 2 then
17: {(c1,mc1), (c2,mc2), · · · , (cn,mcn)} := N ;
18: if ∀i ∈ [1, n] : ci ∈ PC then
19: return ;
20: else
21: Derive W :=

⊕
i∈[1,n],
ci∈CC

Wci,mci
;

22: λN :=
∏

i∈[1,n],
ci∈CC

|Wci,mci
|;

23: for i from 1 to λN do
24: constructMCT(W[i], dN + 1);
25: end for
26: end if
27: end if

The complexity of Algorithm 36 depends on the structure of the compo-
nent hierarchy, the number of modes of each component, and all the mode
mappings. Since all these contributing factors are bounded, this algorithm will
terminate with a bounded number of steps. Actually, the computation overhead
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erwise, Top itself will be the entire system and mode transformation will be
meaningless. Moreover, for each component ci running in mode m, we assume
that Wci,m is an indexed set such that Wci,m[j] represents the jth element of
Wci,m.

Algorithm 36 constructMCT(N , dN )

1: if dN = 0 then
2: λN := |MTop |;
3: for i from 1 to λN do
4: Ni := {(Top,mi

T )};
5: constructMCT(Ni, 1);
6: end for
7: end if
8: if dN = 1 then
9: {(Top,m)} := N ;

10: Derive WTop,m;
11: λN := |WTop,m|;
12: for i from 1 to λN do
13: constructMCT(WTop,m[i], 2);
14: end for
15: end if
16: if dN ≥ 2 then
17: {(c1,mc1), (c2,mc2), · · · , (cn,mcn)} := N ;
18: if ∀i ∈ [1, n] : ci ∈ PC then
19: return ;
20: else
21: Derive W :=

⊕
i∈[1,n],
ci∈CC

Wci,mci
;

22: λN :=
∏

i∈[1,n],
ci∈CC

|Wci,mci
|;

23: for i from 1 to λN do
24: constructMCT(W[i], dN + 1);
25: end for
26: end if
27: end if

The complexity of Algorithm 36 depends on the structure of the compo-
nent hierarchy, the number of modes of each component, and all the mode
mappings. Since all these contributing factors are bounded, this algorithm will
terminate with a bounded number of steps. Actually, the computation overhead
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of the algorithm is not a major concern for run-time performance, inasmuch as
the MCT is constructed at design time.

An interesting property can be observed from an MCT, formulated as the
following theorem:

Theorem 18. A non-root node N of an MCT is represented by a valid mode
combination of components with depth level dN − 1.

Proof. Since N cannot be the root node, dN ≥ 1. When dN = 1, N =
{(Top,m)|m ∈ MTop} and dTop = dN − 1 = 0. When dN = 2, according
to Step 2 of the MCT construction procedure, N ∈ WTop,m (m ∈ MTop).
The definition of W implies that N is represented by a valid LMC of the
subcomponents of Top, while each subcomponent of Top has a depth level
dN − 1 = 1. Note that for dN ≥ 3, N is created by the same rule (Step
3). Hence Theorem 18 can be proved by induction for dN ≥ 3. Suppose
N = {(c1,mc1), · · · , (cn,mcn)} (n ∈ N).
Basis: When dN = 3, according to Step 3 of the MCT construction procedure,
the definition of W , and the definition of the operator

⊕
, N ∈

⊕
dci

=1
ci∈CC

Wci,mci
.

Then for all (cj ,mcj ) ∈ N , dcj = dN − 1 = 2.
Inductive step: Suppose that when dN = k, for all (cj ,mcj ) ∈ N , we
have dcj = k − 1. Then we need to prove that for another node N ′ =
{(c′1,mc′1

), · · · , (c′o,mc′o
)} (o ∈ N) with dN ′ = k + 1, we have dc′i = k

(i ∈ [1, o]) for all (c′i,mc′i
) ∈ N ′. The node N ′ can be created either from N or

from another node N ′′ with dN ′′ = dN . Since N and N ′′ include the same set
of components with depth level k−1, we always have N ′ ∈

⊕
dcj

=k−1,

cj∈CC

Wcj ,mcj
.

By the definition of W and the operator
⊕

, all c′i included in N ′ have a depth
level equal to k, i.e. dN ′ − 1.

The induction above together with our analysis for dN = 1 and dN = 2
proves Theorem 18.

Theorem 18 further implies the following corollary:

Corollary 1. All leaf nodes of an MCT have the same depth level.

Proof. Let N1 and N2 be two leaf nodes of the same MCT. By Theorem 18,
both N1 and N2 include the same set of primitive components with the maxi-
mum depth level of the component hierarchy. Let d be the depth level of these
primitive components. Then d = dN1

− 1 = dN2
− 1. Therefore, dN1

= dN2
,

thus proving the corollary.
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Once the MCT is constructed, the system modes can be derived as a path
from the root node to a leaf node of the MCT. Let N k be the set of nodes of an
MCT with depth level k. Then,

Theorem 19. Given an MCT, a system mode m is represented by a valid mode

combination
δ⋃

i=0

Ni where Ni ∈ N i, and δ is the maximum depth level of the

MCT, i.e. Nδ is a leaf node. The total number of system modes is equal to the
total number of leaf nodes of the MCT.

Proof. Let C = {c1, c2, · · · , cn} (n ∈ N) be the set of components of a system.

First we prove that
δ⋃

i=0

Ni includes the modes of all components. Then we

prove that each component is included in m only once.
By Theorem 18, each N �= N0 with dN = k is represented by a valid

mode combination of components with depth level k − 1. Since the maximum
depth level of the MCT is δ, the maximum depth level of a component in the

system is δ−1. Each path of the MCT is a union
δ⋃

i=0

Ni that includes the mode

combination of components with depth levels from 0 to δ − 1. Since the depth
level of any component is within [0, δ − 1], the mode of the component must

be included in
δ⋃

i=0

Ni, i.e., a path of the MCT.

Next consider any two pairs (ci,mci) ∈ m and (cj ,mcj ) ∈ m (i, j ∈
[1, n]). If dci �= dcj , then apparently ci �= cj . If dci = dcj = k, then (ci,mci)
and (cj ,mcj ) must be both included in any node N ∈ N k+1 by Theorem 18.
Components ci and cj may or may not share the same parent. If their parents
are different, then apparently ci �= cj . If they share the same parent, by Defi-
nition 40, we also have ci �= cj . Therefore, ci �= cj always holds regardless of
the depth levels of ci and cj . Stated otherwise, each component is included in
m only once.

Hence, m =
δ⋃

i=0

Ni represents a system mode. Furthermore, we know that

each path of an MCT includes a leaf node. Since all leaf nodes are different, all
paths are also different. The number of paths, i.e. the number of system modes,
equals the number of leaf nodes.

Among the system modes, the initial system mode can be recognized based
on the specification of the initial modes of all components.
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[1, n]). If dci �= dcj , then apparently ci �= cj . If dci = dcj = k, then (ci,mci)
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Components ci and cj may or may not share the same parent. If their parents
are different, then apparently ci �= cj . If they share the same parent, by Defi-
nition 40, we also have ci �= cj . Therefore, ci �= cj always holds regardless of
the depth levels of ci and cj . Stated otherwise, each component is included in
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each path of an MCT includes a leaf node. Since all leaf nodes are different, all
paths are also different. The number of paths, i.e. the number of system modes,
equals the number of leaf nodes.

Among the system modes, the initial system mode can be recognized based
on the specification of the initial modes of all components.
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8.3 Deriving the mode transition graph
Once the system modes are identified from the constructed MCT, the next
step is to derive the (system) mode transition graph on top of these sys-
tem modes. For a system with a set of identified system modes M =
{m1,m2, · · · ,mn} (n ∈ N), a mode switch is a transition from mold to mnew,
where mold,mnew ∈ M and mold �= mnew. A mode transition graph con-
tains all the possible transitions between these system modes and associates
each transition with the corresponding scenario. Here we provide the formal
definition of a mode transition graph:

Definition 42. Mode transition graph: A mode transition graph is a tuple:

< S, s0,K, T >

where S is a set of states, with each state s ∈ S corresponding to a system
mode; s0 ∈ S is the initial state, corresponding to the initial system mode; K
is a set of scenarios specified for the system; T ⊆ S × K × S is a set of state
transitions. Each state transition signifies a possible mode switch for a specific
scenario.

Each state of a mode transition graph can be graphically represented as a
location with a circle, with the initial state being marked by a double circle.
Each state transition triggered by scenario k ∈ K from s1 to s2 (s1, s2 ∈
S) is denoted as s1

k−→ s2 and graphically represented by an arrow starting
from s1, and ending in s2 with the label k. A graphical illustration of mode
transition graph can be found in Figure 8.10 of Section 8.4. Note that it is also
possible to associate each transition of the graph with a guard represented by an
application-dependent boolean expression that has been introduced to a parent
MMA in Chapter 3. Such a guard is not the focus of mode transformation, thus
omitted in Definition 42.

The key issue of deriving the mode transition graph is to identify the sys-
tem modes mold and mnew for each scenario k for which mold

k−→ mnew is
possible. Consider a scenario ci : m

1
ci → m2

ci . The only condition satisfying
the triggering of k is that the MSS ci is currently running in m1

ci . For each
k, mold can be easily identified as long as (ci,m

1
ci) ∈ mold. Note that more

than one system mode could be identified as mold. Depending on the current
system mode, a scenario may enable different transitions.

In contrast to mold, only one system mode can be the mnew for each sce-
nario k. The identification of mnew for k is more difficult because it depends
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not only on m2
ci , but also on the target modes of the other components. We

identify the mnew for each scenario with the assistance of a Component Target
Mode (CTM) table:

Definition 43. Component Target Mode table: A CTM table is a table with
n1 rows and n2 columns, where n1 is the number of components of a system
and n2 is the number of scenarios. Each row is associated with a component,
each column is associated with a scenario, and each cell contains the target
mode mci of the corresponding component ci for the corresponding scenario
k. If ci is a Type B component for k, the cell contains X , indicating that mci

is independent of k.

An example of a CTM table can be found above the mode transition graph
in Figure 8.10 of Section 8.4. A CTM table can be automatically constructed
offline based on the scenario specification and the mode mapping of each com-
posite component. Let mk

ci be the target mode of ci for k in a CTM table.
Taking advantage of the CTM table, the mnew for each scenario k can be iden-
tified as follows: For each system mode m = {(ci,mci)|i ∈ [1, n], n ∈ N},
if ∀i where mk

ci �= X in the CTM table (i.e., T k
ci = A), we have mci = mk

ci ,
then m is the mnew for k. Algorithm 37 describes the process of building the
mode transition graph, with a search space of O(|M| · |K|).

Algorithm 37 constructMTG(C,M,K)

1: C = {c1, · · · , co} (o ∈ N); {The set of all components}
2: M = {m1, · · · ,mn} (n ∈ N); {The set of identified system modes}
3: K = {k1, · · · , kl} (l ∈ N); {The set of all scenarios}
4: for all ki ∈ K where k ∈ [1, l] and ki = c : m1

c → m2
c do

5: if ∃mj ∈ M s.t. (∀cp ∈ C and T ki
cp = A, (cp,m

ki
cp) ∈ mj) then

6: mnew = mj ;
7: for all mj ∈ M do
8: if (c,m1

c) ∈ mj then
9: addTransition(mj ,mnew, ki); {Add a transition from mj to mnew labeled with ki}

10: end if
11: end for
12: end if
13: end for

The mode transition graph, presented in Figure 8.1, helps the global mode-
switch manager keep track of the current system mode and makes the system
switch to the right target mode when a scenario is triggered.
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k. If ci is a Type B component for k, the cell contains X , indicating that mci

is independent of k.

An example of a CTM table can be found above the mode transition graph
in Figure 8.10 of Section 8.4. A CTM table can be automatically constructed
offline based on the scenario specification and the mode mapping of each com-
posite component. Let mk

ci be the target mode of ci for k in a CTM table.
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if ∀i where mk
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8.4 Mode transformation example
To make our mode transformation technique more comprehensible, let us
demonstrate mode transformation in the example in Figure 8.3, which changes
the primitive component d in Figure 1.2 of Chapter 1 into a composite compo-
nent with two subcomponents g and h. The mode mapping tables of composite
components a, c, and d are declared in Figure 8.4, which retains the mode
mappings of a and c presented in tables 3.2 and 3.3 and adds another mode
mapping table for d.

Figure 8.3: The component hierarchy of an example

Figure 8.4: The mode mapping tables of a, c, d

The first step of mode transformation is to construct an MCT with reference
to the component hierarchy in Figure 8.3 and mode mappings in Figure 8.4.
Mode mapping tables do not specify the new modes of Type A components for
a scenario, however, they are sufficient to construct the MCT. The construction
of the MCT exactly follows the procedures described in Section 8.2:

1. From the root node N0 = ∅, create λN0
= |Ma| = 2 nodes: N1 =
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{(a,m1
a)} and N2 = {(a,m2

a)}.

2. From N1, create λN1
= |Wa,m1

a
| nodes. According to Figure 8.4(a),

there are in total two valid LMCs of a when a runs in m1
a. Hence,

λN1 = 2. Let the two new nodes be N3 and N4, then N3 =
{(b,m1

b), (c,m
1
c), (d,D)} and N4 = {(b,m1

b), (c,m
3
c), (d,D)}. The

same procedure is applied to N2, i.e. by creating λN2
= |Wa,m2

a
|

nodes from N2. Figure 8.4(a) indicates that there is only one valid
LMC of a when a runs in m2

a. Therefore, λN2
= 1 and the new node

N5 = {(b,m2
b), (c,m

2
c), (d,m

1
d)}.

3. Now there are three nodes with depth level 2: N3, N4, and N5.
Let’s first look at N3 = {(b,m1

b), (c,m
1
c), (d,D)}. Among, b, c

and d, there are two composite components: c and d. Hence N3 is
not a leaf node and λN3

= |Wc,m1
c
| ∗ |Wd,D| new nodes are sup-

posed to be created. Figure 8.4(b) implies that |Wc,m1
c
| = 1 and

Wc,m1
c
= {{(e,m1

e), (f,m
1
f )}}. Meanwhile, Theorem 17 implies that

|Wd,D = 1| and Wd,D = {{(g,D), (h,D)}}. Hence, λN3
= 1. In

addition, Wc,m1
c
⊕ Wd,D = {{(e,m1

e), (f,m
1
f ), (g,D), (h,D)}}. Let

N6 be the new node created from N3. Since N6 ∈ Wc,m1
c
⊕ Wd,D,

N6 = {(e,m1
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,D), (h,D)}.

4. Repeat Step 3 for N4. Create λN4
= |Wc,m3

c
| ∗ |Wd,D| nodes

from N4. Figure 8.4(b) implies that |Wc,m3
c
| = 1 and Wc,m3

c
=

{{(e,D), (f,m1
f )}}. By Theorem 17, |Wd,D| = 1 and Wd,D =

{{(g,D), (h,D)}}. Hence, λN4
= 1 and Wc,m3

c
⊕ Wd,D =

{{(e,D), (f,m1
f ), (g,D), (h,D)}}. Let N7 be the new node created

from N4. Then we have N7 = {(e,D), (f,m1
f ), (g,D), (h,D)}.

5. Repeat Step 3 for N5. We need to create λN5
= |Wc,m2

c
| ∗ |Wd,m1

d
| new

nodes from N5. Figure 8.4(b) implies that |Wc,m2
c
| = 2 and Wc,m2

c
=

{{(e,m2
e), (f,m

1
f )}, {(e,m3

e), (f,m
1
f )}}. Figure 8.4(c) implies that

|Wd,m1
d
| = 2 and Wd,m1

d
= {{(g,m1

g), (h,m
1
h)}, {(g,m2

g), (h,m
2
h)}}.

Hence, λN5 = 4 and

Wc,m2
c
⊕Wd,m1

d
={{(e,m2

e), (f,m
1
f ), (g,m

1
g), (h,m

1
h)},

{(e,m3
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

1
g), (h,m

1
h)},

{(e,m2
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

2
g), (h,m

2
h)},

{(e,m3
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

2
g), (h,m

2
h)}}
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λN1 = 2. Let the two new nodes be N3 and N4, then N3 =
{(b,m1

b), (c,m
1
c), (d,D)} and N4 = {(b,m1

b), (c,m
3
c), (d,D)}. The

same procedure is applied to N2, i.e. by creating λN2
= |Wa,m2

a
|

nodes from N2. Figure 8.4(a) indicates that there is only one valid
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N5 = {(b,m2
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2
c), (d,m

1
d)}.
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1
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= |Wc,m1
c
| ∗ |Wd,D| new nodes are sup-
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c
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Wc,m1
c
= {{(e,m1

e), (f,m
1
f )}}. Meanwhile, Theorem 17 implies that

|Wd,D = 1| and Wd,D = {{(g,D), (h,D)}}. Hence, λN3
= 1. In

addition, Wc,m1
c
⊕ Wd,D = {{(e,m1
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c
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= 1 and Wc,m3

c
⊕ Wd,D =
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d
| new

nodes from N5. Figure 8.4(b) implies that |Wc,m2
c
| = 2 and Wc,m2

c
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{{(e,m2
e), (f,m

1
f )}, {(e,m3

e), (f,m
1
f )}}. Figure 8.4(c) implies that

|Wd,m1
d
| = 2 and Wd,m1

d
= {{(g,m1

g), (h,m
1
h)}, {(g,m2
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2
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e), (f,m
1
f ), (g,m

1
g), (h,m

1
h)},

{(e,m3
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

1
g), (h,m

1
h)},

{(e,m2
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

2
g), (h,m

2
h)},

{(e,m3
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m
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g), (h,m

2
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Let N8, N9, N10, N11 be the four new nodes created from N5. Then

N8 = {(e,m2
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

1
g), (h,m

1
h)}

N9 = {(e,m3
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

1
g), (h,m

1
h)}

N10 = {(e,m2
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

2
g), (h,m

2
h)}

N11 = {(e,m3
e), (f,m

1
f ), (g,m

2
g), (h,m

2
h)}

6. Explore new nodes from the nodes with depth level 3, including N6–
N11. Since all these nodes represent a mode combination of e, f, g, and
h, all of which are primitive components, N6–N11 are all identified as
leaf nodes, thus terminating the MCT construction.

The constructed MCT is presented in Figure 8.5. The MCT consists of 12
nodes, including one root node N0, two nodes with depth level 1, three nodes
with depth level 2, and 6 nodes with depth level 3, i.e.

N 0 = {N0}
N 1 = {N1,N2}
N 2 = {N3,N4,N5}
N 3 = {N6,N7,N8,N9,N10,N11}

By Theorem 19, six system modes m1–m6 are identified as different paths
of the MCT:
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Figure 8.5: Demonstration of the MCT
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The initial system mode can be inferred from the initial mode of each com-
ponent. In this example, we assume that the initial modes of a and c are m1

a and
m1

c , respectively. Under this assumption, m1 is the initial system mode. Each
system mode has a unique global configuration that is characterized by factors
such as activated components and their connections at all nested levels, or the
mode-specific behaviors of certain primitive components. Figure 8.6 illustrates
a possible set of global configurations for the six system modes. To simplify
the view, composite components c and d are removed in Figure 8.6. Similar
to Figure 1.2, deactivated components are dimmed while black and grey colors
represent different mode-specific behaviors.

Figure 8.6: The global configurations of different system modes

After the identification of system modes, the next step is to derive the mode
transition graph. A key intermediate step is to construct the CTM table. This
requires both the specification of all scenarios and the complete mode map-
pings of all composite components. Figure 8.10 indicates that the system con-
sists of six scenarios from k1 to k6. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the complete
mode mapping of a composite component ci is described by a set of internally
synchronized Mode Mapping Automata (MMAs), including a parent MMA
denoted as MMAp

ci , and a number of child MMAs. For each cj ∈ SCci , there
is a corresponding child MMA denoted as MMAc

cj in the set of MMAs of ci.
Figures 8.7-8.9 depict the set of MMAs of a, c, and d, respectively, covering
all six scenarios.
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Figure 8.7: The set of MMAs of a

With the mode mappings of a, c, d and the specification of six scenarios as
the input, a CTM table is generated and shown in Figure 8.10. As the last step
of mode transformation, the MCT in Figure 8.5 and the CTM table are com-
bined to derive the mode transition graph depicted in Figure 8.10. The mode
transition graph can be either manually derived or automatically generated by
means of a thorough analysis of the possible transitions between different sys-
tem modes for each scenario.

There are two major tasks involved in the construction of the mode transi-
tion graph. First, the identified system modes from the MCT are interpreted as
states of the mode transition graph. In this example, the mode transition graph
contains six states, with the initial system mode m1 as its initial state. Second,
state transitions are added based on the CTM table. For instance, since the
triggering condition of k1 is that a must run in m1

a, we need to identify system
modes which include (a,m1

a). In this case, both m1 and m2 meet the trigger-
ing condition of k1. Hence k1 can lead to an outgoing transition from either m1

or m2. The target system mode for k1 is identified by comparing each system
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states of the mode transition graph. In this example, the mode transition graph
contains six states, with the initial system mode m1 as its initial state. Second,
state transitions are added based on the CTM table. For instance, since the
triggering condition of k1 is that a must run in m1

a, we need to identify system
modes which include (a,m1

a). In this case, both m1 and m2 meet the trigger-
ing condition of k1. Hence k1 can lead to an outgoing transition from either m1

or m2. The target system mode for k1 is identified by comparing each system
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Figure 8.8: The set of MMAs of c

mode with the target modes of all Type A components for k1 listed in the CTM
table. Apparently, m3 is the only one target mode for k1. Therefore, k1 can
enable two transitions in the mode transition graph, either from m1 to m3 or
from m2 to m3. The mode transition graph is completed by repeating the same
logic for all scenarios.

In order to demonstrate how mode transformation enhances runtime mode-
switch efficiency, we compare the mode-switch time for k1 before and after
mode transformation. Figure 8.10 implies that the system can run in either m1

or m2 when k1 is triggered. We assume m1 is the current mode upon the trig-
gering of k1. We also assume that k1 is an emergency scenario to minimize the

8.5 Mode transformation verification 247

Figure 8.9: The set of MMAs of d

mode-switch time before mode transformation. In Figure 8.11, the the mode-
switch process for k1 before transformation is depicted on the left side of the
timeline. After mode transformation, shown on the right side of the timeline,
the mode switch is directly performed by changing the system global config-
uration from m1 to m3 without inter-component communication. The system
reconfiguration time is assumed to be the maximum reconfiguration time of
these components. It is self-evident that the mode-switch time is significantly
reduced after mode transformation. This improvement will become even more
conspicuous if k1 is not an emergency scenario. In fact, when the depth level
of component hierarchy is increased, or when each component runs a more
complex MSRM, the mode-switch time before mode transformation stretches
much more than the mode-switch time after mode transformation does.

8.5 Mode transformation verification
Shown in Figure 8.2 at the beginning of this chapter, mode transformation is
conducted in two sequential steps: the construction of the MCT and then the
derivation of the mode transition graph. The correctness of these two steps can
be verified separately. First, we need to guarantee that the correct set of system
modes is identified from the MCT:

Theorem 20. The system modes identified from the MCT are correct and com-
plete, and each identified system mode is unique.

Proof. The identification of correct system modes is ensured by correct mode
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Figure 8.10: Deriving the mode transition graph

Figure 8.11: Mode transformation facilitates a mode switch
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mappings. Assuming correct mode mappings, the correct Wci,mci
can be de-

rived for each ci running in mci so that new nodes can be correctly created
from each node.

The completeness of system modes depends on the completeness of the
nodes of an MCT. Whenever we create new nodes from a node N =
{(ci,mci)|i ∈ [1, n], n ∈ N}, we consider all the possible valid LMCs of
each ci for mci and all the possible combinations of their valid LMCs. Hence
an MCT has a complete set of nodes which further guarantee a complete set of
identified system modes.

Let m1 and m2 be two different system modes. By Theorem 19, m1 and
m2 correspond to two different paths of the same MCT. Then there must exist a
node N where the two paths diverge. Let N1 and N2 be the two nodes created
from N such that the path of m1 follows N1 and the path of m2 follows N2.
Then N1 and N2 must be different because all new nodes created from N
must be different. Therefore, N1 ⊆ m1 and N1 � m2 while N2 ⊆ m2 and
N2 � m1, implying that m1 and m2 are unique.

Next we need to verify the correctness of the mode transition graph, for-
mulated as follows:

Theorem 21. The transitions of a mode transition graph are correct and com-
plete.

Proof. We divide the proof into two parts. First we prove the correctness of
the transitions of a mode transition graph. Then we prove the completeness
of the transitions of a mode transition graph. Both parts can be proved by
contradiction. Let M = {m1, · · · ,mn} (n ∈ N) be the set of identified
system modes, where mi,mj ∈ M and k = co : m1

co → m2
co .

To prove the correctness, suppose a mode transition graph contains a wrong
transition L = mi

k−→ mj (i.e. a transition from mi to mj for k) where either
mi fails to satisfy the triggering condition of k or mj is the wrong target system
mode for k. By Algorithm 37, we know that (co,m1

co) ∈ mi. Hence mi must
satisfy the triggering condition of k. Moreover, mj must be the only system
mode that matches the CTM table. The correctness of the identified system
modes is guaranteed by Theorem 20. The construction of the CTM table is in-
dependent of our mode transformation technique. Instead, it only depends on
mode mapping. We assume that the mode mappings of all composite compo-
nents are correctly specified, thus ensuring the correctness of the CTM table,
which further proves that mj is the right target system mode for k. This con-
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To prove the correctness, suppose a mode transition graph contains a wrong
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k−→ mj (i.e. a transition from mi to mj for k) where either
mi fails to satisfy the triggering condition of k or mj is the wrong target system
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co) ∈ mi. Hence mi must
satisfy the triggering condition of k. Moreover, mj must be the only system
mode that matches the CTM table. The correctness of the identified system
modes is guaranteed by Theorem 20. The construction of the CTM table is in-
dependent of our mode transformation technique. Instead, it only depends on
mode mapping. We assume that the mode mappings of all composite compo-
nents are correctly specified, thus ensuring the correctness of the CTM table,
which further proves that mj is the right target system mode for k. This con-
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tradicts the assumption that L is a wrong transition. Therefore, the correctness
of the transitions of a mode transition graph follows.

To prove the completeness, suppose a mode transition graph misses a tran-
sition L = mi

k−→ mj which is supposed to be included. First, mi must satisfy
the triggering condition of k, implying (co,m

1
co) ∈ mi. Algorithm 37 ensures

that all system modes satisfying this condition can be identified as the mode
with an outgoing transition labeled with k. Moreover, from the proof of the
correctness above, we know that there is only one target system mode for k
which can be correctly identified. Hence mj must be the target system mode
for k, with an incoming transition labeled with k. Since both mi and mj can be
identified in association with k, it is impossible for a mode transition graph to
miss the transition L. Therefore, the completeness of a mode transition graph
follows.

8.6 Discussion
This section begins with a discussion on the industrial value of our mode trans-
formation technique, followed by some practical issues which need to be con-
sidered during mode transformation.

8.6.1 Industrial value

Our mode transformation technique adds significant potential industrial value
to MSL since it allows more efficient reuse of multi-mode components. Apart
from the ProCom component model described in Chapter 7, we have inves-
tigated the usability of MSL for Rubus [57], an industrial component model
developed by Arcticus Systems1 for software development of ground vehicles.
In Rubus, a system running on an Electronic Control Unit (ECU) can support
multiple modes while each mode is associated with a unique global configu-
ration represented by factors such as activated components and activated com-
ponent connections. A mode switch is guided by a transition diagram similar
to our mode transition graph. Therefore, mode in Rubus is treated in the same
way as our mode-switch handling after mode transformation.

Rubus does not support multi-mode components, however, MSL is able
to improve the design time flexibility of Rubus by means of reuse of multi-
mode components. For each ECU, mode transformation can derive the system

1http://www.arcticus-systems.com/
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modes, the global configurations for each mode, and the mode transition graph,
all of which are consistent with the current mode-switch handling of Rubus.

In addition, we believe that MSL is also beneficial to some other
component-based frameworks with mode-switch support such as AUTOSAR
(AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture) [43], a standard prevalent in the
design of vehicular systems. A mode switch in AUTOSAR is handled by a
mode manager allocated to each ECU. This mode manager is comparable to
our mode-switch manager after mode transformation.

8.6.2 Merging system modes

Using mode transformation, the number of identified system modes is sensitive
to the number of modes of each single component and the mode mapping of
each composite component. As a consequence, mode transformation may end
up with a huge number of system modes. Nonetheless, it only makes sense
to distinguish one mode from another mode when the system behaviors are
noticeably different in these modes. Depending on the application, it is more
efficient to merge several modes with similar global configurations into one
mode. For instance, in Figure 8.6, m5 and m6 can be merged since the only
difference between their global configurations is the behavior of e, which can
be simply distinguished by an "IF...ELSE..." expression. Following this princi-
ple, the number of system modes will be dramatically reduced. The criteria for
merging system modes are application-dependent and out of the scope of the
thesis.

8.6.3 Partial mode transformation

Mode transformation does not have to be applied to an entire system. Some-
times it might be recommended or necessary to conduct mode transformation
partially, i.e. within a composite component instead of the top component.
There are at least two motivating reasons for partial mode transformation.
Firstly, when a system consists of a third-party composite component whose
internal information is unavailable, it will be impossible to derive the system
modes represented by the modes of all components. A compromised solution
would be to treat each third-party composite component as a primitive compo-
nent for mode transformation. Secondly, for a distributed system, it is a natural
choice to apply separate mode transformation for each node. For instance, Fig-
ure 8.12 deploys the components b, c, and d in Figure 8.3 into three distributed
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1http://www.arcticus-systems.com/
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nodes (ECUs). Instead of global mode transformation for the entire system, it
is preferable to perform local mode transformation for c and d separately.

Figure 8.12: Partial mode transformation for distributed nodes

8.6.4 Implementing mode switch after mode transformation
After mode transformation, a mode switch is carried out by changing the global
configuration of the system. Depending on the system requirement, such a
reconfiguration can be implemented in different ways. For instance, the mode-
switch manager can store all the global configurations so that it can simply
change the global configuration when a mode switch is triggered. Thereby
each component will be completely unaware of modes.

Alternatively, each component can maintain its own local configurations for
all its modes. To start a mode switch, the mode-switch manager can broadcast
a set of primitives to all the Type A components which then change their own
local configurations. After reconfiguration, each component sends a primitive
to the mode-switch manager. A mode switch is completed when the mode-
switch manager receives the primitive from all the Type A components. In
this way, there is no need for the mode-switch manager to store global config-
urations, yet at the sacrifice of two additional communication steps (from the
mode-switch manager to all Type A components which then reply to the mode-
switch manager after reconfiguration). Notwithstanding, this communication
overhead is rather limited compared with the inter-component communication
overhead before mode transformation. The implementation choices of mode
switch after mode transformation is out of the scope of the thesis, yet left for
future work.
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8.6.5 The concurrent triggering of multiple scenarios
Mode transformation makes it easier to handle concurrently triggered sce-
narios. Without mode transformation, concurrent scenarios must be coop-
eratively handled by the MSRM of each component described in Chapter 4.
The MSR/MSQ/EMS queues of all components are resource-consuming. Af-
ter mode transformation, all triggered scenarios are directly sent to the global
mode-switch manager. Shown in Figure 8.1, the mode-switch manager is
equipped with an input buffer to queue multiple scenarios to be handled one
after another. In case of concurrent scenarios with different criticality levels,
higher priorities can be assigned to more critical scenarios which should be
distinguished by the input buffer.

What deserves extra attention is that the handling of one scenario may in-
validate the subsequent scenario(s). For instance, suppose the system in Fig-
ure 8.10 is running in mode m1. In the interim k1 is triggered, immediately
followed by the concurrent triggering of k3. The mode transition graph in Fig-
ure 8.10 suggests that the system will run in m3 after the mode switch for k1,
whereas there is no outgoing transition from m3 for k3. The implication is that
the mode switch for k1 makes k3 invalid. Hence k3 should be removed from
the buffer without being handled.

Alternatively, the concurrent triggering of scenarios can be prohibited by
enforcing specific constraints in the mode-switch manager.

8.7 Summary
The runtime mode-switch efficiency of MSL is negatively impacted by the
runtime computation overhead of MSRM and inter-component communica-
tion. This chapter proposes a mode transformation technique for more effi-
cient handling of multi-mode components. When software components are
deployed on the same hardware platform and the mode information of each
component is globally accessible, mode transformation is able to transform
the distributed mode-switch handling based on the MSRM into a centralized
mechanism. Mode transformation is then performed in two sequential steps.
The first step is to construct an MCT based on the component hierarchy and
the mode mappings of all composite components. The MCT caters to the iden-
tification of system modes, each system mode identified as a path of the MCT.
The second step derives a mode transition graph by adding mode transitions be-
tween the identified system modes, given the specification of all mode-switch
scenarios.
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After mode transformation, a mode switch is handled by a single global
mode-switch manager which replaces the MSRM of each component. Guided
by the mode transition graph, the mode-switch manager switches mode by
directly changing the global configuration of the current system mode to the
global configuration of the new system mode without inter-component com-
munication, thereby enhancing mode-switch efficiency at runtime. Since the
inter-component communication overhead typically increases as the number
of components or the complexity of MSRM grows, the benefit of mode trans-
formation becomes more noteworthy for more complex systems.

We have demonstrated our mode transformation technique by an example.
Finally, we have revealed the potential industrial value of mode transformation
and discussed several practical issues towards the implementation and use of
mode transformation.

Chapter 9

MCORE: the Multi-mode
COmponent Reuse
Environment

Our MSL framework has been implemented in a prototype tool named
MCORE (the Multi-mode COmponent Reuse Environment) [86, 88, 96] which
serves as a platform for development of multi-mode systems by reusing multi-
mode components. MCORE was developed as a JointJS [71] plugin. JointJS
is a modern HTML 5 JavaScript library for visualization and interaction with
diagrams and graphs. In MCORE, a user can develop a multi-mode component
from scratch, save it in a library for future reuse, or reuse an existing compo-
nent in the library.

Compared with other component-based development tools, a distinguish-
ing feature of MCORE is reuse of multi-mode software components. Both
the modes and configurations of each multi-mode component can be manually
specified in accordance with our mode-aware component model introduced in
Chapter 2. Figure 9.1 shows the workspace of MCORE, where Component a
in Figure 1.2 is modeled as the composition of three other multi-mode compo-
nents b, c, and d. On top of the workspace is a navigation bar with a New
Component button on the left and a menu on the right. The New Compo-
nent button is used to create new components. The menu provides a list of
functions such as saving a component in the library and exporting the system
model as a set of xml files. In addition, navigation information is displayed
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in the middle of the navigation bar. For instance, Home/a in Figure 9.1 means
that the current view in the workspace is within Component a. On the right
side of the workspace, there is a configuration panel used to specify the modes
and configurations of each component. The configuration panel allows a user
to define component ports, mode-dependent or mode-independent properties,
and the values of different properties. For instance, Figure 9.1 indicates that a
has a property WCET (Worst-Case Execution Time) equal to 50 for mode m2

a.
At the bottom of the configuration panel, all saved components are listed in a
library for further reuse.

Figure 9.1: The workspace of MCORE

In MCORE, the supported modes of a component is represented by tags
located at its top right corner. For instance, m2

a in Figure 9.1 is the currently
selected mode of a, represented by the white tab. Hence the inner component
connections of a while a runs in mode m2

a is displayed in Figure 9.1. Mean-
while, the white tabs of b, c, d in the same figure indicate their current modes
when a runs in m2

a, based on the mode mapping of a. The mode mapping of
a is manually specified by clicking an Edit button next to Home/a in the nav-
igation bar. Once the Edit button is clicked, the Edit button will be switched
to a Done button, waiting for the user to specify mode mapping. A user can
map the modes of a to the modes of its subcomponents by clicking the corre-
sponding mode tags. Each mode of a can be mapped to multiple modes of a
subcomponent. If a subcomponent has no modes mapped to a, it is considered
to be deactivated. Figure 9.1 indicates that m2

a is mapped to m2
b of b, m2

c of c,
and m1

d of d. Mode mapping is completed when the Done button is clicked.
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Note that MCORE is not a stand-alone tool for development of multi-mode
systems. Instead, it functions as a preprocessor for Rubus ICE [114], which is
an IDE for the Rubus component model [57] developed by Arcticus Systems in
Sweden. Rubus ICE is a commercial tool in use at several companies, includ-
ing Volvo Construction Equipment1, BAE Systems2, Elektroengine3, Haldex4,
Hoerbiger5, and Knorr-Bremse6. As an industrial component model, Rubus
brings component-based development to vehicular systems. Rubus supports
multi-mode systems, however, modes can only be specified at system level and
reuse of multi-mode components is not supported. This limitation can be com-
plemented by MCORE as a preprocessor. Depicted in Figure 9.2, A system
is initially modeled in MCORE in which multi-mode components are reused.
The system model is then transformed to a centralized mode management by
the mode transformation technique presented in Chapter 8. After mode trans-
formation, the system architecture and mode specification will be in compli-
ance with the mode management of the Rubus component model. The mode
transformation technique has been implemented in Javascript [86] and is ready
to be integrated in MCORE. The link between MCORE and Rubus ICE is the
xml files exported from MCORE to Rubus ICE for further analysis, test and
code generation.

MCORE is the result of a four-month cooperative work by Daniele Or-
lando, Francesco Miscia, and Simone Di Marco who used to be involved in a
project under the supervision by us. Thus in total, 12 man-months’ effort has
been invested to the implementation of MSL in MCORE. However, there are
still several remaining challenges to be surmounted towards the consummation
of MCORE:

• Implementing MMAs. Even though MCORE provides a user-friendly
way for mode mapping specification, it does not cover all the mode
mapping rules described by our MMA. A typical example is: when a
in Figure 9.1 switches from m2

a to m1
a, what are the new modes of its

subcomponents? New features are required to allow the complete speci-
fication of mode mappings.

• MSRM specification for each component. The MSRM is indispens-

1http://www.volvoce.com/
2http://www.baesystems.com/
3http://www.electroengine.com/
4http://www.haldex.com/
5http://www.hoerbiger.com/
6http://www.knorr-bremse.com/en/global/
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Figure 9.2: The workflow of MCORE together with Rubus ICE

able to the distributed mode-switch handling at runtime. Dedicated
mode-switch ports should also be implemented in MCORE for inter-
component communication during a mode switch.

• Integrating the mode transformation technique in MCORE. The current
implementation of the mode transformation technique is separate from
MCORE. The integration of mode transformation is an important step to
obtain a system model with centralized mode management in MCORE.

• Consistent system modeling between MCORE and Rubus. For instance,
Rubus distinguishes control flow through trigger ports from data flow
through data ports, while a control flow can be either event-triggered or
time-triggered. These features must also be reflected in MCORE.

• Exporting xml files to Rubus ICE. This requires that MCORE should
follow the xml format of Rubus ICE. Alternatively, some existing tech-
niques, such as XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transforma-
tions) [24], provide opportunities for the transformation between differ-
ent xml files.

As a final remark, the potential value of MCORE is not only limited to its
role as a preprocessor for Rubus ICE. The MSRM of MSL plays no role in
Rubus ICE because the MSRMs of all components are removed and replaced
with a single global mode-switch manager after mode transformation. Nev-
ertheless, there are circumstances where mode transformation is undesired or

259

not viable. Then it will be imperative to retain the MSRM of each multi-mode
component for distributed mode-switch handling. To put this feature into prac-
tice, MCORE needs to become independent of Rubus ICE. An ambitious goal
would be to make MCORE develop into a stand-alone IDE. Alternatively, we
may associate MCORE with some other framework supporting multi-mode
components.
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Chapter 10

Case studies

This chapter serves as a preliminary evaluation of the usability of our MSL,
adopting the main principles of MSL in two proof-of-concept case studies: an
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system [2], and a healthcare monitoring sys-
tem. Although we have not reached as far as the real implementation of such
systems, we are still able to show that it is viable to use MSL to develop a non-
trivial system with reusable multi-mode components. In the following sections,
these two case studies will be presented separately alongside a thorough expla-
nation of multi-mode component specification, mode mapping, runtime mode-
switch handling, mode-switch timing analysis, and mode transformation.

10.1 An Adaptive Cruise Control system

An ACC system is able to maintain the speed of a vehicle as well as its distance
to a preceding vehicle. Our design of the ACC system is heavily influenced by
the ACC system built by SaveCCM components [58], which is also a proof-
of-concept implementation, yet with strong industrial support. We reconstruct
the ACC system through reuse of multi-mode components while retaining the
original component architecture described in [58].

10.1.1 System description

An ACC system is typically used as a subsystem of a car to automatically
maintain both the desired speed and the safe distance to the vehicle ahead.
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The desired speed can be obtained by information from the driver or by speed-
limit regulations, e.g., from road signs or road map information together with
the GPS. The presence and distance of a preceding vehicle can be detected
by a radar or laser sensor mounted at the front of the car. The detected dis-
tance must be sufficiently far to avoid rear-end collisions. When the distance
is changed due to the speed discrepancy of the preceding vehicle and the car
where the ACC system resides, the ACC system will automatically accelerate
or decelerate to keep the distance as per a pre-defined value without the driver’s
interference. In addition, when the preceding vehicle suddenly brakes or an ob-
stacle abruptly appears in front, a brake-assist function will be activated for a
more aggressive braking in such extreme situations.

The component hierarchy of the ACC system is shown in Figure 10.1, in-
cluding the following components:

• Speed Limit (SL): derives the desired speed.

• Object Recognition (OR): detects the presence of a preceding vehicle
and calculates the relative speed and the distance to the preceding vehi-
cle.

• ACC Controller (ACC): maintains both the desired speed and distance.
As the core of the ACC system, it consists of two subcomponents: Dis-
tance Controller (DC) and Speed Controller (SC).

• Brake Assist (BA): assists the driver to brake in extreme situations. The
braking force depends on the relative speed and the distance to the pre-
ceding vehicle.

• HMI Output (HMI): displays information related to the ACC system to
the driver.

• Speed Controller (SC): controls the vehicle speed.

• Distance Controller (DC): provides distance information to SC.

To simplify the presentation, the top component (ACC system) will be
called "Top" while the others will be called as per their above abbreviations.
Furthermore, Top can run in three different modes:

• CC mode: the traditional cruise control mode. In this mode, components
OR and BA are deactivated and ACC equals a traditional CC Controller,
i.e., it maintains the desired speed regardless of obstacles and distance
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information. The inner component connections of Top in this mode are
depicted in Figure 10.2(a). Top can be manually controlled via two input
ports: "Pedals" and "CC/ACC switch". The former is used to regulate
the vehicle speed while the latter is used to manually switch between CC
mode and ACC mode.

• ACC mode: the adaptive cruise control mode, in which both the desired
speed and distance are maintained. Compared with CC mode, this mode
activates OR, however, BA is still deactivated. The inner component
connections of Top in this mode are depicted in Figure 10.2(b).

• EMERGENCY mode: a mode in which BA is activated to help the driver
with the braking process. The inner component connections of Top in
this mode are depicted in Figure 10.2(c).

Component ACC supports the same modes as Top: Cc, Acc and Emer-
gency (lowercase letters distinguish them from the modes supported by Top).
The inner component connections of ACC are depicted in Figure 10.3 which
also marks the port names of ACC and its subcomponents. Component DC is
deactivated when ACC is in Cc mode, and activated when ACC is in Acc or
Emergency mode. As indicated by white, black and grey colors, SC has three
different mode-specific behaviors which correspond to its supported modes Ba-
sic, Advanced, Brake.
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Figure 10.2: The ACC system in different modes

10.1.2 Component specification

Let α, β and γ denote the mode-specific behaviors of SC in modes Basic,
Advanced and Brake, respectively. Suppose that SC has a mode-dependent
property: WCET (denoted as wcet) such that SC.wcet = 50 when SC runs in
Basic; SC.wcet = 75 when SC runs in Advanced; and SC.wcet = 100 when
SC runs in Brake. Also suppose SC has a mode-independent property: mem-
ory consumption (denoted as mem) which is always 40 irrespective of mode.
Abiding by the formal specification of a multi-mode primitive component in
Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, we define SC by the following tuple:
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<SC.P, SC.pMS , SC.M̃, SC.B, SC.MI,
SC.MD, SC.MSRM, SC.MB, SC.MP >

where SC.MSRM represents the MSRM of SC, and

SC.P = {SC.p0in, SC.p1in, SC.p2in, SC.p3in, SC.p0out, SC.p1out, SC.p2out}
SC.B = {α, β, γ}
SC.MI = {mem = 40}
SC.MD = {wcet}
SC.MB = {Basic → α,Advanced → β,Brake → γ}
SC.MP = {(Basic, wcet) → 50, (Advanced, wcet) → 75,

(Brake, wcet) → 100}
SC.M̃ = < SC.M, SC.m0, SC.m >
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where

SC.M = {Basic,Advanced,Brake}
SC.m0 = Basic

Furthermore, ACC has a mode-dependent property: CPU consumption
(denoted as cpu) such that ACC.cpu = 60 when ACC runs in mode Cc;
ACC.cpu = 120 when ACC runs in Acc; and ACC.cpu = 150 when ACC
runs in Emergency. ACC also has a mode-independent property: activation pe-
riod (denoted as T ) such that ACC.T = 200 irrespective of mode. Abiding by
the formal specification of a multi-mode composite component in Section 2.3
of Chapter 2, we define ACC by the following tuple:

<ACC.P,ACC.pMS ,ACC.pMS
in ,ACC.M̃,ACC.SC,

ACC.CN ,ACC.MI,ACC.MD,ACC.MSRM,

ACC.ASC,ACC.ACN,ACC.MP >

where ACC.MSRM represents the MSRM of ACC, and

ACC.P = {ACC.p0in,ACC.p1in,ACC.p2in,ACC.p3in,ACC.p4in,
ACC.p0out,ACC.p1out,ACC.p2out}

ACC.SC = {SC,DC}
ACC.CN = {(ACC.p0in, SC.p0in), (ACC.p1in, SC.p1in),

(ACC.p2in, SC.p2in), (SC.p0out,ACC.p0out),
(SC.p0out,ACC.p1out), (SC.p1out,ACC.p2out),
(SC.p2out,DC.p2in), (DC.p0out, SC.p3in),
(ACC.p3in,DC.p0in), (ACC.p4in,DC.p1in)}

ACC.MI = {T = 200}
ACC.MD = {cpu}
ACC.ASC = {Cc → {SC},Acc → {SC,DC},Emergency → {SC,DC}}
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ACC.ACN = {Cc → {(ACC.p0in, SC.p0in), (ACC.p1in, SC.p1in),
(ACC.p2in, SC.p2in), (SC.p0out,ACC.p0out),
(SC.p0out,ACC.p1out), (SC.p1out,ACC.p2out)},
Acc → {(ACC.p0in, SC.p0in), (ACC.p1in, SC.p1in),
(ACC.p2in, SC.p2in), (SC.p0out,ACC.p0out),
(SC.p0out,ACC.p1out), (SC.p1out,ACC.p2out),
(SC.p2out,DC.p2in), (DC.p0out, SC.p3in),
(ACC.p3in,DC.p0in), (ACC.p4in,DC.p1in)},
Emergency → {(ACC.p1in, SC.p1in), (ACC.p2in, SC.p2in),
(SC.p0out,ACC.p0out), (SC.p0out,ACC.p1out),
(SC.p1out,ACC.p2out), (SC.p2out,DC.p2in),
(DC.p0out, SC.p3in), (ACC.p3in,DC.p0in),
(ACC.p4in,DC.p1in)}}

ACC.MP = {(Cc, cpu) → 60, (Acc, cpu) → 120,
(Emergency, cpu) → 150}

ACC.M̃ = < ACC.M,ACC.m0,ACC.m,ACC.MSC ,ACC.m0
SC ,

ACC.mSC ,ACC.MM >

where ACC.MM represents the mode mapping of ACC by a set of MMAs. Let
ON_DC be the running mode of DC when ACC is in Acc and Emergency, then

ACC.M = {Cc,Acc,Emergency}
ACC.m0 = Cc
ACC.MSC = {SC → {Basic,Advanced,Brake},DC → {ON_DC}}
ACC.m0

SC = {SC → Basic,DC → Deactivated}

10.1.3 Mode mapping specification

The ACC system consists of two composite components: Top and ACC. Their
mode mappings are initially confined by tables 10.1 and 10.2. Note that SL,
OR, HMI, BA and DC are all single-mode components. SL and HMI are al-
ways activated, while OR, BA and DC can be deactivated under certain con-
ditions. The modes of Component SC, i.e. Basic, Advanced and Brake are
mapped to Cc, Acc and Emergency of ACC.

The system has two MSSs. One is Top which can request to switch between
CC and ACC instructed by the driver. Let Top : CC → ACC be a scenario k1
and Top : ACC → CC be a scenario k2. When Top is in mode EMERGENCY,
it can only switch to CC manually. Let Top : EMERGENCY → CC be a
scenario k3. The other MSS is ACC which can automatically request to switch
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10.1.3 Mode mapping specification

The ACC system consists of two composite components: Top and ACC. Their
mode mappings are initially confined by tables 10.1 and 10.2. Note that SL,
OR, HMI, BA and DC are all single-mode components. SL and HMI are al-
ways activated, while OR, BA and DC can be deactivated under certain con-
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mapped to Cc, Acc and Emergency of ACC.

The system has two MSSs. One is Top which can request to switch between
CC and ACC instructed by the driver. Let Top : CC → ACC be a scenario k1
and Top : ACC → CC be a scenario k2. When Top is in mode EMERGENCY,
it can only switch to CC manually. Let Top : EMERGENCY → CC be a
scenario k3. The other MSS is ACC which can automatically request to switch
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Component Modes
ACC System (Top) CC ACC EMERGENCY
Speed Limit (SL) ON_SL

Object Recognition (OR) Deactivated ON_OR
HMI ON_HMI

ACC Controller (ACC) Cc Acc Emergency
Brake Assist (BA) Deactivated ON_BA

Table 10.1: The mode mapping table of the ACC system

Component Modes
ACC Controller (ACC) Cc Acc Emergency

Distance Controller (DC) Deactivated ON_DC
Speed Controller (SC) Basic Advanced Brake

Table 10.2: The mode mapping table of the ACC Controller

between Acc and Emergency. Let ACC : Acc → Emergency be a scenario k4
and ACC : Emergency → Acc be a scenario k5. When ACC is in mode Acc,
if the distance to the preceding vehicle or an obstacle in front is closer than
a threshold and the relative speed exceeds an upper bound, ACC will request
to switch to Emergency. Similarly, when both the distance and relative speed
return to normal after a successful braking process, ACC will request to switch
back to Acc.

Incorporating the five scenarios triggered by both MSSs into the basic mode
mappings in tables 10.1 and 10.2, we describe the complete mode mappings of
Top and ACC as MMAs. Figure 10.4 presents the parent MMA of Top while
Figure 10.5 presents the child MMAs associated with the subcomponents of
Top. At one level down, figures10.6 and 10.7 illustrate the parent MMA of
ACC and the child MMAs of DC and SC, which jointly define the mode map-
ping of ACC. All MMAs of the ACC system comply with the formal semantics
formulated in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3.
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Figure 10.4: The parent MMA of Top

Figure 10.5: The child MMAs of OR, BA, ACC, SL and HMI

10.1.4 Mode switch at runtime
Each component of the ACC system runs its own MSRM to cooperatively han-
dle mode switch at runtime. To demonstrate how a mode switch is handled
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Figure 10.6: The parent MMA of ACC

Figure 10.7: The child MMAs of DC and SC

in the ACC system, consider the two scenarios k4 and k5 triggered by ACC.
Scenario k4 is triggered when ACC in mode Acc detects an emergency event
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that entails an emergency brake. Hence k4 should be treated as an emergency
scenario. The emergency mode switch for k4 is depicted in Figure 10.8. ACC
triggers k4 by issuing an emsk4 which is propagated to all the Type A com-
ponents according to the EMSP protocol (Definition 26 in Chapter 4). The
mode mappings of Top and ACC specified in figures 10.4-10.7 suggest that
Top, ACC, BA, and SC are the Type A components for k4 while the others
(SL, OR, HMI, and DC) are Type B components. After the propagation of
the emsk4 , each Type A switches mode by the mode-switch dependency rule
(Definition 15 of Chapter 4).

Figure 10.8: The mode switch for an emergency scenario k4

Once a hazard is successfully averted as the ACC system switches to the
EMERGENCY mode due to the triggering of k4, ACC will automatically re-
quest to switch from mode Emergency to Acc by triggering k5. The mode
mappings in figures 10.4-10.7 indicate that k4 and k5 have the same set of
Type A components. However, k5 is a non-emergency scenario which should
be propagated by the MSP protocol (Definition 14 in Chapter 4) instead. The
mode-switch process based on k5 is depicted in Figure 10.9. Top is identified as
the MSDM. Moreover, the msqk5 from ACC to SC is delayed by the ongoing
atomic execution in SC, as ACC applies the MSQ delaying rule (Definition 17
in Chapter 4). After the propagation of k5, each Type A component follows the
same mode-switch dependency rule to switch mode.

10.1.5 Mode-switch timing analysis
In this section we perform a mode-switch timing analysis for the ACC system.
As an example, we apply the timing analysis in Chapter 6 to the mode-switch
process for k5 depicted in Figure 10.9. Reusing the notations in Chapter 6,
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Figure 10.9: The mode switch for a non-emergency scenario k5

ACC is the MSS α for k5, with Top as the MSDM β, and Cβ
α = ∅ (i.e., there

are no other components between Top and ACC). Let SC be an AEG G1 with
atomic execution. We assume that the transmission time of each primitive is 1
and AEG1 is 2. In addition, Table 10.3 lists the other key timing factors of each
Type A component for k5, including Top, ACC, BA, and SC. All the timing
factors in Table 10.3 plus AEG1

are addressed in the illustration of our timing
analysis in Figure 10.10 which refines Figure 10.9 with timing annotations.

Component MSDT MMT SCT RCT
Top – 3 3 6
ACC 2 2 2 5
BA – – 3 2
SC – – 3 4

Table 10.3: Mode-switch timing factors of the ACC system

With reference to the timing analysis in Chapter 6, the complete mode-
switch process for a non-emergency scenario without the interference from
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Figure 10.10: The mode-switch timing analysis for a non-emergency scenario
k5

other scenarios is divided into three non-overlapping and continuous phases.
Shown in Figure 10.10, Phase 1 starts when the MSS ACC triggers k5 and
ends when the MSDM Top is ready to propagate an msqk5 . Referring to (6.2),
the time T1 spent in Phase 1 is

T1 = ACC.msdt+ (Top.tmsr + Top.mmt+ Top.sct) = 2 + (1 + 3 + 3) = 9
(10.1)

Phase 2 starts when Top starts to propagate an msqk5 and ends when Top
is ready to propagate an msik5 . In order to derive the time spent in Phase 2,
T2, the QRT of Type A primitive components, including BA and SC, should be
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calculated by (6.4):

BA.qrt = BA.sct = 3 (10.2)

SC.qrt = SC.sct = 3 (10.3)

Then SC.qrt can be used to derive ACC.qrt using (6.6):

ACC.qrt = ACC.sct+ ACC.mmt+ (AEG1 + ACC.tmsq + SC.qrt+ ACC.tok)

= 2 + 2 + (2 + 1 + 3 + 1) = 11

(10.4)

Using the results from (10.2) and (10.4) and with the help of (6.7), we get

T2 = max{Top.tmsq + ACC.qrt+ Top.tok, Top.tmsq+

BA.qrt+ Top.tok} = max{1 + 11 + 1, 1 + 3 + 1} = 13
(10.5)

Phase 3 starts when Top propagates an msik5 and ends when Top completes
its mode switch for k5. The calculation of T3 starts with the MST of BA and
SC (see (6.10)):
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Finally, by (6.14), the complete mode-switch time of the ACC system for
k5 is
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T = T1 + T2 + T3 = 9 + 13 + 8 = 30 (10.10)

This result is consistent with Figure 10.10 which also indicates that the
total mode-switch time is 30.

10.1.6 Discussion

The ACC system has been previously studied by several researchers. What is
most interesting is to compare our MSL with the ACC system developed with
SaveCCM components [2]. Despite the resemblance between the component
structures of the ACC system in the thesis and in [2], SaveCCM handles mode
switch in a completely different way from MSL.

In SaveCCM, a special connector called "switch" is used to select the right
outgoing components in different modes. This idea is widely adopted to deal
with diverse structures in a component-based system. Nonetheless, it is rather
rudimentary in that it lacks a systematic logic and cannot properly handle the
mode correlation between different components. The "switch" connector must
be manually implemented wherever a connection change is required. As a
consequence, it becomes an arduous task for complex component connections.
Many "switch" connectors are subject to manual revision even in case of any
slight change in the component hierarchy or component connections.

In contrast to SaveCCM, MSL is more advanced and flexible owing to reuse
of multi-mode components, distributed mode-switch handling, and mode trans-
formation opportunities. Although the ACC system presented in this chapter
is composed by a limited number of components, MSL is highly scalable and
suitable for developing complex systems. The scalability of MSL is reflected
in the mode mapping mechanism and the MSRM, both of which are distributed
in the component hierarchy.

10.2 A healthcare monitoring system

The healthcare monitoring system that we will consider monitors the health
condition of a patient by sending video and audio data from the monitoring
room to a local or remote health centre. An alarm is triggered when the system
detects a dangerous situation for the patient, such as falling or suffering from a
heart attack, or when the patient presses an emergency button.
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10.2.1 System description

The healthcare monitoring system studied in this thesis consists of two sub-
systems: Data Acquisition Subsystem and Monitoring Subsystem. The Data
Acquisition Subsystem uses cameras and microphones to collect video and au-
dio data from a ward or a private home. The data is encoded, encrypted, and
transmitted to the Monitoring Subsystem over a reliable network. The data
arriving at the Monitoring Subsystem is decrypted, decoded, and reported to
the health center. Video and audio data are decoded separately. The video
is displayed on a screen, while the audio is played by a speaker. The Moni-
toring Subsystem also includes an alarm which is triggered when the patient
encounters a dangerous situation.

Our focus is on the Monitoring Subsystem (MoS), which is a multi-mode
system composed by multi-mode components. The component structure of
the system is illustrated in Figure 10.11 where its component hierarchy is pre-
sented on the left and component connections are depicted on the right. The
system is represented by Component MoS at the top level, composed by three
subcomponents: DaD for data decryption, the multimedia decoder MuD, and
EvA for event analysis. The system can run in two different modes: Regular
monitoring mode (denoted as Rm) and Attention mode (denoted as Att).

The system runs in mode Rm if nothing special happens to the patient. This
mode has very low requirement on video resolution and there is no need to
transmit audio data. Hence it is assumed that only video data is transmitted
and a fast video encoding/decoding algorithm is used to provide medium video
quality which can be maintained by low CPU and bandwidth usage. Shown in
Figure 10.11, the video data from the network is first decrypted by DaD and
then decoded by MuD, which sends the decoded video data to the display in
the health center. Represented by the grey color, EvA is deactivated when MoS
runs in Rm. Meanwhile, DaD runs in a Regular mode R1, while MuD runs in
a Regular decoding mode Rd. The internal structure of MuD for mode Rd is
also depicted in Figure 10.11. MuD consists of three subcomponents: VAE for
video/audio extraction, a video decoder ViD and an audio decoder AuD. While
MuD runs in Rd, ViD is its only activated subcomponent running in a Regular
video decoding mode Rvd, since MuD receives only decrypted video data.

When an incident is detected by the Data Acquisition Subsystem, both sub-
systems will switch to an Attention mode Att. This mode intends to raise the
attention of the health center. Both video and audio data are expected to be
transmitted. Moreover, the video resolution should be higher, thus requiring a
different encoding/decoding algorithm. Component EvA is activated, running
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Figure 10.11: The component hierarchy of the monitoring subsystem of a
healthcare monitoring system

in a Regular mode R2, to analyze the detected event and may trigger an alarm
when necessary. Due to the growing video data size and the additional audio
data, the network load will be substantially increased. Depending on the cur-
rent network condition, MuD may run in an Enhanced decoding mode Ed or
a Degraded QoS mode Dq. Under satisfying network conditions, MuD runs
in Ed, with all its subcomponents activated. The subcomponent VAE runs in
a Regular mode R3, separating decrypted video and audio data and sending
them to ViD and AuD, respectively. To produce higher quality video, the video
decoder ViD runs in an Enhanced video decoding mode Evd by applying a dif-
ferent video decoding algorithm. This is represented by the grey color of ViD
in Figure 10.11. The audio decoder AuD runs in a Regular audio decoding
mode Rad. However, if the network condition deteriorates to a certain level,
it may become unsuitable to transmit both video and audio data. A possible
strategy is to skip the transmission of audio data to maintain the video quality
which could be more important. As a result, MuD switches to the mode Dq, in
which AuD is deactivated to skip audio decoding. When the network condition
returns to normal, MuD will automatically switch back to Ed. Note that VAE
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only receives video data while MuD runs in Dq. This implies that VAE can be
deactivated in the same way as AuD. However, VAE remains activated when
MuD runs in Dq to avoid frequent activation and deactivation. Without audio
data, VAE simply forwards the video data to ViD.

10.2.2 Component specification

To demonstrate the formal specification of multi-mode components, let’s for-
mally define the primitive component ViD and the composite component MuD
in the example illustrated in Figure 10.11. Figure 10.12 displays the inner com-
ponent connections of MuD which runs in the mode Ed, with the port names
of MuD and its subcomponents marked in red. Let α and β denote the video
decoding algorithms applied by ViD for its modes Rvd and Evd, respectively.
Suppose that ViD has a mode-independent property, memory consumption (de-
noted by mem) that is the same for both modes, e.g. mem = 10, and ViD also
has a mode-dependent property, CPU consumption (denoted by cpu) that is
different for different modes, e.g. cpu = 5 for Rvd and cpu = 8 for Evd. Then
as a primitive component, ViD can be formally defined by the tuple,

<ViD.P,ViD.pMS ,ViD.M̃,ViD.B,ViD.MI,
ViD.MD,ViD.MSRM,ViD.MB,ViD.MP >

where ViD.MSRM represents the MSRM of ViD, and

ViD.P = {vid.p0in, vid.p0out}
ViD.B = {α, β}
ViD.MI = {mem = 10}
ViD.MD = {cpu}
ViD.MB = {Rvd → α,Evd → β}
ViD.MP = {(Rvd, cpu) → 5, (Evd, cpu) → 10}
ViD.M̃ = < ViD.M,ViD.m0,ViD.m >

where

ViD.M = {Rvd,Evd}
ViD.m0 = Rvd

Now suppose the composite component MuD has WCET (denoted as wcet)
as MuD.MD such that wcet = 50 for mode Rd, wcet = 100 for mode Ed and
wcet = 75 for mode Dq. Also, MuD has a mode-independent property, i.e.
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Figure 10.12: The port names of MuD and its subcomponents

its activation period T = 100 for all modes. As a composite component, MuD
can be formally defined by the tuple,
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where MuD.MSRM represents the MSRM of MuD, and
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MuD.SC = {VAE,ViD,AuD}
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10.2.3 Mode mapping specification
Based on the system description in Section 10.2.1, Tables 10.4 and 10.5 present
the basic mode mappings of composite components MoS and MuD of the Mon-
itoring Subsystem.

Component Modes
MoS Rm Att
DaD R1
MuD Rd Ed Dq
EvA Deactivated R2

Table 10.4: The mode mapping table of MoS

Component Modes
MuD Rd Ed Dq
VAE Deactivated R3
ViD Rvd Evd
AuD Deactivated Rad Deactivated

Table 10.5: The mode mapping table of MuD

The Monitoring Subsystem consists of two MSSs: MoS and MuD. When a
dangerous situation of the patient is automatically detected or when the patient
manually presses an emergency button, MoS will trigger a scenario k1, request-
ing to switch from mode Rm to mode Att. While running in Att, MoS may also
trigger another scenario k2 to switch from Att back to Rm, as the health centre
staff start to react and dismiss the alarm. Furthermore, when MoS runs in Att,
Table 10.4 indicates that MuD can run in either Ed or Dq. As the other MSS,
MuD can trigger a scenario k3, requesting to switch from Ed to Dq when the
network bandwidth falls below a certain threshold. MuD can also trigger an-
other scenario k4 to switch from Dq back to Eq when the network bandwidth
returns to normal.

Taking all the four scenarios triggered by MoS and MuD into account, fig-
ures 10.13 and 10.14 display the set of MMAs of MoS while figures 10.15 and
10.16 display the set of MMAs of MuD. Note that the parent MMA of MoS
in Figure 10.13 uses boolean expressions guard 1 and guard 2 to distinguish
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the new mode of MuD when MoS triggers k1. If guard 1 evaluates to true,
MuD will switch to mode Ed; if guard 2 evaluates to true, MuD will switch to
mode Dq. For simplification purpose, we assume in this section that guard 1
is always true while guard 2 is always false.

Figure 10.13: The parent MMA of MoS

In addition, Figure 10.17 further demonstrates the MMA composition for
MoS based on the MMAs in figures 10.13 and 10.14. After MMA composition,
the mode mapping of MoS becomes a single automaton with three states s1,
s2, and s3, where s1 = (Rm,R1 ,Rd ,D), s2 = (Att ,R1 ,Ed ,R2 ), and s3 =
(Att ,R1 ,Dq ,R2 ).

10.2.4 Mode switch at runtime
Suppose that k1 triggered by MoS is an emergency scenario, while all the other
scenarios are non-emergency scenarios. When MoS runs in mode Rm, the only
possible scenario is k1 triggered by MoS. When MoS runs in mode Att though,
the triggering of k2 by MoS may coincide with the concurrent triggering of k3
or k4 by MuD. To demonstrate the handling of concurrent scenarios, suppose
k2 and k3 are triggered simultaneously. Then MoS may receive an msrk3

from MuD in the MSR queue before or after it triggers k2 and puts an msqk2

in the MSQ queue. The arrival sequence of the msqk2 and msrk3 affects the
subsequent handling of k2 and k3. For instance, Figure 10.18 illustrates the
mode switches for k2 and k3 while k3 is handled first. Both scenarios are
handled by the MSP protocol and mode-switch dependency rule, assuming the
mode mapping specified in Section 10.2.3. During the mode switch for k3, the
msqk2 is temporarily buffered in the MSQ queue of MoS. At time t0, MoS
completes the mode switch for k3 and starts to handle k2. On the contrary, if
k2 is first handled instead, the msrk3 from MuD is temporarily buffered in the
MSR queue of MoS during the mode switch of k2. However, since MuD is a
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Figure 10.14: The child MMAs of MoS

Figure 10.15: The parent MMA of MuD
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Figure 10.16: The child MMAs of MuD

Figure 10.17: MMA composition for MoS

Type A component for k2, by the MSR/MSQ queue updating rule, the msrk3

from MuD becomes invalid due to k2. Hence both MoS and MuD will discard
the msrk3 and no mode switch is performed for k3.
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Figure 10.18: Mode switches due to the concurrent triggering of scenarios k2
and k3, with k3 being handled first

10.2.5 Mode transformation
Suppose that all the components of the Monitoring Subsystem are to be de-
ployed on a single physical platform, with the mode information of all com-
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ponents globally accessible. Their mode transformation can be applied to im-
prove runtime mode-switch efficiency. According to Chapter 8, mode transfor-
mation is conducted in two sequential steps both of which can be automated
and performed at design time. The first step is to construct an MCT based
on the mode mapping of each composite component. Figure 10.19 presents the
MCT constructed from the mode mapping tables 10.4 and 10.5. The MCT con-
sists of 9 nodes N0–N8 with four depth levels. Represented by the respective
paths of the MCT, the three identified system modes are:

m1 =N0 ∪ N1 ∪ N3 ∪ N6

={(MoS,Rm), (DaD,R1), (MuD,Rd), (EvA,D), (VAE,D), (ViD,Rvd), (AuD,D)}
m2 =N0 ∪ N2 ∪ N4 ∪ N7

={(MoS,Att), (DaD,R1), (MuD,Ed), (EvA,R2), (VAE,R3), (ViD,Evd), (AuD,Rad)}
m3 =N0 ∪ N2 ∪ N5 ∪ N8

={(MoS,Att), (DaD,R1), (MuD,Dq), (EvA,R2), (VAE,R3), (ViD,Evd), (AuD,D)}

Since we assume that the Monitoring Subsystem initially runs in mode Rm,
m1 is the initial system mode after mode transformation. The global configu-
rations of these system modes are depicted in Figure 10.20.

As the second step of mode transformation, a mode transition graph is
derived by adding transitions to the system modes identified in the first step.
Shown in Figure 10.21, a CTM table is first obtained as per the specification of
all scenarios k1-k4 and the mode mappings of MoS and MuD described by the
MMAs in figures 10.13-10.16. From the CTM table, the target system mode
after a mode switch can be derived for each scenario. The four scenarios result
in 5 transitions of the mode transition graph. Mode transformation improves
the runtime mode-switch efficiency of MSL in the sense that a direct transi-
tion between two system modes is faster than the stepwise inter-component
communication, e.g., in Figure 10.18. Moreover, there is no need for each
component to run its MSRM, which reduces runtime overhead.

10.3 Summary

In this chapter, the major principles of MSL are adopted for the design of two
multi-mode systems composed by multi-mode components: an ACC system
and a healthcare monitoring system.
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Figure 10.19: The mode combination tree of the monitoring subsystem

The ACC system can be manually switched between the traditional cruise
control mode and adaptive cruise control mode. The former is featured by the
automatic maintenance of a constant speed, while the latter is featured by the
automatic maintenance of both speed and the distance to a preceding vehicle.
Moreover, the ACC system can automatically switch to an emergency mode,
assisting the driver to brake when an emergency situation is encountered.

The healthcare monitoring system, or more exactly its Monitoring Subsys-
tem, initially runs in Regular monitoring mode and can be automatically or
manually switched to Attention mode when the patient being monitored is in
need of emergency care. The Attention mode is featured by video with higher
resolution and additional audio data transmitted to the health centre. However,
audio data is discarded under unsatisfying network conditions.

All the multi-mode components of both case studies are consistent with
the mode-aware component model. The mode mappings of their composite
components are specified by MMAs in accordance with the mode mapping
mechanism. For the first case study, we have demonstrated how emergency
and non-emergency mode switches are performed by the MSRM running in
each component. Moreover, we have provided a mode-switch timing analysis
for a non-emergency scenario in the ACC system. For the second case study,
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Figure 10.20: The global configurations of different system modes in the mon-
itoring subsystem

we have demonstrated MMA composition, the handling of concurrent non-
emergency scenarios, and mode transformation.
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Figure 10.20: The global configurations of different system modes in the mon-
itoring subsystem

we have demonstrated MMA composition, the handling of concurrent non-
emergency scenarios, and mode transformation.



Figure 10.21: Deriving the mode transition graph of the monitoring subsystem

Chapter 11

Related work

Mode switch, which is also called "mode change", has been widely studied in
various research areas, such as CBSE, programming languages and real-time
systems. Since mode switch is essentially the change from one configuration to
anther configuration, we have also investigated numerous references germane
to dynamic reconfiguration. Due to the lack of standard terminology and the
limitation of our survey, we might be unaware of certain pertinent publications
presenting relevant work. Nevertheless, we believe that the most related and
influential works are covered in this chapter. Related works are grouped into
four categories: design and modeling methods, software component models,
programming languages, Dynamic Software Product Line (DSPL), and real-
time systems.

11.1 Design and modeling methods

This section summaries a number of techniques for the component-based de-
sign and modeling of multi-mode or adaptive systems.

11.1.1 MECHATRONICUML

MECHATRONICUML [8] is a modeling language for mechatronic systems with
a focus on development of distributed systems and dynamic reconfiguration.
Heinzemann and Becker [59, 60] have extended MECHATRONICUML to allow the
dynamic reconfiguration of MECHATRONICUML components. Similar to MSL,
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MECHATRONICUML separates component reconfiguration from its functional be-
havior. Each MECHATRONICUML component has a bidirectional reconfiguration
port which resembles the dedicated mode-switch ports specified in our mode-
aware component model. The reconfiguration of a MECHATRONICUML compo-
nent is locally managed and executed by two dedicated subcomponents: the
Manager and Executor. The Manager of a component is connected to both
the component and its subcomponents via their reconfiguration ports. More-
over, the Manager communicates with the Executor via another reconfigura-
tion port. The Manager controls the reconfiguration process, e.g., reconfigu-
ration propagation and decision to make reconfiguration. The reconfiguration
decision from the Manager is executed by the Executor which encapsulates a
set of predefined reconfiguration rules. When a component triggers a recon-
figuration, reconfiguration messages will be propagated stepwise throughout
the component hierarchy. The reconfiguration propagation follows a protocol
akin to the MSP protocol of MSL. To a large extent, the initial development
of our MSP protocol was independent of MECHATRONICUML, though we did
get inspiration from MECHATRONICUML in defining the first propagation phase
of a non-emergency scenario: an idea originating from the 2-phase commit
protocol for distributed databases [12]. MECHATRONICUML requires that recon-
figuration should be performed bottom-up; this is congruous with our mode-
switch dependency rule. The Manager and Executor jointly take the role of our
MSRM. However, our MSRM is much more advanced than the reconfigura-
tion protocol of MECHATRONICUML, which provides no solutions to atomic ex-
ecution, the concurrent triggering of multiple reconfigurations, and emergency
events. MECHATRONICUML also considers real-time properties during reconfig-
uration. Compared with the preliminary analysis of the reconfiguration time in
MECHATRONICUML, our mode-switch timing analysis is more comprehensive.

The major difference between MECHATRONICUML and MSL is that
MECHATRONICUML focuses on component reconfiguration without addressing
mode. MECHATRONICUML does not pre-define component configurations at
design time. Instead, reconfiguration rules are statically specified for each
component, allowing more flexible reconfiguration such as adding a new sub-
component or removing an existing subcomponent at runtime. In contrast to
MECHATRONICUML, MSL emphasizes mode-switch predictability by assuming
that all component modes, the corresponding configurations, and mode map-
pings are specified at design time. In addition, MECHATRONICUML provides the
formal modeling of reconfiguration based on component story diagrams [117],
which is a formal specification of structural transformations. MSL focuses
more on the mode-switch coordination of different components rather than the
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mode switch of an individual component.

11.1.2 The oracle-based approach for mode switch using
property networks

Pop et al. propose an oracle-based approach [103] to reuse of multi-mode com-
ponents. Multi-mode components are informally defined in [103], however,
the informal definition is consistent with our mode-aware component model.
The basic idea of the oracle-based approach is to abstract the behavior of each
component into a local property network, constructed by a set of properties
and property functions defining the transitions between different properties.
A property represents a particular feature of a component and can be either
functional or non-functional. The mode of each component is modeled as a
property dependent on other property values. The local property networks of
different components at various levels can be interconnected and jointly be-
come a global property network. A mode switch is initiated by a component
with a value change in one of its properties. Such a value change is propa-
gated throughout the property network, potentially leading to the value change
of some properties of the other components in the network. The propagation
is stabilized when the value change of all affected properties is completed. Af-
ter the update of the global property network, the new component modes are
derived in a top-down fashion.

The required time to update the property network is in proportion to the
complexity of the network. In order to achieve fast and predictable network
update time, a finite-state machine called Oracle is constructed at design time,
with an analysis of all possible mode-switch events, the propagation of each
event, and the possible mode switch of each component. Each state in Oracle
represents a particular value combination of all properties in the network. Ora-
cle excludes all intermediate states when the property network is not stabilized.
Thereby each stable state in Oracle corresponds to an architecture variant of the
system which resembles the system mode after mode transformation in MSL.
The property network update can always be completed by a single transition
between two stable states in Oracle. In an extended report [97], Outlý et al.
introduce a Hierarchical Mode Automaton (HMA), which represents a system
configuration by the combination of all component modes. This is similar to
the mode transition graph described in Chapter 8 of the thesis. The difference
is that HMA keeps the hierarchical structure of component modes while the hi-
erarchical structure is flattened in a mode transition graph. Unlike the explicit
mode mapping in MSL, HMA does not explicitly address how the mode of a
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composite component is mapped to the modes of its subcomponents. Instead,
mode mapping is implicitly established as all component modes are derived
from the property network.

The oracle-based approach handles mode switch in a centralized fashion,
as Oracle provides the global mode information. There is no local mode-switch
manager in each component that can be compared with our MSRM. Hence dis-
tributed mode-switch handling is out of the scope of the oracle-based approach.

11.1.3 Input-output blocks for modeling multi-mode sys-
tems

Weimer and Krogh [120] propose a set of input-output blocks to build multi-
mode systems. These blocks are categorized into five categories: (1) Basic Sys-
tem Block (BSB): a primitive component; (2) Composite System Block (CSB):
a composite component; (3) Mode Block (MB): a parallel grouping of system
blocks, one for each mode; (4) Supervisor Block (SB): a block telling one or
more MBs to switch to the desired mode; (5) Hybrid System Block (HSB): a
block consisting of one SB and a set of MBs controlled by the SB. An MB
can include one or more BSBs, CSBs, and HSBs. The usage of these blocks
are demonstrated by a steer-by-wire system, where the driver and the steering
controller can run in different modes. The proposed approach is implemented
in Simulink [87]. Simulation results are reported based on the steer-by-wire
system.

Similar to MSL, this block-based approach allows each component to sup-
port multiple modes. However, a key difference is that this approach uses
completely different components (defined separately within an MB) for dif-
ferent modes, whereas in MSL it is possible to share some components and
connections in different modes. Hence MSL is more suitable for component
reuse. Moreover, this approach does not provide composition rules for com-
ponent modes which function as our mode mapping mechanism, or systematic
runtime mechanisms for handling mode switch.

11.1.4 The modeling of multi-mode systems in MARTE
Quadri et al. [104] add a mode concept to Gaspard2 [44], a model-driven en-
gineering framework for System-on-Chip co-design. Gaspard2 uses the UML
MARTE profile [94] for modeling real-time embedded systems. A multi-mode
component is represented by a Macro Component which consists of a state
graph component and one or more mode switch components. A mode switch
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component, which plays the same role as the MB in the block-based approach
introduced in the previous subsection, contains the configurations for all modes
and can switch mode based on the specified mode from the corresponding state
graph component. A state graph component models the behavior of a compo-
nent/system as a finite state machine. Each state graph component is responsi-
ble for including the mode-switch triggering conditions and sending the mode-
switch request to the expected mode switch component. Compared with MSL,
this approach has almost the same limitations as the block-based approach, i.e.,
without mechanisms for mode mapping and mode-switch handling.

11.1.5 Component-based coordination of autonomic man-
agers

Delaval et al.[34] has proposed a component-based design of self-adaptive
computing systems. Compared with the traditional approach of using a single
autonomic manager to govern the online adaptation of a monolithic adaptive
system, the component-based approach fosters reuse and composition of self-
adaptive components with autonomic managers. The autonomic manager of
a composite component, which acts as a dedicated subcomponent, is respon-
sible for the coordination of the autonomic managers of its subcomponents.
Coordination policies are manually specified at each level to satisfy the system
requirement. For instance, an autonomic manager may not trigger an action
when another autonomic manager is in a particular state.

The modular and hierarchical coordination of autonomic managers con-
duces to reusability and scalability. A self-adaptive component can be reused
in various contexts without changing its autonomic manager. Distributed and
coordinated autonomic managers are preferable to a single autonomic manager
for large complex systems.

The autonomic manager of a component is comparable to the MSRM of our
MSL, as both control the adaptive behavior of an individual component and can
be hierarchically organized as a result of component composition. However,
no general coordination patterns have been discussed for autonomic managers,
since the specification of coordination policies is application-dependent. This
is in contrast with our MSL, which incorporates a set of protocols and rules in
its MSRM for the coordination of the mode switches of different components
at runtime.
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11.1.6 Top-down mode specification using Event-B
Dotti et al.[35] provide the formal specification of modes and mode transitions
for fault-tolerant systems using the formalism Event-B [1], a formal method for
system-level modeling and analysis. Each mode is associated with an assump-
tion and a guarantee. An assumption is a predicate over the current system
state, while a guarantee is a relation over the current and next states of the sys-
tem. The concept of hierarchical modes in Modechart [73] (Modechart will
be discussed later in this chapter) is adopted for the top-down mode specifi-
cation, viz. mode refinement. Initially, top-level modes and mode transitions
are specified to meet a given system requirement. Then it is possible to refine
each mode with sub-modes and transitions between them at a lower level. The
same refinement can also be applied to sub-modes. Mode refinement makes
it easier for system developers to map requirements to models and to trace re-
quirements. Despite the particular assumption of fault-tolerant systems, the
proposed approach seems to be applicable to other types of systems as well.

11.2 Component models supporting mode switch
or dynamic reconfiguration

Numerous software component models [31, 67] have been proposed for the
component-based development of a broad spectrum of systems. However, very
few of them take mode switch or dynamic reconfiguration into account. An
overview of those component models is presented here, including BlueArX,
COMDES-II, Koala, SaveCCM, MyCCM-HI, Rubus, AUTOSAR, and Fractal,
followed by a brief discussion on the limitations of these component models in
comparison with MSL.

11.2.1 BlueArX
BlueArX [75] is a component model developed by Bosch1 particularly for au-
tomotive applications with constrained resources. BlueArX supports multi-
mode applications built by BlueArX software components. Mode is regarded
as a type of semantic context information. Different modes imply different
scheduling or different control strategies. The mode definition is integrated in
the component specification and can be imported or exported from component
ports.

1http://www.bosch.com/
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Bosch has come up with a heuristics approach to determine the supported
modes of different components. The heuristics provides reasonable mode can-
didates for each component by exploring various control conditions that dra-
matically influence system behavior and performance. This approach has been
implemented in a tool called XGen. The mode of a BlueArX component is not
explicitly defined until a multi-mode system is completely built.

The major purpose of defining modes for the BlueArX component model
is more precise prediction of system properties such as WCET, however, we
have not been able to find how a mode switch is handled by BlueArX.

11.2.2 COMDES-II
COMDES-II (COMponent-based design of software for Distributed Embed-
ded Systems-version II) [74] employs a hierarchical model to specify a system
architecture. A multi-mode component is treated as a pair of a state machine
Function Block (FB) and a modal FB. The original objective for jointly using
state machine FBs and modal FBs is to specify the system sequential behavior
(i.e. control flow) to ensure deterministic state transitions. A state machine FB
contains the state transition rules of a component and the corresponding modal
FB executes the control actions associated with the current state. In a similar
way, a state machine can define the mode transition graph of a component and
a modal FB includes the component configurations in different modes. A state
machine FB can trigger a mode switch based on its input. After receiving the
mode-switch command from the state machine FB, the modal FB will switch
to the configuration in the new mode. COMDES-II allows the composition of
multi-mode components so that a pair of state machine FB and modal FB can
be included in another modal FB.

11.2.3 Koala and SaveCCM
Koala [95], a component model developed by Philips2, is used to manage soft-
ware complexity in consumer electronics. Koala does not explicitly deal with
mode switch. Instead, it proposes some primitive but practical solutions to effi-
ciently handle architectural diversity. First, it introduces diversity interfaces for
components with multiple configurations. A component can change its config-
uration based on the input values from a diversity interface. In addition, Koala
uses a special construct, the switch, to realize the structural diversity of a com-
ponent. A switch is able to divert an incoming data flow to different outgoing

2http://www.philips.com/
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2http://www.philips.com/
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branches according to different conditions evaluated at runtime. Both diver-
sity interface and switch can be effectively implemented and they are easy to
manipulate. However, a major disadvantage is that the system functionality is
polluted by the diversity management.

The SaveCCM component model [58] is designed specifically for the ve-
hicular domain, with focus on predictability and analysability. Regarding mode
switch, SaveCCM adopts the same methodology as Koala, i.e., by using a ded-
icated component or connector switch with the same semantics as the switch
in Koala. Similar to Koala, SaveCCM integrates structural diversity manage-
ment in the functional behaviors of each component, without clear separation
between functional behaviors and mode-switch handling.

11.2.4 MyCCM-HI

MyCCM-HI (Make Your Component-Container Model-High Integrity) [15]
is a component framework for critical, distributed, real-time and embedded
software. Software components and their behaviors are described by an in-
put architecture description language COAL (Component-Oriented Architec-
ture Language), which can enumerate different operational modes of the sys-
tem and of each component. Each multi-mode component has a dedicated
mode automaton that implements its mode-switch mechanism. Mode automa-
ton components can interact with their sibling components or components at
adjacent levels during a mode switch. This establishes the foundation for the
mode-switch propagation throughout different parts of the system. However,
no runtime mechanisms for the mode-switch coordination between different
components have been reported in MyCCM-HI.

11.2.5 Rubus

Rubus [57] is an industrial component model jointly developed by Arcticus
systems3 and Mälardalen University targeting embedded control systems for
ground vehicles. In Rubus, mode is essentially a system-level concept for
each Electronic Control Unit (ECU). In each mode, there is a system-wide
static configuration of components. Guided by a global mode transition dia-
gram, a system mode switch corresponds to the switch between different sys-
tem configurations, with each configuration represented by a state in the dia-
gram. Since mode-switch handling is delegated to the system, each individual

3http://www.arcticus-systems.com/
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Rubus component has no sense of mode. In general, the mode management in
Rubus is in line with the centralized mode-switch handling of MSL after mode
transformation.

11.2.6 AUTOSAR

AUTOSAR [43], AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture, is an open indus-
try standard for the automotive software architecture between suppliers and
manufacturers. AUTOSAR separates software from hardware and facilitates
reuse of software components for different vehicle platforms. Featured by a
layered structure, AUTOSAR abstracts the hardware platform by a Basic Soft-
ware layer over the ECU hardware layer. The Basic Software layer contains
Basic Software (BSW) Modules which provide fundamental services such as
communication, operating system, and ECU abstraction for higher-level ap-
plications. Above the Basic Software layer, there is a Runtime Environment
(RTE) which abstracts the communication between AUTOSAR Software Com-
ponents (SW-Cs) on top.

The system on each ECU can run in multiple modes statically specified
at design time. Two parties are involved for mode management [29] in AU-
TOSAR: mode manager and mode user, both of which can be either a SW-C
or a BSW Module. An application mode manager communicates with one
or multiple application mode users. Likewise, a basic software mode man-
ager communicates with one or multiple basic software mode users. A mode
switch can be requested by either a mode manager or a mode user. However,
the execution of a mode switch is always decided by a mode manager. AU-
TOSAR supports both local and global mode switches. A local mode switch
is performed within a single ECU, whereas a global mode switch impacts the
systems running on a set of networked ECUs belonging to the same automotive
system.

Although AUTOSAR allows reuse and composition of SW-Cs, both mode
managers and mode users are global entities for an ECU. Compared with
the centralized mode management of AUTOSAR, the distributed mode-switch
handling of MSL is more scalable and flexible.

11.2.7 Fractal

Fractal [19] is a hierarchical and reflective component model that has been
adopted by various programming languages for developing adaptive systems.
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Each Fractal component has a container which includes a set of local con-
trollers to control the runtime reconfiguration of the component. Such a con-
tainer is called a membrane. A reconfiguration can be structural, such as adding
or removing subcomponents, or binding/unbinding of component interfaces, or
behavioral, such as modifying the life cycle of a component. Fractal is reflec-
tive on account of its introspection and intercession abilities, which allow a
system to monitor its execution at runtime and automatically reconfigure itself
when necessary.

We anticipate that the reconfiguration of a Fractal component may affect
the configurations of some other Fractal components in the same system. Frac-
tal has been extended [10] to cover distributed reconfiguration of components
by introducing a reconfiguration controller in the membrane of each compo-
nent. However, the coordination between multiple component reconfigurations
requires the controller to run a unanimous distributed algorithm which is rem-
iniscent of the MSRM of MSL. Such an algorithm is still missing in Fractal.

11.2.8 Limitations

Among these component models, only COMDES-II, MyCCM-HI, and Fractal
support the mode switch or dynamic reconfiguration of individual components.
None of them considers the composition of component modes or the coordina-
tion of the mode switches of different components.

11.3 Languages supporting mode switch

Mode switch has also been covered by some programming and specification
languages, such as Ada, AADL, Giotto, TDL, Darwin, Modechart and mode-
automata. This section includes an overview of these languages and points out
their limitations compared with MSL.

11.3.1 Ada

Ada [28] is a prominent object-oriented programming language suitable for the
implementation of embedded and real-time systems. An Ada real-time frame-
work [121] has been extended [106] to support operating modes and mode
changes in real-time systems. Sáez et al.[107] have managed to specify the
mode manager by means of a behavioral UML Finite State Machine (FSM)
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and automatically generate Ada codes from the FSM specification. The devel-
opment process, including mode specification, code generation, and schedula-
bility analysis, is demonstrated by an industrial robotic system.

11.3.2 AADL

The Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) [38], is a model-
ing language that supports analyses of a system’s architecture with respect
to performance-critical properties at software component level. AADL rep-
resents modes as states within a state machine abstraction, where each state
corresponds to a distinct mode and the transition between different states rep-
resents a mode switch. For each component, a mode switch is triggered by a
predefined mode-switch event arriving at its input event port(s). A component
can also spontaneously trigger a mode switch from its output event port(s). In
each mode, the running components and their connections are strictly defined.
Furthermore, mode-specific properties of a component can be defined to dis-
tinguish its alternative behaviors in different modes. For instance, a component
may have different worst-case execution times in different modes.

11.3.3 Giotto and TDL

Giotto [63] is a time-triggered language for implementing real-time embedded
systems. In Giotto, each mode defines the periodic invocation of a fixed set
of tasks. While running in a mode, a system periodically checks an exit con-
dition with a tunable switch frequency. The exit condition is expressed by a
boolean expression. A mode switch is performed when the exit condition eval-
uates to true. Giotto assumes instantaneous mode switch in the sense that a
mode switch must be completed within the "current tick", thus implying that
the mode-switch time is always 0. If a mode switch is triggered in the presence
of ongoing execution of a task, it is allowed to switch mode if the invocation
period of the task is unchanged after the mode switch. Then the task must
complete its remaining execution in the old mode before its next invocation in
the new mode.

TDL [116] is a time-triggered language derivative of Giotto, yet with more
convenient syntax and improved programming tools. It preserves the funda-
mental part of Giotto for mode-switch handling. However, mode declaration is
enhanced in TDL. In addition, TDL forbids a mode switch performed during
the execution of a task.
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11.3.4 Darwin

Hirsch et al. [65] introduce modes to software architectures. Mode is regarded
as a new element of architectural descriptions. They also incorporate the notion
of mode to an existing Architecture Description Language: Darwin [83]. To be
aware of modes, Darwin is extended by adding a mode attribute to each compo-
nent indicating its current mode. The modes of a Darwin composite component
is directly related to the modes of its subcomponents. Yet no mode mapping
solutions are provided in [65]. The variation of the software architecture and
different components in different modes is illustrated by an automotive case
study, where a mode switch can imply the change of the component running
status, functionality and connections. It is still unclear in [65] how a mode
switch is handled at runtime.

11.3.5 Modechart

Modechart [73] is a specification language for real-time systems. The seman-
tics of Modechart is based on Real Time Logic (RTL) [72]. Modechart focuses
on the specification of absolute timing properties as well as modes and mode
transitions. Modes can be hierarchical in Modechart. There are primitive or
compound modes that are classified in the same way as primitive and compos-
ite components. Moreover, both serial and parallel mode relations are defined.
Compared to the mode in MSL, the mode concept in Modechart has a broader
meaning, since sometimes even concurrent running threads are considered as
parallel modes. Modechart assumes instantaneous mode switch and does not
aim for component-based systems.

11.3.6 Mode-automata

Mode-automata [84, 85] is a programming model proposed as an extension of
the synchronous language Lustre [23]. Devoted to the description of running
modes of reactive systems, mode-automata allows a collection of execution
states to be considered as a mode, and the complete behavior of a complex
system is a sequence of modes. A program can be projected onto a given mode
so that the behavior restricted to this mode can be obtained. Moreover, paral-
lel and hierarchical compositions of mode-automata are also supported. This
enables a hierarchical mode structure just like Modechart. Mode-automata not
only enhances the program readability of Lustre, but also improves the qual-
ity of the generated code. The hierarchical mode structure of mode-automata
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resembles the hierarchical component structure in a component-based system.
However, the mode decomposition of mode-automata is based on the system
behavior rather than reusable components. Mode-automata has been integrated
in a graphical development environment SCADE [77].

11.3.7 Limitations

Most of the aforementioned languages only deal with system-level mode
switch. AADL and Darwin take multi-mode components into consideration.
The mode switch of a component in AADL is relatively independent of the
modes of other components. Darwin is aware of the mode mapping between
components, yet providing no mode mapping mechanisms. Neither AADL
nor Darwin addresses the mode-switch coordination of different components
at runtime.

11.4 Dynamic software product line
DSPL [22, 46, 64] is an emerging technique for developing adaptive systems.
DSPL originates from conventional Software Product Lines (SPLs) [27] which
have been successful in producing a family of software systems while being
adopted commercially due to cost reduction and software quality improve-
ment. Different systems configured from the same SPL share certain features,
whereas the SPL uses variation points to distinguish the unique features of each
system. A system is configured by selecting and binding the most appropriate
variation points at design time to meet specific system requirements.

In addition to SPL, DSPL allows the binding of variation points at runtime
so that a system can dynamically change configurations on the fly to accom-
modate to the changing environment. The ability of binding variation points at
design time is still preserved by DSPL. When all variation points are bound at
design time, DSPL will be equal to SPL. When all variation points are bound
at runtime, DSPL will contribute to a single adaptive system.

The configuration space of a DSPL is typically predefined at design time.
This is fairly analogous to multi-mode systems, as each configuration can be
considered as a mode and dynamic reconfiguration is comparable to mode
switch. The assumption of static configuration space limits the adaptivity
of DSPL, however, it makes a system more reliable and predictable com-
pared with adaptive systems with unbounded configuration space. In recent
years there has been a growing interest in DSPLs with dynamic variation
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points [16, 61] which potentially lead to new system configurations identified
at runtime. The validity of each new configuration must be examined online
before reconfiguration is executed.

To the best of our knowledge, DSPL only considers global system con-
figurations. Hence reuse of adaptive software components is not supported
in DSPL. MSL provides an opportunity to reuse multi-mode components in
DSPL.

11.5 Mutli-mode real-time systems

The research on mode switch in the real-time systems domain [20] has been
conducted for decades. There are miscellaneous topics studying multi-mode
real-time systems and mode switch, while topics that have been investigated
most are the design of mode-switch protocols and schedulability analysis con-
sidering a mode switch. The mode of a multi-mode real-time system is typi-
cally represented by a set of running tasks, and a mode switch amounts to the
suspension of tasks running in the old mode but not in the new mode, and the
activation of tasks running in the new mode but not in the old mode. A task
may keep running both before and after a mode switch, which may change
some parameters of the task, such as execution time or period. An extensive
survey and classification of some classic mode-switch protocols can be found
in [105].

In general, there are five types of tasks: (1) old-mode aborted task that runs
in the old mode and aborts its execution when a mode switch is triggered; (2)
old-mode completed task that runs in the old mode and needs to complete its
current execution before switching mode; (3) changed task that runs in both
the old and new modes but changes its parameter in the new mode; (4) wholly
new-mode task that only runs in the new mode and is activated after a mode
switch; (5) unchanged task whose execution is unaffected by a mode switch.
Apart from these five types of tasks, one can additionally imagine tasks that
only run during the transition from the old mode to the new mode. Depending
on the treatment of unchanged tasks, two types of mode-switch protocols are
identified: (1) protocols with periodicity which do not affect the execution of
unchanged tasks during a mode switch; (2) protocols without periodicity which
change the activation of unchanged tasks during a mode switch. Most exist-
ing mode-switch protocols belong to the second type, however, the first type
has been proposed in recent years [91] [92]. With respect to the co-execution
permission of old and new mode tasks, there are (1) synchronous protocols
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where new mode tasks are never released until all old mode tasks complete
their last activation in the old mode; and (2) asynchronous protocols where
old and new mode tasks are allowed to be executed at the same time during a
mode switch. Synchronous protocols [6, 105, 118] do not execute new mode
tasks until the execution of all old mode tasks is completed, thus requiring no
schedulability analysis during a mode switch. Nevertheless, synchronous pro-
tocols are notorious for long mode-switch time which is often intolerable to
meet the timing constraints of real-time systems. Thus more efforts have been
paid on asynchronous protocols, which enable swift mode switch but require
additional schedulability analysis during a mode switch, as the execution of
new mode tasks together with the remaining execution of old mode tasks may
lead to a temporary overload.

A mode-switch protocol is highly dependent on many contributing fac-
tors such as the task model, the scheduling policy, and the hardware plat-
form. Different combinations of these factors call for different mode-switch
protocols. Mode-switch protocols were originally developed [111, 119] under
fixed-priority preemptive scheduling for uniprocessor systems. Subsequent ef-
forts have been invested by others [98, 105] to reduce mode-switch time and
improve schedulability during a mode switch. Holenderski et al.[66] develop
a mode-switch protocol for memory constrained systems under fixed-priority
scheduling with limited preemption. Upon receiving a mode-switch request, a
task can abort its execution at pre-defined termination points to achieve a swift
mode switch with graceful service interruption. Huang and Chen [68] provide
a schedulability analysis for multi-mode tasks under fixed-priority scheduling,
allowing each task to have its own modes. Aside from mode-switch proto-
cols for fixed-priority scheduling policies, there are also protocols targeting
dynamic scheduling policies such as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [5, 113] or
offline scheduling [40]. A common but restrictive assumption in multi-mode
real-time systems is independent and periodic tasks. Ekberg et al.[36] have
presented a graph-based task model which is able to express more complex
task instance arrival patterns for multiple modes. They also provide the EDF
schedulability analysis for the expressive task model. Many other protocols
and schedulability analysis have been proposed to support multiprocessor plat-
forms [81, 90, 92, 93, 122], distributed systems [37, 62, 91], and hierarchical
scheduling [39, 69, 70, 109] where a real-time system is partitioned into sub-
systems with temporal isolation. In addition, Phan et al. use multi-mode Real-
Time Calculus [100] and a multi-mode automaton model [99] to model and
analyze multi-mode systems. They also introduce an interface-based technique
for compositional analysis of multi-mode systems [101], as well as a semantic
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framework for the specification and analysis of mode-switch protocols [102].
Multi-mode systems have strong relation to mixed-criticality systems [7,

20] which are gaining more and more attention nowadays. In a mixed-
criticality system, a task may run at different criticality levels with varying
execution times. The higher criticality level, the longer execution time. The
criticality change of a task at runtime can be considered as a mode switch
modifying its execution time.

The study of mode switch in real-time systems is rather complementary to
our MSL. On the one hand, MSL focuses on reuse of multi-mode components
and mode-switch handling at architectural level. On the other hand, the design
of mode-switch protocols and schedulability analysis focus on meeting timing
constraints at implementation level. It would be an interesting future research
direction to incorporate existing research results of real-time systems into MSL
to achieve better mode-switch timing analysis.

Chapter 12

Conclusions and future work

Software development of multi-mode systems is challenging in several as-
pects. The growing software complexity is often a direct ramification of the
diversified functionalities and dynamic mode-switch behaviors of multi-mode
systems. In this thesis we have developed a component-based framework,
Mode-Switch Logic (MSL), for development of multi-mode systems. MSL
supports reuse of multi-mode components which run a uniform distributed
mechanism for the cooperative handling of mode switches at runtime. The dis-
tributed mechanism is scalable and requires no global mode information, and
is thus applicable to large complex systems. Moreover, MSL includes a mode
transformation technique for transforming the distributed mechanism into cen-
tralized mode-switch handling when appropriate, thereby improving runtime
mode-switch efficiency. As the closure of the thesis, this chapter summarizes
the contributions presented in previous chapters and sketches possible future
research directions.

12.1 Summary and contributions
All the contributions in the thesis have been motivated by our research goal,
which is decomposed into four research questions stated in Chapter 1, with
each research question addressed by at least one contribution. These research
questions are revisited as follows:

Research Question (RQ) 1: What distinctive features and what techniques
should a multi-mode component support in order to ensure flexible and efficient
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reuse?

This research question is supported by three contributions: the mode-aware
component model in Chapter 2, the mode mapping mechanism in Chapter 3,
and the mode transformation technique in Chapter 8.

The mode-aware component model provides the formal definition of
reusable multi-mode components. Compared with other existing component
models, the mode-aware component model bears three distinctive features:

• A multi-mode component has unique configurations in different modes.
A configuration depends on factors such as the functional behavior of
a component, the values of certain mode-dependent properties, the acti-
vated subcomponents and their connections.

• A multi-mode component has dedicated mode-switch ports to exchange
mode information with its parent and subcomponents during a mode
switch.

• A multi-mode component runs a built-in MSRM which governs its
mode-switch behavior at runtime.

The mode mapping mechanism, which resides in each composite compo-
nent, maps the modes of the composite component to the modes of its sub-
components. The mode mapping of each composite component is statically
specified at design time by a set of internally synchronized MMAs. The mode
mapping of a component provides mode mapping results to its MSRM during
a mode switch, telling which components among the composite component
itself and its subcomponents should switch mode and what new modes these
components should switch to.

The mode transformation technique works when all the software compo-
nents are deployed on the same hardware platform and the mode information of
all components is globally accessible. Mode transformation converts the dis-
tributed mode-switch handling of MSL into a centralized mode management
by replacing the MSRMs of all components with a single global mode-switch
manager. The transformation is conducted in two sequential steps. First, a
Mode Combination Tree is generated based on the mode mappings of all com-
posite components. Each path of the tree corresponds to a system mode. With
the identified system modes and the specification of all (mode-switch) scenar-
ios as the input, the second step derives a mode transition graph, adding all the
possible transitions between different system modes. After mode transforma-
tion, a mode switch is a direct transition between system modes in the mode
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transition graph. Mode-switch efficiency is improved from two perspectives:
(1) the computation overhead of the global mode-switch manager is much
lower than the computation overhead of all MSRMs; (2) a mode-switch can
be completed more swiftly without inter-component communication incurred
by the MSRM.

Research Question (RQ) 2: How do we handle mode switch at runtime at
both component and system levels?

MSL handles mode switch using the MSRM presented in Chapter 4.
Guided by the MSRM, each component communicates with its parent and
subcomponents by exchanging primitives. A mode switch is initiated by the
triggering of a (mode-switch) scenario from a component that detects a mode-
switch event. The MSRM distinguishes two types of scenarios: emergency sce-
nario and non-emergency scenario. A non-emergency scenario is propagated
by an MSP protocol to all the affected components. A mode switch is executed
only when all the affected components are ready to switch mode. By contrast,
an emergency scenario must be executed as soon as possible, even if some com-
ponents are not ready to switch mode. The MSRM contains an EMSP protocol
for the propagation of an emergency scenario. The execution of a mode switch
(either emergency or non-emergency) follows a mode-switch dependency rule
which forces a mode switch to be completed bottom-up. If the propagation of a
scenario encounters an ongoing atomic execution of a component, the scenario
will not be propagated to this component until the completion of its ongoing
atomic execution. The MSRM also supports the concurrent triggering of emer-
gency and non-emergency scenarios. Each component is equipped with three
queues: MSR queue, MSQ queue, and EMS queue, in ascending priority or-
der. The MSR queue and MSQ queue store an incoming MSR or MSQ primitive
which propagates a non-emergency scenario. All pending non-emergency sce-
narios are handled by each component in a sequential order. The EMS queue
stores an incoming EMSwhich propagates an emergency scenario with a higher
priority than all non-emergency scenarios. The mode switch of a component
may invalidate certain elements in its MSR queue and MSQ queue. As part
of the MSRM, an MSR/MSQ queue updating rule is introduced to remove the
invalid MSR and MSQ primitives in the corresponding queues.

Research Question (RQ) 3: How can we ensure that the mode-switch han-
dling mechanisms in RQ 2 do not violate the system timing requirements?

Almost all multi-mode systems have timing constraints on the execution
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of a mode switch. The mode-switch time must always be bounded and pre-
dictable. Chapter 6 provides the mode-switch timing analysis for the MSRM
with the assumption of the triggering of a single non-emergency scenario. The
timing analysis calculates the worst-case mode-switch time, dividing a com-
plete mode-switch phase into three non-overlapping and continuous phases.
Phase 1 starts from the triggering of a scenario and is terminated by the iden-
tification of the MSDM, i.e, a component which is authorized to approve or
reject the scenario. In Phase 2, the MSDM queries whether all the components
affected by a scenario are ready to switch mode. If yes, a mode switch will
be triggered by the MSDM in Phase 3 which ends upon mode-switch comple-
tion. The duration of Phase 2 can be prolonged by atomic execution. Hence
a model-checking approach is used to derive the worst-case atomic execution
time of a group of components.

In addition, the mode transformation technique presented in Chapter 8 is
able to expedite the handling of a mode switch, thereby increasing the likeli-
hood of fulfilling the system timing requirements.

Research Question (RQ) 4: How do we evaluate the applicability of this
framework?

One of our crucial objectives is to verify the correctness of MSL and eval-
uate its applicability. Chapter 5 presents the formal verification of the MSRM,
a pivotal element of MSL. The verification is carried out in two steps: model
checking and manual theorem proving. First, the MSRM of a component and
its interaction with the parent and subcomponents are modeled and verified
using the model checker UPPAAL. The verification results in the first step is
subsequently generalized by manual theorem proving.

The mode-aware component model, the mode mapping mechanism, and
the mode transformation technique are implemented in a tool MCORE
(the Multi-mode COmponent Reuse Environment) presented in Chapter 9.
MCORE provides a graphical user interface for the development, composition,
and reuse of multi-mode components. Furthermore, MCORE can generate the
system mode transition graph and all global configurations by applying mode
transformation. The ambition of MCORE is to export the system model of a
multi-mode system to Rubus ICE [114], an industrial tool for software devel-
opment of vehicular systems.

The integration of MSL in the ProCom component model, explained in
Chapter 7, is another evidence of the practical value of MSL. Although the
original ProCom component model is not intended for development of multi-
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mode systems, we are able to support reuse of multi-mode components and
distributed mode-switch handling in ProCom with slight extension.

Moreover, Chapter 10 demonstrates the practical usage of MSL based on
two proof-of-concept case studies, an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system
and a healthcare monitoring system. They are traditionally developed as mono-
lithic systems that can run in multiple modes. Using MSL, we redesign both
systems with a more scalable and flexible scheme that includes reuse of multi-
mode components.

12.2 Future research directions

Currently, there are still many remaining issues worth a forthcoming explo-
ration. We envision a number of interesting future research directions stem-
ming from our current contributions, as explained below.

Reinforcement in the evaluation

First, performance analysis is still missing in the formal verification of the
MSRM. A valuable future work is to develop a simulator for the extensive
simulation and evaluation of the MSRM. The simulator is expected to sup-
port the automatic generation of a hierarchy of multi-mode components based
on the specification of various parameters such as the maximum depth level
of each primitive component, and the maximum number of subcomponents of
each composite component. Different scenarios are randomly triggered from
an arbitrary component. The coordination between the mode switches of dif-
ferent components can be clearly observed by visualizing the inter-component
communication with transmission of different primitives in the simulator. Ex-
tensive simulation also allows us to analyze performance. For instance, it is
possible to study how the component hierarchy impacts the number of trans-
mitted primitives and mode-switch time.

Our tool MCORE is at a work-in-progress stage, lacking several key func-
tionalities such as the MSRM implementation and exporting a system model as
xml files to Rubus ICE. Additional efforts must be devoted to the completion
of a full-fledged version. Another interesting work is the continuation of the
ProCom component model extended by MSL to support modes. It would be
worthwhile to implement our theoretical foundation in PRIDE [14], an IDE for
ProCom, thereby obtaining a tool environment for performing more extensive
evaluations and case studies.
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each composite component. Different scenarios are randomly triggered from
an arbitrary component. The coordination between the mode switches of dif-
ferent components can be clearly observed by visualizing the inter-component
communication with transmission of different primitives in the simulator. Ex-
tensive simulation also allows us to analyze performance. For instance, it is
possible to study how the component hierarchy impacts the number of trans-
mitted primitives and mode-switch time.

Our tool MCORE is at a work-in-progress stage, lacking several key func-
tionalities such as the MSRM implementation and exporting a system model as
xml files to Rubus ICE. Additional efforts must be devoted to the completion
of a full-fledged version. Another interesting work is the continuation of the
ProCom component model extended by MSL to support modes. It would be
worthwhile to implement our theoretical foundation in PRIDE [14], an IDE for
ProCom, thereby obtaining a tool environment for performing more extensive
evaluations and case studies.
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As far as we know, no existing multi-mode systems are yet built by multi-
mode components. The ACC system and healthcare monitoring system pre-
sented in the thesis are only proof-of-concept implementations. Our ultimate
goal is to explore the applicability of MSL in real-world systems.

Extension of the MSRM

The mode-switch dependency rule of our MSRM assumes that the mode
switches of sibling components, i.e., components with the same parent, are
independent of each other. This implies that a composite component does not
care about the order of mode-switch completion among its subcomponents.
However, under certain conditions, the mode switches of sibling components
are expected to follow a specific order. That is to say, the mode switch of a
component may not be allowed until the mode-switch completion of another
sibling component. Our MSRM needs to be extended to respect such con-
straints.

Another assumption of our MSRM is that a system contains at most one
emergency scenario which can be recurrently triggered. We intend to extend
the MSRM by supporting the triggering of multiple emergency scenarios with
different criticality levels. Besides, the MSRM does not allow an emergency
scenario to abort an ongoing component reconfiguration, thus incurring an un-
acceptable delay to the handling of an emergency scenario if some component
has extremely long reconfiguration time. Therefore, we need to investigate
how an emergency scenario can be immediately handled without delay, even at
the sacrifice of aborting an ongoing reconfiguration.

Allocation of multi-mode components to tasks

An essential step from component-based design to implementation is to al-
locate software components to runtime tasks. Techniques for the allocation
of single-mode components to tasks have been reported in a few publica-
tions [42, 41, 108]. There are no standard guidelines for the allocation, since
different component models call for different allocation techniques. In gen-
eral, the hierarchical structure of components must be flattened [18, 82]. All
composite components are removed in the flattening process, while new ele-
ments are generated to preserve the original operational semantics of the sys-
tem. After flattening, the component-to-task allocation is performed based on
the transaction flows identified in the flattened system.

The allocation of multi-mode components to tasks is still an open research
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problem. Components deactivated in certain modes and the mode-dependent
component connections may substantially complicate the allocation. We are
looking forward to new allocation techniques allowing for modes.

A refined mode-switch timing analysis

The mode-switch timing analysis presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis assumes
the triggering of a single non-emergency scenario. A natural next step would be
to extend the timing analysis to cover the concurrent triggering of both emer-
gency and non-emergency scenarios. Furthermore, the mode-switch timing
analysis at component level only gives a coarse-grained value of the worst-
case mode-switch time due to the abstraction of low-level information such
as scheduling and hardware platform. The allocation of multi-mode compo-
nents to tasks plays an important role in achieving a more precise mode-switch
timing analysis, since the timing analysis at task level provides much more
fine-grained results.

The support of runtime software evolution

In MSL, the modes of each component and the corresponding configurations
are all statically specified at design time. Hence it is impossible to change the
component structure or mode specification at runtime. Nonetheless, dynamic
software evolution [76] at runtime is a charming feature raising a growing at-
tention in software engineering. It would be noteworthy to embrace runtime
software evolution in MSL so that one can dynamically add, remove, replace
components, or even change the mode mapping and MSRM of a component
on the fly. A even more evolvable system should also be able to automatically
introduce new modes and configurations or remove existing modes whenever
appropriate. However, there is always a tradeoff between flexibility and pre-
dictability. The more functionalities that we transfer from design time to run-
time, the less predictable and analyzable the system may become. It would be
a challenging task to achieve predictable runtime software evolution in MSL.

The adaptation of MSL to more architectural styles

MSL is largely based on the pipes and filters architectural style. We aspire to
future adaptation of MSL to other architectural styles such as client-server [32].
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